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SUMMARY

After

an

introduction in which past literature on Schirmer is

subjected to critical examination and the method and aim of the present
work

is stated the

first

part of this study then concentrates

examination of Schirmer's

the

is

far

as

as

possible

of chapters; in

sequence

an

lyric poetry in itself, in other words

largely without reference to outside works.
conducted

on

on

a

a

The examination is

chronological basis which determines

series of statistical tables attention

paid to the variety of Schirmer's stanza-forms and to his handling

of the

Alexandrine; his contribution to the development of various

poetic

genres

is made

during the 17th century is considered; and the attempt

to give

analysis of

a

of his work,

a

full and clear picture of his lyric poetry by the

variety of examples from the different stages and areas

examples which

are

characteristic both formally and

The first part concludes with a summary of the main

thematically.
findings.
The

second

part of this study attempts to put Schirmer's work into

perspective by viewing it in relation to past tradition, contemporaries
and successors.

and

The traditions concerned

on

various

Ntlrnberg circle.

The

Schirmer are those of Opitz and

Opitzians, Paul Fleming and the Leipzig poets, and

Zesen and the

on

the Classics, Petrarch

Petrarchism, the Volkslied and the humanist writers.

important contemporary influences
the

are

ugust Buchner,

Then comes Schirmer's own influence

Leipzig and Dresden friends and finally his influence on

later 17th century

poetry and the lyric of the 18th century.

Individual chapters are
and in every case

devoted to all these important relationships

examples

are

quoted, sometimes extensively, in

iii.

order to demonstrate

in

question.

with

a

the nature and extent of the

relationship

Like the first part of this study, the second concludes

summary

of the main points.

ADDENDUM

After the

its final

presentation of this thesis, but before

acceptance by the University of Edinburgh, the

existence of the
was

following work became known to

and I

able to examine its
Emil Edmund

Sattler,

David Schirmer:

Poetry in the German Baroque.
Ph.D

me

Metaphysical

(University of Michigan,

1972).
The dissertation is concerned with the

question of

imagery and much of it deals with 17th century poetry in
general}

of Schirmer's work only the Marnia sonnets are

examined in detail.
If it had

come

been included in

to my attention earlier it would have

Bibliography III A.

A.
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INTRODUCTION

♦

2.

A revlew of past oriticism.

A.

Critical verdicts

on

the work of David

the work of most other 17th.
towards

Schirner, like those on

century poets, tend to reflect the attitude

'Baroque' of the period in which they

were

written.

Since

Schiraer, however, is rarely assigned nuch critical space, such verdicts
usually appear in highly compressed form.

The preoccupations and the

prejudices therefore appear more clearly than in the
The main purpose

authors.

Schirmer is not

so

of this

survey

case

of many other

of secondary literature on

nuch to show how the views expressed

reveal the

standpoint from which they were written, but rather to isolate and
identify any important characterization or critical definition of
Schirmer's work whioh appears

bearing

on

the present study.

The earliest critics
Schirmer's occasional

Rosen-Gepusche.
latter

on

as

aware

of the Rauten-Gepuache,

poetry, as they are of the nowadays more famous

Erdmann Neumeister, writing in

"Durities

1706, rejects the

ex

carminum

generibus quibusdam, quae

suo

aibi

quodam effinxit, valde oritur in grata Rosarum folia verbis ut

plurimum piota,
is

are

grounds of harshness, and too muoh attention to form rather

than content:
more

in them, especially where these have a

raro

colorata rebus.It is probable that Neumeister

looking at the earlier collection from the point of view of the

anti-Petrarchist, anti-bombastic writers of the early 18th. century
and

rejeoting what

earlier poems.

seen

to him rhetorical

excesses

in

some

On the strength of the Rauten-Gepuache, however, he is

prepared to place Schirmer in the Hall of Fame, which is
Germans as well

of Sohirmer's

as

to Classical authors:

now open

"In Rutaceis tamen illis

to

3.

incedit ornatiora.

socco

Ut nihil obst&re videatur,

quamobrera

optimos intar Poatas referatur, loooqua at numero sit aliquo in
felici ilia Poetarua
Pranso Para to,

Vine Fabricius Aprositum finxit in

Latinis quidem ea fere propria at Germanicis haud

Considerable
revealed

acquaintance with the Rauten-Gepusche is also

by Karl Forster, writing the introduction to

1837 with

view to rescuing Sohirmer from obsourity.

a

examples from the Rauten-Gepusche and has

Sohirmer's
criticism
remarks
of the

quam

deneganda."^

prorsus

several

insula,

an

3

anthology of
«

Forster gives
kind words for

some

'Singspiele' and ballets, but he sets the pattern for later
by concentrating

are

vitiated

on

the Roaen-Gepusche»

Unfortunately his

by his assumptions about and negative criticism

17th, century; these are typical of the majority of 19th.

century Positivist critics who seek pos t-Herdarian originality stemming
from

personal experience and

literature.
the
case

are

unable to detect this in 17th. oentury

Koberatein's GrundriB is

a

typical example from early in

century; so too are the various works of Gervinus.
he

U.

»

In Forster's

regrets the preoccupation with form rather than content and is

constantly searching for expression of 'genuine' feeling breaking
through the 17th. century conventions.
Leipzig

5

Wortes.

...

machte die Liebe ihn

Aber seine

einer Reihe

von

sum

Marnia, die ihn

su

Hence sentences like "Zu
Dichter im voHeron Sinne des

vielen sartlichen Liedem und

Sonetten, sum Tail der achtesten Art, begeisterte,

ward ihm nach kurtser Bekanntschaft durch den Tod
are

three

entrissen."^

There

interesting points made by Forster which are of importance:

first, the assertion that Schirmer's poetry is occasionally

"volksmassig", for which Max Freiherr von Waldberg later provides
sore

precise examplessecondly, he sees Schiraer as a predecessor

of the Second

Silesians, "einen Vorlaufer der Hofmannswaldau-

Lohensteinschen
been taken up

Verirrungen",

g
so

that

we

have

an

attempt which has

since to relate Schirmsr to later developments! and

thirdly, he calls Schirmer, Be sen and Lund (the poets treated in his

volume) the Wittenberger Sohule under the influence of Buchner, and

poets.^

distinguishes their poetry from that of the Numberg circle of
At first
name

of

to

sight this merely seems to be an attempt to find a collective
oover

the work of three

disparate poets, but it is at least

significance that Forster stresses the link with the most

some

important teacher of the three, August Buchner, and in contrast to
later oritics ignores the
Schirmer with the

apparently

more

obvious connection of

Leipsig circle of poets.

This connection is in fact made by another

well-known 19th.

century critic, Gervinus, in the various versions of his history of
German literature which

is

an

obvious one,

appeared over a period of

years.10

given Gervinus* geographical approach.

to which Schirmer's work

can

versial than Schirmer*s well-known

rather

11

goes on

Schirmer

more

contro¬

friendship with Sehoch, which

One main criticism of Gervinus*s is

curiously; although he admits that

Schirmar's

The extent

be related to that of Finckelthaus and

Brehoe has been of interest to several critics and is

Gervinus also stresses.

Indeed it

style is bombastic

or a

one

cannot be

sure

put

whether

parody of bombast he immediately

(associating himself with the point made by Forster) to place
as

a

forerunner of the Second Silesians:

"lenn

man

xu

den

5.

Elagen
neuen

man

...

uber die schwulstige und hoch verstiegene Radeweisa dar

Poetan noch

Schinasr

den Lohensteinern

vor

12

auf3chlagen."

The

Belege haben will,

so

mufi

which Gervinus picks out

poem

as an

#>

example of bombast is "Seine todliohen Schmertsen
unusual poem
of

something else

-

an

hence an uncharacteristic example to choose in a

like that of Gervinus and

different interpretation.
Schirmer of bombast if

14

It certainly
takes his work

one

Schirmer's work befits

a

-

difficult to accuse

seems
as

a

whole and this criticism

Gervinus* negative verdiot

critic whose criteria

Classicism; his stress

Schirmer's poetry

to which others give a

a poem

by Gervinus has not often been repeated.

from Y/eimar

Rosomene",

in that logical meaning seems to be sacrificed in favour

brief survey

on

an

on

are

drawn

largely

the imitative nature of

he mentions particularly poems in the manner of

Opita, Dach, the Italians and Dutch
constantly ever since.

15

-

is one which has been repeated

It is almost certainly reflected in

Goedeke's comment in his GrundriB: "Seine

ateif, unselbststandig,

von

[Schirmers] Gedichte sind

Nachahmungen und Nachklangen erfullt, wie

die Gedichte der untergeordneten Foeten dieses Zeitraumes im

allgemeinen.
One of the most

whose books

tendency

-

are

knowledgeable critics of 17th. century poetry

still valuable and informative today,

characteristic of the 19th. century

value-judgments, is Max Freiherr
as

an

individualist stifled

claims to detect
He

an

von

laldberg.

-

despite their

towards negative

Waldberg sees Schirmsr

by the spirit of the age, and he too

"inneres Erlebnis" in Schirmer's

plaoes Schirmer (Zesen also)

as

a

love-poetry."^

transitioned link between the

6

first and second Silesian

schools, detecting the first traces of

'Marinismus* in Schirmer's work.
of Sohirner's teacher
the most

18

He also mentions the influence

Gueintz, himself

a

pupil of Buchner's.

important contribution of Waldberg's work is the way in

which he is able to bring his deep knowledge of the
bear

on

But

the

Volkslied to

Kunstdichtung of the period, and to show how snatches of

Volkslieder enter the scholars1 world of 17th. oentury poetry.
The other

19

important work of the 1880*s for our purposes is

Georg Witkowski's Die Vorlaufer der anakreontischen Dichtung in
Deutsohland und Friedrich

von

Hagedorn.

Of all the l?th. oentury

poets Wltkowski finds Schirmer the closest to the spirit of 18th.
century Anacreontic poetry, thus initiating an opinion which has had
considerable influence.
other 17th.

20

He

rightly points out that Sc hi riser, like

oentury poets, understood the term Anacreontic as

referring to formal qualities rather than to themes or imagery, and
goes on

to reject the 17th. century attitude towards the classics:

"Taubmann und Schirmer
einen

glaubten anakreontisch

dichten,

wenn

sie

beliebigen Stoff in kursen Versen mit haufiger Anwendung

bestimmter Redefiguren behandelten.
das Verhaltnis der deutschen

nislosen Mannes.

Nichts 1st bezeichnendar fur

Diohtung des 17. Jahrhunderts zum Alter-

turn, als diese Auffassung einas nicht

es

zu

Und nichts bassist

gans

unbegabten und verstand-

treffender, welchen Fortschritt

bedeutete, als endlioh die ersten auftraten, die eine innerliche

Beziehung

zum

Alterturn gewannen.

atehen im Grunde

saltan

so

ganommen

Auf dea Standpunkte Schirmers

all© Dichter seiner Zait, nur sprlcht sioh

deutlich die XuBerlichkeit Hirer Anschauung

aus."2^

7

At least Witkowsld. is careful to

explain what he understands by the

the Anaoreontio element in Sohiraer's
case

work, which is not always the

with other critics*
The

1920*8, the high period of Geistesgeschiohte, were the time

great revival of interest in the Baroque, with the work of

of the

Cysarz, Victor and others*

In connection with Schirmer the most

important work of the period is G wither Muller*s Geschichte das
deutachen Lie das, where there is a serious

Schiraer's poetry, or at
Muller makes

are

attempt to characterise

least the Rosen-Gepusche.

not new} for

Some of the points

example, he begins his comments by

linking Schirmer with Zesen, as they had both been pupils of Gueints
and
a

Buohner;

22

and he ends with a reminder that Schiroer's poetry is

foretaste of the Second

The main

Silesians,

as

far as imagery is concerned.

23

point which Muller is at pains to stress is the virtuosity

of Schirmer

as

a

poet and his "raystische Erotik" whioh is expressed

through the sound of his lines.

For both of these elements Muller

gives examples, indeed the two are tentatively linked by him: "Man
pi

hat stwas wie Ausdruckswert."

kann fast sagen,

das Virtuosentum

Although

find Muller*s comments a little exaggerated the fact

one may

remains that in

a

...

handful of pages he manages to

give a very good

impression of what Schirmer*s poetry is like, in contrast to the

misleading impression given by

many

other critics*

Although Herbert Cysarz must be credited with the fullest and
best

anthology yet of 17th. century poetry, his remarks in the intro¬

duction
a

(1937)* which presumably reflect his considered opinion

over

period of years, add little or nothing to our knowledge of Schirmer;

8

instead

one

can

perceive, through the contorted style, many familiar

preoccupations and prejudices: "Schirmers Lyrik ist glatt und grell,
Petrarkisch flackernd und sungelnd, eines bestandigen Fortissimo der
Gebarde beflissen.

erlebtes Gefuhl.

Die
Gerade

Liebesdichtung kreist augenscheinlich urn ein
freilich,

wo

dieses Gefuhl sich unverhullt

aussprechen, aussohreien mochte, gerat es in einen geschwollenen
Bankelton.

Das nackt Personliche

die des regainden
hin warden hier

dringt als Entgleisung in eine Kunst,

und entgegenstandlichenden Abstands bedarf.

Immer-

Gipfel der Leidenschaft und Superlative der Foam au

gatten veraucht."

25

The old Positivist desire to detect personal

experience reappears here in combination with generalisations,

peculiar to the Geistesgeschichte period, about High Baroque art.
Paul Hankamer, also writing in the 1930's,

takes up Witkowaki's

argument and characterises Sehirmer's poetry as "barocke Anakreontik",

although it quickly becomes clear that he uses both terms in a

pejorative sense.

26

The emphasis on poetry as 'play'

-

which would

provide possible links with either Zesen or the Nurnberger

-

is

clearly something which fits well into this line of argument, and
this, together with the light variation in Schirmer's work, is
Hankamer's main theme.
with Hankamer's
to the

One shift of

emphasis which is new and accords

general approach is the relating of Sohirraer's poetry

courtly background against which he spent the latter part of

his life.

27

This is

a new

criticism of the Baroque

trend in Schirmer

in general, and

one

criticism, though not in
which fits in with the

sociological interest fostered by East German critics

more

recently.

Despite the continued increase of interest in the 17th. century

9

after the Seoond World War,
very

muoh to

few of the moat recent contributions add

knowledge of Schirmer.

our

Richard Newald's rather

negative verdiot on Schiraer in his history of German literature
contains little

that is

like Zesen, was a
Schirmer

as

a

Anacreontic

26
new.

He stresses the fact that

pupil of Gueints and later of Buchnar, and regards

predecessor of "galante Lyrik" as also of 18th. century

He mentions the lightness and

poetry.

poetry and contrasts it with that of Gryphius.
"tandalnder Klingklang" shows his
Similar

views, and

Faber du Faur's

grace

of Sohirmer's

A phrase like

opinion of Schirmer's work.

29

fair summary of general opinion, are given in

a

catalogue of German Baroque literature: "He [Sohirmer],

too, was touched by the spirit of Fleming's circle.
characterised

Schirmer,

His poems are

by brevity and lightness and by their suitability for

singing, combined with enough imagery and fire to make them alive
beneath all the Baroque

disguises."

30

Even the East German collective

History of German Literature, despite its sociological approach and its
tendency to rejeot Schirmsr
little

new

in its

descriptions of his

to add in its

as an

associate of the aristocracy, has

placing of Schirmsr in the 17th. oentury and

work.^1

The influence of Daoh, Opits and

Finckelthaus is mentioned, and Schirmer is seen as a forerunner of
Anaoreontio
his

poetry.

love-poetry.

32

We are told that

an

"eigenes Erlebnis" underlies

Schirmer's nature poetry is compared with that of
21

the Numberg poets by means of a rather controversial
Such is the

sum

of what the major critics of the last two

centuries have had to say about
comments

can

example.

obviously be

seen

Schirmer's

poetry.^

to be repetitive.

Many of the

The most important

points as far as literary history is concerned are first, that he is
regarded as a successor or imitator of Opitz, Dach and Fleeing and as
a

pupil of Gueintz and Buchner, like Zesen before him; secondly, he is

associated with the

Leipzig poets Finckelthaus and Brehme (and later

Schoch); thirdly, he is held to have influenced the poetry of the
Second

Silesians; and lastly, he is linked with the Anacreontic poetry

of the 18th.

century.

From the point of view of description and

characterization of Schirmer's

it is

poetry the dominant opinions are that

light, gracious, singable and shows variety and control.

According to

some

others it is

stiff and follows the

it springs from personal experience, according to
manner

of the

time.

With the

exception of the value-judgments and the question of personal
experience all of these points will be oritically examined in the
of this

course

study.

Since Schirmer's

been determined
have

so

far

plaoe in the literature of the 17th. century has

primarily by the opinions of the critics named above

deliberately ignored three specialized works devoted

entirely to Schirmer.

The first of these is the article by Kade which

appeared in a Dresden periodical of 1892.

35

Although Kade has

a

relatively low opinion of Schirmer's work it is clear that he regards
his

own

article in

fication of

some

sense

as

biographioal detail.

value in the poetry
lies:

a

'Rettung' and also

as a

clari¬

He sees only limited biographical

but is confident that he

can

detect where this

"Doch sind gerade bei Schirmer kleine Zuge des wirklichen

Lebena unverkennbar in die Reime hinein gelaufen und nunmehr zwischen
den Zeilen

we

herauszuleaen."^

On this basis he then enters upon pure

11

speculation about Sohirmer's travels, love-affairs, the surname of
Marnia and

so on.

Kade then turns to Schirmer's later life and

discusses Sohirmer's conditions of
his

post

overrate

librarian.

as
nor

His conclusion is that

Kade's work is far less
are

one

should neither

underrate Sohirmer and he stresses Schirmer's

"Sanglichkeit" and lack of bombast.

there

employment and the termination of

In terms of literary comment

original and far-reaching than he claims and

astonishing omissions in the biography, for example his

some

apparent lack of knowledge of Schirmer's Wittenberg period.
it reveals such

Because

information

we

include here for convenience Max Rubensohn's work

Griechiache Rpigramme.

Schirmer.

37

depth of insight and breadth of

although it is not

a

specialised work

In his introduction Rubensohn stresses

Schirmer and Zesen

on

the link between

(he is the first to point out the referenoe to Zesen

in Schirmer's Anacreontic

Ode) and he also

sees

between the first and second Silesian schools.

Schirmer

as a

link

His text and notes

mainly concerned with those Schirmer sonnets and epigrams which
based

on

epigrams in the Greek Anthology.

his comments

resumes

on

are

In his appendices Rubensohn

contemporary studies of 17th. century literature.

He criticizes Kade for false information about Schirner's
of

are

youth, lack

knowledge of Schirmer's stay in Wittenberg, and, most important of

all, for over-extensive biographical deductions from Schirmer's
pastoral
more

poems.

Rubensohn examines these biographical allusions much

circumspectly than Kade had done and allows

others.

38

Although it reveals

some

3ome

while dismissing

characteristic prejudices of the

19th. century, Rubensohn's judgment on Schirmer's poetry is the most

12.

interesting of his verdicts; he refers to the Marnia sonnets in the
following words: "60 Sonette, deren Wert nicht eben grofi ist, da
einmal die Leidsnsohaft nicht sehr tief

und andererseits die

war

Vorzuge der Schirmsrschen Muse sich wohl im ausikalischen Lied, aber
nicht in

s te ifen

Alexandrinern bewahren konnten."

be found here between Rubensohn's verdict
the poems
critics

on

the

poetry of Paul Fleming.
or

of

a

preferring

and that of so many

Can such a verdict be

reflection of 20th. century prejudice?

specialized study of Schiraer is the dissertation by

Kunath, David Schirmer als Uichter und Bibliothekar, which

appeared in 1922.
of the

merely

-

can

questions will be considered in the main body of this work.
The second

Erwin

is it

-

parallel

A

Schimer

in shorter lines to his Alexandrines

substantiated
These

on

39

40

The work has all the advantages and disadvantages

19th. century Positivist method; for example, a large amount

painstaking research into biography and source-material has been

undertaken, most of which is extremely valuable and some of which
oorrects earlier

misconceptions;

41

at the same time, however, Kunath

indulges in the wildest subjective value-judgments which contrast
I

with his valuable research-work elsewhere.

p

Kunath

begins with the

longest bibliography yet compiled of Schirmer's works, although,

as

Sonnenberg has pointed out, many of the individual poems axe included
anyway

in the Rosen-Gepusche or the Rauten-Gepilsche

He then

proceeds biographically, taking Schirmer's works as they fit in with
the events of his life.
the

Unfortunately it soon becomes apparent that

problem of dating Schirmer's poetry is only tackled by Kunath on

the most undifferentiated view of the

relationship between literature

13.

and life*

Kunath has

word mask is

concept of the poet aa playing a role and the

no

only used by him in

a

pejorative

sense

to contrast with

j, i.

what is

'genuine'.

This inevitably leads him to some doubtful

verdicts about Schirmer's
need for caution

river-poems.
weakness of

46

over

a

love-poetry,

45

although he does

too-literal approach to

express

Sohiroer's pastoral

The Marnia sonnets bring to the surface Kunath's

subjective judgment

-

he finds in them "den echten Ausdruck

eines Eriebens" but misses "den G-eist freier

Fenschliohkeit", finally

concluding "Kit Marnia bluhte und starb Schirmers Dichten".
can

the

47

One

easily disoern the negative approach to the Baroque typical of

19th. century criticism behind such a remark as "Die Inhalte sind
meist schon frei

von

der Manier der italienischen Sonettisten, aber

gerade dafi Schirmer hier seohsigmal das Sonett als Form wahlte, hat
den oft

tiefempfundenen Gedichten sichtbaren Schaden getan durch die

ateifen

Alexandriner, in denen sie ausgesprochen aind."

seems

to see Schirmer*s work

court

period onwards, although he provides

as

a

48

steady decline from the Dresden
some

interesting parallels
••

and

sources

for

some

of the ballets in the Rauten-Gepusohe.

believes that Schirmer's emphasis on virtue
concern

of the

oentury

-

-

surely

a

ship itself Kunath unearths

He

standard

some

50

About the librarian-

interesting information which tends to

Schiraer'a reputation, and he has some relevant details about

the

publication of Schirmer's collections in 1657 and 1663,

one

new

(1658).

U9

contributed to his losing favour at court and

being pushed aside into the post of librarian.

rescue

Kunath

as

well

disoovery, the ballet Verwundeter und wiedergeheilter Lowe

His study concludes with

an

appendix

on

metrical and formal

as

14.

aspects of Schirmer's poetry which cannot really compare with

Sonnenberg's much

more

thorough work of

a

few years later.

Kunath's

literary comments and analyses ore of little value to anyone seeking
enlightenment about Sohirmer's poetry.
useful for its

Despite this the study remains

discovery of source-material and for its biographical

details and to this extent all Schirmer

scholarship will remain

indebted to Kunath.
Werner

is

a

much

Sonnenberg's dissertation

more

on

substantial piece of work.

Schirmor, published in 1932,
After a brief introduction

indicating the situation in Schirmer scholarship Sonnenberg has a
chapter which mentions the main events of Schirmer's

short factual first

life and his main works.
the results

to

are

on

Kunath's findings are summarised here, and

the whole uncontroversial.
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Then Sonnenberg moves

part of his study, which is his analysis of, successively,

the main

(imagery) and themes.

metre, sound, style

A wealth of examples is

provided with the great thoroughness which is Sonnenberg's main virtue.
At the end of each

conclusions;

as

chapter Sonnenberg provides

a summary

of his

far as metre is concerned he concludes that Schirmer

remains close to the

major theorists he knew

and that the freedom he allows himself is

poets in his century would have tolerated;

-

Opits, Buchner and Zesen

-

only what the majority of
52

about sound ho is more

subjective but still points to an interesting connection

-

"Aber sie

[die Alliteration] entspringt nicht einer inneren Bewegung wie bei
Gryphiua, sondern sie gleitet

...

deutlich dam musikalisch-spielerischen
CI

Charakter Zesens und der
is that

on

style.

Numberger zu.M

The most substantial section

Here Sonnenberg investigates some of the associations

15.

which have been made

-

especially that of Schirmer

the Seoond Silesians

-

and finds

cautious one;

too much
final
are

he

52.

the least

on

as some

previous critics

His conclusion about Schirasr's imagery is a

sees a

tendency away from Opitzian imagery without

indulgence in the exotic.

chapter

forerunner of

evidence for this in choice of

some

epithets and imagery, though not as much
might have expected.

as a

themes

-

55

Sonnenberg's remarks in his

especially those on Schiraer's love-poetry
We hear once more that

satisfactory part of his work.

there is "ein wirkliohes Liebeserlebnis" behind the Marnia sonnets,
Schiraer is

described, like Fleming,

and tremendous

at the

stress is laid

on

as

his

"sine kufifreudige Katur",

concept of virtue,

least, are questionable assertions, and

verifiable at all.

-

some

58
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all of which,

of which are not

Sonnenberg's concluding remarks, however,

seem

irreproachable in their emphasis if not in their expression and
represent

a

good

summary

of his main line of interest: "Im allgemeinen

steuerte Schirmer nichts wesentlich Neues

vorliegenden Motivschatzes bei.

Bedeutung nicht

zu

suchen.

Behandlung der klanglichen Sprachmoglichkeiten.

Wie in Zesens besten lyrischen

Schopfungen wird bei Schirmer der Vers

Klang, voll von Stimmungen, die seiner Sprache einen mystischen

Unterton verleihen."

59

Sonnenberg's work provides
research and Sohirmer
on

Gameingut des

liegt vielmehr in seiner Beherrschung der Verstechnik, verbunden

mit einer virtuosen

sum

dem

Aber darin ist such seine ihn uber

den Durohsohnitt seiner Zeit erhebende
Diese

zu

certain

scholarship

an

excellent basis for future

owes

him

a

considerable debt.

points which he mentions in passing

-

for example the

Only

16.

relationship between Sohirmer and other 17th. century poets
there be any

-

will

direct contact between this study and Sonnenberg's.

The

attempt will be made here to go in a different direction and with
different

emphases, while utilizing the excellent research work done

by Sonnenberg and others.

B.

Method and aim of this work.
In the first

intention is to

part of this study of Schirmer's poetry the

proceed chronologically, as far as this is possible,

and to describe and characterize the various
To this end one is
quern,

obliged to work constantly with a terminus ante

the dates of the three major collections of Schirmer's poetry,

the first Rosen-Gepuache of

1650, the final edition of the

1657 and the Rauten-Gepusohe of 1663.
certain that

a

group

of

poems was

1663) and in addition for
Gepusohe)

or

there

specific dates.

are

scheme.

the

In this way one

or

less

sams

as

a

few

for the majority

occasional poems as are

more

phases of Sohirmer's work.

examination of the

in

It is possible to say for

written before 1650 (or 1637, or

poems

(in the

(in the
case

case

of the Rosen-

of the Rauten-Gepusohe)

Such funeral poems and other isolated

available

Kunath,

can

easily be fitted into this

be certain of examining Schirmsr's poetry

can

chronologically.
that of

same

as

The chronological approach is basically
described above, but restricted to an

poetry with as little reference as possible to

Schirasr's life, without any attempt to relate the two, as Kunath does.
Within the various groups

determined by the chronology Schirmer* s

poetry will be described by the selection of characteristic examples

from each phase and group and their stylistic analysis.
with this it is possible to draw on
wider cross-reference.

For

metrical pattern of an

the poem
where

a

early Schiroer

group

poem

a

discussion of the

Sonnenberg's summary of

be introduced in order to illustrate how

adheres to, or departs from

a

general pattern.

it may

oases

examples to give

an

swiftly, probably by

means

be necessary to analyse

a

of a single example.

large number of

impression of the stylistic features of

disparate group of poems, especially since texts of
century poets are
end of the first

60
so rare.

part of

our

There is

a summary

is also

examining his

all the sonnets

17th.

of findings at the

advantages, because it

are

use

of

certain verse-form.

a

contained in Rosen-Gepusche Book

Thus almost

I, Gepusch 3, all

elegies in II, 2, almost all the madrigals in II, 3* (There

four
are

large and

happens that in examining certain groups within Schirmer's poetry

one

the

so many

a

study.

The method outlined above has considerable
so

In some cases,

of similar poems is concerned, it is possible to

characterize them very
In other

Sonnenberg's findings to provide a

example, during

Schirmer's metrical usage can

In connection

Gepvische in the first book, five in the second.)
contained in the last Gepusch of each

pastoral poems in I, 2 and II, 3*

book, and the specifically

('While Kunath does this

briefly at the end of his dissertation, it is probably
parts of his

which has been

work.)

one

very

of the

And since one aspect of Schirmer's work

favourably commented

verse-forms this method of

The epigrams

So the discussion of verse-forms is

appropriate at each of these points.

weaker

are

on

proceeding

is his virtuoso handling of
seems a

doubly fortunate

one.

The first

part of this study seeks to give a olear idea of the

nature of Schirnsr's
seems

modest

a

excellent and
full

thorough work, hardly suoceeds in giving the reader

The

sucoess or

a

failure of

clearly depends not only on the aouteness of the stylistic

analyses but also

what it says

on

whether the examples chosen

are

truly

The word characteristic is intended to

characteristic.

and not to imply praise in

objective

as

This

aim, yet Sonnenberg, for example, despite all his

pioture of Schirmer's diverse art.

this aethod

be

poetry through the Beans described above.

as

any way;

mean

precisely

the intention is to

possible and not to oonfuse the picture by

subjective value-judgments such as have vitiated Schirms r criticism
in the

Schiraer

produced

comments in

give

One further point that may be made is that since

past.

us a

no

theoretical writings (apart from isolated

prefaces) only

an

examination of his poetic practice can

picture of this important mid-century poet.

By the end of the first part of this study it is hoped that a
clear picture of the stylistic features of Sohirmer's poetry in more or
less

chronological development will have emerged, something which has

not been achieved before.
on

this

in order to

can

him, and also to the works of his contemporaries,

place him in the literature of the 17th. oentuzy.

never

danger here of
this

part of this study seeks to build

by considering Schirasr's poetry in relation to the works of

others before and after

has also

The second

been done
a

extensively before.)

(This

Although there is a

certain overlapping with the first part, in practice

usually be avoided; for example, if it were felt necessary to

examine the poem

"Von ihren Kusaen"

as an

example of the influence of

(Catullus) in the second part, then it

the Classics

can

merely be

mentioned in the first

part as a poem on a Classical model.

other way

are many poems

more

or

round; there

And the

in Book I Gepusch 2 which are

less parodies of Opits and treated as such in the second part,

yet one of these can be examined in its own right with little reference
to

Opitz in the first part*

muoh easier to describe

These reservations having been made, it is

the structure of the second part

than that of the

first; Sehirmer's models are examined in chronological order
the Classical

-

first,

authors, then Petrarch and the Petrarchist tradition,

then Schirmer's immediate

Fleming; following this

we

predecessors in Germany, Opitz, Dach and
turn to Schirmer's relationship with his

contemporaries, those geographically close to him, Finckelthaus end
Brehme in
known

Leipzig and Schoch and his friends in Dresden, and those well

poets of his time who lived further afield, Zesen and the

Nurnberg poets; finally we conclude with Schirmer's links with poetry
after him,

especially Hofmannswaldau and the Second Silesians and the

Anacreontic

poetry of the 18th* century*

The second part attempts to

provide historical perspective and to place Schirmer's poetry in the
historical

development of poetry in the 17th. century.

The first

part of this work, by examining closely the stylistic

features of Schiraer's

poetry, represents study in depth; the second

part, by examining geographical and historical links with other poets,
represents study in breadth.
other and

In this way the two parts complement each

will, it is hoped, justify the all-embracing title "The lyric

poetry of David Schirmer".
The first

published edition of Schirmer's poetry is the Hosen-

20.

Gepusohe. which appeared at Halle in

1630.

This forms the first half

(Book One) of the final edition of the Rosen-Gepiische. which
published in Dresden in 1637*
were

moBt of the poems

1634 in Dresden.
were

was

Also incorporated in this 1637 edition

of the Singsnde Rosen, which had appeared in

Host of Schirmer's ballets and occasional poetry

published in the Rauten-Gepuache of 1663, also in Dresden.

editions, the Rosen-Gepusohe of 1657 and the Rauten-

the two main

Gepusche of
work and

So

1663, (referred to

as

RS and RT), contain the bulk of his

they are the final editions from which

of these and other individual

we

here quote.

Details

publications of poems appear in the

bibliography.
In this

study the practice has been to adhere to 17th. century

orthography as closely as possible, with the following exceptions;
the

printer's abbreviation over certain letters (usually

been abandoned in favour of the full double

hyphen has been reduced to

a

single

and in the case of poets other

one

been undertaken in the
are

in any way

orthography.

case

n) has

consonants, the double

than Schirmer critical editions have been used

been converted to modern

m or

even

where the text has

Some editing of misprints has

of Schirmer

editions; any of these which

problematic are noted in the text.

RfiRT ONE

SCHIRMBR'S LYRIC PCKTOY

-

A DETAILED EXAMINATION

22.

Chapter 1.

Early

In this

poems

chronological examination of Schirmer's poetry it is

possible to begin with a small group of
"Jeau Christi

poems

Triumph" (RT pp.516-562), the

(RT pp.562-564)» "Di Sanders

follows it

...

(RS pp.256-269).

of his but rather intend to

be established

as

see

if any

or

particular stylistic features

characteristic of Schirmer's

dating the remainder of his

tentative

the only early poems

poems.

Jesu Christi

may

a

poems are

be possible to

findings.

"Rede Uber das durch

Triumph Triumphirende/ und von der Torsten-Sohnischen

Belagerung wieder erlosete Freyberg.
offentlich

early work with

Although the

The full title of the first-mentioned poem,

not.

Freyberg which

Lieb-Leid- und Lobs-

only four in number, because of their length it
aohieve

are

In talcing them first we do not assume that they are

necessarily the earliest of Schirmer's poems

view to

poem on

They

(RS pp.135-158) and "Das Myrtillo Fruhlings Klag-Gedichte"

Gediohte"

can

dated 1643*

Zu

Hall/ in dam Gymnasio

gehalten 1643"» explains much that the short title does

The situation

was

that Schirmsr must have returned from

university at Leipsig for a publio declamation in his old school, the

Gymnasium of Rektor Gueints at Halle.

(Gueintz

August Buohner at Wittenberg and Zesen had been
a

couple of

erstwhile

years

before.)

a

friend of

pupil at his school

Obviously this situation

was one

in which

pupil and headmaster would want to show off Sohirmer's

acquired ability.

This being so, and given the public nature of the

occasion, the rhetorical elements
one

was a

are

hardly to be wondered at; indeed

might have expected a much greater emphasis

on

speotaoular rhetoric.

23

Another
poem

thing which the full title suggests is that the these of the

is not totally, perhaps not even primarily religious.

it would indeed have been remarkable if Schirmer's oeuvre,
oontains

so

very

rhetorical tribute to

Certainly the climax of the

poem

is a

Christ, and Our Lord's name, or a substitute

Nevertheless

epithet, is used at various points throughout the work.

from the

which

few religious poems, were to display an early

example of a devotional work.

the bulk of this

Otherwise

46-page

Schirmer's longest single work apart

poem,

dramas, is not concerned with Christ or Christianity; it

begins with a personification of the defeated enemy, War, expressed
in terms of Classical

Christ's defeat of
as

mythology, and rather curiously linked with

hell, and

the Garden of Eden.

The

a

description of Peace which is described

triumph of Christ is compared at some

length with the triumphs the Roman generals used to enjoy, to the
detriment of the latter.

There is

the

come

countryside.

tribulations of
the Swedes.

Then

The virtues of

Schirmsr turns

attractive vision of peace

in

to the present situation, the

Saxony and a description of Freyberg's resistance to

extolled and followed

whole

we

an

Freyberg, fidelity and virtue, are

by a short description of the town.

At the end

again to Christ, the Saviour of Freyberg as of the

world, thus linking the immediate occasion with the Easter

festival, and finishes with
transition from
rather forced

as

one

a

rhetorical

paean

seotion of the poem to

in the oase of the

of thanksgiving.

another occasionally seems

change from praise of Christ to

comparison with the triumphs of the Romans (pp.521-522)
latter to

Germany (p.533)•

The

or

from the

The theme of triumphing, however, which

provides the link between the Resurrection and the end of the war in
Saxony, does recur and goes some way towards providing a long and
Another unifying factor, the

disparate poem with a unified structure.

rose-motif, makes its
how
a

appearance on

two

occasions;"*"

it is surprising

consistently the motif occurs throughout Schirmer's work, even in

poem

like this, which was eventually included not in the Rosen-

Gepusche but in the Rauten-Gepusche. either because of lack of space
in the former
seems

or

because Schirmer regarded

Schirmer's

early style

are

of the poem as an example of

Classical mythology in

a poem

with

a

The latter point is one on which both Kunath and

Sonnenberg comment in their dissertations.
when he asserts that Schirmer

use

early date,

the rhetoric at beginning and end and

Schirmer's allusions to pagan

religious title.

an

It

publication of the Rosen-Gepusche.

The two most interesting features

to

immature work.

as

to have been a favourite motif with Schirmer from

well before the

before

it

Kunath may well be right

possessed all his mythological apparatus

leaving Gueintz' school at Halle;

2

it would be unwise, however,

suggest, as he does later, that Schirmar almost totally eschews the
of Classical

mythology in his later

work.^

One can only say that

there tends to be rather less in Schirmsr's later

remembering that

one can

poetry, always

only make tentative suggestions about the

a

dating of his poems.

References to

pagan

deities abound throughout

Schirmer's work, as one would expect in the case of any 17th. century

poet; it would be misleading to quote references to Venus or Cupid as

examples,
names

like

as

these belong to the stook apparatus of Ftetrarchlsm, but

Jupiter, Apollo, Diana, Aurora and

many

others can be found

25.

phases of Schiroar's work, they are not replaced later by

in all

pastoral
side

names, as

by side.

5

Kunath suggests, but instead the two modes exist

What is certainly true is that Schirmsr never again

overwhelms the reader with such

mythology

as

a

concentrated show of Classical

he does in the following lines on Christ's descent to hell:

Styx mehrte seine Cuelien/
Cocytus warffe schon fur Hoffart seine Wellen/
Und baute Hugel auf.
Du hattest schon bestellt
Des schwartzen Charons Schiff/ daft es den tapfera Held/
Den Held von Jesse Stamm/ solt hin nach Lethe bringen.
Der blassen Morta Schein/ freut sich ob solchen Dingen/
Und offnete das Thor/ den Eingang zu der Pein/
Darinnen solte Gott atets ein Gefangner seyn.
Der Rhadamantus kam/ und wolte schon zerbrechen
Den griinen Lebens-Stab.
Megara wolte rachen.
Tisiphone war da/ der falsche Preuden-Schein
Gab ihr viel bose Wort/ und mehr Gedancken/ ein/
Wie sie ihn qualen wolt.
Alecto wand die Schlangen/
Die sie/ wie langes Haar/ hatt umb den Nacken hangen
Zu vielan mahlen ujed.
Nun wird dein runder

Ein Ende nehmen bald

Irion hoffte

nun:

Lauff/ dein umbgedrehtes Thun
...

6

Many other examples could easily be found, especially in the earlier

It certainly seems likely that there is a desire

part of the poem.
here to

show off

Much the

same

Schiraer's poem,
of Heinsius'

knowledge, the knowledge of Classical mythology.
be said about the rhetorical climax of

can

which is in part

a

reminiscence of Opitz* translation

"Lobgesang Jesu Christi".

Rhetorical devices are always

present in Schirmer's poetry, as in the case of every 17th. century
poet, but in his later work he never heaps up apostrophe, repetition,
chiasmus, anaphora and

so on

in such profusion

preise dein Verdienst/ ich dancke Dir vom Hertzen/
Tod/ und ubergroBen Sohmertzen.
Danck sey Dir.
Dir sey Danck/ du Retter aus der Pein/
Danck soil Dir ewiglich filr dein Auffstehen seyn.
Jeheva sey gegriifit.'
Du starcker Holl-Durchbrecher!
Du neuer Adam Du.'
Du rechter Friedensprecher.'
Ich

Fur deinen bittern

*

26.

Joseph.' Isaac.' Du susses Opffer Du!
grofier Menachen-Freund! Du der Gewissen Ruh!
Du Moses/ der Du hast auff Phlegethon geachwommen!
Du feuerlger Pusoh/ der Du aai Creuts geglommen/
Und dooh verbrennet nicht!
Du Sieger sey gegrufit!
Du Lama!
selbst die Gedult/ die fur uns hat gebust!
Du starker Josua/ der Du den Hals sertreten
Sund/ Holl/ Welt/ Teuffel/ TodJ
7
Du

Du

If

regards such

one

a passage as

characteristically 'Barock'

-

and the

frequent use of rhetorical devices is something which has often been
described
as

being

'Hoohbarock'

as

away

-

then

must view Schirmer's

one

from 'Barock* extremes towards

moderation, which could either be ascribed to

development

greater degree of

a

a

natural maturing

process or

to the influence of August Buchner in Wittenberg,

both.

asyndetic list in the last line of the passage, which would

The

characteristic in the work of

seem

so

rare

with Schirmer and may
In this poem

substantive

"Dein

or

9

more

Prangen"^

g

adjectival epithets per

sonnets, more too than in samples

nevertheless it may be doubted

style here is unusually elaborate.

prachtig prangend

conventional

Gryphius or others, is extremely

Sonnenberg has found

century writers;

whether Schirmer's

to

reflect the rhetorical goal of persuadere.

than in Schirmer's Mamia

from other 17th.

or

Phrases like

stand out by their rarity, whereas

expressions like "die dicke Finsternis", "Kohlen-schwartz"

"Das Rad der rothen Sonne" abound.The

similes, too, are

conventional, although sparingly used; the most striking is the
retrospective comparison of Freyberg with an eagle, using the favourite
17th. century emblem of the true eagle which is able to stare into the
12
sun.

own

A

liking for lists of flowers and precious stones for their

sake is noticeable and

Schirmer's later

work.^

anticipates the

The

same

phenomenon in

remaining point of interest in this early

27.

poem

is the way in whioh Schirmer'a favourite emphaais on virtue ia

already apparent, applied firat to Julius Caesar and then later to
the town of

Freyberg.

14

Some curious compounds are coined; for

example Sohirmer says of Caesar

gestorben/

Und ob du achon

1st dooh dein grauer Lohn der Tugend nicht verdorben/
Unnd deine stardea Hand*
Sin keeker Lowen-Sinn

,

Schlagt mit der Tugend-Schwerdt den blassen Neidhart hin.
And in the

description of Freyberg there are phrases like "der reichen

Tugend-Glantzen".^

This stress

on

virtue

runs

throughout Schirmer's

work; but one wonders whether Sonnenberg's opinion of Schirmer as "ein
Dichter der

Tugend"

can

be justified.

17

Kunath

even

attributes

Schiraer's supposed fall in favour at court to his emphasis on virtue.
The theme is after all

favourite

a

Sonnenberg himself admits that it
Such

the main

are

The short poem on

Triumph".

it repeats the sentiments of the latter part
Perhaps it

1643*

was

hooh-belobte Schafer

begieng.

title need

The first bears the following title:- "Di Sanders

Lobs-Gedichte/ Als der

Thyrsis In den Dobreborischen Feldern sein Namens-

M. DC. XLIII."

(KS pp.135-138).

explaining; "Di Sander" is

and Gueintz'

the first draft, or gave the

So we can turn to the other two poems

An der fliessenden Meisse Lieb- Laid- und

Fest

to both Opits and Fleming.

the theme of the deliverance of Freyberg which follows

original idea for the former.
with the date

was common

century and

points of interest in "Jesu Christi Triumph".

it need not detain us, as
of "Jesu Christi

in the 17th.

one

a

Two references in the

pseudonym for Schirmer himself

pupils called Halle the "Dobreborischen Felder",

reference to the Saale in the
to this poem as

18

opening ode shows.

"mains Schaferey"

19

as

the

Schirmer later refers

yet it only superficially fits into

28.

the European

pastoral tradition on which Opitz had drawn 13 years

earlier for his Schafferey

von

der Nimfen Heroinie.

The story is much

slighter than that of the Heroinie or of the Pegnaaisches Schafergedioht of

1644/43 by Schirmer's countryman Klaj and his friends.

The

only common element in the three works is some academic discussion of
love,
"Sie

a

tradition probably stemming from Opits,

alle

as

has been suggested:-

[characters in previous pastorals] stehen im Gegensatz

zu

Opitzens Schafergelehrten, denen die Liebe mehr Gegenstand akademischer
Uhterhaltung als wichtigste Lebensform ist."
is

20

Even this discussion

fairly slender with Schiroer, although Di Sander's remarks to

Amyntas do reveal

a

concept of playing a role, an important aspect of

Sohirmer's later work:-

Wilstu/ mein Amyntas/ sagt ich nach angehorter Ode/ ein witziger
Schafer seyn/ und lassest dich durch die vielbezungte Gottin
also aufsetzen und hintergehen.
Gewifi Thyrsis lebet/ glaub es
gewiB/ er lebet/ und lebet nicht allein/ sondern stehet in
solchen Gnaden bey seiner Cynthien/ als er vor niemals gestanden.
DiB weiB ich zuvor wol/ dafi er ihr vor wenlg Tagen dieses zu
wissen gethan/ (nach Art der Buler/ die taglich sterben/ und
doch niemals tod sind) daB er ihrentwegen wiirde seinen Geist
aufgeben milssen/ in diesen Reimen/ die er Ihr in ein mit Silber
beschlagenes Buch/ das er ihr uberliefern lassen/ geschrieben/
darneben allenthalben Tropfen/ die aus seinen Augen/ als Zeugen
seiner gewissen Liebe/ hinzu gefalien/ anzuschauen.
21
But the whole is

Ode "Die Sonne
the personae

figures

as

really only a framework for the long Anacreontio

pflegt zuprangen", which is then discussed briefly by

involved.

The ode is

Die Sonne

pflegt zuprangen/

prangen?

Kommt

und pralet durch die
was

Nachte?
bleichet?

gegangen/
Nachte/

das Geschlechte

des Sternen-Goldes
was

rhetorical exercise full of such

Anaphora, Reduplicatio and Correctio,

show:-

was

a

Es

bleichet/
entweichet/

as

the opening lines

29

weil dieaer Tag entbronnen/
wail dieser Tag gewonnen/
sain Licht dir
was?
Dioh daduroh zu schmucken.

zuzusehickeiy'

There

are

planty of models for this, beginning with Opite'

uber die augen

der Astree".

23

"Sonnet

One thinks too of Fleming's version
1st die Liebe Nichts?

of the famous Petrarch sonnet "Wie?

Was liebt

pi
man

denn im Lieben?"

the

1640 parody of the Opits Astree sonnet by Finckelthaus

Perhaps the closest in spirit to Schirmar is

"Di schone

-

pc

Was/ Hand!

Hand:

ja Ketten/ denn sie bindt ...".

And later than

Schirmer's ode there is Zesen's poem "Ihr augen fol von gluht!

karfunkel-strahlen".

gluht?

26

was

And this only concerns the very

obvious rhetorical devices; as far as

the expressions

are

concerned the

opening may well have been influenced by Simon Dach's poem "Veris
tempore fervet Hymen", probably written in

1632, whioh begins

Die Sonne remit mit Fran gen

Durch ihre F rulings-Bahn,
Und lacht mit ihren Wangen
Den runden Weltkreis an.
Both

or

above.
none

either may

well have influenced Zesen's

So there is an abundance of

of them has his prolonged

atruoture is

that after

poem

of 1645 mentioned

possible models for Schirmer but

profusion of rhetorical devices.

promising to praise his beloved the poet

carries this out in detail

on

the usual Petrarohist

pattern

cheeks, lips, mouth, neck, breasts, heart, hands

eyes,

all the other
critios have

rejected this

poem as
••

hair,

finally asking

Haufung".

wenn

ich liefi

gefallen/

mir ietxund von Corallen

Most

worthless; Kunath, for example,
23

Here is an example from the praise

lips which might be so described:-

Wie

-

-

shepherds to join in the festivities to her praise.

oritioizes the "sinnlose
of the

The

30

zu

bauen rothe

So

sind die

Klippen:
Purpur-Lippen

naoh achoner Lust erbauat.
Ala Venus ale geachauet/
hat drauf aie Lust

bekoamen/

dsn Sits darein genomman.

Cupido lie£ ihm taugen
seinem Plats die

zu

Augen/

pflegt su sohieasen/
belegten Spieasen/

daraus er

ait Gold
die heissen Venus

Pfeile/
Venua-Seile/
Venus-Brando/
nicht Brand®/ Venus-Handa/
nicht Hands/ Venua-Kletten/
nicht Kletten/ Venus-Stricks/
nicht Stricks/ Venus-Blioke/
nicht Blicks/ Venus-Rencice/
was Renoke?
Venus-Schwenoks/
nicht Schwenoks/ Venus-Feusr/
was Feusr?
Ungshsuer/
nicht solches/ Venus-Wunder/
was Wunder? Venus-Zunder/
nicht Zunder/ Stahl und Eisen/
was Eissn?
Venus-Speisen/
ja Spsissen/ siisse Sac hen/
Pfeile?
nicht Seile/
was

die einsn

It

to

seems

taking
own

us

lustig maohen.
that here

we

have

a

young

poet spreading his wings and

naive delimit in rhetoric and rhyming

a

as a

novelty, for their

It is the absence of such an accumulation in his later

sake.

that leads

one

to

feeling his way.

regard these lines

as

poetry

the tentative work of a poet

Thus they are in a way a parallel to "Jesu Christi

Triumph"} and this impression is strengthened by small resemblances
suoh
we

as

the

predilection for lists of flowers and preoious stones which

found there also.

If

we

..

Schaferey"

30

omit for the time being "Des Amyntas

Ode.

Aus meiner

which may be early but is only of significance in

connection with the
the last of the

pastoral

early

poems

poems

in Roaen-Gepvische Book One, then

with which

we are

concerned is "Des Myrtillo

31

Fruhlings Klag-Gedichte" which also bears the date

impression is that the poem is merely a parody
century sense of the

term^2)

1624, which itself is "einen
in faot it is
poem

1643*^

The first

(in the usual 17th.

of Opitz* "Fruhlings Klag Gedichte" of
grossen

Theil aus dem Niederlandischen";

taken from the Bloem-Hof

anthology of

1610.^

begins with a series of parallel 'Terwyl• constructions

The Dutch
-

Terwyl den Hemel soet, met seyn verweende daghen
coude tyt das Winters gaet verjaghen ...

De oude

which

resolved 15 lines later

are

Terwyl de Herders al in coele schadow* rusten,
yeder ait zyn lief, sich selver gaet verlusten.
(15)
So sit iok hier en treuer, so treuer iok vast alleen
En h&v Eylaes myn quaet met niemandt nu ghemeen.
Daar

This

pattern is followed more or less exactly by OpitzjDiewell nunmehr der Lents mit seinen schonen Tagen
Die alt© kalte Zeit deB Winters thut verjagen ...

Dieweil die Hirten sich in kilhlen Schatten setsen
Kit

jhran Liebesten sich freundlich zu ergetzen,
So sitz ich hier und trawr, hier trawr ich gantz allein,

(15)

Und habe meine Noth mit niemandt nicht gemein
Sohirmer

begins with

a

...

similar pattern, although it is in no way a

translation»In dieser

Frulings-Zeit/ da alle Felder bliihen/

Da Flora/ Zephyrus/ und
Der Erden anzuziehn ihr
Da
Da

andre sich bemuhen
neugestucktes Kleid.
mancher hoher Baum sein grunes Haar ausbreitt.
sich der dicke Pusch mit grunem Laube zieret ...

The difference lies in the greater degree of
builds up

expansion, for Sohirmer

the parallel 'da' clauses for almost twice

as

long, only

resolving them in the 29th. line:...Da meine Heerde Vieh

Frohligkeit geht weiden spat und friih;
Da hab ich Angst und Leiden!
klag ich eintzig nur/ 6 Scheiden/ uber Scheiden!

In allar

(29)Da bin ich Trauerns voll!
Da

32.

Instead of the
the

much

Opitzian 'Dieweil

-

so' construction Sohirmer repeats

'da' for the antitheses too, and the climax of the sequence Is
rhetorical than that of Opitz.

more

of Schirmer's

Here Is an Interesting sign

early style; he adopts Opitz' pattern but expands it

and treats It In

a

much

more

rhetorical

Schirmer himself felt it to be immature and

which

The way
his model.

perhaps this applies to

be early ones held back by him.

may

the theme develops soon takes Schirmer completely away from

Whereas

Opitz' speaker simply bewails the loss of his

beloved and prepares

to die in characteristic Fetrarchist fashion,

Schirmer's theme is somewhat

more

follow the

comes a

Opitz model, then

complex.

Only about 90-100 lines

revocatio with the rejection of

love, because it leads one away from a virtuous life
Schirmer often takes up in later works.
with outward

not

(1650) edition of the Rosen-Gepusche; perhaps

included in the first

other poems

The poem was

manner.

-

a theme which

Inner beauty is contrasted

beauty in a passage which in its

use

of the rhetorical

figure of anaphora is very characteristic of Sohirmer:Wer aber nur allein auf Leibes-Schone siehet/
Und fraget nicht darnach/ ob in dem Hertzen bliihet
Die Schonheit des

Gamuts/ der ist ein Midas-Freund/
Tod/ der Tugend argater Feind.

Der klaren Y/ahrheit

So

weit/ als sonst der Giants der Sonne wird gesohieden

Vom Pofal des Geatirns:
Vom Straiten

so

weit als

man

den Frieden

sondert ab:

So weit als Demant-Stein
Der harten Kiesel-Art wird vorzuziehen sein;
So weit das

Ewige das zeitlich ubersteiget:
sioh vom hohen Himmel neiget:
weit 1st Tugend auoh der Schonheit vorgeaetzt

So weit die Erde
So

Because outward
renounces

offers

plaint.

a

...

beauty and love can lead one away from virtue the poet

love and turns to the service of the Muses and

as

a

conclusion

rhetorical farewell to the groves which have heard his

Although

some

of the imagery is based on Opitz

-

the

lover's

'Krugelein* of the Nymphs (Opitz 1.33» Schirmsr 1.208) and the simile
of the hunted deer
moved

(Opitx 1.30* Schirmer 1*37)

-

because Schirmer has

far from the Opitsian pattern the final impression is vary

so

different.
The two
those

stylistic features which

have notioed in other

we

extensive rhetorical

early

are

poems;

most prominent are precisely

mythological references and

The former are prominent in the central

build-up.

part of the poem (lines 90-110) where the poet invites the fates to cut
his life-thread and Classical allusions

proliferate; the latter feature

is noticeable throughout, from the beginning,

already quoted, through

apostrophising of Nature (e.g. line 76 or line 198) to the

rhetorical

concluding farewell, as well as in the many instances of apostrophe and
antithesis

-

the central

"0

Nymphe/ du mein Leben!// 0 Nymphe/ du mein Todt"

to the Anacreontic Ode

early

These

are

in the

three

long poems of 1643*

indeed the

assess

and the poem is also linked

stylistic features which

We have dealt with these

they represent

poems

by the pastoral background which is common to

both*

because

in

In both these respects the style is

part of the poem.

similar to that of the other

-

a

poems

are

in isolation and at

most prominent

some

length

reliably dated background against which to

Schiraer's early style.

Whether their unusual length is of any

significance it is hard to say; certainly in his later poetry Schirmer
is

rarely

stress

on

as

expansive,

so one

might associate this feature with the

rhetoric and Classical mythology.

One final point of

interest is the position of these poems in the text of the P.oaen-

Gepusohe.

The Anacreontic Ode is at the end of Book I Gepusch 2,

which itself

comprises poems in the pastoral tradition; one might

assume

approximately the

"Klag-Gedioht" did not

same

appear

date of composition for them.

The

in the 1650 edition of the Roaen-

Gepusche but is the first poem of Book II Gepusch 1.

Thus the

possibility of simple chronological progression in the 1657 edition
would

seem

poems

in general; whether they

rejected

to be denied.

or

oonjecture.
till the

Presumably this Gepusoh consists of early
were

those which Schirmer previously

whether he merely had no space in 1650 is

a

matter for

And the "Jesu Christi Triumph" was kept back twenty years

publication of the Rauten-Gepusche of 1663, and to the

end of that

very

work; the Saxon subject-matter might be the reasonv

although it is not specifically connected with the House of the Rue
like the other poems

Schirmer's
could be

no

own

around it;

opinion of the

must have been a low one, for there

army,

and the religious theme is something

17th. century poets would have been pleased to display.
These

poems

poem

is tempted to believe that

political reason for withholding rejoicing at the

repulsion of the Swedish
most

one

early

poems may

also provide a clue to the dating of the

which surround them; it is to these that

we now

turn.

Poems written before 1650.

Chapter 2.

Preliminary remarkB.

A.

The first terminus ante

all appeared again, with some alterations, in the final

these poems

edition of

1657*

Part One consists of four 'Gepusohe' which are

composed as follows:
lengths of

which

are

occur

more

the first is a mixture of verse-forms, metres
most, but not all, are Petrarchist love-poems

poem;

addressed to

than

characterise

once.

a

variety of female pseudonyms, few of whioh

This is

satisfyingly.

series of similar
of

1650, the

in which Part One of the Rosen-Gepusche was published, although

year

and

to work to is the date

quea

pastoral

1643 already discussed.

and the fourth is

first

a

a

disparate

group

and difficult to

The second is much more unified
poems

-

it is

a

concluding with the Anacreontic Ode

The third consists of the Mamia sonnets

collection of

epigrams.

Gepiisoh, grouping according to

genre

With the exception of the
is clearly an important

principle for Schirmer, which will not surprise anyone acquainted with
the fifth
strict

chapter of Opits' Foeterey.

chronology of and within the groupings may not have been as

important to Schirmer
are

This makes it possible that

as

they might

seem

to us.

(Both of these points

confirmed in the second part of the Rosen-Gepusche where there are

similar groupings and in one of them a poem dated
dated

1647 precedes

one

1643*)
With these reservations the

made about

dating:

as

far

as

following tentative comments

can

the fourth group, the epigrams, is

ooncerned, it may have been written at any point from the time of
Schirmer'a first efforts

-

perhaps in 1641 at the age of 18

-

up

be

36.

till

1630.

to be
in

no re

For the third Gepusch, the Mamie Bonnets, it is possible

precise.

Wittenberg*

between

On the assumption that Mamie was a real person

the majority of these poems was probably written

1643 and 1649, seeing that the preface to the third Gepusch is

dated Wintermonat

(=Nov.) 1649.

The second Gepusch consists of

pastoral poems similar in setting to the Anacreontic Ode dated 1643
Thus it may well be that most (though not

which concludes the group.

necessarily all) of the poems in this group were written about 1643,
though some may have been added not long before 1630.

We suggest this

primarily on the basis of the points made above about grouping and not
on

are

evaluative grounds that

they are inferior,

2

even

though such

unlikely to be to the taste of the 20th. century.

poems

Nor is it

suggested on autobiographical grounds, though there is presumably some
connection between the
and Schirmer's life.

Probably one

can

geographical allusions of the pastoral
Which leaves the

disparate first Gepusch.

only suggest 1641-1650 for the whole

meaning this progressively, but there are
raised in this connection.

outside
of the

the third

For

poems

some

example, there

group,

without

interesting problems
are

three Marnia poems

Gepusoh; two of these are epigrams at the beginning

fourth, which seems reasonable enough, following on the Marnia

sonnets in the

third, and there is "Marnia und ein Buch", the

penultimate poem of the first Gepusch.

To oonclude from its presence

there that the first

chronologically

precise for Schirmer.
first

Gepusoh

the third?
does not

-

Gepusoh

progresses

apart from the Echo poem

first.

too

Or is it that it is the nearest place in the

This then raises the problem

come

seems

One

-

to the Marnia sonnets in

of why the second Gepusoh

explanation which would

cover

all these

points is that the first Gepusch shows off the technical virtuosity
of the young

Schiraer better with its variety of metres and verse-

forms and that it

therefore

was

und ein Buch" would be
poem,

as

near

as

a

the sonnets

transition to the second.

and it would be

Humanist

good sales technique,

as

to

put it first.

"Mamie

possible and the Echo

a

This

to be

seems

plausible

point not ignored by the

scholar-poet.

After these

tentative

opening remarks let

examination of all the poems
earlier in date than

which

we

us

turn to a detailed

know with certainty to be

1650.

Book One Gepusch 1.

B.

The first

Gepusch exhibits a wide variety of forms, although

thematically there is
be oalled

is

sense

the only strictly pastoral poem in the first Gepusch, would

function

The

common

name

love-poems

a
-

degree of unity; the majority of the

serenades, lover's pleas, rejections and so on.

of the mistress addressed

constantly changing, and there

with the
real

same

women

as

name.

poems can

It is

-

in contrast to the Marnia sonnets

are never more

than three poems

impossible to say whether these represent

there is constant

'covering up'

on

this question in the

17th. century to proteot the poet's reputation, as in the change from

Opits' remarks

on

love-poems in his Poeterey to the preface to the
X

1625 edition of his

poems.

At

one

time it was assumed that most

17th. century love-poems were addressed to fictitious mistresses and
hence

were

'insincere', except where the oritic could triumphantly

establish the presence of a real woman and 'personal experience *
the

poetry; nowadays one can only keep an open mind.

in

In contrast to

38.

the second
one

-

the

Gepiiach, with few exceptions

names

seem

this reinforoes the
of poems

not to be

we

already have of conscious grouping

by Schirmer according to type.

there

may

II) (Horace) and

The mention of Suavia

be a reminiscence of Paul Fleming's Latin poems.
to be

seems

Some of the names reoall

example Astarie (Nos. I &

Cynthia (Nos. IV <4 XXVIII) (Propertius).

(No. V)

"Die uberschone Mopsa" is

particularly from the pastoral world}

impression

Classioal models; for

-

an

Finally,

attempt, through the names, to play on the

leitmotif of the whole

collection, the rose;

Rosomene, Rosodore, Rosilis and Rosetta.

poems are

addressed to

This also provides a

L

unifying thread.
Let

return to the formal

us

different metres and

variety and consider first the

length of line used in the 36

poems.

METRES

Constant

Varied

Trochaic
Iambic

18

Dactylic

2

13

Dactylio/Anapaestic/Trochaic
Trochaic/Iambic

LENGTH CF LINE

Constant

4 stresses
6
"

5

"

2
1

(No. of stresses)
Varied

21
2

1

3/4 stresses
4/2
"
2/3
2/4
3/5
V3
5/3
6/3
V2/3
5/4/3

2
2

»t

f»

ft

ft

ft

w

n

ft

Two

points stand out; first, that trochaic metre just tends to be

preferred to iambio in poems of constant metre and secondly, muoh more

obviously, that In poems with a constant number of stresses per line,
the line with 4 stresses dominates all others.
in

conjunction it seems that the trochaic poem with 4 stresses to the

(and to

line
as

the

lesser extent the iambic of that type) might be regarded
poem

of this group, and it is interesting that the

certainly dominates the second Gepusoh of pastoral

follows.
the

a

typical

former

*

Taking the two points

Now if the poems

poems

which

of these two types had been set together at

beginning of this first Gepusch, then certainly an impression of

sameness'

would have been

But this is not the

does in fact happen in the second.

as

in the first

-

poems

of what

we may

call the

type (4-strassed trochaic or iambic) are interspersed with

standard
poems

case

given,

in other metres and with varying lengths of line.

Any quick

glance at the first Gepusch will show how the metre and length of line
are

constantly varied from

occasions

-

one

-

is the

mistress,

so

varied

built up

ones

poems

composition.

length of line preserved from

added

that the

'standard' type is

earlier, with the

later, but rather that Schirmer deliberately

rather to this end than

on a

chronological basis of

As a result of lack of consideration of such patterns

point has never emerged in previous criticism.

the many

poems

metre and

the Gepusoh to reveal the variety of his accomplishments,

placing the

this

same

that one can see them as a thematic pair or trio.

We would not conclude
more

Only on four

to the next and the first two oases are poems addressed to the

poem

same

to the next.

XI-XII, Nos. XIX-XXI, Nos. XXIII-XXV and

Nos.

Nos. XXXIV-XXXV

one poem

-

variations in length of line

-

Two further points:

13 different types in 36

is probably one of the reasons why Schirmer quickly became

renowned

as

a

virtuoso

performer in his day, although Opita had

40.

advocated this variation in "the seventh chapter of his Poeterey;

secondly, it is a little curious, since Schirmer was a pupil of
Buohner, that there are only 4 poems in dactyls or anapaests and only
one,

"Die Steinerne", with long lines in dactyls.

ratio decreases in his later work;
ascribe the few

Buchnsr.
uses

In

a

examples

we

dedicatory

perhaps

one can

If anything the
at any rate

have here primarily to the influence of

poem

to Gueintz' Rechtachralbung. Schirmer

daotyls, perhaps in order to remind all of the link between his

old teacher Gueintz,

Buchner and himself.

5

Considering the

use

of the

dactyl made by other pupils of Buchner's like 2*sen and Klaj, Schirmer
is sparing indeed; if
that

it

was

innate conservatism which is the

reason,

might have made him particularly suitable for his Court posts at

Dresden

later, for the latter town, unlike Leipzig

to have been conservative in

seems

We turn

now

to the

or

Wittenberg,

poetic matters.

question of length of stanza and rhyme

pattern of the poems in the first Gepusoh.

Here ths variety is even

greater than in either of the respects already examined, as the

following table shows:~
LKKGTH OF STANZA IRS 1.

6 lines

we

8

•

7

"

5

4

"

4

10
11
12

"
"
"

1
1
1

Couplets
And if

15

8

look

more

- no

stansas

1

olosely at the rhyme-patterns of the most frequent

stanza-type we have the following:-

u.

RHYME PATTERN IN 6-LINS STANZAS I IIS 1,

8

ababoc
aabcob
aabobe
abccba

4
2
1

And to demonstrate the

variety even more, if

we

take the favourite

rhyme pattern here and examine it for masculine and feminine endings
and for metre

we

obtain the following

MASCULINE AM) FEMININE ENDINGS AND METRE IN ababcc
a

tern,

=

b

a

s

fern.

a

=

masc.

b
b

This close look at

m&sc.

*

"

c

maso.

=

"

"

"

"

=

maso.

c

=

fem.

=

fem.

c

=

masc.

one

6-LINE STANZAS

Iambic.
Trochaic.

3

Dactylic.

1

Trochaic.
Trochaic.

1
1

2

particular aspect shows the tremendous variety

of formal

patterns which exists in the first Gapusch of the Rosen-

frepusche.

a

the third.

variety which contrasts greatly with the second Gepusch and

Perhaps the virtuosity displayed here led to Schirmer

being awarded his place in Lesen's "Deutschgesinnte Genossenschaft" in

1647.
Let

us

turn now to

poetry from this group.

the

some

examples first,

above, and begin with

poem

Roailis/

bistu des nooh nicht gewifi/
wi© ich dich so treulich meine?
Aoh du weist es sonder mioh/
wie mein Hertse sehne sich
naoh dam goldnen Liebes-Scheine.

on

the basis of the

XIX (RS pp.

An seine lieblich Schwartzbraune.

0 Schwartzbraune

examples of Schirmer's

Since the order of composition is unknown we

take the most characteristic

tables offered

analysis of

37-39):-

42.

aehr/

Gluend Eisen flammet

dooh win Harts 1st noch vial aehr

angeregt von dainen Bliokan.
Von dan Blicken dsiner Praeht/
deiner unerwehrtan

Maoht/
dnicken.

die aioh kan zur Erda
Kont ioh/ wenn main

schwacher Geist

in sain aohwartsea Grab

gereist/

Noeh an eina Liaba dencken/
wolt ioh lamer fur und fur/
schonste Rosilis/ nach dir

einzig mains Sinnan lancken
Centner Worte roach ioh nioht/
danit manchor sich verpflicht/
seinen Leib dahin
ar

wann

in dar

zugaben/

jungen Zeit

solt in kranckar Elnsamkeit
sonder

Gegen-Liebe leben.

Und ob Himmel und d&a Meer

Stetig ihro zuwieder wahr/
ar von ihr nioht wanokan wolte/
Ja/ ob Feuer und die Lufft

alls Krafft

zusammen

rufft/

ihn doch kains abtraiban solto.

Morgen dooh bay fruher Zeit
wan dart

andre

er

wol

andarweit/

glaiohfals zuberucken.

Hand/
Verstand/

ruhmet ihran Mund und
und den Gottlichen

der sain Hertze kan bestricken.

Nein/ ain soloher bin ioh nioht/
deiner braunen

Rosilis/ ich

Augen-Liecht/

arhoha.
Radligkait
liegt zu Ancker iadersait/
daB ioh/ mehr als fasta/ stahe.
nur

Meiner Liaba

Weil ioh

By/
uns

nun

nicht waneken

kan/

so la£ bey iedaraan
das Gluck und Ungluek theilen.

Last/ die 1st so sohwehr/
die nioht halb so leiehte wehr/
wenn sie steht auff zweyen Seulen.

Keine

Hera is a

typical Schirmer

the commonest

poem

in trochaic metre and 6-line stanzas,

type in the first Gepusch.

the Volkslied tone of Finokelthaus'
this is

The title has something of

"Kr lobet seine

Schwartze"°

but

only a fleeting impression since the poem is anything but

artless, although it does flow with considerable ease*

This is due

to Schirmer*8

handling of the setre, to the coincidence of netrical

and natural stress which is on the whole

only line which slight
this
is

cause any

The

difficulty to the modern reader in

respect is the first, but in the case of the adjective Sohirmer

only following the practice of both Opits and Fleming in shifting

the stress of

a

naturally daotylio word to the middle syllable.

Apart from small points like
which has often been noted

as

this''

there is an easy flow to the lines

characteristic of Sohirmer's work.

begins with the usual profession of the faithful

The poem

poet* s love for his mistress in the first
next with two

sounds

g

The second

image of pressure and weight begins a

emblem, thus contributing to the unity of the whole.

part of the Petrarohiat

Sohirmsr
Grab

be (perhaps conventionally) emblematic; in

imagery which runs through the whole poem and links neatly with

the final
a

may

The first

17th. oentury emblem glowing iron is equated with

"Liebes-Brand".

line of

and continues in the

verse

analogies, those of glowing iron and weight.

proverbial but

at least one

as

typical of his poetry.

pose

is introduced here

as

Death

elsewhere by

(Nos.VI, XIV, XV and others); the line "in sein Schwartzes

gereist" with its conventional epithet is

in "An die

unbarmhertsige Chloria".

shows himself

aware

of

a

a

repetition of

a

line

Immediately, however, the poet

distinction between the honest role he is

playing and the possible exaggerations of the Petrarchist convention.
Just
so

as

in the discussion of love in Schirmer's

too here in the three

nicht" there is

a

verses

'Schaferey' of 1643,

beginning "Centner Worte maoh ioh

degree of ironic detachment from the convention.

With the above words the weight

imagery is also reintroduced.

The

rejection of the false poseur is then summed up in the penultimate

44.

stanza

-

"Neon/ eln aolcher bin ioh nicht".

honest Iotb in strong terns and
of

a

with the anchor image, which is

there

poem

one

(Port, Schiffbruch etc.); in the

favourite complex with Schiraer

previous

The poet asserts his

the lines

were

Ich kan noch stille

liegen

Anoksr iederzeit.

zu

And in "Er entachlaget

sioh der Melinden" (No. XXXIII) we have the lines

mein frommes Sohiff das anokert ein
nicht deinen Wellen preiB zu seyn.
We

from these

see

first

Gepusch

-

examples

and others could be found outside the

-

how the image is used to show respectability and

reliability and therefore fits neatly into the argument of the poem.

(The anchor image is

common

in the 17th. century; one thinks of Opitz*

"Dorinde wiltu mich verlassen" before

Sohirmer, and of Hofmannswaldau'z

Q

famous **Wo sind die Stunden" after.

)

In retrospect the word

"treulioh" in the third line of the poem appears less
more

of

end.

an

conventional and

anticipation of the modesty and honesty described at the

The poem

concludes by assuming the weight imagery into a final

emblematic image:*
Keina Last die ist so achwehr/
die nicht halb so leichte rnehr/
wenn sie ateht auff zweyen Seulen.
*»

Solidity and

repose are

which have gone before.
may

Although the thought behind the final image

be relatively commonplace

in the context the
as

the culmination of the argument and imagery

two

-

*a trouble shared is

a

trouble halved*

image itself presenting the poet and his mistress

pillars holding

up

her burdens forms both

an

appropriate and a

satisfying conolusion.
A poem

whioh is rather better known

as a

result of appearing in

*

45.

an

anthology is the serenade entitled "Naoht-Klage" (RS pp.51-53) »10

Like the

previous poem it is in troohaio metre but this time in the

(for Schirater) rather less usual 4-line atansa:Naoht-Klage

Kom/ Rosetta/ aohones Liecht/
bricht/
Aohl Rosetta/ koa dooh an/
das duroh meine Sinnen

das ioh 1 anger leben kan.
Deine Rosen-voile Hand

entwandt/
Giants/ kein heller Sohein

hat asin Hertze air
dafi kein

will in aeinen Augen seyn...
Bleich bin ioh vom Angesicht/
und das haatu zugericht/
ohm Sinnen 1st stein Sin/
weil ioh nioht in deinem bin.
Wach! waoh anf/ wach auf/ meine Liebi
dafi aioh erst zu lieben trieb.
Hore aeinen Saiten au/
die ait air nioht haben Ruh.
Soheub das stoltze Fenster auf/
lafi den blicken ihren Lauf/
dafi aein halb-verbrantes Hertz
nioht mehr fiihle seinen Sohaertz
Dieses trostet aioh noch sehr/
dafi du air gibst dein Gehor/
weil aioh deine Gunst anlacht/
wuntsch ioh dir ietst gute Naoht.
Nun verbirge dein Gesioht/
weil mein Dienst auff heint verricht.
Mach das seelge Fenster zu/
und gib dich der sussen Ruh.
Kan ioh heint erwerben hier/
dafi ioh morgsn komme fur/
so soil dsiner Augen Sohein
air mehr/ als die Sonne seyn.
Heine Schone schlaffe nu/
sohlaffe wol/ schlaff/ sohlaff/ mein
lieb mich/ und was ioh gebracht/
nun sohlaff wol/ zu guter Kacht!

Du/ *

*In the 1657 edition
the final e on the
first *sohlaff• is
omitted} the 1650
edition confirms that
this is an obvious

misprint.
The rose-motif which

evident, as
with

names

one

runs

through the whole oolleotion is particularly

would expect, in the poems addressed to mistresses

like Rosetta, Rosilis etc.

Here we have "Deine Rosen-voile

46

Hand"; in No.XX

(Roailis)

we

have "dlesen Rosen-Mund", "unter dainen

Rosonstrauch", "deiner Roaen stareke Macht" and there

oountleaa

are

example a elsewhere.
The serenade introduces the characteristic Petrarohiat pose
the

dying lover appealing for his mistress to appear

live longer.
conventional

of

that he can

As in the previous poem the imagery ia often

(here: "schwartze Nacht"; No.XX: "Schwartzes Grab") and

there is evidence of

dependence

some

on

Characteristic of Schirmer and

herbey".

ao

Opits* "Itssund kompt die Nacht
sore

original is the element

'play*, both word-play and rhetorical exaggeration in

context.

As

of

an

example of the former there

ohne Sinnen ist mein

are

a

playful

the lines

Sin/

weil ich nicht in dainem bin.

Playing with words is an element of Sohirmer's style; in the preceding
poem, "An

Charibellen", the second

DaB swar kan ich nooh

verse runs as

follows

eingehen/

Jugend die ist Schuld daran.
Liesse Jugend Jugend stehen/
wurd ieh dich nicht sehen an/
drumb weil Jugend Jugend liebt/

Jugend Jugend sich ergibt.
daB die Jugend Jugend hartset
macht daB Jugend game schertset.
But these lines do not go

element of

'play' anything like

in the work of his

Rhetorical

as

widespread in Schirmsr's poetry as

contemporaries Zesen and the Nurnberg poets.

apostrophising in

typical of Schirmer.
also the

beyond the limits of meaning, nor is this

a

playful context is even more

Here there is the line "Waehl waoh auf..." and

light-hearted final stanza.

This kind of rhetorical

repetition often occurs elsewhere, for example in "Die achone
Philurene" with its first line

"Fleuch/ fleuch Venus/

aus

den

47

(RS p.31) and in lines like "halt/ halt/ main Sinn/ halt noch

Waldern"

(RS p.14).

suruok"

It is

a

favourite device in Schirmer'a love-poetry,

perhaps one of the elements which make up the 'lightness' so often
mentioned by critics and so hard to define.
is
are

fairly

A stylistic point which

with Sohiroer is the way in which the lady's attributes

rare

transferred to the window

-

it is "das stoltze Fenster" at the

beginning, "das seelge Fans tar" afterwards.
at her

12

With the modest pleasure

having received his serenade the poet concludes on this light-

hearted rhetorical note which contrasts
rhetoric of

an

certainly a

poem

Voluptati,

non

We turn

features

early

poem

so

markedly with the heavy

like "Jesu Christi Triumph".

whioh reflects the motto of the preface, "Modestae

Vanitati".

now

to

a

little-known poem

with

some

(RS pp.65-67)JDie Viel-beneidete.

Nun/ was hiIfft
und Gott ruffen an

as/ ich will sohweigen/
sum Zeugen/

Br weIB aeine 3ache recht.

Mein Gewissen wird es sagen/
dafi ioh dieses Joch getragen/

niemals/ als ein Sunden-Knecht.
Tausentfache Laster-Zungen
haben mir main Herts durohdrungen/
das sich in sioh selbst nicht weiB
Tausent Mauler speyen Flammen
uber mich und dioh susammen/

iiber dich/ du Musen-PreiB
Regne Tropfen/ blute Tbranen/
Hertse/ blute Noth und Sehnen/
blute/ blute rothe Pein.
Weine

This is

bey den bosen Leuten

iiber die verruchten

Zeiten/

und laB alls Freude seyn.
Nim vor Myrten die Cypressen/
biB du deiner Angst vergesaen/
wirff die Rosen von dir hin.
Amaranthen solstu tragen/
und der Bluoen dich entschlagen/
well ioh so verwundet bin.

characteristic

48,

Dooh

was

hilfft

as/ traurig stehen/

und in Toda s-Krantzen
Cut Cawissen

gehen?

Triumphirt.

Die Gedult sohwingt ihre Fahnen/
dir den achonen Weg zu bahnen/
da die Unsohuld dich betiert.
L&S

es

hageln/ laS

es

schneyen/

l&B die Woloken Feuer apeyen/
lafi es gehen/ wie es gaht.
Hecht kriegt endlich nooh zu Lohne
die verguldte Lorbe r-Krone/
die in Donner stats besteht.

Liiget imoer was ihr wo lie t/
tragat aus/ was ihr nioht soliet/
naget meinen freyen Sinn.
Keine P&lmen hoch auf gehen/
wenn sie nioht gedruotoet stehen/
ich bin dooh wol/ war ioh bin.
Bin erwaohsenas Gebluthe/
und die Tugend in Gemuthe/
furohten einen Neider nicht.
Was die Laster-Maular speyen
wird noch ihnen selbst gedeyen/
wenn sie Gottes Pacha rioht.
Unterdessen wird rnich stutzen/
und fur ihrem Stioh beschutzen/

Unsohuld/ als sin stardear Held/
der/ durch seiner Lantzen brechen/
seinen argsten Feind kan schwachen/
und behalten alles Feld.
Daruab will ioh ietzund sohweigen/
und Cott ruffen an sun Zeugen/
er weiC meine Sache recht.
Mein Gewissen wird es sagen/
dafi ioh dieses Jooh getragen

niemals/ als ein siinden-Knecht.
Once

again the poem is in 6-line stanzas and trochaic metre, the

most characteristic of all Schlrmar's verse-forms.
da oapo

It is of the

type (like No. V "tJber Ihr Angesicht" and No. XXXIV "Ein

freyer Sinn gehet uber alle Dienstbarksit") which is a favourite of
Schirner's and is suitable for the theme, which is defiance of
slanderers and in defence of the poet and his

interesting features

are

mistress.1"^

The most

the rhetoric with which the defenoe is

conduoted and the imagery which is used.

There are some typical

examples of rhetorical repetition and anaphora, allied sometines with

49.

alliteration,

as

in the third

or

the sixth

verses,

for example.

The

anaphora is very typical of Sohirmer but in oontrast to the previous
poem

and as in "Jesu Christi Triumph" the rhetorical devices are used

in

serious, not in

a

More

a

playful context.

important is the imagery which is used in the poem, and

especially the complex of flower and plant imagery which is such
favourite with
is

Schirmsr.1^"

In the fourth stansa the

enjoined to turn from two 'happy* plants
'sad' ones, cypresses and amaranths.

two

dedicated to Venus,

is

a

be made out for another

its

name

it is used
seems

a more

convincing

The

case can

Alciatus and Guillaume de la Perriire,

"Selbstbeherrschung".
As far

Hither meaning

or

both would

the amaranth is concerned

as

probably thinking of the purple amarantis trlstis which
implies suggests melancholy
as

a

symbol of menstruation

to be constant love

that the

to

meaning; in at least two emblem books known

fit the context better here.

as

-

stands for "unfruchtbare Schonhait" and in the latter

additionally for

Schiroer is

myrtles and roses

symbol of passion and fulfilled love.

in the 17th. century, those of

the cypress

poet's mistress

The myrtle, the tree

initially suggests death, but here

cypress

•

a

or

tears.

15

-

or

pain

-

among

other things

and whose eihlematic meaning

So the whole passage

joys of love must be renounced temporarily for

suggests

a more

melancholy self-control because of the calumnies of outsiders.
Emblematic usage is present again in the sixth and seventh stanzas
with the mention of the laurel which remains standing in the thunder¬
storm and the

This

palm-tree which

meaning for the laurel

grows

can

better through being pressed down*

be found often in the poetry of the

17th. century and Schirmar could possibly have known the image from

Fleming's lines of 1638:Wie

wenn

das Wetter blitzet

und auf den dicken Wald viel' Donnerkeile

spriitzet,

die steinern' Elche
bios
It does

an

seem

den

more

spalt, der Fiohten Kraft zerbrichts
Lorbeerbaum wagt sioh kein Donner nicht.
likely, however, that the image

goes

16

back to an

emblem; in Johann Camerariua* emblem book of 1590 the laurel untouched

by lightning is given the motto INTACTA VIRTUS (Unantastbare
and this is
verse

exactly what the poet
The

here.

is also revealed

goes on

Tugend)

to suggest in the eighth

significance of the palm tree in the seventh stanza
by the emblem books of Alciatus, with ths motto

OBDURANDUM ADVERSOS UR&ENTIA

(Starkung durch Widerstand), and

Georg Rollenhagen, where the palm tree signifies the victory of truth.
Both of these

meanings fit perfectly in the context of our poem.

There is

one

a

even

emblem in Camerarius' book which shows

palm tree together on the summit of

a

nevertheless time to
the

say

laurel and

mountain with the motto ARDUA

VIRTUTEM, showing the difficult path to virtue.

specifically that Sohirmer knew eaoh

a

or any

17

Without suggesting

of these works it is

that these emblematio explanations clarify

progression of the plant imagery in the poem towards the mention

of Virtue in the

eighth stanza, the virtue which is needed,

presumably by both the poet and his mistress, to overoome the
slanderers'

tongues.

The imagery is not arbitrary, but is

artistically linked with
virtue.
there

one

of Sohirmer's favourite themes, that of

We noticed this theme

are

then, the

already in Schirmer's early poetry but

countless examples throughout his work.
poem

In this respect,

is characteristic, though it is not an example that

Sonnenberg oould have used in his argument that Schirmer is "ein
Dichter der Tugend", sinoe stress on the virtue of the poet and his

51.

mistree3 would be

a

sine qua non

in

a

Another snail point about the

*Rollengedicht* of this type.

imagery which demonstrates the

artistic cohesiveness of the whole ia the

use

of

war-imagery

personification of Patience with her standards in the fifth

-

the

verse

the

personification of Innocence heroically defeating the enemy in

the

penultimate stanza*

work

he neither

-

Gryphius

nor

uses

These
war

presents love

war

18

images

are very rare

and

in Schirmer's

images to depict adversity as does

in the manner of Hofmannswaldau

as a war

-

although the first poem of the Rosen-Gepusohe does open with the lines
Meina Burg

1st

nun

ersturmt

einganommen/
Du/ du aber bist bethurmt/
und mit Feuer

und
It is

Danaen hinkommen.

su

typical of Schirmer that the imagery in

and the

our poem

is cumulative

metaphors of war fit in brilliantly with the aggressive

rhetorical self-defence.

eighth stansa (richt

syncope in the
in Schirmer*

s

One final small
*

point; the interdental

riohtet) does

occur

occasionally

work, though not so often as in that of Fleming or the

early Gryphius.

19

Many of the other poems in the first Gepuach use the ubiquitous
Petrarchist pose

of the suffering and dying lover; in "An die

unbarmhertzige Chloria" (rs pp.28-31) it is combined with

an

erotic

twist:Soli ioh derm verdorben
und in Liebe starben?
Soil mich meine Noth

bringen in den Tod?
AohI

so

lafi mir

su/

daB die letzte Ruh

ich auf deinen Brusten thu.

(Here is

a

further example of Schirmer*s virtuosity with a 7-line

trochaic stanza rhyming
Death
tia

the final points,

as

preceding

poem

20
a

To conclude the poem Schirmer uses

function which Death also fulfils in

"An seine Melimde" (US pp.26-28), where similar

Patrarchist formulas
as

aabbccc.)

are

The third stanza from the end

employed.

runs

followsjKoa Tod/ ioh will dir geben
ein fsistes Opffer hin
Hier ist main kranckss Leban/
hier ist main krancker Sinn.

Ihr audan Go is tar soheidet von air ab/
ich eile fort von euoh ins finstre Grab.
In the last two
some

stanzas, however, the pattern is altered slightly and

hope is allowed the suffering lover.

first example in

The Melinde poem is our

iambic metre and also shows how Schirmer varies the

6-line stanza with four shorter lines of 3 stresses followed by two
with 5 stresses.
last poea
We

but in
see

theme with

a

This is
a

a

greater degree of variation than in the

stanza of more usual length.

in these two latter poems how

Schirmer treats a similar

similar pattern, but uses two different metres with quite

sophisticated verse-forms.

It is in the formal treatment rather than

in the structural pattern that the main interest lies.

respect the poems seem to stand mid-way between
"Ihr sohwartzen Augan
for poems

like Opitz*

Ihr" early in the century, which began the vogue

In lines of unequal length, and

"Wo sind die Stunden" later in the
order of

a poem

In this

a poem

century.

long and short lines in the Opitz

like Hofmannswaldau'a

Schirmer reverses the
poem,

but

on

the other hand

does not have the greater degree of variation in length of line
we

which

find in the Hofmannswaldau "aria".
Not all of the poems

in the first •Gepuaoh* are love-songs;

53

if

we

can

believe the word of Joh&nn Georg Schooh, a friend of

Schirmer's,

one

apprentice,

was a

of the most famous in its day, sung by every

drinking-song.

21

It is true, however, that even

this these is connected with that of

"Lieber treue
indicates.

as

the title,

Freundschaft/ als falache Buhlachafft" (RS pp.56-60)

The first three stanzas

these of the turn from false love to

goes on to

unhappy love,

are

sufficient to indicate the

friendship of drinkers.

the un-Anacreontio mention of beer and

-

a

The poem

modern touch

praise of tobacco I
looser hin/fahr immer hin/
falsoher Sinn/
du so1st mioh nioht kranoken.
Was mir gar

nicht warden kan/

wird von dann
me in Genuthe lencken.
Ich weifl meins Zeit/
und ein solches Laid

in den kiihlen Wein/
der mir glat geht ein/
wol su versencken.
Was iat das/ das taich stets qualt
und entseelt/
als ein grosses Leyden?
dein gestirates Angesicht
hat zwar Liecht/
aber we nig Freuden.
Drum will ioh/ 0 Zier/
mioh entschlagen

dir/

deiner Augen Giants/
und den Rosen-Krantz
hinfort sumeiden.
Was

frag ioh naoh deinem KuB/'

den ioh muB
stets mit Thranen suchen.
1st mir schon dein rother Mund
nioht vergunt/
will ich drumb nioht fluohen.
Ein Venedisch Glas
ist mir eben das/
wenn es mit Gethon rund herumb muB gehn

bey grunen Buchen.
It is worthwhile

setting down the metrical and rhyme patterns

-

54.

for the 11-line stanza

*

unique in his work

-

which Schiraer uses

here:-

/x
/ x
/x
/x
/ X
/ x
/ x
/ x
/ X
/ x
x /

a
a

b
c

o

b
a

d
%
e

b

This is

/x
/
/x
/x
/
/ x
/ x
/ x
/ X
/ x
x /

/x /

(no. of stresses)

4
2

/x
/x /

/at
/
/
/
/
2

x

of the most unusual and

one

Schirmer handles in the first

sophisticated verse-forms whioh

Gepusoh; it is trochaic, with the

exception of the last line, but varies continually in length of line
and
same

On the other hand one can hardly imagine that it held the

rhyme.

amount of

in this

records

Crepusch

as

the complex dactylic/ anapaestio poems

and it is therefore with some surprise that one

degree of metrical awkwardness in the poem*

a

the first

receive

difficulty

stanza, for example, monosyllables like und, in and zu

an

unwonted

stress, openings like

natural stress and for

some

Brlidersch^fft".
-

suppresses

"W^s

frag

^oh"

go

a

natural two

-

e.g.

The definite article often receives

"ein Venfsdisch &l^s".

Although it does

an

occur

"Suae

a man

that Sohirmer

natural stress, particularly in monosyllables,

who is noted for metrical smoothness and

impression is almost of ineptitude at times.
Schooh tells

us

that this poem was

Can we reconcile the

discrepancy?

virtually

n^ue

unnatural

22

rarely such frequent stressing of unstressed monosyllables,
for

against

of the long lines we are required to

produce four stresses in place of

stress,

At the end of

there is
so

that

felicity the

On the other hand
a

'pop song' in its day.

Perhaps the clue lies in the

55.

ela cent of

music, an aspect which

we

have not

far broached*

so

Although it smacks of special pleading, it is possible to suggest
that songs in varied or shorter
poem

lines, such

this or the Alamanna

as

which succeeds it, lose more without their music than poems in

longer lines (Alexandrines for example), which can stand on their own
more

In connection with the metrical problems of Meistersang

easily*

and the Kirchsnlied Wolfgang Ksysar
often leads

has shown how

forget metrical infelicities*

to

us

an

has suggested that the melody
23

And Hinton The :ias

Opitz poem of apparently inflexible iambic metre can
21a.

sound

dactylic in part when set to music.
So far

no

poems

because

we

first.

Sohirmer's

curious for
in any

wished to take

a

use

them.

a

sample of the more characteristic types

of the dactyl is rather sparing, which is

pupil of Buchner's, yet dactyls

phase of his work*

Rosen-Gepusche which
have

in dactylic metre have been considered, mainly

use

There

are

poems

or more

dactyls

only one in the first Gepusch is the

(RS pp.23-25), of which

anapaests may appear
in the whole of the

these metres at all; and of these only three

long regular lines with three
The

only 9

or

we

or

poem

"Die Steins me"

reproduce three sample stanzas; although

dactylic it is otherwise close to

a

favourite pattern formally

six-line stanzas with four stresses to the line

-

Artlich durchflinekern die Rosen die Wangen/
sie durch Lacheln geziereter seyn.
Wil ich (ach Schraertsel) sie kussend umfangsn/
sind sis nichts anders als Sardischer Stein.
Wilstu noch leugnen/ 0 schoneste Bier?
wenn

en/ die Lippen sind steinern

an

dir!

-

but the daotylio

rhythm tends to obscure this at first reading

Glaub

anapaests in

56.

Tragestu/ Kunststuck/ «uch rothliche Lippen/
welohe dam Amor am dienlichaten aayn?
Nein. Ea aind harte Corallene Klippen/
Sohiffbruch 1st elnzig bey ihnen gamein.

wilst/ Sohone/ vor mir
Glaub ea/ die
Ligpen
an
Zarte der Schonen/ die brallenden Bruste
aind Alabaster/ mit TurkiB durchretzt.
An dam beweisaeten Liebes-Geruate
stehen Rubins zuforderat gasetzt.
Hebatu die Balga/ Schonnine/ vor mir?
Glaub ea/ die Bruste aind steinera an dirt

Regs sie wie du

dirt

sind steinem

Schinasr handles the

dactylic metre competently, unless

one

excepts the reasonably legitimate tendency to add an intermediate e
in words like "schoneate"
of

or

There is a greater wealth

"gesiereter".

epithets than usual in Schirmsr* a poetry; metaphorical circum¬

(Lie be s-Gerua te for Bruste), two adjectives before

locution

(harte Corallene Klippen) which is
wealth of

precious stone

alliterative decoration

names

very rare

a noun

in Schirmer's work, a

expressing hardness,

25

graceful

(Gleichstu gleich Paphos und Plinius Praeht),

playful wit (Ich kan in v.arhait/ 0 Hertse/ nicht schertsen)

-

all

are

indulged in and cumulatively they represent a certain expansion of
expression which might (as in the
attributed to the presence
means

a

of the Nurnberg poets) be

case

of the dactyl.

The

poem

is not by any

happy one; Schirmer does not follow here the 17th. century

praotioe of reserving the dactyl for happy subject-matter, although we
shall find instances later.

One of the

edition of the Rosen-Gepuaohe which may

substitution of Stirngen
there is

a

alterations from the

further diminutive, Herzgan.

(Ch.7) and the letter's

own

1650

have some significance is the

(1657) for Stirne (1650).

in Sohirtoer*s work and their presence

Poeterey

rare

Later in the poem

Diminutives

are

not common

is against the spirit of Opitz*
praotioe; in the

case

of

57

Stirngen the reason may be to avoid the awkward elision "die Stirne
ist".

Although the degree of embellishment is considerable, the
structure is very

simple and the subject-matter remains within the

Petrarohist convention.
the

Having asserted his intention not to praise

beauty because of her hardness, the poet passes from one physical

feature to another

-

hair, forehead, face, cheeks, lips, breasts

*

claiming in the refrain to eaoh verse 1hat each part is made of a
different

(precious) stone,

a

two stanzas from the end with
word *Summa*.

simple parallelism which is completed
a

summary

commencing with the actual

Finally the heart, too, is described

as

made of stone

and the whole end3 with the not

especially witty pointe "Alles ist

harter/ ala steinern/

Schirmer does not build up to a

pointe
have
the

as

seen

an

dir".

Hofmannswaldau and others do; indeed, there is often, as we
in the Rosilis and Melinde poems, a

tension in the last stanza.

description

on

certain relaxation of

Here the wit lies

more

in the

the way than in the pointe to whioh this description

leads.
The poem,

then, is a mixture of conventional structure and

subject-matter with (for Schiraer) unusual dactylio rhythm.
final two examples also use
extent.

The first is the

dactyls in part but not to the

second poem of the Roaen-Gepusche

(RS pp.3-4):Sie Liebet Ihn.
Funokelt ihr goldnen Himmels-S ternen!
blitset ihr helien Nacht-Laternen1
Jauchtzet ihr Str&len an der Sonnenl
rauschet ihr kuhlen Wasser-Bronnen;
Asterie will sioh zur liebe verdammen/
die ksusohe Brust fuhlet die blluckenden Flammen;

Our
same

58.

Tugend und Gunst
raehret die Brunei/
vrelche die rauohenden Gelater anbrennet,

Hertzgen und Mund

varwund/

stehen

daB sich Asterie selber nicht kannet.
Brummende Donner/ I lags1-S pitzen/

Feuer-beztraltez Wetter-Blitzen/
Kraehende Wolcksn/ harte Schlaga/
fliehet Aaterien aua dam Wege/
beraumet die waiBliche Straase dort oben/
Asterie bleibet unatarblich erhoben.
bleiche nun gants/

Luna/ dein Giants
wird die verduatsrten Augen verlassen.

Hinds/

spann an/
zeiohne die Bahn/
ihre Hand kommet den ziigel eufaasen.
Fahre nun wohl aus deinen Tachern
Zu den vergoldten Lieba-Gemaohern/

Sage du wolieat aller Enden
Venus

gebutzten Leib besohanden.

Erzehle/ wie Paris ait Freuden-Gethone
dir geban den Apffel/ das Zeichen der Schone,
Melde darbey/
Sylvius sey/
Welcher ihn konne durch Tugend arwerben.

Komstu/ mein Gluoh/
Wieder zuriick/
Will ich dein willigster Diener eraterben.
Let
lines of

us

say

immediately that the theme indicated in the opening

raising one's beloved to the skies is fairly oommonplace in

the 17th.

oentury, recalling, among others, Daoh's

poem

"lidia,

perpetuaa pariunt tibi oarmina laudam" and Brehme's "Leuoht ihr

Sternen/ Blitst ihr Himael" before Schirmer, and Zesen's "Maienlied"
m

and Stieler's "Der HaB kusset

ja nicht" after him.

Sonnenberg this is

rare

one

of the

Schirmer's work but this is

reservations;

27

an

26

According to

portrayals of happy love in

opinion

one can

only accept with

first, the Petrarchist convention in

any oase

towards

depiction mainly of the suffering lover; secondly,

already

seen

in, for example, the Helinde

poem,

there

are

some

tends

as we

have

occasions

59

when Schinasr modifies the
in favour of

a more

virtue appears,

expected extreme of melancholy at the end

optimistic conclusion.

Once again the theme of

and characteristically for Schiraer but perhaps

uncharacteristically for
Opitz, love and virtue

many

are

other writers of the 17th. century like

not incompatible, but rather the opposite

"Tugend und Ounst// mehret die Brimst"

and Sylvius, the poet's

-

mask, can earn Paris' apple, the symbol of her beauty, through his
virtue.

26

Thematically the

poem

remains within the bounds of the

Petrarchiat convention and ends with the graceful galant points;
is

truly an example of poetry as

an

elegant social convention, like

^

the "HandkuB eines Geaellschaftstanses".
It is the metrical and

it

general technical virtuosity and the

linguistic expression rather than the theme which makes the poem of
interest.

The

pattern of rhymes, metre and number of stresses per

line in the unique
a

a

b
b

/ X X
/ X X
/XX
/ X X

c

x

c

*/
/ X X
/ X X
/XX
/ X X
/ XX
/ X X

d
d
e

f
f
e

12-line stanza used here is

/ x
fx
fx
/ X
/ X
/ X
/ X
/ X / X
/*(*)/* / X
X X /
X X /
X X /
X X /
X X /
X X /
/
/
/ X X /XX
/ X

as

follows

X

x

2

2

4

/

/
/

4
if
if
4
if
4

2
2
X X

/

The fourth line of the second

X X

verse

/
has

4

X
an

extra unstressed

making the second foot dactylic instead of trochaic.

syllable,

We are not

disposed to say whether this is a mistake by Schirmsr or a deliberate
variation, although the latter, it seems, would be rare in the poetry
of the 17th. century.

Although

we

would nowadays regard the fifth

-

60

and sixth lines as

containing dactyls, in 17th* century terms they

would be regarded as beginning with an iambic foot

(or possibly

spondee), followed by three anapaests and concluding with

a

a feminine

ending; this is made quite clear in the poetics of Schiraer's teacher
August Buchner and in the Helicon of another of Buchner's pupils,

Philipp Zesen.

30

Despite this it is reasonable enough to talk of

dactylic rhythm in the poem in general and it is interesting how this
is

contained, in the first four lines, by the final three trochaic

feet.

It

characteristic of Schirmer

-

and in this

previous poem "Die Steineme" is untypical

-

that the dactylic

seems

respect the

rhythm is not allowed to run away with the whole stanza; there is no
danger of the lines becoming a 'jingle', as is sometimes the case in
the better known work of Zesen and the

Schirmer*s

Numberger.

handling of dactyl and anapaest is relatively free of any

'Tonbeugung*, though "die kfiusche Brust" with stress
none

on

Brust is

sounds odd to

a

modem ear,

falls into

a

keusoh but

"Anbr^nnet",

too good in this respect*

none

on

which

different category; Schirmer

merely follows Opits in stressing the middle syllable of words like
anbrennet, hinwends, aufwachsen, and in any case it is known that the
stress

on

verbal prefixes was more variable in the 17th. century.

The metre and
are

not

quite

rhyme pattern of this
so

unusual

The rhetorical

as

poem,

31

though certainly varied,

first reading might suggest.

apostrophizing of cosmic bodies and natural

phenomena makes a spectacular start to the first two stanzas and this
is allied with further
Krachende

linguistic devioes such

Woloken, Brummsnde Donner

blitset, jauohtzet.

-

as

onomatopoeia

and hard sounds

-

One of Sohirmer's ram diminutives

-

funckelt,
-

Hertxgen

-

61.

is

possibly

a

result of the dactylic metre and the desirability of

avoiding Hertse und.

Metaphorical epithets like "Nacht-Laternen"

(aStemen) reminiscent of the preciosity of the Nurnberger
rare

of

with Schiraer and

as

in the

case

of "Die Steineme"

are also

this

degree

linguistic embellishment oould have resulted from the daotylio

metre.
Our final

ways

example is one of the best-known although in some

less characteristic of Schirmer's

devotes

poems,

to which Gunthsr Muller

comments in his "Geschichte das deutschen Liedes".

some

(RS pp.8-10)

It is also partly dactylic:Seine todliche Schosrtsen
an

Rosomenen.

Brand/ Feuer Flammen und Hagelsteine
betauben/ 0 Schone/ mein Angesicht/
daB ich

taglich weine.

mine matten Glieder

schlagen mich darniedar/
der deine/
Gut/ Muth/ Blut vergehen.
Wenn sich die Nymphen sun Rosen maohen/
und brechen den Himmelgesierten Giants/
liegen meine 3achen/
ob ich sey

weil ich/ Rosomene/
deine zarte Schone
vor mir sehe lachen/

Hand/ Pfand/ Brand zutodten.
Aoh solt ioh deiner sum besten dencken/
und sehen das Silber der reinen Brust/
wurde mich niohts krancken/
mein Hertz wurde leben/
und in Freude
wenn

sohweben/

du wurdest lencken

Hertz/ Scherts/ Sohmertz und brennen*
Weil aber deine Belieblichkeiten/
benebenst der Tugenden Rauch und Gluth/
mit einander

straiten/

durffen meine Flammen

nicht also beysammen
uber dich sich bereiten/

Lufft/ Klufft

Grufft/ suschreyen.

Doch hoff ich Schonste/ du wirst noch rotten
den deinen befreundeten Diener hier/
von den Demant-Ketten.

32
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dann ward ich

zun

Fussen

willig treten mussen/
die mich gemo hatten/
Laid/ Neid/ Strait und Hassan.
Schau an das bleiohenden Mundes-Rotha/
basohaua dar Wangen begangnen Mord/
hiar sind dsina Todte/
Die sit Stolts und Lieben

deinan Grimm varuban

verborgner state/
Praeht/ Macht/ Nacht/ die seugen.
0 Roaomene/ wilatu noch trutzen
an

beneban dam Schatten auff Staub und Wind
die gar wenig nutsen?

Sohonheit/ Wind una Liebe
stehn in einem Siebe/
sender Preifi und stutzen/
Wind/ Kind/ blind zubleiben.
Wolan/ so lafi dich nur hin verfuhren
Mit daines berotheten Mundes Zier.

Ioh/ Ioh will besieren
mit dam Grabs steine

Glieder und Gabeine/
und mioh selbst varlieren.

Noth/ Todt/ Gott ich sterbe!
Gunther Duller writes of this poem

Strophe

ant

-

"da ubersohlagt sioh jeda

SohluB in Schlagreiraen, da ran Worttrager ksine angebbare

logischa Bedeutung, sondem umrifilosan Klang- und Bildwert haben".
Although the poem at times, especially in the last lines of each
stanza, very nearly abandons logical meaning, this is really

example in Schirtaar'a work and it is

wrong

theory of mystic eroticism

slender basis.

on

such

a

a

unique

to build up a whole

Muller writes,

for example, of the later title "Er hat sich in Ihr verlohren"
"Eckhart und D. Sudermann stehen hinter solchea Titel".

-

Attractive

though such theories are, they seem to stem from a desire to find
and

emphasize the unusual and atypical.

this very

attractive

Schirmer's art
will probably

as

a

poem

it is

While not wishing to ignore

our purpose

to characterize

whole, not to pick out merely the aspects which

interest the modern reader.

As an ironic contrast to

63#

Gunther Uuller's

verdict

on

interpretation

the first stanza

The metrical
are

aa

might quote Kunath* s blunt

one

"eine uriboholfene

Strophe".

33

pattern and rhyme scheme of the 7-line stanzas

rather unusual:-

/

X X

/

x

/

X X

/

/X

X X

/ X
/ X
/x

/x
/x

/*d)

/

/

X X

/

/x
/ X
/x
/X
/ X

X

X

Although the last line, which incidentally is one of two unpaired
rhymes in the scheme, should theoretically "be scanned like the
previous four, the first three words are in the case of every stanza

monosyllabic,

it would perhaps be better to record three

so

successive stressed
rallentando and

heavy emphasis

unusual in Schirmer's work and
poem:

This inevitably produces a

syllables.

the last line.

on

of the

one

This phenomenon is

striking points about this

unlike, for example, Gryphius, Schirtaer does not usually

indulge in slow monosyllabic lists.
This poem

is

one

of the few in which there is a significant

degree of difference between the 1650 and 1657 editions of the
Itosen-Gepu3che.
than

(Although there

variations between the two
34.

Sonnenberg records, few are of much significance."^)

differences

occur

solely in the first (dactylic)

(anapaestic) line of the stanza.
verse

are more

or

These

second

In the second line of the second

"Himmelgezierten" replaces "ubernaturliohen"; in the first two

lines of the third stanza

Ach solt ich deiner zura besten gedencken
und sehen daft silber der reinen Brust.

64.

is substituted for
Ach solt ich deiner sua besten gedeneken
und sehen daB silber der reinliohen Brust.

In

six "begangenen" becomes "begangnen", and in verse seven

verse

"Schonheit" becomes "Staub".

And in the last

verse

our

present

opening lines replace

Wolan/ lafi dich nur lamer verfuhren
Deinea berohteten Mundes Zier.
by Sehiraer in 1657 of what he had

This is evidence of revision

1650j it will be noticed that the alterations regularise

written in

the metre of the first two lines in various stansas.
out extra

syllables to change what

was

Usually they cut

daotylio into trochaic.

It is

possible to feel a certain sympathy with Schirmer here; reading the
the tendency is to anticipate more dactyls or anapaests than

poem

there
not

actually

so

are

in the first two lines.

expected suggests the

many as

The fact that there are

kind of control, (and in this

same

because of the amendments, conscious control) of the dactyl by

case,

Schiraer

as

noticed in the

we

The lists of

previous poem.

monosyllables, usually

nouns,

at the beginning of

the first stansa and in the last lines of each which oreate metrical

problems

are a

feature of style which

confined to the first

end,

without
more

noted in some of Schirmer's

On the whole they are rare in his work and seem to be

early poems.

at the

we

as

part of the Roaen-Gepuaohe.

^

Lists with und

in the first line here, are anyway commoner than those

und, as at the end of each verse, thou^i the latter are here

striking because the list rhymes, uniquely in Schirmer's work.

We would describe

this

as

a

serious

playing with the Petrarchist

convention, meaning by serious not that we claim to know the poet's

65.

mentality but that the word-play is presented entirely in a serious
And at the end

context.

hare

we

one

of the

conoeits

rare

(if

one can

that) in Schirmer's poetry:-

call it

IcV I oh *il be ale ran
mit dan Grabesteine
Glieder und Gebeine/
und mich selbst verlieren.

Noth/ Todt/ Gott ich sterbel
Here death is used

as

the pointe and we do not go beyond

it to

any

expression of hope; and alliteration and rhetorical repetition are
used to emphasise
We have

the finale to this poem of Petrarchist despair.

tried to

art in the first

present characteristic examples of Schirmer's

Gepusch

,

being compelled to show

number because of its varied nature.
metres and verse-forms is

the

a

considerable

The handling of a

variety of

probably the most important point, also

imagery and use of rhetoric and the way Sohirmer employs the

Petrarchist convention.

Schirmsr poem
usual and

those which

-

more

We have seen some of the most common

spectacular

were
poems.

examined first

-

types of

also some slightly less

The only respect in which our

examples fall short of being characteristic of the first Gepusch is
that

we

have not

of other

poets.

fill out

our

this

C.

yet taken those poems which seem closely imitative

This is of course deliberate as these poems which

picture completely will be treated in the second half of

study.

Book One Gepuaoh 2.
The second

Gepusch is as uniform

There is uniformity

as

the first was diverse.

of theme and setting; all the

poems are

pastoral tradition and the Petrarohiat convention, and some

in the
-

66.

Numbers V and VI for

example

-

relate to each other like

a

little

atoryj there Is uniformity of model, since most are based on Opits*
pastoral poems and many have geographical allusions, seemingly to
Schlrmer's
there is
form

-

life,

uniformity of metre, stress and to a large extent of verse-

all the poems are

all but two

abbaoc

are

short poem

trochaic with four stresses to the line and

in 6-line stanzas with

ababcc.

or

makes it easy

many

there are In Opits' "Corydon dar gieng betrubet"j

as

Only Nos. X and XI

are

slightly

to find characteristic examples;

common

an

Seladon/

der Neisae.

Seladon lag auf dan >.ie sen
dar sohnellen Ne is sen-Strand/

klagte seiner Liebe Pfand/
daB

complex.

This

reproduce a fairly

to most of the others (RS pp.110-115)s-

Der scheidende

das

we

more

which is not particularly close to Opits but which exhibits

features

an

simple rhyme patterns, either

er vormal oft gepriesen/
er/ eh der Abschied kam/

in die weissen Armen nahm.
Und icb/ sang er/ soil dioh lassen/
meiner Sinnen 01 ants und Port/
hier aliain an diesem Ort/
hiar in die sen Krieges-Oasaen/
da deB wilden Mavors Sohein
und Apollo/ Feinde seyn.
Seit daB ich bey dir gewesen/
hat die Heerds niohts gewust/
als von grunar Felder-Lust/
besser kunte sis genesen/
als ioh hier so mannigfalt
suchto asinen Aufenthalt.
Aber wie wird sie dooh weiden/
well ich nun entfernet bin/
und stein tief-verliebter Sinn

singen auB von seinea Leiden?
traurig wird sie ait Gethon
su den truben Bronnen gehn.
Dir/ 0 Sshone/ wil ioh bleiben/
der ioh vor gewesen bin/
meinen hoohgeangsten Sinn
soil kain Soheiden von dir treiben.
Unterdassen lebe hier/
und verbleibe gunstig air.

e7.

Diaser blancke Strand soil seigsn

beyder Liebea-Glut/
du/ 0 moin bastes Gut/

unser

das

dich

von

air nicht wollest nsigsn!

loh/ ioh blaib in stareken Sinn
vor gene sen bin.
Lebe/ labe wol in Freuden/
und ergot ze dich allhier
der ioh

an der bundten Mayen-Zier/
well ioh dich jatzund stuB raeiden.

Flags tu mich/ so atimm hier an/
daB es alios horen kan.
Wenn das fast erblafit# Scheinen/
das dsr Monden in sieh hat/
seohamal hat bemahlt die Stadt/
da ioh jetzt nuB sehnlich weinen/
solatu aioh/ 0 neine Zier/
haben unverhoft bey dir.

Nun/ gehabe dich sun besten/
du mein Leit-Stern und main Port/
nun/ Ada/ ioh muB jetzt fort!
meine Liebe soli dsr Westen/
weloher gleichfalls liebet sahr/
dir

rucks

bringen her.
Ihr/ main Gold/ ihr sohwartsen Haare/
zu

die ihr Muth und Sinnan blndt/
die da nicht zu glelohen sind/'

Ophir deiner theuem v/ahre/
ioh sieh jetzt hin/ wo ioh soil/
darumb lebet Freuden-voll.
Ihr nit Sehnee bedeckten Wangen/
die voll rother Bo sen atehn/
wail ich jetzt auB von euch gehn/
wil mich sehr nach euoh verlangen!
dooh die Reis 1st an ©a atelit/
bluhe wol/ du Wangsn-Feld!
0 ihr x*o then Samme t-Lippen/
die ihr ofte nich gelabt/
dieses je tat sun Denckaal habt/
was ioh bey den ran hen Klippen
euah sun Absohied lasso hier/
unverblasst steht fur und fur!
Liebes-Felder ihr/ ihr Bruste/
da der weisse Liljen-Sohnee
und der roth-behaupte Klee
oft einander treulich kuate/

bluhet/ bluhet ohne Laid
in der Bluaen-reichen Zelt.

Liebea-Pfand/ der -.ollen-Hande/
das du mir Beatandigkeit
hast versproohen jederseit/
well ioh nich jetst von dir
so verbleibe troulich mir/
win ich werde bleiban dir.

wende/
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wol/ ihr buadten FaIdsr/
FluB/
jatat hin den Abschieds-KuB/

Bluhet

du mit Rohr bekronter

nim
und ihr grunen
Grune

Elchen-ialdar.

state du B lumen-Plan/

du hast air viel Guts gethan.
Gonner und ihr guten Briider/
meine Fraundsohaft bleibt euoh hiar/
xleh ich sohon

aus

dam

Refier/

So nehiat hiar doch dies© Lie da r/

nehmt aie/ ala der Fraundsohaft
in die treue Freundes-Hand.
War we 10/

pfand

ob der Augan-Lioder/

diasen Tag noch schauan an/
den una Phobus goben kan/
daB einander vdr sehn wieder/
debet wol/ der Elben-Strand
1st as/ der mir beut die Hand.
Gute Nacht/ ihr Berg und Steine/

gate Nacht/ du gruner Seal/
gute Naoht/ du Rosenthal/
da loh jetsund sits und weine!

gute Nacht/ du liebe Stadt/
die mioh oft erquioket hat.
ills er dieses abgesungsn/
stund er auf und eohe fort
naoh dam kuhlen Blben-Port/
Echo nur hat nachgeklungen/
bifi dar treua Freundachafft-Chor
aus dan Augen ihn verlohr.
The

specifically geographical title is typical of eight of the

eleven long poems

In this Gepusoh.

allusions in

of

river

or

some

It recalls the geographical

Opits* pastoral poems, though Opits never

place-name in the titles.

Although this is not

a

biographical study there is the possibility of using these
an

autobiographical record.

uses a

poems as

The rivers and towns mentioned, either

directly or by an epithet, are to a large extent the places where
Sohirmer studied

-

Strygis (Freyberg), PleiBe, Sister (Leipsig),

(Wittenberg

-

"mein Rom"), Saale (Halle) and so on.

Elbe

other hand Runath warns of the

literally;

36

und Galathee

(hi the

dangers of taking everything too

the best example of this is the fourth poem "Chloriman
an

dem Belt" where the

literally-minded will have to

69.

postulate a journey by Schirmer to the Baltio.
that Sohirmer

ever

made such

a

There is no likelihood

journey, and in

any case

parallels with Opita* "Coridon" poem are obvious.
the geographical

allusions

are

there is

the

a

In the present poem

not quite so obvious

The river NeiBe is mentioned for the

in some others.

as

only time in Sohirmar's poetry;

reference to the "Rosenthal" in the

poet's destination is the Elbe.

the literary

penultimate verse; and

Assuming that the Rosenthal is
„

the one

Leipsig mentioned later in the Rosen-Go pus ohe

near

the Elbe refers to

the

poems

problem of the NeiBe.

near

and that

Wittenberg (Sohirmer's first visit to Dresden

1650 after these

in

37

was

had been published), there still remains

There

seems

to be

no

river of this name

Leipsig and the only NeiBe in Saxony is the Gorlitser/Lausitzer

NeiBe away to

A misprint twice in 1650 and in 1657

the South-East.

for PlelGe is out of the

question, especially as there is evidence of

Sohinaer making several alterations and corrections in this Gepusch
for the

1657 edition.

somewhere

near

Leipzig is conjectural; if this is

probably suggests
Suoh

a

1645*46

Whether the NeiBe might be a small stream

a

farewell to Leipzig and

trip could have been made
or even

insuperable,

earlier.

even on

many

a

so,

the poem

trip to Wittenberg.

times by Schiraer between

The distances involved would not have been

foot (Leipzig-Halle c.25km., Leipzig-Dresden

o.85km., Leipzig-Wittenberg o.55km., Halle-Wittenberg c.45km.).
3chirmer oould have travelled to and fro

Shakespeare Oxford and London
as

is often assumed.

if

progress

as

for

not necessarily two separate worlds,

If these poems,

journeys they need not
even

were

often, just

however, do refleot actual

chronologically; in other words,

literally true, they cannot be taken as

a

sort of

autobiographical novel*
elsewhere it would be

grouping with

more

From the absence of strict chronology

appropriate here to suggest

than

referring to the

one poem

In this connection it could be of

an

unohronological

sane

journey.
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sigiificanoe that only poems V and

VI, which are non~geographical, link up with each other*
That the

pastoral setting is much

strongly emphasised in

more

of the second Gepusch is an essential distinction between

the poems

this and the first and onoe

again suggests that Schirmer grouped poems

according to either formal considerations or those of setting and
The names throughout are much more obviously

subject-matter, or both.

In our poem the third and fourth verses remind us of one of

pastoral.

the obvious requisites in
In "Tillan

an

dor Elbe"

the pastoral setting, the shepherd's flocks.

even

shepherds in the streets!

Leipsig acquires

There

are

a

pastoral hue, with

other similar examples in this

Gepusch and also in early poems like "Des Kyrtillo Pruhlings Klag-

Getichte*.^

The pastoral setting may recede for a longer

within

a

and return, as in the case of several Opits poems.

veneer

is

poem

The

only superficial but it does nevertheless imbue the second

Gepuseh with

a

different oharacter from that of the first.

Allied to the
of Nature in the

pastoral setting is the rhetorical apostrophising

penultimate stanza.

Other rhetorical devices like

anaphora are used in conjunction with this.
rhetorical
some

period

of the

it is very

style with Nature
early

poems,

as

The association of

subject-matter was already noted in

especially in the Myrtillo

marked throughout this Gepusch.

poem

of 1643, and

The appeals to natural

phenomena represent a nice example of the Pathetio Fallacy inherent
in

so

much Petrarchist poetry.
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The basio Petrarohism of the whole

71.

of Schirmer's

love-poetry is present also, In the address to the

beloved's hair, cheeks, lips, breasts and hands*

This is

a

constant

element*
The structure is

relatively simple

Seladon takes leave of his

-

mistress, remembers their happy days, assures her of his fidelity and
asks for hers*

The conclusion

seems

imminent after the ninth

but than the Petrarohist praise begins and oontinues for
stanzas.

The poet then turns to Nature

pastoral poems

-

of his songs, a

and the poet's friends

-

a

are

verse

another five

favourite device in these
mentioned as the recipients

literary touch characteristic of the Humanist scholar-

poet.

Finally the poet gathers himself together for the rhetorical

climax

already described.

in that
the "Ala

we

turn away

...

difin is

The last verse is

parallel to the first

from direct speech to the outsider's view, and
a

formula which

eleven poems of this Gepuaoh.
for

a

occurs

Clearly it is

in
a

no

less than six of the

favourite of Sehirmer's

finishing off this kind of pastoral poem and it resembles the

finale of the

long T> chafe rey"

-

BiB dor Abendstarn aufginge/
und die Nacht ihr Gold empfinge.
The poem

lacks the compactness of most of those in the first Gepusoh;

whether this is the result of pastoral subject-matter

being normally

long-winded it is difficult to say, but several of the verses could be
dropped or rearranged in order*

The way in which Sohirmer drops

stanzas from "Der sterbende Silviua"

in poems

outside the second Gepuaoh

The first stanza is
many

-

-

something which never happens

is evidence of this.
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typical of the atrophic form and metre of

of the poems in the second Gepusoh; it is trochaic with the

6-line rhyme-pattern abbacc, which gives a refrain-like ending to each

Although there are

verse.

the

similar poems in the first Gepusch,

son©

regularity with which Sohirner employs this

or a very

similar

pattern here contrasts with the way in which he rings the changes
The metre of the first line is of

there.

natural stress would
the metrical stress

-

only occur three times
requires

a^f

ablation lag

some

den

an

significance} whereas

(s^ladon, l^g,

extra stressed syllable

Tdleoen)

-

W^esen

making the line slower and heavier than prose stress would have it.

While

nobody would

worry

of tire proper name,

unduly about the stress

on

the final syllable

in which Schirmer anyway only follows Opits, tide

stressing of the unimportant preposition "auf" does lend an unnatural

quality to the line.
the

Opits

"Itsundt kompt die nacht herbey" and "Ihr schwartsen

poems

augen/ ihr"

on

Wolfgang iv&yser has expressed reservations about

the grounds that the metre and rhythm coincide too

rigidly and that there
stress.

the

42

are too many

monosyllables which

strikes the

the

He later contrasts Schirmer'a version of the latter with

Opits original, to the detriment of Opitz.

Schimar's

carry

In other areas of

poetry the stressing of unimportant monosyllables rarely
ear

Gepusch they

-

seem

but

see

the "lamer hin" poem above

-

but in this

to proliferate, especially in the most conspicuous

place at the beginning of the line, as, for example at the beginning
of the second stanza.

four stresses should
but it does look
may

as

There is

no

reason

why the trochaic line with

necessarily be responsible for this phenomenon,

if in practice for Sohirmer the use of such a line

often lead to artificial stressing of monosyllables for the sake of

the metre and hence to

&

degree of monotony in the whole

poem.^

This

73.

point applies to the whole Go pus oh
It nay

confirm

our

fairly early date of about 1643 (perhaps I64I-I645)

for Hie whole group,

although

have followed later
Of the

as

once some

exercises in

a

language and imagery of

little to sayj

much as to our particular poem.

as

had been written others

may

and hence style.

genre,
our poem

there is relatively

it oonsists mainly of narrative, with the exception of

the Petrarehist embellishment

already mentioned.

There is a certain

artistry in the sea/ star/ harbour imagery used; the first occasion

merely

seems

this is
main

a

dead metaphor

-

developed in the middle of the

that this is

a

but

may
a

have derived
neat pathos

truth, i.e. farewell, in the last

fort// naoh dem kuhlen Elben-Port".

stanza "und zohe

-

to "du mein Leit-Stern und

hymn "Ave Maris Stella", and there is

when the image becomes literal

the

poem

Port", using a favourite Petrarohiat image which

from the Medieval

seen

"seiner Sinnen Giants und Port"

favourite image of

We have already

Schirmer's and indeed most of

imagery and linguistic expression of the whole Gepusch can be

found elsewhere in Schirmer's work

or

the work of

contemporaries| for

example, "ein finster Grab" ("Tilian"), the "Wol den/der" construction

("Tilian") based

on

Opitz, and the sweet taste imagery

in the "Anakreontiscb© Ode"
in the

"Hylas"

poem

(of. Chapter One)

-

-

already noted

which is to be found

here:-

Dein Mund schenokt den Ambrosinen/
und den beaten Nectar-Y.ein
den gelehrten Lippen ein.
du darffst keiner suasen Bienen/
was auf cLeiner zunge steht

reuoht wia Ward und Cinnaaet.
For the second
as

was

made for the

Geptisoh

we

must again make the same reservation

first, namely that the

poems

which most closely

resemble other models, especially in this oase Opits, have
back for the second

part of this study.

Apart from that, however, we

have shown all the characteristic features of the poems in

Gepusoh

-

-

rather

more

easily than with

first, even though only one poem has been analysed.
Yihsre should

there

are more

one

place these

resemblances in

extent metre and
as

this

geographical background, pastoral setting, rhetorioal style,

simple structure and metrical pattern
the

been held

poems

ohronologically? Certainly

setting, language, imagery and to some

strophio pattern to other early poems by Schiraer such

the "Anakreontisohe Ode"

other single group

or

the

Kyrtillo pastoral

within Sohirmer's work.

in the

either

At the

way.

Gepusch

may

same time

than to any

They might be plaoed circa

1643, interpreting the term generously in the
years

poem,

sense

of at least two

it is possible that isolated poems

have been composed either earlier or later and

grouped together with the others in a pastoral setting and similar
verse-forms.
poems

In

anticipation we

may

add that the majority of the

of Book Two Gepusoh 3, also in a pastoral setting, are iambic and

may

have been written at any time up till 1657, 'out there is at least

the

possibility that they

have been

discussing•

are

the iambic residue of the Gepusch we

75.

D,. The third Gepusoh.

(Manila sonnets)

By taking Schirmer's work mainly Gepiisch by Gepusch one is
dealing with

poems

grouped according to genre, as with the preceding

Gepusch, or according to verse-form, as with this Gepusoh.

majority of Schirmer's sonnets

-

59 out of 100

-

occur

The

in this

Gepusch, the remainder falling in Part 2 Gepusch 5 and in various
places throughout his Rauten-Gepu3che.
those in the third

point,

we

Gepusch

-

While only the 1.5 ami a sonnets

-

will be analysed in detail at this

take the opportunity of including the other sonnets in any

statistical surveys so as

to give a fuller picture of Schirmer's
The sonnets of the Rauten-Gepusche are

handling of the sonnet form.

mostly dated and fall between the years 1651-1659; those of RosenGepuache Part 2
but

one

Gepilsch 5

of them is dated

be called

may

be of any date between 1641 and 1657>

I64B.

experimental are to be found in this latter group.

The Marnia sonnets have been

1645-164B, the

years

a

presumed to fall into the years

of the Marnia 'experience', about which so many

wild statements have been made.

finding

could

As we shall sae, such sonnets as

Kunath expresses

personal experience reflected in poetry

his pleasure at
-

the

poems are

j.J.

"so wahr und

so

willkommen".

On the other hand he

repeats the

description "steife Alexandriner" which he probably found in
Rubensohn's work.
the whole

cycle.

45
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The word "steif" is

As far as the supposed stiffness is concerned we

shall examine later whether there is any
for this.

Marnia

Too many

applied later by Sonnenberg to

objectively verifiable

reason

unwarranted assumptions have been made about the

experience, especially by Kunath, through too literal inter¬

pretation of the poems as autobiographical records.

Recently scholars

have

rightly become ouch

more

sceptical about the relationship

between literature and life in the 17th. century.

possibility of 'experience* is certainly there
react to

-

While the
should not

one

previous exaggerations by going to the opposite extreme and

suggesting, for instance, that all 17th. century love-poetry is
addressed to fictitious mistresses
slim.

The

-

the certainty of proving it

only two external pieces of evidence

we

is

have in the case

of Schiraer is the remark of his brother Melchior in the

introductory

to the second part of the Rosen-Gopuache asking if Sohiroer

poems
cannot

47

forget Marnia

loneliness in

an

and Caspar Ziegler's reference to Schimer's

introductory poem to the Singende Rosen of 1654*

Perhaps the fact that most of the
be taken

as

supporting this.

poems

refer to

one name,

48

Marnia, can

The evidence is slender but sufficient

to show the existence of a real Marnia whom Schirmer knew and fell in

love with in Wittenberg

(cf. sonnet XLIV) between 1645 and 1648 and

who died sometime within this
means

follow from this

record of
called
many

a

period.

It does not, however, by any

general point that any individual sonnet is a

particular personal experience

"tiefempfundone Sonette"

(Kunath^);

nor

that any group can be

indeed, the

presenoe

of so

sonnets from traditional sources such as the Greek Anthology or

Petrarch makes it

highly unlikely that this is the

follow that the Marnia sonnets

other poems

before

or

are

more

50

after, and value judgments such

Finally,

we

Nor does it

"personal" (i.e. better) than

Manila bliihte und starb Schirmers Dichten"

speculation.

case.

are

mere

as

Kunath's "Kit

journalistic

cannot be sure that all of the poems were

really written originally about Marnia

or any

other real woman;

although the majority carry her name (and this is unique in Sohirmer's

77.

work)
1645

do not and several could have been composed earlier than

many

exercises in the sonnet form (just

as

contains studies in the
the

as

the second

Gepiisoh

pastoral genre) and later incorporated into

cyole.
So much for

speculation about the Marnia experience; what of the
The first point is the obvious and striking

sonnet-cycle itself?

similarity with Petrarch's sonnets to Laura and other similar cycles*
Just

Petrarch's poems are divided into "To Laura in

as

Laura in Death"

the way

so

Marnia

have

conveniently dies about three-quarters of

through Schirmer's oycle.

oannot be carried too far

Life" and "To

-

for

It is true that the similarity

example, more of Petrarch's poems

nothing at all to do with Laura than is the case with the Marnia

sonnets*

Nevertheless the provenance

of Sohirmer's oycle is very clear.

Apart from the point about Marnia's death, the structure of the

cycle is less obvious*
those which

seem

could be called

without

at first to be about Nature or the

love-poems there

to the sequence.
sonnets or so,

Although the great majority of the

seems

poems, even

town of Wittenberg,

to be little or no progression

This is particularly the case with the first thirty

the order of which could often be completely different

radically altering the structure of the cycle.

after Mamie'a death

(No. XLVI onwards) do

The sonnets

progress more or

less

chronologically and obviously those to her successor can only fit in
here.

A certain outward

shape is given by the linking in theme of the

first sonnet and the last three of the cyole;
concerned with
fame

-

and

poetic inspiration and the permanence which poetic

poetic fame alone?

after Horace,

all of these are

-

can

confer.

One might call this,

the exegi monumentum theme and it is not

so

much

characteristic of Petrarch hiaself

as

of the Renaisaanoe

sonneteers,

especially Ronaard, who write in the Petrarohist convention.
theme
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This

ocassionally makes its appearance within the cycle, too, as in

Sonnet LII, so it does to a certain extent provide a

unifying thread.

Although the earlier sonnets, especially, have no obvious
thematic sequenoe as a

whole there is

very

obvious evidenoe of

grouping of sonnets in pairs or trios throughout the cycle.
and VIII take up

the same flower theme; Nos* XV-XVII, which are on the

subject-matter, form the only 'experimental' trio formally, the

same

first two

being in Vers Communs and the third in a mixture of the

latter and Alexandrines, whereas all the other sonnets are
in

on

in the Greek

sources

Anthology;

many

successor;

as

on

Petraroh

if small

written

more

are

in the

30's of Schiraer's cycle.

or

This by no means suggests that
less at the

that small groups were

same

It

were more

all the sonnets

time, indeed it rather suggests

composed together over a period of years

(not necessarily all between 1645 and 1643 but

1641) and that these smaller groupings

sonnet

between her and her

groupings rather than a smooth story-line

in Schirmer's mind.
were

pairs

and finally and more speculatively, the majority of the

sonnets based
looks

are

of the sonnets after

Manila's death take up the theme of the conflict

were

some

perhaps as early

finally fused into a

cycle.

We

one

uniformly

Alexandrinesj No.XIII and XIV and again Nos.XLI and XLII

baaed

as

Nos. VII

turn

now

to Schirmer's

handling of the sonnet form.

considers that the Mamie sonnets

were

composed well before

Schirmer settled in 'conservative* Dresden and when he
under the influence of

When

was

still

'progressive' Professor Buohner, who had

79.

produced, such pupils as Philipp Zesen, Schirmar* s practice at this
time is

relatively traditional.

Zeaen's Helicon of

If,
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1641,

one can

deliberately ignored such things
in favour of 'mainstream*

traditionalism there
In the
standard

the

as

say

that he must have

the dactylic sonnets in the latter

development.

Despite this basic

interesting points.

some

rhyme pattern of abbaabba in all oases but one,
An Seine Falsche"

special category.

die "Vor und

(RS pp.472-473) wliich falls into

a

In the tercets, following the freedom

established by Opits, Sohirmer
as

only

has been presumed, he knew

quartets Schirmer adheres to the norm by observing Opits'

N&ch-Reimen.
rather

are

as

allows himself various rhyme-patterns,

following scheme shows
Tercets

-

Rhyme schemes
Marnia sonnets

(1643?

-

RS II.5

(16a?

16*8)

-

RT

57)

TOTALS

(1651-59)

codeed

m

A

31

4

24

59

cddoee

=

B

21

3

8

32

ododee

a

c

3

-

-

3

coddee

*

D

2

am

-

2

ocoddd

a

£

1

-

em

1

ccdede

a

F

em

-

1

1

oddoaa

»

G

1

-

others

1

1

-

1

-

~

IT
Thus

we

can

see

33~

that Schirmer'a favourite tercet pattern accords with

that of the Bloemhof

anthology, Opltz, Buchner and Zesen.

scheme is also found in the Bloemhof

(F) is only found

once,

anthology.

in the Rauten-Gepusohe.

unusual patterns which might be called
the last two

100

occur

only once, the first

His seoond

The Ronsard pattern
The only really

experimental
occurs

53

are

D, E and G,

twioe, in Nos. XXIII and

80.

LVIII of the

cycle.

But the first two tercet schemes predominate.

the alternation of masculine and feminine

As far as

concerned the figures for the quartets are as

rhymes is

follows:-

Masculine/Feminine Rhymes in Quartets.
Maraia Sonnets

n.5

RT

TOTALS

mffmmffa

=

A

35

4

25

64

fmmffmmf

«

B

24

3

8

35

-

1

-

1

59

8

others

It would be cumbersome and unnecessary
combinations in all tercet

100

33

to consider masculine/feminine

types but it is worth mentioning that

while Viktor Manheimer in his book Die Lyrik das Andreas ttryphius is
correct in stating that of Schirmer's codeed tercets

BB*

hare the characteristic Opits pattern

AA1)

Sohiraer

B

fmmffmmfmmfmmf (■ Manheimer

and ten the characteristic opposite Sohiraer pattern

(« Manheimer

on

only 14 sonnets

uses

BB1)

he fails to mention that in 7 further oases where

his favourite masculine opening A

with the Opits tercet conclusion

(i.e.

Ab\

(see above) he follows

or

Manheimer

quartets, on the other hand, always have the pattern

follow here Manheiaer'a
tercet

AA^

practice of using the index

1

BB1.

BA1).

The

(We

to indicate the

pattern which would normally follow the preceding quartet
!

pattern.)

Discussing the question of models in this respect in his

book Das Sonctt. Walther Monch states that although most poets of the

century follow Opits in preferring feminine opening rhyme, with

Fleming, Sohirmer and Georg Martin the pattern with masculine opening
rhyme emerges as favourite.

54

-

Monoh does not give specific

statistics for the latter throe poets,

but it is dear that in

81.

Sohirmer's case, at any rate,
masculine one is

only

the shift from a feminine opening to a

Nevertheless it does show

a marginal one.

a

significant departure from Opits* practioe in the quartets and hence
a

degree of independence from the acknowledged master.

One oould

simplify and say that 3chinner often begins with the Fleming quartet
pattern followed by the Opits tercet pattern.
instinctive preference of

Schirmer's

or

Whether this is an

whether he consciously

adopted the masculine beginning from his knowledge of Fleming's poetry
is something on which one can
The next

only speculate.

important statistic, which produces a quite

unequivooal pattern, is that for the type of verse-line used by
SohirmerjLine used in Schirmsr's sonnets
Manila sonnets

RS II.5

RT

TOTALS

6

33

95

Alexandrines

■

A

56

Vers Comauns

»

B

2

1-3

1

-

-

1-1

Alex./Vers C.
others

*

*

C

D

8

59
We see from this that Schirmer follows

to the extent of almost total
There is

one

sonnet in RS

use

1

33

100

the lead of Opits and Buchner

of the Alexandrine and Vers Communs.

II.5 in iambic lines with three stresses,

perhaps reminiscent of Paul Fleming.
The overall
a

impression

one

obtains from these statistics is of

poet who stands in the mainstream of development down through Opits

and Buohner without
own.

being totally without individual touches of his

It seems fair to assume that Sohirmer would have known Zesen's

Helicon of

1641 at least by 1647 when he was elected to the letter's

"Deutschgesinnte Genoasenschaft", yet of the dactylic experiments
and

experiments in length of line given there by Zeaen there is
The only sonnets which one could possibly call

hardly a trace.

3-stressed iambic "Von einem Hinge" (RS

experimental

are the

472) and the

poem "An

(RS pp.472-473).
in

a

group

Seine Falsche.

pp. 471-

Vor- und Nach-Reiman"

It is noticeable that the latter poem is included

of sonnets but only labelled "Vor- und Naoh-Reimen" in con

trast to the sub-title "Sonnet" for all the others in the group;
almost

seems

as

in two groups

of

if

Sohiraer, by refusing to claim this 14-line poem

lines with reversing rhymes as a sonnet,

seven

wanted to disolaira any

intent of widening the scope of the sonnet

We shall discuss these two

form.

not among

it

experimental

poems

later;
they are
\

the Marnia sonnets but in RS 11,3 which could have been

written at any time between

1641 and 1637 but most likely in the

Even if they are all placed between 1643 and

middle of this period.

1637 it would be hard to

say

that there is much development in

experimentation from the Marnia sonnets on
be

a

or

attempting to form

at the most it would

-

question of degree and in any oase the consciousness of forming

sonnets

a

homogeneous cycle in the oase of the Marnia

might wall have been enough to make Schirmer eschew there

such experiments as he

later produces,

or

at least to delay

publishing them within the cycle.
There is

one

further statistic which is

more

speculative, yet

perhaps worth appending; that is the question of whether there is a
dear •F.inaohnitt*

line.
or

or

It is usually

break in the sonnet at the end of the

dear whether this is the

not, but a break in the meaning is

more a

case

eighth

syntactically

matter of interpretation

83.

On our oautious assessment

in the

sense

-

the

-

only counting

a

major and obvious break

picture is as followst-

Einsohnitt after the 8th. line
RS II.5

Marnia sonnets

With
Einsohnitt

Synt. Sense

Syntax

Sense

53

36

6

6

23

2

RT

TOTALS

S_vnt.Sense

Synt.Sense

2

33

92

6

-

24

62

No

Einsohnitt

9838

Only very rarely is there no syntactical break at the end of the
eighth line but in about 2/5 of the oases there is
at this

sense

point.

break in the

no

This would not have been regarded as a great

fault, or as a fault at all in the 17th. century, since neither
Opits

nor

Buohner had anything to say on this point and in Zesen's

consideration of the question in
this is not

1641 to

cones

to the conclusion that

binding: "Doeh halte ioh dafur/ dafi nan sich allseit

daran nicht bin den

durffe", since the sonnet and epigram are set

apart from other genres and should not be judged by their strict

rules, and also for other

55
reasons.

that Schiraer is by no means a
is the rule of the

general statistics to a more detailed

consideration of characteristic
a

purist and that where poetic freedom

day he is very willing to adopt it.

We move now from

take

Nevertheless it does suggest

examples from the cycle.

pair of sonnets, Nos.VII and VIII,

within the

one

of the

many

First we

pairings

oycle. (RS pp.169-171)
VII

An

Maraien/ uber die uberreichten
Tausent-Schonen.

Nim/ Tausent-Schone/ hin die rothen Tausent-Schonen/
ioh braoh sie mit der Hand/ die sie dir reichet/
Der linde Sister Strom benetst ihr altes Grab/
aus dam sie sioh hervor aufs neue kunten lehnen.

ab.

84*

Der Flora bun tar Maniy' der Zephyr/ ging/ ohn Sehnen/
ale sie der carte stock in meine Finger gab/
cu seinen Blumen bin/ void sprach: brich was ioh h&b
Auf nsinen Klaidern hier/ doin Leib damit cu kronen.*

Da

Lieb/ da sind ale nun. Dein Haupt/ dein braunes Haar
Giants/ aich ateiffar auacubutcen.
so/ ioh ash sie sohon ait aehrern Purpur atutsen/

ermunter ihren

reoht
die Sohonhait wird ietzt reoht

an

ihnen offenbar.

vor aioh/ und lerne difl von
Lie be stets auch also moge grunen.

Nun/ Lieb/ trag sie
daB

unsre

ihnen/

VIII

Ala sie den Krants von den TauaentSohonen truge*
Der Krantc

von

wohl/

Floraaor ciert deine Stirne

0 allerliebstea Kind/ und maeht aioh voller Freuden.
nichts kan aioh furder hin umb deinet willen neiden/
main Zeichen steht an dir/ als wie es atehen soli.
Die Lie be die ist re if/ und fordert ihren Zoll.

Wol/ Lieb/ hier hastu ihn.

Kein von-dir-aeyn/ kein aoheiden

wird deine Liebliohkeit aus meinem Sinne sohneiden/
die Treu/ die treulieh heist/ ist iamer Rosen vol.
Viel sohoner bistu air/ Verliebte/ vorgekomaen.

glantst das Morgen-Weib/ so glSntct der Tagea-Mann/
umb den Purpur-Sehlaff der Westwind spielen kan.
glantct der Hiamel selbst/ wenn er ist aufgsklommen.

So

wenn

so

Druab sieh ioh deine Pracht auch alien Din gen vor.
du bist main Tausent-Schon/ und ioh dein Floramor.

If the term occasional poetry
different
are

one

mean some thing

rather

might apply it to poeaa of this sort which accompany or

connected with

mistress.

did not normally

It is

a

a

real

or

fictitious gift to a

real

or

fictitious

type with a long history, being found in the Greek

Anthology, Petrarch and in most authors writing in the Petrarohist
convention, including the Neo-Latin Humanist writers of the late
16th and early 17th. oentury.

The type accounts for

earlier poems in the Marnia cycle.
Sohirmer is able to combine looal
Strom"

*

•

with Classical

line missing in RS j

many

of the

We see in the first poem how

geography

-

"Der llnde lister

mythology quite naturally.

supplied from RS 1650

The floral

85.

allusions form

an

easy

background in both

lady*8 beauty and in the

case

of the first

to the tribute to the

poems

poem

enable the poet to

point out how Nature (the flowers) only acquires full beauty in a
beautiful

setting, i.e. on his mistress.

culminate in
rhetorical

a

In both oases the sonnets

pointe, the wording of which shows the Humanist-

tendenoy to point a moral or draw a logical conclusion

Nun/ Lieb/ trag sie
de£

vor mich/ und lame difl von
Liebe stets auch also moge grunen.

unsre

ihnen/
(Mo.VII)

Drurab zieh ich deine Pracht auch alien Dingen vor.
du bist mein Tausent-Schon/ und ich dein Floraraor.
That the

with the

the

poem

is associated

flower-imagery is characteristic not only of these two

sonnstB but of
on

graceful compliment in the latter

(No.VIII)

oarpe

so

many

in the cycle; in No.XXVII, for example, a poem

diem theme,

the poet sends his mistress a bouquet of

yesterday's lilies and today's violets, which leads to the usual
"therefore-donques-drumb" conclusion in lines 9-11:Die Liljan seyn verwelckt in soleher kurtsen Zeit/
die Violen stehn noch Jung und frisch su schauen.
Drumb nim der Jugend war ...
nur

(Incidentally it is interesting to note that the turning point of the
argument comes at line 11, not at line 9.)

(RS pp.212-213) is
Ronsard's "Comma
for

on

a

The poem "Uber Ihr Grab"

striking example, somewhat reminisoent of

voit

sur

la branohe", of

Sohirmer's predilection

flowers, used here mainly without emblematic or figurative

meaning; bare all Schirmer's favourite flowers apart from the
"Tausent-Sohon"

are

brought to Mamie's tomb: -

Ziert/ Nymphen/ diese Gruft mit den bethauten Rosen/
bringt Amaranthen her/ und Liljen/ eure Lust/
setzt einen Myrtens trauB auf eure weisse Brust/
und deckt den leiohten Staub mit Sohonheit der Zeitlosen.
Schont keiner Blume nicht/ des Lentzens beste Zier/
die eine Blume war/ die lieget nun alhier.

#

86.

To return to
a

our

two poems under

consideration, the "Tausent-Schonen",

species of amaranth, probably amaranthua

rothen Tausent-Schonen"

-

seen

purpureus -

of. "die

to be favourites with Schiraer,

although they do appear in the work of other 17th. century poets,

namely Opits and Fleeing.

It would seen from Grimm's dictionary

that Sohimer is unique in associating the flower-nans with
as

a

term of endearment and

the opening

thereby making the galant compliment of

line of the first poem:-

Niro/ Tausent-Schone/ hin die rothen Tausent-Sohonen
Like the "Zeltlose"

(spring

or

has the association that it is
when there

are

may

appropriate.

...

autumn oroous) the "Tausent-Schone"

long-lasting and flourishes at times

few other flowers

mistress is trebly

(which

the word

-

thus its

application to the poet's

An alternative name for the flower

be "die Tausent-Schone"

or

"das Tauaent-Sohon") is

Floramor, and this word, with its obvious flower-love associations,
provides Sohirmer with the pointe for the second sonnet.
One further

linked with

roses

characteristic of

point about the second poem is the way fidelity is

(love, passion),

a combination

Sohirmer, like that of love and virtue, which may

perhaps indicate the influenoe of Simon Dach
way

particularly

in which Schinasr here

uses

or

Paul Fleming.

flowers and their associations

part of a witty love-poem is characteristic of the century
In the first

part of the Marnia sonnets

(Nos.XV-XVIl) linked to

a

The

comas a group

as

as a

whole.

of three

specific occasion familiar to readers of

Petrarch, that of the giving and receiving of the poet's salutation.
The subject-matter is characteristic of the cycle,
poems are

but formally the

unusual in being the only ones not in Alexandrines.

The

87.

first two
and

in Vera Commune, the

are

alternative line favoured by Opits

Buohner, and in No.XVII Schlxmer uses a mixture of Alexandrines

and Vers Communs.

There is nothing

especially surprising about the

type of variation, only about the degree of it; the usual view of
Schirmer

traditionalist is confirmed by

a

as

deviation from the Alexandrine norm,
have

but

on

the relative lack of
the other hand one might

supposed that for the sake of homogeneity in the cycle he would

have abided
would be

by the Alexandrine throughout.

our

conceived as

One explanation of this

previous suggestion that the cyole was not originally
a

whole but formed into

one

after

some

or

all of the

sonnets had been written.

quote here the central sonnet of the trio (RS p.178)t-

We

An Sain

Sey

Hertse/ uber selben GruB.

Felsen-Art/ o Hertse!

stehe fest!

weioh keiner Furcht/ hoff mehr als je su hoffen.
und hat dein GruB das Kind nicht angetroffen/
das liebe Kind/ das mich nicht sterben last/
3o dencka du no oh immerdar das best,
er nur nicht in Ungunst gar ersoffen/
wird er ihr durch alle Folder ruffen/
selbst Bot und Brief/ selbst S chifman/ See und West.
Er kommet ein/ und saget der so net ten
Von Brunst und Glut/ von Banden und von Ketten/
er kommet ein und klaget deine Noth.
Ists ja/ daB er die Schone nioht kan finden/
und etwa bleibt bey ihrer Thur dahinden;

ist
so

sey

Felsen-Art! nicht dein/ sein ist der Spott.

The most obvious

stylistic feature is the abundance of

rhetorical devices to be

also.

found; this applies to the third of the trio

Apostrophe and anaphora

are

the favourites but other kinds of

repetition and personification are present also.
characteristic of

so

many

These

are

of the Marnla sonnetsj for example, in the

opening "Danck habt" of No.IXj throughout No.XLVI and No.XXI} in the

88*

refrain-like "Ihr Kinder

susaer

the similar thrice repeated
No .XXXV}

Naoht" of No.XX,

"An die Sterne" and

"Brenn/ Hertze/ wie du brennet" of

and finally and most speotaoularly in the first five lines

"Als Er Sie arzumet" (HS p.195)

of No.XXXII,

Je mehr aioh/ Marnia/ main Hertse dir ergiebet/
Jemehr dor Flaaimen Rauch mo in Feuer seiget an/
Je mehr ich in der Srunst an dioh godenoksn lean/

Je mehr aein Hertse sich in deinen Blick verliebat/
Je mehr hastu main Herts ait deinem Hafi betrubet.
Another

stylistic feature which is used in

is the listing in line
of the

more

"Cupido

von

8

or

some

of the other sonnets

in lines 5-6 of No.XVII which reminds one

striking example in No.XVIII or lines 8-10 of No.XXXIV,

Marnien" (RS p.198):-

Kein Westwind sol mich mehr ait aussen Thau bewirthen/
Weil Marnia ait Giants/ Gluth/ Feuer/ Liecht und Gifft/

Pfeil/ Kocher/ Krantz und Spiel und alles ubertrifft.

(This is also
across

good example of how both syntax and

from octet to sextet in Schiraer'a

An

first

a

reappears

in these three sonnets, namely the "Da Capo"

of lines 1 and 14 here and of lines 1 and

variant of the rhetorical device of

Sohirmer's work.
are

more

In No.XVIII too,

identical,

ersoffen-ruffen;

the

sonnets.)

interesting feature which was present in the *Odes' of the

Gepusch

sonnet

sense may carry

15 of Sonnet XVII, a

anaphora which occurs often in
the first and final lines of the

Our sonnet contains a rather

suspect rhyme,

orthography could be misleading here, however, since

tendency o>u in Central Germany (i.e. Saxony) may make the rhyme
acceptable to the

ear

than to the eye.
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Most of the stylistic features we have noted,

especially the

profusion of rhetorical devices, were already present in Schiraer's
earliest poems.

It does seem that the rhetoric is particularly

89

noticeable in
in the first

so ma

second

or

example of this.
of Schirmer's

of the sonnets, often in a more extreme way than

Gepusoh} Sonnet XLVI is

Although rhetoric is present generally in the whole

work, as we would expeot from a 17th. century poet,

such an iabalanoe in the sonnets is ourious and
one

to suppose

were

that the very rhetorical ones

it not for

after

a

Gepusoh

A nice

is the

might almost lead

were

written earlier,

examples like No .XLVI which presumably were written

real Manila's death in, perhaps,

poems in

particularly clear

a

1647, i.e. later than

many

one and two.

example of the sonnets of the earlier part of the cycle

following (RS pp.191-192)tmix

Ihre

gedupelte Sohone.

Dad dlr dein
Dad dich dor

langes Haar bid auf die Fusae gehts

Mund/ dor Hals/ die weissen Zahne sieren:

d&B dich der Stirnen-Schnee weiB hoch empor *ufuhren:
dafi dir dein Baoken-ftoth so treflioh sohone steht:
DaB deiner Augen Stern so lieblich sich verdreht;
dad sioh der Hands Giants weiB su vermaroorlrens
daB dich dein glatter Leib weiB su veralbas triren s

daB dioh dein Hdler Staaa/ dein Geld und Gut aufbleht:
1st no oh nlcht gnug vor dioh.
Wits/ Fromheit/ kluge

Sinnen/
Zuoht/ Tugand/ Redliohkalt/ Sohaa/ Pemut/ Huth/ Verstand/
FleiB/ WeiBheit/Fhr und Ruhm durch dieses weite Land/
die sind der Sohonhelt Prelfi/ die muB ich lieb gewinnen.
Was dein Leib an sich hat/ versteubt/ verfleuoht/ vergeht:
was dein Gemutha weiB/ Lieb/ daB nur das besteht.
It will be noticed that this sonnet is

a

love-poem of general

application which does not mention Marnia's

nams

the "3ien and "Ihre" of various titles within the

in the text, although

cycle must

presumably be taken as referring to Marnia.

Structurally the sonnet is rather
eight line8

are

a

tour de forcej the first

eight parallel daB-clauses, each of whioh is the

subject of the following verb

-

probably the most spectacular example

90.

of

anaphora in Schirmer's poetry.

The tension is maintained by the

colon at the end of each line and the sentence is resolved in the

first half of the ninth line, the enjambement bridging the octet and
sestet in
form.

a

way

which would hardly please the purists of the sonnet-

The first four lines of the sestet

list of

(rhymes cddo) then give

a

qualities, the substantival list here contrasting neatly

with the

'HSufung* of clauses in the ootet.

The last two lines

(which, unusually, return to the a-rhyme) for®
the two sections of the

a points

which links

poetic structure and neatly justifies the

title "Ihjfe Btdupelte Schone".
The

theme beautifully

first aspect of the
the list of

matches the structure of the sonnet.

duality announced in the title is dealt with in

physical attributes given in the ootet.

Here we have

the

characteristically Petr&rchist habit of isolating and listing

the

lady'e physical attributes and

are

conventional

-

The

"die weissen

many of the

phrases used for this

Zahne", "dsr Stirnen-Schnee", "dein

Backen-4lothM, "deiner Augen Stern", "der Hands Giants".
other hand Sohiraar converts two of the stock

comparisons

On the
-

marble

(for the hands) and alabaster (for the body, not the breasts) into
the verbs "vermarmoriren" and "veralbastriren"

-

an

original and

unique touch which distinguishes this sonnet from others such as
No.XXII which also uses the Petrarchist convention.

The

virtuosity

theme and structure,

goes

further than merely the neat matching of

for not only

are

the first eight lines parallel

clauses and examples of anaphora but also a spectacular instance of

alliteration| in six of them the first three words begin with a d,
and two of the first three words in the other two.

In addition there

is the alliteration of "Zahne zieren" and "Stirnen-Schnee".
that this

virtuosity is in

a

void in so far

as

It is true

it seems to stand in no

relationship to the content of the lines, unless we accept the idea
surely too far-fetched?

that the d-sounds relate to the stem of the

-

Nevertheless it all imbues the first

'gedupelt' in the title.

word

eight lines with
what

a

certain unity which emphasizes the contrast with

later.

comes

At the

attributes

beginning of the ninth line the physical, concrete

are

summed up

and found to be inadequate compared with the

spiritual, abstraot qualities which are listed
the
of

-

poet's mistress.

as

other attributes of

Probably it is fair to oall the opposition that

physioal and spiritual rather than merely that of concrete and

abstract
social

although the spiritual qualities are often expressed in

or

intellectual terms

rather than
are

vague

religious

or

(Wits, kluge Sinnen, Verstand, Ruhm)

metaphysical
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It is characteristic of Schinner, and perhaps

reflects the setting of his own
in

a

and some of the qualities

enough in 17th. century usage to fall into either category

(Tugend, Weiftheit).

seen

ones,

life, that his spiritual values are

social context rather than in

a

religious

or

devotional one.

By the end of the twelfth line we have two sets of attributes
and a

strong hint that the second set of spiritual qualities of the

poet's mistress is the
made

one

to be more greatly prised.

This hint is

explicit in the last two rhyming lines which oonstitute the

pointe of the poem:dein Leib
dein Gemuthe

Was
was

hat/ versteubt/ verfleucht/ vergeht:
wei£/ Lieb/ daft nur das besteht.
an

sioh

The contrast is not Leib-Seele but

Leib-Gemiithe; this reinforces the

point already made about the spiritual values in the poem.

Only

rarely does Sohirmer stress a point by three repeated synonyms as he

"verateubt/ verfleucht/ vergeht" of the

does here in the words

penultimate line.

The stress on the transience of the things of the

body is as strong as, for example, in Gryphius' poetry (of. the
previous poem

"Dem morgan gehn auoh wir den Weg der Eitelkeit"),

-

but permanence

is not seen in transcendental values as with Gryphius

but rather in the mind

or

personality of the individual.

Neo-Platonic ascension from the lower to the

Platonic love in the fullest

sense

higher,

an

It is a
assertion of

of the term with which Schirmer

presents us here.
This

progression corresponds exactly with the syntax of the

whole sonnet.

Although each section is considerably divided up

the first into

parallel clauses ending with a colon, the second in

the

long broken

up

list of

three main sentences.

nouns

This is

an

-

the whole poem oonslsts of only

unusually low number for Sohirmer,

in fact the lowest in the whole of the Marnia
to stress the

lower/ higher/

sonnets, and it helps

thought progression of the sonnet.

sentences do not

-

Ultimately the three

represent thesis/ antithesis/ synthesis but rather

lo^r*'*

Th® "gedupelt" of the title does not

represent antithetical equality, such as is often supposed to be a
characteristic of the

"Barock", but rather an evaluation of two

aspects of human love and life.

Apart from the obvious love-poems there are sonnets of a type
which is

quite common in the 17th. century and in So hi riser's work,

especially his sonnets and madrigals, the
in Nature.

Poems of this

poem

addressed to an object

type inevitably ohange to another theme

before their conclusion.

In No .VI,

"An den Linden-Brunaen", the

apostrophizing and lauding of the fountain continues for the first
ten lines of the

sonnet, which is longer than in most similar

Schimer poems; in
its appearance

by the fourth line, in No.LVII by lines 5-6.

appeared in the fifth line.

(rs p.168) the first ten lines of

In "An den Llnden-Brunnen"
the poem

give us a picture of the locus amoenus which is

characteristic of 17th. century poetry
an

In

also, ("Als Er an eine Stadt zuruck dachte") the real theme

No.XLIV
has

No.LVI, "An das Rosenthal", the real theme makes

admixture of Classical

in that it is presented with

mythology (Ganymedes) through the

personification and apostrophizing of

a

pointing out that the relatively modest
devices and of Classical
been written at any

natural object.
use

ethology in this

It is worth

both of rhetorical

which might have

poem,

time between 1641 and 1648, is typical of

Sohirmer's restraint in most of his mature work and contrasts

tremendously with the prolific
A

of both in most of the early poems.

use

point which our figures have whown to be typical of many of

Schirmer's sonnets is that the subject-matter of the poem and the

development of the theme stand in

no

of ootet and sestet in the sonnet.

full stop the break

in the

sense

relationship to the discussion

Although the octet ends with a

only

comes

here at the end of the

tenth line which ooncludes the list of praise and

the

apostrophizing of

fountain, of vhioh the sonnet has so far consisted, largely in a

series of

relatively simple main sentences.

the eleventh line onwards where the
about his mistress.

This is resolved from

poet turns to a witty pointe

This sonnet and the others

on

similar themes

9k.

show the characteristic
for

other theme,

some

With the
as

we

17th. centuxy use of Nature as a background

usually that of lore.

46th« sonnet the mood of the cyole suddenly changes

hear that Marnia is dead

(RS pp.210-211).

Instead of

a

-

"Ala Seine Karnia

gestorben"

conglomeration of sonnets without any

particular sequence we now hare a series bewailing Marnia's death,

discussing the claims of her
seeing Mamia in her.

successor

and reconciling himself to

This transition is very sudden and only

prepared for in the previous sonnet "An Pomonen/ in Ihrer letsten

Kranckheit", unless
Mamia"

poem

as

a

one

tries to claim No.XLI "An die unpaBliohe

preparation for her final illness, but since the latter

is based on

a source

in the Greek Anthology where the mistress's

supposed indisposition is really only an excuse for a witty pointe
this

can

hardly be the cam.
XLVI

Ale Seine Mamia gestorben.
0 Brief!

0 Donner-.Vort!

Was mach ich nun mit air?

main schones Lieb ist bin.
mit air/ ach!
mit air Araen?

wer wird sich uber mioh hinfort/ wie vor/ erbarmen?
Ich sterb/ ich sterbe ait/ dafi ich stets bey ihr bin.
Hier hastu/ Mamie/ hier hastu meinen Sinn.
Hier hastu meinen Geist/ den lie ben/ den nooh warmen.
Hier hastu meinsn Muth.
Hier hastu Pein und Harmon
Hier hastu mioh/ dein Gantz/ du Himmels Burgerin.

RauB Hertse/ rauB/ ihr naoh!
Raufi! folge deiner Schonen.
RauB/ Seels/ rauB/ empor! Such ihre Liebligkeit.
Fahr in Slysien/ und hurts ihr ihre Zeit.
DiB eintzig ist main Trost/ diB eintsig ist mein Sehnen;
Lebstu nioht/ Marnia/ so lebstu doch in mir.
und sterb ich nicht alsbald/ so sterb ich dooh in dir.

The sonnet is the sort of poem

drawn the

whioh would once have automatically

description 'Hoohbarook' from the lips of oritics on account

of the abundance of rhetorical devices.
the

Apostrophe (espeoially at

beginning), ratiocination, anaphora (espeoially the 'Hier hastu'
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construction) and all kinds of rhetorical repetition and emphasis
mark all the

At the beginning of the sestet

early phases of the poem.

these rise to

a

crescendo

-

MRaui3

Hertse/ rauB/ ihr nach" etc.

in the last threo does a somewhat more
the

Only

contemplative tone emerge with

neatly balanced line "DiB eintsig ist mein Trost/ difi eintsig

ist mein Sehnen" leading to the points in the

last two lines.

The

degree of rhetoric is much higher than usual, apart from Schiroer's
earliest poetry,
en

and far exceeds his

isolated exclamation such

"0

as

norm

vfoich is better represented by

Anfang meiner Fein/ 0 2nd© meines

Lebens" in the subsequent poem.

Together with this rhetoric goes
list in the second
Petrarchist
and there

quartet.

practice; we had
further

are

Per

rather unusual Patrarchist

A list of physical attributes is common

example in "Ihre gedupelte Schone"

an

examples in the following

"fiber Ihr Crab"

Sie" and in No.XLIIX,

a

poem

"Er betrauert

-

Hals/ dar rothe Mund/ der Augen heller Schain/

dar Lippen susse Gluth/ das Hauptas Zier und Habe/
das Purpur-braune Haar liagt auch mit ihr zu G-rabe/
und ihre sarte Sohos bedackt der Leichenstein.

Here, however, the list is of attributes of the lover and they are
abstract rather than concrete.

Nevertheless the technique is the same.

This rhetorical Petrarchism ia expressed in a
short

sentences, a feature of Sohiraer's poetry which we have not so

far mentioned.

This

particular sonnet carries this tendency to an

extreme in that there are

this is
serve

of the

multiplicity of

more

than any

16 sentences in the 14-line poem.

Although

other example from the Warnia sonnets it does

to illustrate very

clearly

a

general tendency in Schirmer's use

Alexandrine; a aeries of parallel sentenoes (parataxis) is so

often
this

preferred to

many or any

dependant clauses (hypotaxis).

it perfectly matches the series of

case

In

parallel statements

which is used to build up the tension of the poem to the eleventh

line.
The sonnet

moves

within tho normal sections

the first

-

quartet asks the question about the poet's fate and ends with the

sterb/ ich sterbe ait" eta. which anticipates the final

line "Ich

The second quartet with its fourfold anaphora (or

line of the poem.

6 if
the
a

counts the

one

beginning of the other two half-lines) continues

build-up and there is

break in the

syntactical break and to

at the end of the octet.

sense

its peak in the

a

a

partial extent

The rhetoric reaches

first tercet, and the evocation of Classical

mythology rather than Christianity,

even

for the death of the poet's

mistress, is characteristic of the 17th. century Renaissance scholar.
Then

the last tercet with the

cones

The whole is an

witty point©.

excellent example of the characteristic rhetorical treatment of
emotional

subject-matter by the l?th. century poet.

Once the death of the

sonnet just

poet's mistress has been announced in the

discussed, two types of poem follow; first, those

bewailing her death, such as "fiber Ihr Grab", and secondly a series
of sonnets

(Nos, LI

tnind between his
resolved

-

LIV) which treat of the conflict in the poet's

loyalty to his old and

new

loves.

This series is

by the sonnet "An Seine Neue Buhlschafft" (RS pp.219-220),

where the usual trimmings of Classical mythology are
accompany

the description of the beloved's death

Charon, Mercur.
poems

They are rather

of the oyole.

more

-

present to

"das todte I'oer",

prominent than in most of the

By contrast the use of rhetorical devices is
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restricted to the anaphora in the second quartet and the rhetorical

question and repetition in the first tercet.
In the thirteenth line

we

return from the world of Classical

mythology to Schirmer's present mistress and this leads

pointe in the last line
Nun lieb ioh

-

particular theme recedes

addressed to Nature
of

or

conflicts of the preceding sonnets

an end the

by neatly linking Maraia and her
this

to the

dupeIt dich von wegen dain und ihr.

'dupelt' brings to

The

on

-

successor

instead

the final poems

we

and from this point on

have

poems

initially

which investigate the nature

poetry and the durability of poetic fame.
example of this type of

As an

considerable
Renaissance

poemt

which treats

theme of

a

importance in the cycle and of perennial interest to all
sonneteers, we take the following sonnet (RS

Er hat

pp.216-217)s-

Vergunstigung.

Sie war und war es nicht.
Noch denn kam sie mir
die todte Maraia/ mit frolichen Geberden.

fur/

Geh/ sprach sie/ me in Poet/ du raagst verliabet warden.
Geh/ me in gewesner Schats/ geh/ ich vergonn es dir.
Sie/ die dir wohlgefallt/ ist ahnlich meiner Zier/
sich ietzund durch dich noch

seigt der k&lten Erdsn.
mein und deine Heerden
im Grunen dort sich sat geweidst neben mir.
Wir beyde geben dir den Krants der Ewigkeiten/
ioh an dem Slbenstrom/ sie umb den Elsterstrand.
Fang an/ und stim auf sie die ubergoldten Saiten.
Ich bleibe nun duroh dich/ wie sie durch mioh/ bekant.
so

Geh/ nim main Bildnus an/

Wol unst

wo

Wir sterben nicht.

Das Reichthum der Poeten

kan unsera letsten Todt auch in dem Tode

This is

one

of the sonnets dealing

and live mistress.
use

of

anaphora

-

todten.

initially with the theme of the dead

It contains several familiar

the repeated *Geh'

touches, such

as

personification, and

geographical allusions in the line about the two rivers which

can

the
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presumably be taken
new

Leipzig (Elster) after he has left Wittenberg (Elbe).

love is in

There is also

to indicate that Schiroer's

au tobiographic ally

unusual

an

pastoral touch with the mention of the

flocks grazing in lines seven and eigit.

Such an explicit pastoral

setting is as rare in the Marnia sonnets as it is frequent in the

pastoral
remind

of the second

poems

us

how

•

It may perhaps serve to

easily the 17th. century poet could slip into a

pastoral framework

pastoral

Gepusoh

even

when not consciously composing a poem in the

genre.

For the

theme of the permanence

of fame conferred by poetry

the crucial part

of the sonnet is the sestet whioh culminates in the

last two lines.

This favourite Renaissance topos has obvious pagan

Classical

associations* yet it is unhesitatingly adopted by the

Christian German poets of
with the

ubiquitous pattern of Classical mythology.

to take the
and the
case

of

the 17th. century and of course fits in

point further and try to drive

poetry of the 17th. century poet

-

a

There is

between the lines

immortality.

need

wedge between the faith

once

again it is merely a

slipping automatically into a ready-made convention

much doubt whether any

no

17th. century poet would

see any

-

we very

discrepancy

quoted above and the Christian concept of

J. B. Leishman, who investigated the topos in his work

Themes and Variations in Shakespeare's Sonnets, traces it through
the

Classics, Petrarch, Ronsard down to the Elizabethans with the

exception of Shakespeare.
the love-sonnets had

The question of poetic inspiration for

already been raised in the first Sonnet:-

Apollo/ ja du blelbst auf meinem Helicon.
Sohn/

So kom und setae dich zu Venus kleinem

und raeiner

Marnien/ die meine Feder reitzen.
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Auft
Schonste von der Welt/ dir gob ich einzig mi oh/
Apollo bleibt nir hold/ sain Vers steigt uber sioh
Nun mag ich Eulan nicht/ ioh lean mit Palokan beitzen.
This ia

really little

more,

though, than

traditional dedication to the Muses and

a

variation

on

the

nothing similar appears

until the last ten sonnets, of which we have selected "Kr

Vergunstigung" as & charaoteristio example.
for

In the fiftieth sonnet,

instanoe, the theme of immortality conferred

mistress

-

this time on the

by poetry is spelt out explicitly, with literary

-

parallels

hat

-

Bein Leben lebet noch
Ber Erden bistu

...

lo£/ dem Himoel komstu nah.

Ben Edlen von der BoB muB Ida uberleben.
Seound hat Julian/ Heins Rossen groB gemacht.

Anger lobt
Callirhoen

Coliens/ Lernutz Hyeliens Pracht/
Lotioh/ Strotz Antiens ergeben.

Bey die sen bistu auoh. Bu lebst nun sondsr Noth/
nur bin gegen dir und diesen mehr/ als todt.

ioh

In No. LVII the
has

poet declares that he is free from care now that he

completed Manila's sonnets and invites the linden-tree to give

the shade of Marnia her book

-

So gieb ihr ihren Giants/ rein/ ewig und beflugelt/
und sprich/ hier steh ihr Ruhm/ als wie er sol/ bespiegelt.
In No. LVIII ha

gives his new mistress the sonnet cycle with the words

Das Buoh der

Maraien/ das schlechtate von den meinen/
macht/ mein Lieb/ das geb Ich dir.

da3 dich beruhmet

(The seoond half of the first line is the typical sham modesty of the
Renaissance

scholar.)

In the last two poems he presents his own

apologia in sligitly more modest terms, especially in No. LIX "An
Seinen

Leser", where he

day

he sees them

as

-

compares

himself with the great

names

of his
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Buoh/ du scharff-gesinnter Laser/
as/ win du wilat. Ioh bin kein Opitz nicht/
dor Gold iat/ und Gold sohroibt.
Was Fleming hat gedicht/
was Buohner/ Brehm und Daoh/ was Tacherning umb die Grazer
der Rosenstocke spielt/ das hat begrunte Faser/
Hier nim auch du main

und liB

dafi as aufwachsen kan biB an dor Sonnen Lioht.
Gibt oir die Elbe nur sin ewiges Geruoht/

als wis sie

thut/

so

frag ioh gar niohts nach dsr Weser.

Even where the Humanist scholar's boast is

oircumscribed, as here,

it nevertheless retains the certitude that it is

poetry alone?
Before
to

-

that

one achieves

we

must

and

give some attention

particular stylistic point concerning Schirtaer's

one

-

eternal fame.

leave the Marnia sonnets

we

by poetry

use

of the

Alexandrine, namely the extremely high number of sentences used
The figures are as follows:-

sonnet.
the

there are 494 sentences in

56 sonnets of the Mamia cycle which consist entirely of

Alexandrines;

or

494 sentences in 764 Alexandrines, an average of

nearly 9 sentences

per

two Alexandrines.

Both the

sonnets

sonnet, or

more

than one sentence in every

highest and lowest number

oocur

in

already discussed; the highest (16) in "Als Seine Marnia

gestorben", the lowest (3) in "Ihra gedupelte Schone".
reservations must be made about the above

that

per

some times

figures:

Two

the first is

the printed orthography has to be edited and a full

stop supplied where the 1657 edition has none, or vice versa; on
the whole this has been done
sense.

mark

-

more

or

less in accordance with

(Also isolated words followed by
e.g.

"Wie?

1st ..."

The second reservation that

-

are

a

question

or

common

exolamation

not counted as a separate sentenoe.)

might be made is that sometimes the pause

indicated

by, for instance, a colon seems almost as great as that

indicated

by

a

full stop.

"Ihre gedupelte Schone" is an example of
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this, yet at the same time, although the colons certainly indioate
&

considerable time pause at the end of each line, the sentence as

a

whole remains

incomplete and the tension is maintained.

case, to try to evaluate the nature
sentences

or

clauses would

judgments, so one

can

sonnets in

of the stop at the end of

clearly only lead to subjective

only take the figures as they are.

Even without any

confirmation of what

comparative figures the first impression is a

one

feels while reading so many

of Schirmer's

Alexandrines, namely that the lines are very broken up

indeed, often with more than

one

sentence break in the line.

impossible to state objectively that such
to that of a

a

It is

technique is 'inferior*

poet whose Alexandrines tend to 'flow' more, even if

the latter is what many

would be that this is
Alexandrine and may
in the

In any

would prefer.

A more objective statement

clearly Schirmer's normal

possibly indioate why

way

so many

of handling the

of his

poems are

'Ode* form with shorter lines; perhaps his natural way of

composing poetry was in short bursts of words rather than in long
flowing lines.
Comparative figures from other areas of Schirmer'a work and of
the work of other well-known 17th.

love-sonnets have been

ohosen)

century authors (as far as possible

ere as

follows:-

l5e16s-2 lines. insoet Alexandris. 1PJu6tg.5e1n8d7 4s+o1n5et Sp.o93n-20. 1BS6ok4n2..(Nmo4it8) Trauuensdp. 1»p.63-9 iAsnleox.. 16u.BlG0art sonet. son.NeukAthI Nepuk.1.A-n2thI, 1ve6plt..3P4o59mf (Nomo.i6t) 1&V6-e3l7t 10640..

Dsoesamteapnfilelts,. . TACJriehulmspsxut.)
drines
CNAoverRafg.Alesxseannntt-.pcer (784 8754.89624 595.0064 845.74623 6735.6856847 6735.5286284 (24916l.949) 53146.58007 13419.7465
RT

1643, 6last

1 psenetcrs 2.04
of

383

karnia

p.825f. Poea t 1 ,1-57 Freud- 1663 56first Lust- 56first

Poet. Geist

«»

It

tf

1.58

1.55

1.65

2.13

2.22

494

504

472

368

352

ft

Son.

ft

ft

ft

1-41 Lust.Ged Geistl.

All

ff

ft

2.82 IsiZ 3.02 3.61

It

4.17

47

94

122 2lS

155

No.

>53

(2)

soinet.

Nof. soneta
of

Wo.

(SCIHIRM)LE ISCHXRMS SliBER

J.

FLEMING SlYHiUS

SCHO QAWFKAUNLDS

J.C.

H

OPITZ

SRHKE

Chr.
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These

figures are of course based

on

relatively small samples and the

reservations made above suggest that snail differences should not be

regarded as too important.
between
chosen

some

Nevertheless the tremendous variation

poets is of interest.

The poets examined have bean

partly because of connections with Sohirmer, partly because

they are well-known names whose style will be familiar.
Schiraer

Apart from

only his Dresden friend Justus Sieber and their admired

model Paul

Fleming have the

same

high number of sentences per sonnet.

Gryphius, with his tortuous syntax and many dependent clauses, comes

surprisingly high in the list, probably

on

account of the many

rhetorical questions and exclamations in some of his sonnets.

58

Sohoeh, another friend of Schirmer*s, also has a fairly high number of
sentences per

sonnet.

All others are far lower and it comes as no

surprise to find Opitz, whose simple, clear statements are often
linked by

'und',

among

does indeed have this

this

The figures confirm that Schiraer

group.

tendency towards short sentences in his

Alexandrines which is in contrast to the

majority of poets in the

17th. century end is a marked feature of his style.

The more preoise

implications of the figures as far as 3ohirs»r's relation to Fleming
and the Saxon
is

poets is concerned

stylistic points such

as

can

be withheld for the moment.

It

the above mentioned which are the main

feature of interest about the Marnia

sonnets; although we have

examined in detail the themes of this characteristic Petrarchist

love-poetry in the Renaissance tradition, Schirmer's grouping of
sonnets within a

cycle and his handling of the individual themes

represents the original interest.
in the

In the sonnets we find a variation

degree of cultivation of rhetoric and Classical mythology from
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that which existed overall in the earliest
One final

next

point about the Marnia sonnets may lead us on to the

chapter; in the 17th. century the sonnet is often associated

with the
the

poetry.

epigram,

59

indicating that writers thought it suitable that

sonnet, like the epigram, should give witty food for thought.

The teroet schemes which end with
in 27 of the

59 Marnia sonnets

-

rhyming oouplet

a

might

seem

-

and these occur

to favour a witty pointe.

Certainly those sonnets of Schirmer's which do not have
couplet at the end

more

often

seem

to end on

60

a

a

rhyming

note of repose.

The

17th. century view of the connection between sonnet and epigram is
confirmed in S ch inner' s work

by the presence of both in Roaen-Gepuache

II, V.

To some extent, too, this may aocount for the ^asoiviousness'

of

17th. century sonnets, though in Sohirmer's case this is

some

confined to certain sonnets based

on

epigrams in the Greek Anthology.
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Rosen-Gepuache Book One

E.

Gepiisch 4 (Epigrams)

The fourth and shortest of the four
the first hook consists of
muoh

longer collection in the fifth

where there

are

This is far less than the

Gepusoh

of the second book,

comments about Sohirmer's epigrams are best

reserved till later.

the epigrams

which make up

72 epigrams in addition to 8 sonnets and 12 madrigals.

For this reason many

for

31 epigrams.

Gepusche

It is

impossible to establish whether any of

in the later book were written earlier and held back;

thing the epigram is a genre of its own which hardly invites

one

comparison with the bulk of Sohirmer's work, other than perhaps the
sonnets

or

madrigals.

of this fourth
It

did the 17th. century writer in
-

general

oase

of No. IV,

and No. XXII,
in the

oase

In no genre

and Sohirmer is no

even

contemporaries more than with

Sometimes the acknowledgements

epigram.

in the

-
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plunder the writings of the Classics, the Humanist writers

of Renaissance and Reformation and
the

the epigrams

surprise to record the lowest degree of

independence in this form, as Kunath already noticed.

exception

on

'Gepusoh * are appropriate at this juncture.
as no

comes

Nevertheless some few comments

made by Schirmsr, as

from Jan Dousa, No. V ("Aus dem Lateinischen")

from Virgil.

Sometimes no acknowledgement is made, as

of the two epigrams from Owen

from the Greek

are

(Nos. XVIII and XX)

Anthology (Nos. in, XXVI, XXVII ana XXX).

or

those

This

inconsistency merely mirrors current 17th. century pr&otioe; indeed
Opits himself probably set the tone in this respect.
That muoh of the

poetry based

epigrams is considerably
so

more

on

Classical or Renaissance

erotic than anything we have encountered

far in Schirmer's work, with the exception of a

handful of the
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Mamia sonnets based
be

no

on sources

in the Greek Anthology,

surprise; to the 17th. century writer, accustomed to

associating certain subject-matter with certain
the

should also

genres

and vice versa,

epigram automatically assumes into itself this kind of subject-

matter.

A characteristic

example is No. IV (RS p.228):-

An die Charitille.
Aua des weitberuhaten Niederlandischen Poe ten

Jan Douaens Lateinisohen.

Begehr ich deiner oft su Naohts/ 0 Charitille/
so giebstu zuverstehn/ es say gar nioht dein Wille/
well du ein Kind mich heist/ versuche was ich lean/
so wirst du sagen denn:
Das Kind ist doch ein Mann.
The rather obvious lasoiviousness of these

reading seems

so

lines, which at first

totally uncharacteristic of Sohirmer, is easily

accounted for in this way.
As with the

Rosen-Genii ache

Schlrmer's apology in the

particular pattern

or

as a

whole and in keeping with

Zusohrifft at the beginning there is

no

order about this book of epigrams, except that

addressed to Maraia and

the first two

are

be as near to

the sonnets

as

Venus and the rose which is

Part Two; it rune as follows

possible.

are

obviously put first to

No. XVIII gives the legend of

repeated in the Zueignungsschrifft in

(RS p.233)J-

Ho the Rosen.

goldne Venus gieng im Garten Rosen-breohezi/
Adonis/ ihrea 3chats/ zu winden einen Krants.
als abar ietst ein Dora die Hand begunt suatechsn/
bid auf das sarte Blut/ verblast sie gar und gants.
Der kuhne Strauoh erschrack/ vermeynt/ sie wurde sterben.
Die Rosen aber/ wail sie nloht gewilligt drain/
be gun ten allgemaoh vor Soham aioh su entfarben/
dad sie nooh heute stets/ als Blut/ zu sehen seyn.
Die

As far as
•

the subjeot-matter is concerned many

situational' sonnets in the Maraia oyole.

of them remind

""arschack
obvious
misprint

one

of the

Nos. XII, XIV or XV, for

example, could be compared with No. XI of the Manila sonnets.

The

=
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Quatrain form, too, which is store frequent than the two line epigram,
is often reminiscent of the first quartet

"Sie mufi bitten" is
reminiscent of the
The two

No. IX,

-

example of this and its opening questions are

style of Schiraer's sonnets, too.

epigrams based on Owen

different ways
appears -

an

of the sonnets

(unacknowledged)

are

in their

characteristic of the kind of subject-matter which

the first, No. XVIII, runs

as

follows (RS p.233)i-

Mann und Welb.

Die Frau ist Herr su
Waruab?
sie gleicht
This is

one

Nacht/ der Maim bey hellen Tagen.
dea Mond/ er/ Sonne/ deinea V/agen.

of the commonest epigrams of all in

the 17th. century;

Owen*a original runs as followssPrimatus maritalis
Nooturnu

(Owen XI, 9)

iaperiua muliebre, virile diurnu est,

Regnat enim noctu Cynthia, Solque diu.
This is translated by

Valentin Loeber (1633)

as

follows

Ehalicher Vorzug
Der

Tag ist Phoebo/ die Nacht Phoebe unterthan/
bey Nacht/ bey Tag ein Mann.

die Herrsohafft hab sin Weib
The other Owen

epigram comes from the same book and the original is
Ad amicum ooelibum

Ureris?

(Owen XI, 13)

ducas; non expedit uri:
Conjugis in gremio mortificanda caro est.
uxorem

Loeber translates
An einen unehlichen Freund.

Nim ein

Weib/ bistu nicht keusch.

todten auB

man

Troch.

Brunst empfinden schadet groB;

dolles Fleisch in ds£ E he gatton SchoB.

And Schirmer

Heyrathen.
Liebatu?
Wir

The

mtiasen

so

(No. XX, RS p.234)

ein Weib hilft dir aus
Fleisch in ihrem SchoBe todten.

froye bald,

unser

crudity of the epigram is in accordance with what

Nothen.

we

have noticed
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already, although it could be s&id that to some extent Schirmer tones
down the "ureria

-

uri" of the first line.

Also the unnecessary

adjective in Loeber's last line is avoided.
There is
the

one

epigram in the collection which accords well with

philosophy of life which

find in Schirner's other poems

we

(RS p.234) *•
XXI
Auf eine

Jungfrau

Gleich wis am Himmel giantzt die Sonn/ in ihr das
so wohnet Tugend auch in deinem Angesicht.
wer dich su sehen komt/ wird also bald entzvindet/
weil bey den Tugenden aich dupelt Schone findet.
This is reminiscent of "Ihre
virtue in Sehirmer^ work

on

Liecht/

gedupelte Schone" and indeed of the stress
as

a

whole.

Here, though, it is an

exception to the general tone of a small but typical 17th. oentury
collection of epigrams, a form which almost all
felt

impelled to attempt.

Other

F.

poems

There

are

written before 1650
few further poems

certainty be dated before I650.
Gepuache celebrate
A

third, and

the

new

born

to Saxony
are

17th. century poets

more
son

a

of Sohirmer's which can with

The first two

poems

of the Rauten-

visit of Johann Georg I to Wittenberg in

I646.

substantial poem, dated June 20, 1647* celebrates
of Johann Georg II.

after so many

years

accompanied by the liberal

It applauds the return of peace

of war and the addresses to the prince
use

of Classical mythology.

second book of the Rosen-Gepusohe "there are

positively dated before 1650.

In the

only two poems which are

One is the sonnet "Ala Er Seinem

Vertrauten Freunde Herrn H. A. M. Sin Perlenes Armband

Liebsten libersendete" which is dated

von

Seiner

1648; it adds nothing to

our

previous knowledge of Schirmer'e sonnet technique.
is the

opening

one

of the second half of the

The other

poem

Roaen-Gepilsche. "Auf

den

Fruhling 1647"•

all

aspeots of Nature in the spring, using the simple technique of

an

This describes how the rule of Venus returns to

accumulative listing.

oarpe

One almost expects it to turn into a

diem poem but it stops short of this.
In

none

of these poems

is there anything which in any

way

might alter the general impression of Sohirmer's style we have

already gained.
provided with

a

Probably their main significance is that by being
date they may suggest the approximate time of

writing of the other poems in the groups in which they are included.
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Preliminary remarks.

A.

Once

poems
the

one

beyond the

moves

becomes considerably

Rauten-Gepilsche which

dated,

The problem

appeared in 1657.

which

we

have examined

the poems we are now

terminus ante

the second book of the Rosen-Cepusche

already

1654.

some

establish other
other

a

written well before

1657» and others well before

our

first

our

This makes it particularly difficult to

Gepiische

1643 and 1647.

on

as

ranges

or

precise.

-

one more

'early'.

Fortunately there

poems

of dating, although it is

than in the first book

-

the

in Alexandrines, two of which

The second consists of four elegies, the

eight pastoral poems.

written before

on

pieces of evidence to help and with caution it is

miscellany of eight

a

postulating an early date

-

stylistic phenomena and then using the latter to

stylistic phenomena

Of the five

is based

were

vicious circle

impossible to be dogmatic

third of

The majority

It is obvious, therefore, that some of

possible to establish tentative

dated

Gepiisch

the stylistic analyses already made, since there is the

the basis of

are

dated 1643 and 1647.

are

dealing with

1650.

quern.

danger of creating

first is

Admittedly the poems of

Two of the poems from its first

second terminus ante quern,

some

complex.

in the fourth Gepiisch had already been published in

the Singende Rosen of

follow up

1650 the dating of Schirmer's

written between I650 and 1657 are all

were

concerns

which

of the poems

more

year

the funeral poems which Schirmer wrote during this

as are

period.

are

1657

Poems written before

Chapter 3.

Possibly these

1650, but this cannot be proved.

the Singende Rosen of

1654, with

may

be early

poems

The fourth Gepusch

some poems

withdrawn
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and

some

added; this raises the problem of when the Singende Rosen

itself originated.

Like the first book the second concludes with a

collection of epigrams,
The whole book is

hand

slightly longer than the first but

only the fourth

described

as

this time with sonneta and madrigals added.

or

the other

and parts of the fifth could be

Gepusch

experimental

on

showing definite signs of poetic

development.

B.

Rosen-Gepuache Book Two

Gepusoh

The common factor in the first

the Roaen-Gepusche is that all the

written in Alexandrines.
the first poem, "Auf den

Gepuach of the second book of

eight fairly long poems are

Two of them

we

have dealt with already;

Fruhling 1647" and the third, "Dea Myrtillo

Fruhlings Klag-Gediohte 1643".
poems

1

The positioning of these two early

is in itself of significance in that it shows Sohiraer's

complete disregard of strict chronology when it comes to the grouping
of his poems;
or

instead, as we have ">een, grouping according to genre

subject-matter, which in the 17th. century amounts to the same

thing,

seems
The

poems

assumption

in the

the group

to be the main principle.
seems

group are

to offer itself that the remainder of the

also early.

Kunath simply states baldly that

consists of "Alexandriner 1643-1647"Clearly this is an

over-simplification; why should the two dated
outer
we

limits, chronologically, of the whole group?

would agree

poems

represent the
On the other hand

with Kunath that most of the evidence points to these

being essentially early work; first, there is a higher

incidence of Classical

early

poems

poems -

this

mythology presented to

occurs,

us en

bloc as in the

for example, in "An den Neid"

(RS pp.249-255)

1X2.

especially, which resembles the 1643 Myrtillo poem in this respect:Du ruhoest Phadren mir und Procris

Augen-Blitze.

Main/ 3ago/

was ist dir ein alter Nahme niitze?
Die Phadra bleibe nur/ sambt Procria welt von hier.
Ein junges Jungfer-Bild gef allot eintzig mir.
Ioh weifl swar/ ist mir recht/
die Schone/
Wit der Cupido sie mit einem Lobgethone
In Venus Tempel hat zu oberst an geaetzt/
An der der Hector sich sum oftermal ergetst.
Und dieses hat auoh so Soldaten recht gesiemet.

Andromedan/

Der Laura

Rosen-Krants/ wenn er mein Haar beblumet/
an den Tag/ daB kein Soldat sum Schain/

Giebt niermit

elntslg ein Poet soli Ihr Beherrsoher seyn.
weggelegten Waffen/
(.veil lie bar er alt Ihr ala mit der Schlacht zu a chaffen)
Da er mit blutgem Sinn Achilles Leib geschlacht/
Hat soin besprutst Gesicht ihr einen KuB gebracht.
So grausam bin ich nicht ...
Nur

Zwar Hector kaa dorthin alt

The da capo trick of

Schirmer'a, which

be

seen

in

many

of the

in the Roaen-Gapuache. i.e. before 1650, reappears in

earlier poems

"An das verliebte Frauen-Ziramsr" with

in the Marnia poem

slight variations and completely

"An Herrn M. Andreas Zom/

uberkommen hatte".

Als

er

seine Liebste

The latter poem must have been written a short

while after Karnia's
the poems,

can

death, perhaps between 1QS and 1650.

Two of

"An den Cupido" and "Er 1st ohne Seele", appeared in the

Singende Rosen of 1654 and were presumably written at the latest a

couple of years before that date.
poems

in Alexandrines were fairly early exercises in the use of the

line, for
uses

these

Finally, it is possible that these

the

very

little of Schirmer's later poetry, of whatever

Alexandrine, whereas

reasons

for the whole

one

many

of the early poems do.

Opitz/

Gepusch

which begins

aus

For all

might tentatively suggest the years 1641 to 1650
.

So far we have not mentioned the poem

Ihren

genre,

entitled "Asterie An

Balth. Venators Lateinischen Elegie" (RS pp.275-286)

with the following lines:-
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Lebstu/ main Hertse/ noch bay unverwandtem Clucks/
denokst/ via du denn thust/ nicht einm&l her su rucke?
So liB bier eigentlich/ was dieae aalna Hand

Und

Von Thranen auf Papyr
Aa

can

be

seen

dir aohleunlgat sugaaandt.

from these lines the

2

elegy consists of pairs of

Alexandrines, each pair having feminine or masculine endings
alternately

-

another example of the grouping principle in that this

is true of all the poems
of

in this 'Gapusch'.

elegy in the 17th* century,

his Geaohiohte der deutsohen
Buch

von

as

matter for

Friedrloh Seissner makes clear in

Elegle.^

der deutschen Poeterey

This is an unusual type

In the fifth

chapter of Das

Opita had only laid down the subject-

elegies:-

In den Elagien hatt man erstlieh nur trawrige sachen/'
noohaals auoh buhlergeschaffte/ klagen der verliebten/

wundschung des todes/ brieffe/ verlangen nach den abwesendsn/
erzehlung seines eigenen Lebens unnd dergleichen gesohrieben.

(Schiriser, like most other 17th* century poets, follows Opits in
writing about love-affairs in all his elegies*)

Nevertheless, in his

poetic practioe Opits had made it clear that alternating rhymes with
the feminine

ending first should be the

his Poemata of

norm;

1624 follow this pattern.

six of the elegies in

Only the first, entitled

initially "Elagie" and in later editions "Gedancken bey Nacht, als
er

nicht sehlaffen kundte" has the

Schiraar's.

paired rhymes of this elegy of

This may be a sign that this was the earlier form which

Opits later abandoned, or the title "Elegie" may have been provided

by Zinegref.

3a

whether in Schinaer* s

case we can

this way as an early poem is not entirely

Schirmer, like Opits, knew and
the Dutch Bloom-Hof
and

1610, there

are

was

anthology.^
three

poems

interpret it in

certain; it could be that

basing himself

on

the poems in

In the latter, published in 1608

entitled "Elegie"

or

'Elegia".
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The third is not
but the first two

really
are

an

elegy, as it consists

continuous poems

Alexandrines, like Opits* "Elegie".
Clacht-Dicht",

may

in rhyming pairs of

The first one, "Elegie, of

be by Heinsius himself.

earlier half of the century which

of separate stanzas,

Here is a model in the

could have influenced Schirmer at

Confirmation that the elegy in the first

early age.

earlier than those in the second is
those in the second

Gepusoh

an

is

possibly provided by the fact that

certainly accord with the formal pattern for the

elegy laid down by Buchner and Zesenj it is hard to believe that
"Asterie An Ihren Opitz" could have been written after Schirmer'a

acquaintance with Professor Buchner at Wittenberg in 1643*

C.

Rosen-Gepuache Book Two

The four

Gepiisch

elegies in the second

2.

Gepusch

all follow the pattern

t

laid down

by Buchner and Zesen.

Buohner says in his Anleitung. which

reflects his lectures from the middle
would have heard while in

1630's onwards, which Schiraer

Wittenberg from 1645 to 1648:-

Wollen vdr eine Slegie maohen/ so raussen allezeit die
Mannliohen und Weiblichen abgeweohselt werden. TJnd gilt

gleioh/

man fahe mit diesen
besser die Weiblichen vorzusetsen.
massen

After giving an example

oder janen

anj

ebener
dooh ist es

in Alexandrines he continues

Und ebenermassen mag man

verfahren/ wie
And Buchner's pupil

aus

auch mit den versibus communibus
vielen des Opitii Gedichten zu sehen ist.

and Schirmer*s predecessor Zesen follows him

almost word for word in his Helioon of
Die

1640:-

Elegien werden entweder aus Alexandrinischen oder gemeinen
gemacht/ und vdrd allzeit der mannliche und weibliohe
Vers abgewechselt/ und mogen sioh weiblioh odar mannlich
anfangen/ doch ist das erste basser. 6
Versen

5
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It is hard to believe that Schirmer

1645

or

was

not

aware

of these views

by

perhaps even earlier) these four elegies were probably

written sometime

after, perhaps soon after that date.

Unlike Paul Fleming in some of his
3chirmar confines himself to

elegies,^

but like Opitz

"buhlergeaohaffte" for his subject-

matter; even the second and shortest elegy, despite its title, turns
out

essentially to be a lover's plaint; indeed this poem

(RS pp.317-320)

may serve us as a

in Schirmer's hands

characteristic example of the elegy

1-

An

Einen guten Freund

Elegie.
Kan

je ein guter Freund den achweren Unmuth stillen?

So ist es gar gewifi/ daft du es hast gethan.
Neohst strioh die Rosilis mit ihrem Widerwillen

Mir eine solohe Farb/ als einem Toden/ an.
loh lief zu Phobua
der lieB den Geist aufwachen/
Und spielte zierlloh her ein grimes V/ald-Gedicht,
loh lieB darauf von iho air noch ein Pulver maohen/

hin/

Das

Pulver/ und sain Lied erquickten abar nicht.

Ich eilte Venus zu/ die Rach ihr zu befehlen/
Ich bat/ durch einen Bliok zu 1inda3m meine Pein/
Die Venus aber lieB mich iamer arger qualen/
DaB meine Wangen bleich und ich halb tod must seyn.
Der grune

Lorber-Rrantz flocht sich aus meinen Ilaaren,
lag bey ihm durch einen Trit zerstuckt.

Die Feder

Der kalte V/inter kahm zu aoinen

Friihlings-Jahren/

Daduroh mein

Bey-mir-seyn mir endlioh wurd entzuckt.
Die Augen wurden starr/ sia fingen an zu breohen/
Das Haupt/ das neigta aioh/ die Lippen wurden bl&B
Die Hande zitterten/ der Mund wolt nioht mehr sprechen/
So das ich ©ndlich sie/ mich und die Welt vergaB.
Das Hartze zoch sioh uuf/ den latzten StoB zufuhlen/
Die Seuftzer stiegen hooh/ den Tod zu zeigen an.
loh sah Adonis sohon im Myrten-Walde spielen/
Die Dido schertste hler durch ihren Rosen-Plan.
Ich sahe Sapphen-G-eist vom weissen Felsen rennen.
Die Thysbe lag vor mir/ vor ihr das blutge
Ich sahe mit KarciB das kalte Wasser brennen.

Schwert.

Europen trug aushin das zwey-gehomte Pferd.
Die Procrla fing das Blut aus ihren tieffen Y/unden/
Die erst der Cephalus in ihren Leib geaacht.
Aetaon lag® dort gefressen von den Hunden/
Umb da£ Dianen er gantz nacket angelacht.
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Die Hero trug die Lamp in ihren weissen Handen/
Kaoh der Leander sioh wagt duroh die finatre
Er

See/

aioh/ und kunt is Porte nicht anlanden,
hort Euryphilen/ und ihr varliebtes Weh.

v/agte

Ioh
Ioh aolte achon bey ihr in Schatten mich
Und einen Hyrten-P.eiS erkieaen meinar

ergot sen/
Hand.

Der schone Hyacinth wo It mich nit Purpur noteen/
Damit ioh komaen mooht duroh Charon an das Land.

I oh sagte schon Ad*I
Adet Ihr/ meine Lieder
Ada I
du Salen-S troml
du Vaterland Adet
Ade!
du falaches Herts 1
Adet
ihr treuen Bruder!

Myrten muB ioh hin wait uber diesen See.
sprach ioh gar su Istat/ und nante die mit Hahmen/

Zum
So

Die in darn Hertsen mir sin Herts und Leben seyn.
Ala die Gedanckan nur auf aich/ d Bruder kahmen/
Da kriagt ioh neue Kraft/ und wurde lofi der Pain.
The extensive references to Classical

literature in combination with the

mythology and Classical
of rhetorical devices

use

-

anaphora at the beginning and the repeated apostrophe 'Ada* at the
end

once

-

again suggest that this

poem

should be regarded

as

early

work; whether the mention of the S&ale can be taken as supporting
this is

problematic

-

if it is

a

biographical reference then

presumably the poem would be as early as 1641.
The first
in

elegy

-

"Sibana

an

Ihren Liebsten Blegie"

subject-matter of the 17th. century elegy

writing to him.

naoher

related in any way to

that the poem

and that she

At the end of the elegy the words "Aus D re Man/

Norwegen" appear; it is difficult to

not the man,

is typical

the fiction is

-

established that the poet and his mistress are separated
is

-

Schiroer's life

who must be in Dresden

-

could have been written

-

see

how these can be

especially

as

it is the girl,

although it is not impossible
as

late

as

1650*

Christian

sentiment is present alongside the "buhlergeschaffte", as Sibana is made
to write

sorgen/
sugesagt/ wird mi oh audi halten dir.

Ich lasse meinen GOTT fur meine Seela
Der aioh dir
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Sehirmer's favourite flower imagery also makes its appearance with
the lines
Ioh habe neulioh noch die roten Purpur-Rosen/
Mit Liljen untermengt/ auf main Gesicht gethan.
Duroh meines Leibes-Schnee da flissen noch Turokosen/
DaB ioh die Farbe dir nioht gnug beschreiben kan.
Wie wenn die Flora slch in einan schonen Garten/
Hin in den bunten Giants der Blumen hat geaatzt:
So seh ich/ Liebster/ aus ...
These lines also illustrate

nicely the lack of psychological

plausibility for modern ears

-

that the poet's mistress should

boastfully describe her appearance in a letter seems to
but the drama of the

us

-

century clearly shows that it is the statement

itself, rather than its verisimilitude in the mouth of the
which is the

unlikely

important thing.

persona,

Finally the first elegy introduces in

Port/ ich sehe schon das Land" the

the last line "Wir haben bald den

sea-ship-port imagery which is appropriate in view of the mention of
Norway here and anticipates the last two elegies.
These last

two, "An seine Liebste jedoch ersurnte Amone. Klegie"

and "An die wieder versehnete Amone.
which

Elegie", form

obvious pair

suggests that at least these two elegies, if not all four, were

composed round about the same time.

interesting mainly in that it

uses

The first of the two is

death as the final points and an

attitude of Petrarchiat servitude in

a

way

the first book of the Rosen-Gepusche

-

e.g. poems

Ihn"

an

whioh is reminiscent of
like "Sie Liebet

-

Dann/
So

du etwa mich von feme siehest kommen/
sprich: Das ist der Mensoh/ den ich hab umbgebracht/

wenn

angenommen/
Er/ und giebt sohon itzund gute Nacht.

Und wird dein Diener nicht
So stirbet

The second of the

su

Gnaden

pair and final elegy of the four develops the sea

imagery touched on in the previous poem.

The poet's life is

shipwrecked, he steers his ship through difficult waters and
Here it is

the

infused with Classical

mythology

-

30 on.

there is mention of

Argonauts, the Scylla and Charybdis legend and Neptune is invoked

in addition to
areas

Jupiter.

vie

see one

of Schirmer's favourite

imagery linked with the predilection for Classical mythology

of

in considerable
seems

Thus

to be such

quantities (rather than isolated references) which
a

marked characteristic of Schirmer's earlier

poetry.

In contrast to his work in the Ode form Schirmer contributes

nothing

new

to the elegy in the 17th. century.

In subject-matter he

conforms to

Opitz' theoretical suggestions and to the practice of

most of his

contemporaries.

concerned the

move

from the

As far as formal considerations are

rhymed pairs in the elegy of the first

Gepilsch to the alternating rhymes of those in the second
be

seen

as

development from

an

earlier precedent to the

can
more

perhaps

generally

accepted form anticipated by most of Opitz' examples and reflecting
the theories of Buchner and Zesen.

D.

Rosen-Gepiische Book Two Gepiisch 3»
In the first book of the

contained
is

Rosen-Gepusche the second

specifically pastoral poems.

Gepiisch

In the second book this genre

represented by the third Gepusch whioh contains eight pastoral

poems.

Not only do they have the

genre

in common; the geographical

allusions of Rosen-Gepusche

1,2 are repeated here; "Die Traumende

Margelle" mentions the Elbe

(Wittenberg

Chloridan"

the Rosen-Thai

or

Dresden), "Der Scheidende

(Leipzig), the Mulde (Freyberg

or near

Leipzig) and the Pleisse (Leipzig), "Der Abschied nehmende Oleander"

brings in the Elster and Pleisse (Leipzig) and "Die fiberschone"
the Elbe
any

(Wittenberg

or

kind of biographical

Dresden).
or

It is unlikely that

a

reference either to

(1650 onwards).

mention the Elbe, which

Wittenberg (1645-1643)

Gepuach

of the Rosen-&epusohe.

and

poems

or

to Dresden

It does serve, however, to emphasize the similarity

in kind between this

those in the

deduoe

chronological progression from all this,

especially as the second and last
oould be

we can

previous

and its counterpart in the first book

Some of the poems are

Gepuach

similar formally to

especially "Der Scheidsnde Chloridan"

,

"Phyllis sad Coridon/ die 7,'achenden" which both employ a six-line

trochaic stanza with four stresses to

the line and

a

rhyme pattern of

abbacc, one of the most characteristic stanzas of Roaen-Gepuache 1,2.
On the other hand "Der

employ

a

six-line stanza with four stresses which is iambic.

of these poems

some

written before
poems

employ a

the poems
are

Could

be the iambic residue of Rosen-Gepusche 1,2,

1650 but withheld till later?

And three of the iambic

varied and sophisticated stanza form than

more

any

of

published in the first part of the Roaen-Gepuache; these

"Die Traumende

tfberschone".
may

klagande Corimbo" and "Die verlassene Eleonore"

Margelle", "Die muthwillige Phyllis" and "Die

Cumulatively this all suggests that

have been written before and

some

some

of these

poems

after 1650; although as usual

with Schirmer it is impossible to be certain and one should be wary
of

presupposing, under the influence of modern taste, that

sophisticated verse-form must be later and

more

'mature*.

any more

It is

perfectly possible that in accordance with the grouping principle
detectable in his work Sohirmer

•primitive* pastoral

poems

was

composing what

after 1650

as

seem

studies in the

to us
genre.
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Furthermore it should bo noted that

Singende Roaen of
after

1654, the composition date of whioh cannot be long

1650 at the latest.
There

are

many

features of these poems which remind us of

Schiroer's early poetry,
such

6 of the 8 poems appeared in the

as

especially the

use

of rhetorical devices

anaphora, which is pronounced throughout.

"Der kl agenda

Corimbo" (RS

pp.336-340) the

In the first poem

of death as the final

use

pointe, which is so often threatened in Schirmer's work, is finally
achieved at the end:Drauf satzt Sr sich hin auf den RaseV
Die Hirten-Taaohe nam Er ab.
Die hammer wolten nicht aehr grasen/
Als Er den Waldem Abschied gab.
Er sahe dreymahl nach der Sonnen/
Und Schrie zuletzt:
Ada!
gewonnan!
Die Nyphen die am selben Strande/
So sehnlich hatten sugehort/
Die bautan Ihm ain Grab am Rande/
Von Blumen ward sain Lsib beschwehrt.
Sie rissen draufs
Hier liegt begraben/
Der keine Liebe kunte habeni
Formulae which recall the
are

ending of Sohirmer's 'Schafferey* of 1643

used in two of the poems:*
Bi£ der Abendstern

aufginge/

Und die Nacht ihr Gold

empfinge.

(1643)

BIB da£ Sie mit vorblaBten

V.angen
Bey dunokler Kacht nach Hause gangen.
BIB der goldne Phosphor kam/
Und der Nacht den Kranta abnahm.
Also the

dialogue poem here

-

(RS

pp. 346-347)»

Gepvisoh

("Phyllis und Cory&on")

"Phyllis und Coridon"

earlier "Chlorioan und Galathee".

Schirmer's previous pastoral

("Die verlassene Eleonore")

-

parallels the

The closest poem of all to

poetry is "Der soheidende Chloridan"

which could be fitted into Rosen-Geixiache Book One

Two with absolutely no incongruity.

It has

one

of Schinaer's

121.

favourite

stanza-forms, the six-line trochaic abbacc; it has the

geographical references to the Rosen-Thai, Mulde and PleiBe which
are

typioal of Schirmer'a river-poeraa; the pastoral trimmings

(Triften, Hurden, Heerden)

are

prominent; the rhetorical repetition

particularly the 'Cute NachtJ* of the fifth stanza
characteristic of Schirmer's

-

is

-

early workj and the long-winded

way

of

saying that he has been there five years (stanza two) is reminiscent
of the

manner

of

saying that half

stanza of "Tllian

There are,

an

a year

has passed in the third

der Elbe".

however, tentative moves towards

a

greater

Both "Die Traumende Margalle" and "Die

sophistication in the genre.
muthwillige Phyllis" have

a

slightly

more

complex verse-pattern with

varying lengths of line and this tendency oulminatea in the final poem
of the group,

"Die (fbersohone", (RS pp.356-360) which is the most

elegant and formally advanced of all Schirmer's
pastoral

poems

written in the

We re It not for the many pastoral allusions it would

genre.

surely have been fitted into one of the 'virtuoso* groups where
Schirmer rings the changes with formal
out amid the

what

can

specifically pastoral

experiment;

poaas as a

as

it is, it stands

delightful example of

be achieved in the genre:Die

Uberschone.

es zugesagt/ ioh wolte dioh noch preisen
Welt/
Rosengleiches Bild/ mit dam/ was meins Weisan

Ioh hab

Vor aller
Du

Mir
Wo

zugestelt.

fang ioh aber an?

Mein Kiel wird vor dir atumpf und mude/
Weil ich der^Tugend Eyd und Frieda

Mit deiner
Du

Gottligkeit nicht gnug erheben kan?
goldner Morganatern der aufgeweokten Sonnen/

Strahl her auf mioh.
Von dir hab ioh ein

Liacht/ ein holies Liecht/ gewonnen/

Das scheint duroh dioh.
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Wo Aon

prachtig atoht/

Geht deine Ziar in Lorbar-KrantKon/
Und freut aioh an don
'Venn uhaor Zophyrua die Schoneten Bluman weht.
Dain huldar Augenglantz/ Gottinne dieaer Erdon
Brioht duroh das Fold/
DaB Walder Berg und Thai daduroh vorgoldet warden.
Das Himmels Zelt
Sahnt sioh naoh deinar Praoht.
Die Nymphen/ die das Thor bewaohen/

Lobe-Tantzen/

fangst an sulaohan/
Sind sohon auf dioh und auch ouf doinon Ruhm bedaoht.
Du blsts allaina du/ die ihra sartan Wangan

Wo Eos

ait Rosen f&rbt.

DaS/

wenn

die Purpur Glut deneelben abgegangen/

Der Sohnee sia erbt.

Du bluhest T&uaont-aohon
Uab dan Corallen strand dor Lippan/
Da aaine Seal ohn Sturm und Klippan
Mit Segel-voller Flucht wei£ in dan Port su gahn.
Dain susaas Ciamat~Wort heamt alls hohan Gaistar/
Und bindat sis.
Dar sussa Liebes-Bliok spialt/ ohn aufhoran/ Meieter/
Und todtat die/
Die ihra Trafligksit
Dort suchen bay dan waohen starnan/

unvergangliche Thun zu lernan/
Zurathen deiner Pracht/ und deiner gutan Zeit.
Die sarta wollen-Hand/ der Acker linder Kusse/

Sin

Halt/

was

Sia sprioht.

Venn deine traua Flut

empfind dar Augan Guess/

So wanokt sia nicht.
DaB Teutsoha redlioh-seyn
Blickt nooh aus deinar Thranan Liaba.
Geht daine Sonn/ so ist es trube/
Koat abor sis/ so brioht auoh deina Lust herein.
Diana ruhnet dioh ait ihren v.ald-Geapielen
Dort dab dan Forat/

Klippen stehn/ und auf die Wolckan eielen/
aufgeborst.
Amyntas auf dar Trift/
Dar wohlgarathne Heerdan-Sohwemaer/
Wo grossa

Halb

Hat naulich dir noch tauasnt Lamaar
Zu Ehren

abgewurgt/ und dir

a in

Lob gestift.

War kant dioh nicht allhier?

Du haissast

Rosodore/

Du Himmels-Kindi

Die Hirtan nannen dioh/ die treua Leonora/
Die man kaua find.
Du bist gants roller Praoht.
Die Nymphen umb das Elbgestade/
Die Laden dich zu ihraa Bade/
Und saigan umb dan Strand dir ihra grossa Maoht,
loh ward ohn untarlaB umb deine Hurden gehen/'
Und uab das Zelt

Bay deiner Trefligkalt sur linokan Seite atehan/
Wenn dire

gefallt.
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Ioh arroer Schaffer Knecht/
Ich warde alch an dainen Gaben
Und an der schonen Zierde laben/
Und lieban ohne falsch dich/ Nymph®/
So

Qual

kom/ und zeige
raeiner Buh/

nun

Eh nooh der Morgana tern
Bern Meer® zu.

schleoht und recht.
die Silberreinen Briiate/

der Jugand geht eu Ruste

Komrn/ giob mir deinen Mund!
Denn daIn

begrubelt

*

angen-Laohen

Seel® frolioh maohen.
Und dann bin ich durch dich/ und du duroh mi oh gesund.
Kan

The poem

me In®

employs the following stanza-pattern,

a

mixture of fairly

simple rhyme-pattern with a complex variation in length of line
No. of stresses per

The poem

sturapf und mude"

Rhyme.

6

a

2

b

6

a

2

b

3

c

4
4
6

d
d
c

begins with

for the task of

line.

a

confession of the poet*a inadequacy

praising his mistress
-

-

which is typical of the ®ook-mocLeaty of the

Renaissance scholar-poet.

Even at this stage, though, Schirmsr

works in his favourite rose-motif in the

Bild".

And not

does

occur

phrase HDu Rosengleiches

only her divine beauty but also her essential virtue

is to be raised and
The syncope

"Main Kiel wird vor dir

praised in poetry

in the word 'gnug*

goes

-

a

fully Platonic thought.

against Opitz* Poeterey and

in Schirmer's work although it is not

the Manila sonnet "Ihre

Gedupelte Schone" is

one

especially

common;

instance and

examples like this show Schirmer's rather cavalier attitude to

poetics.
In the second stanza the allusions to Classical

mythology begin
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with Aon and

Zephyrusj in the third Eos is mentioned and later Diana

makes her appearance

with her nymphs.

Whether this is sufficient

indication of early date it is difficult to say.
of

Here in the world

shepherds, shepherdesses and nymphs they do not
After the description

out of place.

seem

of his mistress's fame at second hand

through others in the second and third stanzas the poet turns in the
fourth, fifth and sixth to the outward
qualities of his mistress.

It is

no

appearance

surprise that

and personal
of the

some

description is in the commonplaces of Petrarchism such as "CorallenStrand der Lippen", the rhyme Lippen
sarte

-

Klippen and lines like "Die

Wollen-Hand/ der Acker linder Kusse".

of Schirtaer'a
The sweet

seafaring and flower imagery in the fourth stanza.

spice imagery of "Dein

recalls the

This is allied with some

susses

Cimraet-Wort" immediately

poetry of Hofmannswaldau and the Second Silesians.

References to cinnamon

(modern German Zimt, in Sohirmer's poetry

Cimraet, Cinnamet or Zinnamet) or not so common in Schirosr's work as
they are with the former poets but they may occur in any phase of
his

love-poetry.

Gepusoh

,

one

There are two instances in the present pastoral

in the previous one, one in the Marnia sonnets, one

in the "Anakreontische Ode" and

so

on.

Judging by its presence in

the latter it

seems

to be

an

early feature and to remain

in Schirser's

poetry, for

we

find two further instances in the

Singende Rosen of

1654.

as

constant

It is perhaps a sign of the growing

deoorative consciousness in German poetry after
stanza

a

1640.

8

In the sixth

images of fidelity, stability and integrity dominate rather

they do in the poetry of Paul Fleming.
In the seventh stanza the

pastoral setting reasserts itself

strongly in conjunction with Classical mythology (Diana).

more

whole
so

is full of references to flooks, pastures and

iepusch

the mention of the

The
so on,

slaughtering of a thousand lambs in her

honour, although an unusually extreme pagan tough in Sohirmer's
work, dies not seem entirely out of place*
The

lady's

name

eighth stansa.

is revealed to

us

for the first time in the

It is Rosodore, one of Sohirmer's favourite rose-

compounds which had been so frequent in Roaen-Gepusohe 1,1, i.e*

1650.

before

A second specific reference is made here,

geographical one to the Elbe; this is

a

this time a

nice instance of how a

pastoral setting is not felt to be inconsistent with local geography
something which in the twentieth century is very hard to appreciate
but which is

obvious, for example, from a study of the Nurnberg

poets, among others.
In the ninth stansa the
with the delioate

Seite stehen."
words "Ich

the

poet expresses his servitude again

compliment "Bey deiner Trefligknit

While there is

armer

no

doubt

a

sur

certain mock

Schaffer Knacht" whioh reflects the

lineken

modesty in the

opening lines

pledge of honesty and fidelity in this stansa links with the

mention of 'Deutsche Re&lichkeit* in the sixth.
The final stanza has
but not

so

much

as

to

a

hint of the haste of

a carpe

destroy the delicate balance.

diem poem

The touch of

sensuality in the first two lines and the paradoxical epithet for
the breasts "Oual meiner Ruh"

the Second

both reminiscent of the

Silesians, although expressions like these

furthest Schirmer
rare

are

In his work.

ever goes

More

in this direction and

are

are

poetry of

the

relatively

important than the sensuality itself is the

-

faot that this
ends

note of fulfilled love.

a

on

particular pastoral

poem,

unlike many of the others,

The unusually

monosyllabic last

line stresses the mutual benefit which both partners reoeive.
moment the Petrarchist convention of

For a

suffering servant and oruel

mistress is suspended and the momentary joy of love shared is the

greater for it.

Gepiisch

With this poem the third
its end.

of pastoral poems comes to

Though many of the poems could be exchanged with those of

Roaen-Gepuaohe

1,2 without very much difference being noticed it is

possible, especially in the last poem, to deteot signs of an
increasing sophistication in Schirear's handling of the genre.

Roaen-Gepusohe Book Two Gepusch 4.

E.

Just

as

the first

Gepusch of the first part of the Roaen-

Gepusohe represents the virtuoso
the collection which
of the

second

With the

part joins it as a sophisticated counterpart in 1657.

were

of the sonnets and madrigals in

meet the variety
group

of

of the Roaen-Gepuaohe.

tne least accessible of his

include music for his songs.
are new

on

Sohirmer's Singende Rosen of

Of the 58

poems

published in 1657 only

additions which had not already appeared in

omitted in

l654»

major published works and the only one to

other hand the Singende Rosen had consisted of
were

we

previously unique to the opening

The collection is based

15

some

Gepusch, only here in the second part do

of verse-forms which
poems

appeared at Halle in 1650, so the fourth Gepusoh

possible exception of

the fifth

display of technique in that part of

1654.

On the

69 poems, of which 17

1657» the others appearing in other Gepusche.

In the

127

preface to the reader Schirmer tells with something of the Renaissanoe
scholar's sham diffidence how his friends have

persuaded him to

publish:Ich solte doch einsten daran seyn/ daB gegenwartige Lieder von
mir aufs reine gebracht/ dem Druoker untergeben/ und also an
das Lioht vor iedermanniglich gestellet wurden.
Wiewohl ich
nun hierzu von Anfang gar wenig Ohren gehabt/ weil sie so

lange unter dem Schaben und Motten-Kriege sich auffgehalten
von dem Staube fast verzehret worden seyn/ daB ich sie zu
letzt vor meine Brut kaum erkennen konnen:
Uber dieses
dieselben wegen sohneller Eilfertigkeit/ von der sie gebohren

und

worden/ mir selbsten hochlich miBgefallen/ in betrachtung/ daB
sie wenig ausgearbeitet weren/ und daher weder Lehren noch
Belustigen konten: ... So hat mich doch meiner geliabten
vielfaltigea Anhalten gleichsam gezwungen/ in Ihr
Erfordern zu bewilligen.

Freunde

Even

allowing for

the poems
This

some

exaggeration it is clear that the majority of

in the Singende Rosen stem from considerably before 1654*

by no means justifies Kunath's assumption that Schirmer

possessed about two dozen old text® from the Marnia period and some
about Marnia'a death which he
been so,

now

adapted to music.

9

It may have

but it is also quite likely that the majority of them had

been written round about

1650-1651* indeed in

so

far as the subject-

matter alludes for the first time to Court life in several of the
poems, a

date of about 1650 for

many

of them is

This would not be inconsistent with the
und

a

phrase "unter dem Schaben

reflection of Schirmar's contact, from 1650 onwards,

with the muaioians of the Dresden Court

circle; apart from Stolle

himself Sohirmer knew Heinrich Schutz and Adam
Neue Arien he

eventually edited in 1667.

is concerned Sohirmer
traditional

than probable.

The musical settings by Philipp Stolle are

Motten-Kriege."

undoubtedly

more

manner

excuses

that his

As far as the subject-matter

himself in the

love-song3

are

Krieger, whose

preface in the

not based on his own

128.

experience j nothing at all can he deduced from this one way or
another
to the

for the

as

such

excuses

had been

1625 edition of his

commonplace since Opits' preface

a

they

poemsj

designed to 'cover up'

were

poet and to avoid criticism of immorality from the overPrior to this remark Schirmer indicates the

sealous orthodox.

balance of subject-matter in the Singende Rosen
oder derer Inhalt betreffen

moohte/

-

"Was die Materia

lasse die Sitton- und

so

Tugend-Lieder/ welche die Laster und nicht die Personen straffan/
die Amourosen neben sich dulden und leiden."

Although

Schiraer's work to be full of references to virtue
is

a

far

more

with

love, was

this is not

throughout, this

specific reference to "Sitten- und Tugend-Lieder" which

separated from the love-songs.

are

an

Previously virtue

unusual in the 17th.

as

and not in connection with love.

us

on

the singende Rosen of

to

a

on

its

own

are

these

(though

and for its own sake

The collection is very

evenly

about morality.

consideration of the differences between

1654 and the Eosen-Gepusohe Book IX

1657, for almost without exception those

omitted

associated

oentury as has sometimes been

balanced between love songs and what we may term songs
This leads

was

integral part of Schirmer's love-poetry

suggested); here virtue is treated

4 of

know

we

specifically about morality.

poems

Gepvisch

which are later

The second poem

"Tugend ist das beste Gut" disappears; so does No. IV, the theme of
which is that
the

only Virtue distinguishes

us

from the animals; so does

eighth poem which commends the Stoic attitude of Virtue in

adversity; so do Nos. LV and LXI on similar themes; so does
No. LXVI which tells

Fortune; and

so

us

how

only Virtue

can

withstand the blows of

does the following poem, which is a characteristic

129.

example of all the songs on the theme of Virtu® which Schirmer
later omits
III

Oui Fati gressus generosa Mente

retardat,

Fortunaeqj vices non timet, Ille Vir est.

(Jftisio)
Wer das
Und

Verhangnus beugen kan
bring t die Zeit in Ruh

Ohn all Furoht und Eittern
Der schauet das

su/

Geliiok

*

*

Und seine Tuck
kit unverwandten Augen an.

Eitelkeit/
3chain/
Sohl&gt gleich der Blits von oben ein/
So steht er als ein Held/
Der gar nieht fallt/
Er reift aich von der
Sieht nicht auf falschen

Und rathet seiner guten zeit.

The Dresden copy of
the SR has •Gluck* in
the text and by the
side the written
emendation which is
here adopted for obvious
metrical reasons•
The
alteration oould be in
Schirmer's own hand.

Der Hiamel 1st sain beater Sohuts

Der Welt zuwieder stehn.
Er last die Flut voruber

gehn/

Sonnenschain/
Felsenstein/

Wie ohne

Ein
Und beut dar schnoden Brden Truts.

Die sohnelle v.iedarwer tigke it
DrSokt seine Tugend nicht.
Der stareke Hut/ der alias brlcht/
Halt auf der reohten Bahn
Die Sinnen an/
Dafi sie nicht warden abgeleit.
Wer zwisohen Furcht und Hofnung steht
Und seinen Schild veriest/
Der sohmiedet ihm die Ketta feat/
An weloher ihn die Welt

Gefangen halt/
BiB daB
It would

seem

er

endlich untergeht.

that the subject-matter is the likely reason for the

omission of this poem

and its like in 1657.

Like many others it is

formally quite sophisticated with varying lengths of line and the
unusual

rhyme-pattern abbooa.

It is hard to believe that Sohirmer

might have considered it inferior in quality to many of those which
are

retained, although the implied interdental

syncope

of abgeleit
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(aabgaleitt,

abgeleitet) whioh is fairly

=

might have offended the purists.
a

rare

The omitted poems present formally

characteristic cross-section of Scshiriser's

that

remain,

so

formal considerations

in the omission.

others which
of abstract

can

One feature of the poem

later omitted is

are

qualities

-

a

poetry similar to those

hardly have played a part
shared by many of the

tendenoy towards personification

' V«iaderwertigkeit• and 'Furcht

e.g.

Hoffnungf in the last two

in Schirmer's work

verses

-

-

which is linked with concrete

images like that of the rook and the shield and chain.
It would be false to suggest that there is no mention of

virtue, or that

no

moralising

XXIIX, XXIX (to be discussed

songs

remain in 1657*

Nos. XIII,

later), Nos. XLIV, XLIIX and LVI,

especially the second and third mentioned, all come close to the
spirit of the 'Tugend-Lieder' of the Singende Rosen.

Nevertheless

it is clear that these have in the later collection become

a

minority, whereas in the original collection of 1654 they constituted
an

important theme

-

In view of this it is

almost the leitmotif
impossible to

agree

-

of the whole collection.

with Kun&th and

Sonnenberg that Virtue and Honour appear increasingly in Schiraer's

poetry;10

Virtue

Rosen-Gepuaohe

or

may make

its appearance at any time in his work

Rauten-Gepusohe

-

but it is

-

surely of considerable

significance that most of the specifically moralising songs are
omitted

by him in 1657.

Virtue is not the sole theme of the omitted poems and a clue
to
the

why

poems

like the above have been left out

subject-matter of

which

begins in

a

some

similar

may

also be found in

of the other morality-poems.
manner

No. VI,

with the beatus ille topos in the
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opening lines
Y»'ohl dam der aioh der Eitelkeit
Im Gluck

develops in

entschlaget

a new way

Mein

in the final stanza:-

Hofeman/ vertraue GOTT/
Sachen/

Er wird die

Die dir gereichen wie zu Spott
Versuster machen.
Lag einsn Regen gehn vorbey/
Und warts dainar Freuden.
Auf Leiden
Da wirstu franck und fray.
The recipient

of the poet's moral advioe turns out to be not the human

being in general but the courtier in particular, who is enjoined to
trust in God.

In retrospect it seems as

is associated with

if the courtier specifically

vanity, deceit and inoonstanoy.

This is

emphasised by the contrast with the folk-phrase 'franck und frey'.
It

was

not unusual for the

petty courts of the time to be under

attack, but in Schirmer's work this is a new element which does not
appear

before the Singende Rosen.

the later poems

It is present again in some of

of the collection; in No. XLII with its criticism

of false honour and

hankering after money and influence, possibly

in No. LI which contrasts

a

mythical Golden Age with the present

all-pervasive mercenary spirit (though this could be more antimiddle class than

anti-Court), in No. Ill where the simple life is

contrasted with the dishonourable

against the vanity of Court life.

life at Court and in No. LIII

Indeed, in one short

(No. XLVIII) advice is given to the budding potentate
control

comes

before control of others:-

wil/ und machtig seyn/
Tyrannen ein/
Und Zaume sein Gecaite
Hit einer linden Giite ...
Y/'er harschen

Der stelle den

poem

on how

self-
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Geh

se tee

deinen Koniga

In Indian und hinter
Kanstu dioh nioht
So wird

<

Tha

er

Stul

Thul/

regieren/

dioh verfuhren.

imperatives here allied with the pithiness of the lines and

stanza-form combine to

direct.

While there is

produce
no

a

tone which

need to

assume

can

only be described as

that Sohirmer

was

admonishing any particular ruler here any more than he is necessarily
addressing any particular lady in his love poetry, his general
moralizing is fooussed here much

more

particularly

on

Court life and

its defioiences.

On the other hand it must be added that in the poem

about his

-

own

art

"Auf/ auf/ du edle Lyr"

-

a positive

patron and proteotor is ascribed to the Prince and Court

function as
-

Bin hochgeneigter Furst/
Und viel belobte Herren/
Die warden/ wenn dioh durst
Nach ihrer Gunat/ von ferren
Den blauen Neid verjagen
Und dich in Gnade tragen.
Can one determine when Schirmer

any reasons

might have written such poems and

(No. VIII,

for their almost total omission later?

No. XXIII "Er bedanokt sioh hoher Liebe" and No. XLV are the

faint reflections of this theme left in
is that

they

were

1637.)

only

One inescapable fact

published in 1634, when Schirmer

was

still the

official Court-poet, before his appointment to the rather more

permanent post of Librarian in 1636.

(They

were

obtained

a

Then they were omitted in 1637.

probably written before 1632, in which
permanent salary.)

year

Sohirmer

Perhaps Schirmer felt that in

criticising the Court and Court life in general he had more to lose
in

1637 than in 1634

or

earlier,

an

biographer Kunath, who suggests in

impression confirmed by his
one

place that Schirmer was

no
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longer in demand as Court poet after 1652 and in another place that
he tried to leave Dresden in
Elector would not hear of

have wished to omit in
well

the

as

more

1653 to

it.1*

1657 the

resume

If this
more

specific anti-Court

was

his studies but that the
his

reasoning he might

general moralizing poems as
ones.

This could, however, be

placing too much reliance on biographical data or perhaps assuming
too

strong a reaction in the 17th. century towards such poetry.

far

as

but

presumably the anti-Court

the date of

of Court life
own

life

-

-

not

As

writing is conoemed it has to be well before 1654
poems

reflect

some

general experience

necessarily specific experiences from Sohirraer^

and the are fore can

hardly be dated earlier than 1650.

Among the omitted poems there is one, and only one, which comes
close to

being

a

love-poemiXXX

Valle sub umbrosa Florae Dianorula Campos,
Et superat castis Urbica Delieiis.

I oh weifi ein

(Kusio)
griines Thai/

Da sioh die Dianore

Im

Sie

kiihlen S chat ten halt.
gehet durch das Fold/

Ihr dienet nur die Flore
Umb Ihren bundten Saal.
Ihr Haar ist ohne
Und schimmert doch

Gold/

weiten
BIS an den Angelstern.
Ihr Lioht geht wait und fern/
Und lehrt die Blumen spreiten
Der Liebe reinen Gold.
von

Ein leichter Hut von Stroh
Beschirmt sie vor der Sonnen/
Und das ist ihre Zier.
Die Wilder da und hier
Sind oftors angebronnen/
'Venn sie sioh zeiget so.
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Die Wangen sind ®in Beht
Yon tausent Tausentachonen

Bemahlet und besetzt.
der Weatwind netzt
So kan sia auch verhonan
Die bundte Morgenroth.

Wenn sie

Ihr zarter Mund ist roth/
Mit Wasaer unbefeuohtet/
Das etva wird gebrant.
Schnee ist die Wollen Hand.
Wann ihre Sonne leuchtet
So stirbet auoh der Tod.
Wann itzt dar

Purpur komt

gegangen/

In seiner Miloh

So farbt sioh ihre Zier.

hier/

Sie ist das Schonste
DaB ohne Pracht

gefangan

Die harten Felsen nirat.
Voraus ist das Gamut
kit der beseslten Tugend
Der

Nymphen angefullt/

Ihr gleicht kein Stadtisoh-Bild/
Weil ihre frisohe Jugend
Ohn alien Zusatz bluht.

s&get nun nioht
DaS unsre Dorfer haben
War

auoh

koine Stadt nicht weiS?
Die Einfalt hat den PreIB.
Was

Sie

zaiget ihre Geben

Ala vie ein Rosenstraueh.
It is

a

pity that this poem has been omitted later, for the unusual

rhyme pattern

-

abccba

out in Sohirmer's work.

-

and unusual subject-matter make it stand
This

praise of

a

country beauty seems at

first to fit into the Anti-Petrarohist tradition, with Petrarchist

topoi denied

-

"Ihr Haar ist ohne Gold"

"Schnee ist die Wollen Hand"

Schirmer's Petrarchist
oould be taken

as

a

-

as

do

love-poetry.

rather

-

some

yet some reappear later

of the flower metaphors of

Until the seventh stanza it

attractive, because rather different,

love-song; in this penultimate stanza, however,

we come

how the poem

songs,

fits into the scheme of moralizing

mentioned and country

-

to realize
for Virtue is

simplicity is contrasted with the inferiority,
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or oven

implied decadence of the city,

(RS 11,4 No. 55).

later "Winter Lied"

"3itten-Lied",

a

social comment

is characteristic of the 17th.
now

adhere to and

Rosen

take

we

closest to the

the

comparison taken up in the

So the poem does represent a

the manners of the time, but as

century it is expressed in terms which

deviate from the Pstrarchist convention.

now

For our final

on

a

example of the omitted poems from the Slngende

opening and dosing stanzas of the one which comes

hymn-type in Schiraer's work:XLI

Cords Deum teneo, quid ringis, pessine Munde,
Nullus axao Fuoos, Aula vale to 1
tuos.

(Music)
In melnea Hertsen hab ioh

G0TT/

Der wird mich nicht verlassen.
MuB ioh der Welt gleich seyn ein

Spot/

So wird dooh Er nicht hassen.

Denn was Er mir ia Wort
Das kan Er air nicht

Ioh halts mich

an

seine

Die wird mich nicht

loh weiB

wol/

verspricht/

lugen.

Pflioht/

betrugsn.

wer

be^ Iha mil seyn/

Der rauB die Welt auoh fulen.

Wer Ihm

ja spricht/ dem spricht sie Mein/

Sie pfleget so susplelen.
Auf Ungluck weltzt sie Ungluck
Den Froaaen suerdruoken.
Und auB dooh selber ohne Ruh
In ihreo Schlaa ersticken ...
Wer nioht hoch an dea Brete
Und mit ihr Finten aaohet/

zu/

sitst/

taugt nicht/ wenn er etwas nutzt.
verlachet.
Die Klugheit steht nur im Gesicht/
Und ia gezierten Gange/
Der

Er muB nur seyn

Wea das Aufsohneidsaaul

Mit dam wird

es

zu

gebrioht/

lange.

Sie hat die Tugend umgetauft/
Und nennot sie itzt Laster.
Wer nicht Fuohsschwantz uabsonst
Der hat ein heisses Pflaater.

verkauft/
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Und 1st er am Ge mil the gleich
Hit Wissenschaft gezieret/
So heist es dooh:
Er 1st nloht
Weil er den Stat nicht fuhret.
Wenn ein

reich/

geplchter Schmorbauch komt/

dohnet/
er/ daB der Abschied nlmt/

Der von den Sunden
So maoht

In dem die WeiBheit wohnet.
Was ein

Peruquentrager spricht/

Gas gilt vor alien andern.
Der Finaternus nicht heisset

Lioht/

Mag nur bey Zeiten wan darn.

kan/

War grosse Hauser bauen
Auf diesen wird gesehen.

Ob gleich der Schuldman klopffet an/
Weil ihm nicht recht geschehen.
Wer in der Kart erfahren ist/
Frisch sauft/ und hurtig spielet/
Und einen Mund hat roller List/
Auf diesen wird gezielet.

Ich lafi es gehen/ wie es
Und halts GQTT in Hertsen.

geht/

wol/ wenn er mich erhoht.
Auf Trauren folget Schmertzen.
Main eintzigs Reichthum auf der Welt
Das ist ein gut Gewissen.
Trutz dem/ der mir es niederfallt/
Denn ich bin drauf beflissent
Er weIB

One of the characteristic Kirchenlied stanzas

four and three

-

eight lines stressed

alternately with the rhyme pattern ababodod

immediately suggests

a

religious

poem;

the first half of the

strongly reminiscent of "Ein* feste Burg".

Gryphius.

runs

is

that

through much of the work of Opitz and

In the second verse, however, the personified figure of

the World is introduced and contrasted with God

tends to

verse

This is confirmed by the

way the first stanza expresses Stoic confidence in God,
Christian Stoicism which

-

develop as an attack

on

so

that the poem

false fashions, i.e. as

a

moralizing

rather than

as

emphasis

fine clothes, all kinds of ostentation, house-building,

on

a

gaming, drinking

religious poem.

-

all

are

The mercenary spirit, too much

attacked in combination here, as they are
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to

some

extent

or

in isolation in other omitted poems.

in which this is done verges on

The language

the drastic by Schirmsr's standards

with

phrases like "In ihrem Schlaa ersticken", "Aufschneidemaul" and

"ein

gepichter Schmerbauch"; there is also

such evooations
these

as

that of the

a

visual directness in

'Schuldman* in the penultimate stanza;

things are unusual in Schirmer'a work and may be a contributory

factor in the omission of this poem.
turn away

Only in the last verse do we

from the negative oritieism of society to the positive

element, God, so that there is a parallel here with the first verse;
one

oould perhaps still call the poem religious provided

not used in

a

devotional

To sum up:

omitted in

sense.

those poems of the Singende Rosen which are

1657 differ formally

retained but in

the term is

very

little from those which are

subject-matter they represent a near-unique group in

Schiraer's work in being poems specifically about public morality
and

manners.

life.

To some

degree, too, they are directed against Court

They constitute a large part of the subject-matter of the

collection and their omission in

1657 represents

a

definite change of

tone, the remaining poems being similar in subject-matter and
treatment to other virtuoso groups of
were

They

probably written between 1650 and 1653 and although the reason

for their omission is
Schirmer's
wary

love-poems by Sohirmer.

new

a

matter of speculation it is

possible that

and permanent position at Court made him increasingly

of critioizing his environment.
The next

remain in

1657*

question is that of the changes in the

In general one can say that there are few

fewer and far less substantial than

even

which do

poems
-

the changes from the

far

1650
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1657 edition of the Rosen-Gopuache.

to the

Most of the changes are

orthographical, capitals exchanged for small letters, or vioe versa,
and so

on.

This despite

of the Singende Rosen

nicht."

Some

errors

-

Schirmer's remark at the end of the errata
"Die Neue Teutsche Schreiberey achte ich
corrected:

are

in "Er betrauert Sie"

(No. XXI) "In einem versohlossen schrein" becomes "In einem
versohloBnen Schrein" and in "Ihn hat ihre Schonheit

gefangen"

(No. XXXIII) "wird mir soho (sic) dein roter Mund" becomes "Wird mir
gleioh dein rother Mund."
seem

On the other hand some of the corrections

in "An das Vrauen-Zimmor" (No. I) "das linde

unhappy ones:

Purpur rauschen" is not so likely as "das linde Purpur-Rauschen" of

Similarly in "Er liebet Ehrlich" (No. XXIX) "der Liebe Pein"

1654.

(1654) is surely better than "der Liebe-Pein" (1657).
are

misprints in 1657 which have been overlooked.

minor alterations which

are

problematic and

a

Perhaps these

There are other

matter of opinion; for

instance, the line "Seyd ihr doch noch in dam Lent sen" ("An das
Frauen-Zimaer"
ihr doch

nun

-

No.

I)

seems more

in dem Lentzen".

The

powerful than the original "Seyd
sum

total of all this is, however,

slight; it goes to show that Sehirmer took the trouble to make
alterations where he felt it necessary
offer

us

but is hardly sufficient to

ideas about his method of work.

What of the order of the poems

in the two collections?

In the

Singende Rosen it is very hard to dateot any signs of a pattern or
overall structure.

fall

Admittedly the omitted moralising

songs

tend to

mainly at the beginning and the anti-Court songs in the 40* s and

50's but love-poems are interspersed between all of them and Schirmer's
remark about there

being

no

particular order in the Rosen-Capusohe
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would

to

seem

apply

strongly hero.

even more

of the poems confirms

this; the omitted poems, those which were

allocated to Rosen-Co piisohe II,
for Rosen-Go pus cha II, 4 are

1657 collection,
detectable

on

all haphazardly intermingled.

In the

overall pattern

no

either, there is evidence of the principle of small

Nos. 23 and

Gepusch

which

63 of the Slngende

pair Nox. XX

-

mistress but also
poems

1 and 3 and the majority destined

the other hand, while there is

groupings within the

the

The ultimate destination

have noted before.

we

For example,

Rosen are brought together here to form

XXI which are not only addressed to the same
In 1657 the three

formally and thematically olose.

addressed to "Purpurllle" (Nos. XLI

respectively, SR No. 57,

-

XLIIl) consist of,

addition and SR No. 68.

a new

The most

interesting example is the group of seven Nature poems (Nos. XLIX

LV) which
group

come near

the end in 1657.

This is

and interesting points

one

new

in the SR,

1657.

addition.

to be discussed later; this

Nos. 44

see

-

group

new

exhibit the

an

is made

how the tentative beginnings

46, is developed into

of

up

a

of

a group

larger, close-knit unit
some

extent

a

ordered overall pattern.

additions in

same

of

Nos. 44, 64, 67* 46, 58, 45

Perhaps these small groupings represent to

substitute for
The

-

We

seasons; many

topos and there are other similarities

the following isolated poems of the SR

in

obvious thematic

in that the poems follow through the various

them introduce the oarpe diem

and

an

-

1657

-

there

are

15, not 6

variety of verse-forms and the

taken

over

from the Singende Rosen.

XLVII

they

appear

same

as

Kunath states

themes as those

With the exception of Nos. XLV

singly in different places.

-

12
-
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Let

fourth

us

turn

our

of the seoond book of the Roaen-G-epuaohe as it was

Gepusoh

finally published.
to

a

The 68 poena

variety of mistresses,

of the

names

with the
never

tho

attention away from the Singende Rosen to the

Book.

some

are

mainly love-poems addressed

of whom

are

not even named.

Some

like Melite, Dorende, Delia appear more than onoe, but

exception of Melose and Purpurille the

grouped together.

case

13

in the

Here are

The same formal variety exists here as was

equivalent first virtuoso
the

same names are

Gepusch

equivalent figures for this

of the first

Gepusoh

s-

MSTRE
Constant
Trochaic

Iambic

Daotylic

Varied

24
26
1

LENGTH OF LINE

Trochaic/Iambio
Iambio/Trochaio
Iamble/Anapasstic
Dactylic/Trochaic
Trochaic/Dactylic

2

3
5

stresses
It

2
2
1

(NO. OF STRESSES)
V aided

Constant

4

1

1

34
2
2
2

4/2
4/3

1/2/4
1/3/3/4
3/4
3/2
3/4
3/2/1
3/4/2
4/2/5
4/2/4
4/2/5
6/3
6/3/4

stresses
If

2

2

It

2

«

1
1
1
1

ft
It

ft
It

1

It

1
1
1

n

n

ft

1

ft

1

t«

1

tt

1

1U.

RHYME PATTERN IN

LENGTH OF STANZA

6 LINE STANZAS

6
8

lines

36

ababcc

22

tt

11

4

tt

7
5

10

tt

4
3

aabccb
abbacc

7
9

aabcbo
abbabb

1

tt

1
1
1
1

tt

12

tt

13

tt

it&SC/PEM ENDINGS & METRE IN ababcc

1

6 LINE STANZAS

a

8

fern.

b

-

masc.

o

a

masc.

Trochaic

8

a

8

fern•

b

a

m&sc

c

*

fern.

Iambic
Trochaic
Iambic
Trochaic
Iambic
Trochaic

7

it

II

a

s

fern.

a

8

masc

b
b

•

tt

a

8

e

w

~

masc#

C

=

masc.

*

fern.

c

=

masc.

n

masc

b

•

»

=

fern.

c

=

fern.

2
2

1

1
1

Compared with the situation in Roaer.-Gepuache 1,1 the following
points

emerge;

without

most of the

poems,

before,

as

constant metre

variations, but the preference has shifted slightly now from

constant trochaic to oonstant iambic.
is

use a

Again, constant length of line

preferred to variations, although those variations are slightly

more

complex than in the earlier

Gepusch

In the lines with

.

constant stress the line with four stresses is confirmed as Schiraer's

that combining the two points one may say that

favourite.

So

iambic poem

with four stresses to the line (and to

the trochaic of that

type)

of this collection.

Although there

same

metre and

XXII

-

length of line

XXIV, XXV

-

be regarded

can

-

XXVII, XXXIX

are

Nos. IV
-

as

some
-

XL, XLI

lesser extent

the characteristic poem
blocks of poems with the

V, XIII
-

a

the

XLV

-

XIV, XVII

(some of these

-

XIX,
are

varied

by different lengths of stanza) they are broken up, as in the

first

Gepusoh

line.

This is done,

,

by a multiplicity of poems with varied lengths of
it is worth while stressing, over a greater

number of poems

36

-

than in the previous collection

-

58 to the previous

and confirms the impression of a virtuoso performer already
1

One further point is the relative

given to Schirmer's contemporaries.

paucity of dactylic

or

anapaestic poems which confirms the picture

already given; indeed, the proportion has, if anything, decreased
This is all the

slightly here.

surprising in a group of poems

mora

published by a pupil of Buchner's in the 1650's and once again we
would ascribe it to innate conservatism rather than the influence of

poetically conservative Dresden, for the majority of the
have been written much after

1650, the

year

poems

cannot

in which Sohimer went to

Dresden.
As far as
as

great

even

as

length of stanza is oonoerned the variety of types is

before, but here the dominance of the six line stanza is

greater

-

36 examples in 58

type emerges even more clearly
four line stanzas
rather

more

are

as

opposed to 15 in

as

Schirtner's favourite.

of

frequently and the

line much less.

seven

wo

that this

The ei£ht and

Examining the

find the ababcc pattern even

favourite with Schirmer than in the

a

so

represented more or less as before, the ten line

rhyme pattern in the six line stanzas
more

-

previous collection,

although it is impossible to fathom how Kunath can state that the

paired rhymes at the end of the stanza appear here but not in the
first part of the Roaon-Gepusohe

even

the second
is easy

were

certainly

pre sent

The variety of masculine/feminine patterns in the ababcc

previously.
stanza is

they

on

greater here than previously and one particular type,
our

list, makes its

appearance

for the first time.

to see from this analysis as a whole that the virtuoso

variety to be

seen

in the earlier

depiisoh

is still present here,

It
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if anything to a greater-

degree; but at the

types which could be detected before
to

a

are

confirmed again here, also

unabated while the favourite modes become
turn

proceeding

as

now

to the

even more

clearly apparent.

analysis of examples from thi3

Gepusoh

before by taking first the most representative in terras

of formal characteristics.

verlohren"

time the favourite

The sophisticated virtuosity of performance i3

greater degree.

We

same

No. XXIV to Melite "Er hat sich in Ihr

(RS pp.403-406) is

a poem

of the mo3t common type,

formally, in the collection, with six line stanzas of regular fourstressed lines in iambic metre
XXIV
Er hat aich in Ihr verlohren.
Wer hat mir dann main Herts genommen?
Wer hat die Seele mir geraubt?
Seit ctu/ Melite/ bist ankoamen/
Hab ich mir selber nicht geglaubt/
Ob ich bey Gottarn auf dor Srde
Forthin is Leben bleiben werde?
Was thu ich nun?
soli ich das Hertze
Hun fordern wieder ab von dir?
Soil ich in solchem Liebes-Schmertze
3o oft verliaren mich in mir?
Soli denn die Seele meiner Seele
Stets aeyn in deinea Hertzena Hole?
Wo word ich plotzlioh hingezogen?

Was

mangelt mir?

wo

komm ich hin?

Ach/ schone doch nit deinea Bogen/
Du Kind dsr zarten

Kuplerin.

Ich trage ja ait alien Hirten
Den bitter-susBen Krants der Myrtan.
Der

Tugend Himliachen Syrenen

Die schlaffen mich gantz vor dir ein.
Ich bin gefangen von dam Sehnen.
Wie kan ich loB?
dain muB ich seyn.
Soil ich denn aber gantzlich bleiben
Und bey dir meine Zait vertreiben?
Ich bleibe.
Doch wie kan ich leben?
Mein Leben lebet inner dir.
Wirstu mir keine Hitze geben/
So word ich bald erkalten hier.
Aoh

gieb/ denn deiner Augen Blitze
Brand/ und Glut und Hitze.

Sind lauter
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Blumen-Garten/
Melite/ laB mich finden mich.
Du roth und weisser

Soli ich derm ferner auf dich warten?

kon/ und gieb mir selber dich.
empfinden/

So

Dann ward ich deine Lust

Und mich in dir

g&ntz wieder finden.

This is the title of which Guntar Miiller says "Eckhart und D.
stehen hinter solchem Titel."
evidence of
we

are

a

nearer

rather tenuous

here to

in Schirmer's work.
in the

There

collection, such

VI)

or

Abschied

as

are

touches here

"Sie qualet Ihn"

and there in otter poems

(No. IV) and there

main Licht!"

mein All!

XXII).

Here, however, the loss of the

von

Ihr"

-

No.

antithetically

is developed

a

good deal further and

the second and fifth stanzas especially are a

-

The mixture of passion and chastity is summed

in the metaphor "Du roth und weisser Blumen-Garten" and

line "Der
one

find in Schirmer's

of Classical

into this

savour

Tugend Himlischen Syrenen"

can

'metaphysical'
-

poem

instances

although

are

one

(No. XXII )."^

-

poetry.

as

unusual

At the

same

in the third stanza.

much
can

rarer

find

a

context for Virtue
tine the trimmings

case

in this

The

use

of

is also

-

Gepusch

than in the earlier virtuoso

some

introduced

are

anaphora and rhetorical question

prominent here than is usually the

the

even

of Classical temptation in the

mythology and the pastoral convention

rhetorical devices

are

("liber ihre Augen"

mein Sonnenschain!" ("Er nimbt

lady's virtue is accorded the

as

would reject the poem as

"Licht meiner Glut!

good instance of this.
up

we

'Klangmystik' it is probably true that

lover's self through passion
more

-hile

'metaphysical* love-poetry than anywhere else

lines like "Du meine Lust!
No.

15

Sudermann

,

more

where

Gepusch

,

examples like "Er nimbt Abschied von Ihr"

Despite the playing with paradoxes the first two lines

-

are

resolved with

One final

satisfying logic by the last two lines of the poem.

point about both the title and the last tv/o lines which

might also link it with English metaphysical poetry is the presence
of sexual undertones.

Vtithout

wishing to take

an

anachronistic

post-Freudian viewpoint which would be inappropriate to Schirmer's
work, there is at the very least a hint of the erotic in a phrase
like "deine Lust
make such

a

verdict

A certain

in this

empfinden"

well as in the title, which would not

entirely inappropriate.

sensuality is indeed the keynote of many of the poems

Jepusch

(RS pp.362-363).
Singende Rosen

as

-

,

as

in the opening

"Rosen der verliebten Zeit"

poem,

One obvious reason why this

has been brought to the front in

1657 is the

motif, the leitmotiv of the whole collection, which
Another may
to the rose,

the symbol of passion, but would have made

Tugend-Lieder" in 1654.

in part

was

through it.

a

an

collection of "Sitten-

This is apparent especially in the third

and fourth stanzas which describe
the

runs

rose-

be the sensuality already referred to which is appropriate

inappropriate opening to what
und

No. 9 in the

poem -

undeniably erotic kissing, and in

conclusion, which in its light-hearted eroticism i3 faintly

reminiscent of Johannes Secundus* Rasia poems
er

wolle

gekiisset seyn".

in several of the

poems

here, like No. XXVII which begins with

famous imitation "Vie
appear

the lines

"Ihre Brust hab ich

Touches like this

gekusset// Und daher i3t mir

Could the increased eroticism be
Schirmer felt bound to cultivate?
of the

and Paul Fleming's

a

so

wohl."

reflection of the Court taste which
Or

can

we

affirm with the critics

biographical school that Schirmer, like Paul Fleming, had a

"kuBfreudige Natur" which is here in the

ascendant?"^

Metaphysical
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implications are only touched
Seel erreichet".
in the 17th.

on

in lines like "Da wird Geist und

Nature fills here the role

century, that of providing

an

so

often ascribed to it

alternative background of

exampla for the human phenomenon under discussion
dove and the bee

kissing syndrome.

are

-

here the turtle¬

employed as illustrations for the mouth-lips-

Sonneriberg's verdict that Nature is hardly

present for its own sake is certainly true of this poem.
The Nature theme leads
Nature poems near

is

us

to

on

the end of the

an

Gepuach

stanza of four stresses

to the line:-

LII
Uber des Sommers Abend-Zeit
an

Sie.

Liebste/ lad uns nun besehen/
Vie die goldne Sonn entsinckt.
V,ie sie wil zu Riiste go hen/
Vie sie

aus

dem Meere trinckt.

Denn der Abend

koapt mit Prangen

Vor der braunen Nacht gegangen.
Lafi uns voller Lust anschauen/

Wie der Tag den Abschied halt.
Vie die grilnen Raider blauen/
ie der reine Nebel fallt.
Wis die Dtinste von der ?,rdan

Bey den Wolcken himlisch warden.
Zephyr blast mit stillem Sause
Floren Silber in den Schofi.
Nisa tragt das Grafi zu Hause.

Phyllis hat die Anaen blofi.
Corydon sohleicht mit Myrtillen
Nach der braunen Amaryllen.
Die geschwemten Schafe schellen.
Schafer Mopsus leitet sie.
Es geht nach den warmen Stalien
Alias grofl und kleine Vieh.
Und Hippander kompt bey Seiten
In dem kuhlen auBzureiten.

X8

example from the

group

(RS pp.454-457)*

formally typical of the collection, having

a

ever

of

It also

six-line trochaic

147.

Die varlauffnen Hndten

sackan/

Weil dia Heerda Gansa komt.
Laub- und andra Froache quacken.
Alias hat mit eingestimt.
Die verwerlte Werle war let/
Weil die Wiese sich beperlat.
Alles steht in vollara Sohalla/
Pusch und ' aid/ und Laub und Graft.
Die verliebte Naohtigalle

Singt und klingt ohn

unterlaB/

DaB der Zierrath aller Srden

Darob mu£ erfreuet werden.
Sie schlurft ihre raine Stimrae
Durch die dunckel-blaue Luft/
DaB in janes Thales Kruroma
Ihr das Echo wiederruft.
Sie schreyt/ umb die griinen Hecken
Ihren

Morgen aufzuwecken.

schlaget/

Die verliebte Y.achtel

Und lauft ihrera Buhlan nach
Wo sie ihre Brunst

hintraget.

Und das Rebhun girt geraach/
Dafi ihm in den grunen Saaten
Seine

Jungen wolgerathen.
kluge Volck der Eulen

Auoh das

Eilt erfreuet durch die

Luft/

Wenn sie nach den

Die

Schlangen heulen.
Rohrdommel pompt und ruft.

Der Nachtrabe halt sain

Meckern/

Auf den dickbeseeten Aeokern.

Hirsch und Hinds last sich sehen.
Sie verlaseen Holtz und Y/ald.
Und die wilden Schweine gehen
Auf des Bauers Aufenthalt.

Hisr und dort da gehen Hasen
In die jungen Saaten graaen.
Der schwartzbraune Felder-Huter
Blaset in sein Ziegen-Horn/
Umb der Erden reiche Guter/
Umb das halbgeschoste Korn.
Seine wachen Hunde wachen/
Das

Getreydicht frey zu machen.
Cynthia die Jagerinne/

Stellt sich an das blaue Tach/
Und jagt ©n der goldnen Zinne
Ihren bleichen Sternen nach/

Die/ die Nachte zu bedienen/
Ihr in was zu finster schienen.
Alle Bluaen warden dunckel/
von der verbuhlten Nacht.

Nicht

Liebste/ deines Lichts Carfunckel
Hat sie bleich und kranck

gemacht.
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Lippen/ deine Wangen/

Deine

Nehmen ihren Glantz gefangen.
Lafi tins haut zusammen setzen
In das feuchte

Meyen-FaId/

Jugand letzen/
Morgan wlrd as eingastellt.
Da£ wir

unsre

Denn der Kensohen Lust und Freuan

1st dooh

nur

ein kurtzer

Mayan.

Apart from the theme it is linked to one of the other
group

by the lady's name Delia, whioh appears in the Latin title in

the Singende Rosen,

although not in the German, and is the same as in

"Mayen Lied" (Mo. XLIX).
being presented for its
six

in this

poems

Here Sonnenberg's comment about Nature not
own

sake

seems

hardly justified, for at least

out of fourteen in this poem are

verses

other intrusions.
fit in to the

It is true that the

about Nature with

no

portrayal of Nature is made to

pattern of universal happiness in love which culminates,

hardly unexpectedly, in the

carpe

diem topo3.

It is true, too, that

a

line like "Pusch und

Wald/ und Laub und Grai3" is

a

line in "Er begehret

ihrer Liebe" (No. VI).

a mere

reversal of

Nevertheless by

17th. century standards the portrayal of natural phenomena is
considerable and unusual.
and

19

Apart from sheep, cattle, nightingales

deer, all of which might be regarded as conventional trimmings

of the

pastoral poem, such unconventional and indeed unromantic

creatures

as

ducks, geese, frogs, mole-crickets, quail, partridges,

owls, bitterns,

ravens,

wild pigs and hares all make their

Occasionally, as in the neologisms and word-play of
"Die verwerlte

erle

a

appearance.

line like

werlet", the descriptions recall the pastoral

poetry of the Nurnberg circle, but

on

uninhibited

be enjoyed for its own sake

without

pleasure in Nature

can

the whole the portrayal of

literary parallels forcing themselves into the mind.

It

fits

naturally into the framework of this love

contains incidentals

common

to either Schirraer'a

century poetry in general, such

as

such

as

the

in

occur

of the other poems

One feature of the

the presence

some

of

of rhetorical

use

devices,

The pastoral names also

of the group, especially the

preceding one.

first

some

anaphora in the second stanza.

some

poetry or to 17th.

the mythological and pastoral

in stanzas three and four and

names

which also

poem,

poem

which is slightly unusual is

metrical infelicities; these usually fall in the

syllable of the line, the trochaic metre requiring an unnatural

stress in

geht nach den waroen Stallen" or

reine Stimse"

or

"U^d

"S^e

lauft ihrem Buhlen nach".

schlurft ihre

Sonnenberg has

suggested that "chirmer is trying to move away from the conventional

Opitzian epithet such as 'braune Nacht' towards variants like
•silberbraun'

or

'dunckelbraun* and

20
so

on.

His

though, from various phases of Schirmer's work and

examples are taken,
we see

in this

how Schirmer can still be content with lines like

poem

Denn der Abend

kompt mit Prangen

Vor der braunen Nacht gegangen.

The line

"Der schwartzbraune Felder-Huter" also

conventional.

eyes,
of
for

reasonably

After the description of Nature rejoicing in the summer

evening the poem concludes on

penultimate

seems

verse

a more

conventional note.

In the

the comparison of the stars with the beloved's

naturally to the detriment of the former, has obvious echoes

Opitz' "Itzund kompt die Nacht herbey", that ubiquitous paradigm
so

many

17th. century night

poems;

and then in the final stanza

the oarpe diem

topos, implied earlier and present in most of the

seasonal poems

in the group, makes its specific appearance.

The
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last two lines represent a
of the poem
the

sententia, of course, yet in the context

thi3 is not inappropriate, for the foretaste of death is

spice which gives appetite to love and to life.
So far we have considered poems

but

unspectacular

which

are

formally characteristic,

experiments; in this collection, as in Rosen-

as

Gepusohe I, 1 Schirmer runs the whole gamut from poems like these to
considerable
a

experimentation, with many intermediate ones.

small variant

on

Sometimes

typical stanza-form produces a surprising and

a

interesting degree of variety; in "Uber die Fal3che" (RS pp.386-389)
for

example, the basic iambic six-line stanza with four stresses

rhymed ababco,

so

typical of this

extra iambic line of two

Gepusch

,

has had added to it an

stresses with the

c

rhyme.

We give here

merely the first verse:0

Himmel/ schau mit deinen Augen

Die gar zu grosse Falsohheit an!
Ich muB itzt heisse Thranen saugen/
Umb das ich nichts erlangen kan.

Ach/ Cynthia macht einen Schertz/
nur hinterwerts/

Und mainet mich

Das falsche Hertz.

The last three lines
is

employed

Liebe"
are

co

a

on

are

a

refrain recurring

other occasions,

(RS pp.371-372).

as

in all the verses; this

in "Sr versichert Sie seiner

Here too the first four lines of the stanza

reasonably conventional iambic pattern, but the last two (the

rhymes of the ababcc scheme) reduce in number of stresses,

first stanza demonstrates:-

Sey

Friedsam/ wie ich bin.

Der Himmel lacht uns beyden.
Mein gar zu treuer Sinn

Wird sich
Ich liebe
Mein Ich.

von

dir nicht scheiden.

dich/

as

the

151

The fact that these last two lines become shorter is characteristic
of this group,

regularly

as

there are many poems in it which employ, either

irregularly,

or

a very

short line indeed.

As a spectacular

example we give the first stanza of "Er liebet Ehrlich" (RS p.432)

Schonste/ was furchtstu dich!
Kusse/ Verliebte/ mich/
Ruhre den Zunder der

Lippen nur an.
Lescha die grosse Pein.
V.'er wird 30 alber seyn/'
Der nicht ein KuBgen in Ehren gothan.
Treibe den scheuen Sin
Deiner Begierden hin.
Jugand soil alles in Ehren verbringen.
frey

Ich bin der Geilheit

Kusse mich ohne Scheu.
Redllchkeit lasset kein Laster eindringen.

The

twelve-line

dactylic stanza here has the rhyme-pattern aabcobddeffe

which falls into two halves.
short lines is rather

That the

dactyls

unusualj in contrast to

Steinerne" in the first

are

employed in such
like "Die

a poem

part of "the Rosen-Gepusohe there is less

indulgence in the embellishment of adjectival epithets, which may
perhaps be a result of the shorter lines.
infelicities in Schirmer's

exception of the line
by Sonnenberg

those which

were

handling of the daotylic metre with the
Lastbar

H^den-Thfer"

with

not

even more

originally in the Singende Rosen
years

following (RS pp.425-427):XXXVI

Sie soil

bey Ihm bleiben.

Freuden/

Flamme der Liabe/
Vvilstu denn scheiden
Unter das trube?

21

strikingly brief lines, and one of

probably written sometime during the

Sonne der

which has been quoted

example of Schiraer's difficulties.

as an

Another poem

"R^ji

On the whole there are no

1654-1656

-

-

therefore
is the

152.

Bleibe main Licht.
Liebe verbindet
Hertzen und Hertzan.
Liebe bezundet

Duppelt die Schmertzen/
Scheida doch nicht.

Thranen und

Fliisse

Netzen die V.angen.
Wilatu die Kusse

Nicht mehr erapfangen?
Bleibe mein Licht.
LaB dich die Schmatze

Longer aufhalten.
Brauche der

Schatze/

Bh sie varalten.
Scheide doch nicht.
Unsere Sternen
Uber der Srden
Aachen von fernen
Froher

zu

werden/

Bleibe mein Licht.
Niemand verstoret
Unaere Stunden.
Las una versehret
Heilet die Lunden.
Scheide doch nicht.
Un3re Zeitlosen

Gninen

am

Strande/

Blumen und Rosen

Bluhen im Land©.
Bleibe mein Licht.
Leben und Jugend/

Jugend und Leben
Reiffen zur Tugend
Sich zuerheben.
Scheide doch nicht.
Himmel erwehre/
Lencke die Sinnen/
Da£ Sie verkehre
Kuth und Beginnen.
Bleibe mein Licht.
Y/irstu mich lasaen
Kins son hier stehen/
MuB ich verblassen
Und gantz vergehen.
Scheide doch nicht.
The

two-stressed lines of the

one

dactylic foot followed by either a single stressed syllable or a

trochaic foot.

previous example are truncated here to

Unusually, Schlrmer has a rhyme half way through the

153.

stanza

lines

finding its partner at the end in the tenth line; and these two
recur

in each stanza.

This is the kind of virtuosity for which

Schirmer became famed and it
the kind of poem

used in this
or

that this is

The

which might gain much from being set to music.

image for the beloved is

sun

reasonable to suggest

seems

Gepusch

in "Er muntert Sie

,

of Schirmer *s favourites and often

one

for example in "?.r wird verliebet" (No. II)

zur

(No. XIII) with the Fleming-like

Liebe auf"

rhyme V/onne-Sonne and in "Uber Ihre Schonheit" (No. XXXIIX).
Particularly apparent hsre is

stylistic phenomenon which could be

a

noted in the Alexandrines of the Marnia
of short sentences.

Here

the

are

other

a

although not

so

strikingly.

Gepusch

the

Schonheit") and

where the

-

away

a

are

of

-

combined vd.th the

It is probably

no

veer

accident

'Glimmert ihr Sterne' which

stanza, although the fifth and last lines

longer and do not form

little of the

some

which almost threatens to

verse

that it resembles Zesen's "Maienlied"

there

might be detected,

possibly brought together both for

roses,

from meaning towards sound alone.

also has this ten line

same

'Zeitlosen' (cf. No. XXXIIX

rhyme and for the concept of timelessness

abstract second half of the

style, since "there

The fourth stanza contains

Schirmer*s favourite flower imagery
"Ubar Ihre

abundance

short, but it nevertheless goes to

so

oonstant feature in Schirmer's

examples in this

an

parataxis is admittedly not 30

surprising since the lines are
show that this is

sonnets, namely

a

refrain.

This

verse

reminds

early "Anakreontische Ode" and is one of the

one

rare

examples in Schirmer's later work which might be used to support
Gunther Fuller's theory of

'Klangmystik'.

The Patrarchist pose of

154.

the lover

passing

away

because of Ms lady's cruelty is employed to

provide the conclusion.

In general this charming poem is typical of

ScMrmer's art in the second half of the Rosen-Gepusche.
The

also

pair of

poems on

the death of 'Melose' (RS pp.394-400)

employ characteristically short, but tMs time varied lines;

in No.

XX, "Er betauert SieM, the poet announces her death

War meine

Melose/
Rose/

Itzt aber wird Sie mir
Sie hat sioh meiner

zu

Donxen.

gantz entzogen/

Und ist geflogen.
Ihr Lioht glantzt mir nicht mehr von
Was kan ich nun wohl mehr erwerben/

Als

foraen.

sterben/

Und verderben.
And in No.
"Main

XXI, "Er betrauert Sie", wMch begins with the lines

Stern// 1st nunmehr fern", he is concerned with the decoration

of her grave

-

Herbey/
Du bunter
Du

May!

Tulpenspreiter/

Brich Xrauter!
Beblum
Zu einem Ruhm
Mein schlaffendes Eigenthum.

Herbey mit deinem Schauck-Begleiter!

soil/
voll/
Y.ie in dam Frtihen/
Stets bluhen/
Sie

An Rosen

Die Luft
Soli iimb die Gruft/
Die mich balde zu sich ruft/
Mit Thau-benetztem Krantze fliehen.
Wohlanl
Es ist gethan.
Hier stehn die Myrten
Der Hirten.
Den

Stein/

Der Ihr Gebein
So zeitlich geschlossen ein/
Will ioh mit Schatten rings iimbgurten.
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Allhler
1st meine Zier

Kit ihren Gaben

Begraben.
Der

Schain/

Das Gottlich seyn

V/ird unter dem leichten Stein
Im Blumen kein verwesan haben.
The two poems 3eem

to represent an obvious pair, yet they are brought

together from Nob. 23 and 63 respectively in the Singende Rosen.
the first poem
line stanza

In

both the first two and the last three lines of the nine

are

a

refrain, leaving four lines variable; the complex

rhyme-pattern combined with variations in length of line can be seen
from the

following scheme
Rhyme

No. of stresses
1

a

a

2

b

4
4

c

The second poem

c

2

b
d

4
4

d

1

d

2

is equally complex and

uses even

eight line stanza, the pattern of which is
Rhyme

No.

as

shorter lines in its

follows

of stresses

a

1

a

2

b
b

2
1

c

1

C

2

0

3

b

4

Basically the metre is iambic, but the last two lines include
anapaestic foot
is poems like

-

an even

greater degree of variety.

one

Presumably it

these that Kunath is referring to when he states that

Sehirraer possessed son®
up

old poems about Manila's death which he touched

for the Singende Rosen.

however, that such
more

poems

22

That

may or may

these exhibit

as

an

not be so; certain it is,
artistic technique far

sophisticated than anything to be found in the Marnia sonnets.

At the

beginning of the first poem the

rose

motif is introduced to

represent Melose and rose-imagery is employed in the opening stanzas
the

thorn, his wounds, her sweet breath and

so on.

-

By the fifth verse,

however, the emotional exclamations which break through become too
strong to be confined to the rose-imagery and the previously implied
human comparisons become

anaphora prevail
dead beloved.

as

the

reaches its climax of farewell to the

poem

and

sun

-

topoi of the

stars, the red cliffs of the lips and

The star is usad not for the beloved's eyes, but for her person

on.

itself,

as

in "Uber ihre Schonheit" (No. XXXIIX).

the mistress is addressed

"Korgonstern" (No. XVII).

by Sonnenberg.

23

"Abendstern"

as

of the seasons; May

or

"Leitstern" is another variant mentioned

passion, but his suffering is expressed in teres

has no effect on the lover because winter has

displaced spring in his heart.
beloved's grave

(No. XII)

On other occasions

Not only is the Petrarchist convention utilized to

intimate the lover's

The bringing of garlands to the

recalls the Marnia sonnet "Uber Ihr Grab"

gifts in Ronsard's "Comme
very

Exclamation, apostrophe and

The second poem uses many of the

Petr arc hist convention
so

explicit.

voit

on

sur

or

the

la branche" and the ending is

much in the spirit of Ronsard's last line, "Afin que vif et mort

ton corps ne

soit que roses".

To turn from poems

such

collection is to return to

a

as

these to the final

poem

of the

much less unusual four line iambic

157

stanza with two
which is

pairs of rhymes.

relatively

rare

The line used is the Vers Commun

in Schirmer's work, hardly surprisingly

since he cultivates the short line

so

often.

(RS pp.464-465):-

LVXI
Sein
'ft as

freyes Gamuts•
Augen an/
Ungluck singen kan?

siehstu mich mit schelen

DaG ich so froh im

Bin muntrer Geist last sich nioht bald entaeelen/
Ob ihn gleich Noth und Angst und Kummer qualen.
Ich schliesse mich nicht selbst in Ketten ein.
Vie kont ich auch gefangen meine seyn?
Mein Thun ist frey/ das will ich auch behalten/

Bifi dai?> das Blut einst in mir wird erkalten.
Die Vollust kirrt der Menschen Hertz und Sin.
Mich abar tragt mein V.'eg zur Tugend hin.
Da kan ich stehn/ da kan ich gehn und lieben.
Da bin ich frey von Falschheit und Betruben.
Wenn der den Tag zu Staub und Asche macht/
Und nie an GOtt und Tugend hat gedacht/
So

Vie

geh ich

hin/ und spiele meine Sorgen/

sie fur mich zuviel

vom

Ungluck borgen.

Ein griiner Pusoh/ ein Schattenreicher Wald
Ist meine Lust und stater Auffenthalt.
Ein reiner Quell/ der durch die Klippen trillet/
Hat meine Noth mir offtermal gestillet.
Da setz ich mich/ und sing ein schlechtes Lied/
Vie bund das Feld/ wie schon die Rose bluht.
Vie mich ein Bild/ daB ich nicht kenn/ ergetze/
Und wie es mich/ doch ohne Pein/ verletze.
So reiB ich mich von aller Eitelkeit/
Und rathe mir und meiner jungen Zeit.
Denn wer von Lieb und Tugend ist entfernet/
Derselbe scheint/ al3 hab er nichts gelernet.
Drumm sieh mich nicht mit schelen Augen an/
DaG ich so froh in Ungluck singen kan.
Ich traue GOtt/ der wird noch meinen Sachen
Su seiner Zeit/ ein gutes Ende machen.
The poem

reverts very noticeably to the spirit of the 'Tugend-Lieder*

in the Singende Rosent
to

the

indeed, it might almost be read

3pirit of Court life.

throughout this

Gepiisch

,

zu

challenge

Many other such poems are scattered

such as "Er lobat ihre Tugend"

(RS pp.391-392) which stresses Virtue
birth and "Er halt sich

as a

der

as a

compensation for low

Niedrigen" (RS pp.439-442)

or

"Er liobet Ehrlich"

(RS pp.432-454 of which the first stanza has been

quoted, above, which emphasizes Honour and Honesty.
constitute

a

denial of the

incompatible,

for it
the

behind

are

opening poem of the Sintends Rosen and

concluding

poem

this; in 1654
an

many songs

in 1657*

a poem

One

now

it is used

the probable reasoning

can see

like this, with its emphasis on virtue,

excellent introduction to

a

collection which contained

about morality; in 1657 this motivation would no
By removing it to the end of the collection

longer be applicable.
of love poems

in 1657 Schirmer almost gives at first reading the

impression of

a

not the case.

revocatio. although

one

then realizes that such is

Clearly though, Schirmer wanted to lay stress on

virtuous love at the end of the collection
its similar tone and

i3

so

not

the penultimate stanza of "Sein freyes Gemuthe"

as

the

was

would form
so

love-poems, since love and virtue

This is clearly a poem of some significance for Schirmer,

shows.

as

Such poems do not

emphases confirms this

characteristic of him that it is

call this poem

the

-

-

and this combination

perhaps not going too far to

Schirmer's confession of faith.

keynote of this faith

-

previous poem with

Simplicity is the

simplicity in the natural background and

simplicity in his portrayal of it

-

mich/ und sing ein schlechtes Lied/
Feld/ wie schon die Rose bliiht.

Da sets ich

Wie bund das

Ultimately this simplicity derives from the poet'3 trust in God, a
faith which has not been
but which
a

clearly is meant to be emphasized in that it occupies such

prominent place at the end.
This may

of

especially apparent in the 1657 collection

be a convenient place to reflect

on

the significance

'Tugend' in Schirmer's work; like its normal English translation,

virtue, the ivord is capable of

a

limited historical

a3

for

period suoh

variety of meanings, even in a
the 17th. century.

Schlrmer,

example, largely eschews in his Rosen-Gepusohe the reduced

concept, common in the 17th. century, of virtue as female chastity,
although in his occasional poetry addressed to specific personages
there

are

some

instances,

the characteristic 17th.
and in

the

as

would be expected.

On the other hand

century uses of virtue in contrast to vice

general as moral worthiness,

a

part-secularised adaptation of

religious concept of virtue, is everywhere prevalent in

Schirmer's work.

Although this is

no

doubt

a

popular concept of

morality not specifically connected with religious values and
which

can

be

seen

concept of virtue

as

leading

on

one

to the 18th. century Enlightenment

disposition of the mind, separated from

as a mere

religion, we can see from many examples in Schirmer'a work, such
the

last-quoted above, that this stage of total dissociation of

virtue

and

morality from religious values has not yet been reached;

God is still in the

wings although the spotlight is certainly on

the social behaviour of

man

in the

foreground.

Another possible

connotation of the word virtue which is relevant to
is

as

a3

a

contrast to
to have

Courtly values

which

seems

which

might be implied in this

several of the poems

-

our

last

example

this is a meaning of 'Tugend'

developed from the late Middle Ages onwards and
poem

and certainly is present in

of the 3ingende Rosen.

The part-aecularized

concept of moral worthiness is, however, the normal meaning of
virtue in Schirmer's

poetry, a poetry which is set in

still believes in absolute
urbane

a

world which

religious values, but in which the

figure of Renaissance

man

is steadily stealing more and more

of the

limelight from God.
As with

we

the

previous •virtuoso1 •Gepusch• in the first part,

present characteristic examples of Schirtaer's art,

have tried to

ranging from the formally conventional to the more experimental.
Here not
of

only the formal side but also the themes themselves are

interest, both Schirmer^s treatment of virtue and his relationship

towards Petrarchism in the

love-poetry.

is

that the number of poems

or

at least

which have had to be avoided as imitative

showing outside influence, and hence having to be

reserved for the

second part

close imitation of another

necessarily be
to

One striking difference here

seen as a

of this study is much smaller} although

poet in any individual poem cannot

sign of inferiority, it is probably fair

regard the cumulative reduction of such reminiscences of other

poets in this collection as a sign of development towards a greater
degree of independence in Schiraer's work.

F.

Rosen-Gepiische
The fifth

Book Two Gepusch 5

Gepusch

fourth in the first

number, is much
are

more

in the second book is the equivalent of the

book; but the collection of epigrams, 72 in
substantial here.

In this

case

the epigrams

preceded by examples of two other verse-forms; eight sonnets and

twelve

madrigals.

That examples from these three genres should be

grouped together is scarcely accidental;

we

have already noted the

way

in which 17th. century theorists linked sonnet and epigram, and

the

stress

on

a

One of the

possibility that

vdtty points is also postulated for the madrigal.
eight sonnets is dated 1648,
some, or even

so

that there is the

all of them, could have bean written

161

before

1650, which would make them

the Marnia

cycle.

andere Circe"
the

less contemporary with

The many mythological allusions in "An die

possibly confirm this, although they are justified by

subject-matter.

Amors

more or

The fact that another of the sonnets, "Uber des

BildnuB", is based

in the Greek Anthology is also

on a souroe

reminiscent of the Marnia sonnets and hence perhaps
date.

The two most

in the group,

striking sonnets

the first of which

are

runs as

suggests an early

the more experimental ones
follows ("RS pp.471-472)

An Aaaranthen
Von einem

Kinge.

Sonnet.

DiB ist dar schone Stein
Als Dem&nt rein

geschnitten.

Er flinckert in der Mitten

In Gold gesetzet ein.
"SVem wird er kunftig

seyn?

Der/ die durch >vort und Sitten
Sich willig last erbitten
Umb Liebes-Wieder-Schein.

Schlag soil ihn zerruttan/
gleich zuschutten!
Lieb ihn/ als mich/ allein.

Kein

Dem Sande

Kr hat mit mir gelitten/
Und/ Amaranth/ erstritten
Stets

This poem

me in

und deine Pein.

with iambic lines of three stresses is the only sonnet with

shorter lines that Schirmer
some

of Paul

ever

wrote; it is

a

little reminiscent of

Fleming's experiments, such as "Bei einer Leichen" or

"An Ambrosien".

In that it

only employs two rhymes throughout it is

something of a tour de force in the

genre.

Even more startling,

however, is the poem which succeeds it {RS pp.472-473):An Seine Falsche.
Vor- und Nach-^eimen.

Ade/ mein Schatz/ ich muB dich itzund lassen.
Ade mein Hertz/ Ade mein liebes Kindl
VIas feilstu mir vor eine grosse Burde
Auf meinen HalB/ der fast gebroohen ist?

162.

Main Lieb/ ioh muB numehr durch dich verderben.
Durch dioh/ 5 Kind/ ward ich ein barter Stein.
Mein kranclcer Muth fahrt auB von meinem Leben/
Umb daB er nur/ Lieb/ bey dir mo go schweben.
Kan auch ein Mensch also geplaget seyn?
Ioh meinte zwar/ die Hulde zu erwerben.
Nun aber das/ wa3 du gowesen bist/

ruckweg geht/ und fleugt vor seiner Wurde/
recht/ du falsches Hertze blind/
DaB ich dich nun/ an Liebes-atatt muB hassen.

Den

So bistu

Although this is included in the group of sonnets it is not sub-titled
sonnet like the others.

One

assumes

that Sohirmer hesitated at the

poetically revolutionary gesture of naming it
of the first
more

of

a

seven

lines

reverse

tour de force than the

a

The rhymes

sonnet.

in the second seven,

making it

even

previous poem; and this reversal

nicely reflects the theme of the poem, the change in the poet's
feelings from love in the first half of the poem to hate in the second,
characterized

curiosity of
Schirmer
The

as

by the phrase "den ruckweg gehen".
a poem

a

which in

a

small

way

This is a real

modifies the picture of

conservative poet.

madrigal makes its appearance here for the first time in

Schirmer's work.

There

of the sonnet it will be
add to these the

are

twelve in this

;

as

in the

madrigals and the four ballet-madrigals

which stem from the years

1651-1655» the

ballet-madrigals appearing in the "Ballet des Atlas".

Kunath states

that the twelve in the Rosen-Bepusehe were written between

1653.

26

case

convenient, in our analysis of figures, to

two isolated

in the Rauten-Gepusche.

G-epusch

1650 and

The earlier date is presumably based on the assumption that

these

madrigals would have been included in part

1650;

we

see,

one

if written before

however, from the inclusion in part two of a 16U8

sonnet how ill-founded this view is.

Kunath's

1653 date is based

on

163

his
of

assumption that the earlier madrigals do not 3how the influence
Caspar Ziegler's tract Von den Nadrigalen, published in

ballet-madrigals of 1653 do.

whereas the

1653,

Ziogler requires that a

madrigal should contain between 5 and 16 lines consisting of 6-7
or

10-11 syllables.

27

Ziegler confirms freedom of rhyme and. suggests

but does not insist upon a

rhyming pointe, in accordance with his

conception of the madrigal

as a

for the number of lines in Schimaer's
No. of lines

FS II,

5

Figures

type of witty epigram.
madrigals

FT 1651&53

are as

follows:-

FT ballet-madrigals

116222
3

12

-

13
1
14
2
15
3
16-1
17
1
1

The

18

1

-

20

1

-

samples are of

course

1

3

too small for one to permit confident

generalizations but it is notable that even the ballet-madrigals of
the Rauten-Gepusche in three cases out of four strain

definition to the very
extreme

as

the 20 line

of the number of

Ziegler's

limits, although it is true that nothing as
madrigal is to be found there.

syllables

per

On the question

line, the ballet-madrigals all

transgress Ziegler's rules (as those in the Rosen-Gepusohe
lines of

4, 5» 8 and 9 syllables.

considerable

collections.

And although Schirmer shows a

liking for the epigrammatic pointe in the tercet

schemes of his

lines do not

do) with

sonnets, in his madrigals many of the last pairs of

rhyme, this applying equally to those in the different
One

cannot, therefore, speak of

more

than a marginal

approximation to Ziegler's theories in the ballet madrigals and in

164.

any case

the date of the Roaen-Gepuaohe madrigals could be
1640'a

from the late
friend of
poem
one

to 1657.

up

of his

own

as

time

It is true that Schirmer was a

Ziegler's in Dresden and that the latter wrote

for the Singenae Rosen

any

a

dedicatory

well as praising Schirmer's poetry in

madrigals (No. XXXL in Von den Madrigalen).

Nevertheless it does not

absolutely follow that Schirmer would have

felt bound to observe all of his friend's precepts; indeed we see
from the number of

syllables per line in the ballet madrigals of

1655 how he fails to do
It

seams

so.

probable that at least some of the Rosen-Gepuache

madrigals were written before Ziegler's treatise, although the

madrigals

on

places and rivers

reflect his influence.

may

unlikely that there is much direct influence
Italian madrigal either

directly

3chain's Diletti paatorali of

or

1624,

the Italian influence to Germany,

madrigals in L'Astr^e,

may

be

Schirmer from the

indirectly, for
one

a

work like

of those which transmitted

differs widely formally and in

subject-matter from Schirmer's madrigals.
the

on

It is

a

French influence, namely

possibility.

29

The most

striking resemblances in the case of the Rosen-Gepusohe madrigals
are

as

with the subject-matter of Schirmer's own epigrams and sonnets
in the

case

of "Uber Anemonens

Armband", "Uber die ertrunckene

Kucke" and "Uber ein Hundlein Perle"

Schirmer's

own

Rosenthal"

or

might

to suggest

seem

pastoral
"An die

Several of the
to the

same

poems - as

-

or

with the subject-matter of

with "An das Leiptzigsche

Dryaden"; in the latter
a

-

date prior to 1650.

case

especially this

30

madrigals in the Rosen-Gepuache are addressed

lady, Anemone; these include the following river-madrigal

165.

(RS

p.477):-31
An die Elbe.

Madrigal.

pralestu/ du Konig aller Flusse?
Was/ Elbe/ pralestu?
ascht Anemone gleioh in dir die Fiisse.
Was

schlaget dir daher fur Unfall zu?

Was

Wle balde wirstu dooh die Flu ten suchen!
Wie balde wirstu doch seyn ohne Strom!
Entweder du must itzt bereit
Vor ihrer

Augen Glut

vergehen/

Ja oder mu3t von kalter
Des

Hartigkeit

Iiertzen-Frostes/ der mich plagt/
Hamisch eingejagt/

In
Stockstille stehen.

Schirmer makes

freedom} in this
of the poem.
and

here,

use

as

in all the other madrigals, of the genre's

by including two non-rhyming lines in the middle

case

The madrigal has

some

of the delicacy of his love-poems

perhaps the witty description of the antithetical effects of his

mistress

of the

on

the Elbe

might be

seen as

bringing it close to the tone

epigrams, yet despite the appropriate abruptness of the ending

the wittiness of the

points and the rhyming last lines favoured by

Ziegler

On the whole it is closer to the tone of Schirmer's

are

absent.

sonnets and odes rather than to the often lascivious tone of his

epigrams; in this connection it is interesting to note that there is
nothing in Schirmer's madrigals to approach the eroticism of Ziegler's
own

No. XXIII "Kin alter GreiB

does remind

rhetorical

of

us

some

an

eine

Junge", although the latter

of Schirmer's epigrams.

questions and exclamations in

The predominance of

our poem

reminds

us

again of

Schirmer's earlier work.
Here is

a

little gem of a madrigal from the Rosen-Gepusche

(RS pp.478-479):-

166

U'ber die aufmaehende Anemone.

Madrigal.
Dor Abend

war

snkoomen.

bereit zu ihr genommen/
meiner Aneraonen.
Ich klopfet an.
3eld ward mir aufgethan.
Die rechte Hand trug Ihr das Licht.
Die Lincks deokt ihr Angesicht.
Ich hatte meinen leg

Zu

Ihr/

zu

So balde war das tiefst in meinem Hertzen
Verletzt von ihren goldnen Kertzen.
Wo kam ich hin?
Sah ich denn in die Feme?
Das kan ich itzund nicht aussprechen.
Jedoch die rair das Licht getragen/
Die war die Venus ohne Tagen
Selbselbat mit ihrem Abend-Sterne.

The

subject-matter could hardly be simpler; essentially, all that

the

poet has to tell

seemed to him
an"

convey

as

us

is that he visited his beloved, who suddenly

beautiful

as

Venus.

Short lines like

the breathlessness of the poet's emotion.

repetitions of the second and third line
of the

klopfet

The rhetorical

to stress the importance

occasion, possibly even the length of the journey.

rhetorical
of

seem

"Ich

The

questions in the tenth line also have the vital function

preparing for the complimentary analogy with which the poem
The whole is

concludes.

achieve in the
To
genre

sum

a

fine

example of what Schirmer could

madrigal form.

up:

Schinaer utilizes to the full the freedom of a

which is notable for the liberality of its rules, both before

and after

Ziegler's treatise.

madrigals are

so

One interesting question is why, if

well suited to music, as tradition and Ziegler

(p. 41) suggest, Schirmer did not cultivate this

genre more

often in

the Rosen-&epu3che and in his ballets in the Rauten-G-epuache.

Perhaps this merely reflects
can

a

a

paradox in Ziegler's theories, for how

madrigal both approach to the epigram, which is essentially

167.

spoken or literary wit, and yet also be musical?
Schirmer's

Be that as it may,

examples, which at times approximate to Ziegler's

theories and at times
to be able to

far from

are

them,

are

too few in number for us

speak of his making any important contribution to the

genre.

The derivative nature of Schirmer's
in the brief earlier

source,

epigrams, apparent already

collection, is confirmed again here.

The chief

Owen again, usually remains unacknowledged} other sources,

acknowledged

or

unacknowledged, are Maurice ScSve, Martial,

Hugo Grotius and a variety of other poets including "the Polish Jesuit
Sarbievius

(Sarbiewski),

Schirmer's conclusion.
source

only with

an

a

translation of whose work furnishes

Sometimes

there i3

Opitz-like phrase suoh

There is even a version of the most

a

as

indication of

vague

"Aus deo Frantzosischen".

ubiquitous epigram of the 17th.

oentury:Der Hund.

lieb/ der Frauen zugethan.
Dieb/ faul jeden Buhler

Dem Herren bin ich

Schnell meld ioh einan
Max Freiherr von <v aldberg

an.

in his book Die deutsche ftenaissance-Lyrik

has

traced the progress

the

time; Opitz translated it from Du Bellay; it also appears in the

work of Paul

of this epigram through the literature of

Fleming, twice in the 164B edition of Weokherlin's

poetry, here in Schirmer's work, in the 1660 collection of his
friend Schoch and

so

on,

becoming canonized by its inclusion in that
••

vast treasure

house, Gotthelf Treuer's Deutscher Dadalus of I660.

This is the clearest

epigrams.

32

example of the derivative nature of Schirmer's

168

The very

obvious eroticism of the early collection of epigrams

is rather less marked hero in this later collection.

(RS pp.502-504) which concentrates

sequence

and the young

man

on

girl in the usual way, but

on

There is

a

the theme of the old

the whole a greater

variety of subject-matter can be detected here; anything, indeed,
Some of

may

be utilized which gives an excuse for epigrammatic wit.

the

epigrams approach to what one might call social criticism; for

example, "Auf ainen Diebischen Soldaten"

or

the following epigram

which combines the

so

marked in Logau's work

with

a

type of social satire

(RS p.489)

of lasciviousness

measure

33

Auf einen Teutschen Frantzosen.
es nicht/ noch da in so femes Re i sen/
cLu/ 3 Teutscher dich Frantzosisch wilst ervveisen.
Kranckheit Galliens gahort dir noch darbey/

Die Kleidar thun
Dai?

Die

Daii daine
For the

gantze Haut durchaus Frantzosisch sey.

time

being

have left out of consideration those

we

epigrams of Schirmer's based
demonstrate his

authors.

Owen, which are to be used below to

relationship with

Instead

adaptation of

on

we

sources

of J'aurice Serve's

offer

as

an

one

of the best-known Humanist

example of Schirmer's stylistic

his longest epigram,

D&Lie.^

First the

a

free version of a stanza

'dizain* of Scfive's poem:-

Chantant Orph^e an doulx son de sa lyre,
Tira pitid du Royaulae impiteux:
St du tourment appaisa toute l'ire,

Qui pour sa peine est

en soy despiteux.
trauail, moy miserable, honteux
Sans obtenir, tant soit petite grace,
N'ay peu tirer de sa benign© face,
Ny de ses yeulx una larrae espuiser,
Qui sur mon feu eusse viue ©fficace,
Ou de l'estaindre, ou bien de l'attiser.
Sn mon

/aid Schirmer's

epigram (RS pp.484-485)

169.

An dan
0 Du

v.ie
Und
Gab
Die
Die
Und

0eagera

Orpheus.

Sohn/ du Meister in dsn aingan/

hastu konnen dooh die wildan Thiers zwingen/
zahmen ihren Sin.
Per leichten Vogel-Schaar

sioh/

horen dich/ dir aigen gantz und gar.
still.
Die ausgedehnten Folder
sprtmgen zu dir hin.
Es rufften alia Vvalder/
mancher Felsen Stein/ mit halben Thone nach.
Der Eichen hoher Baum/ dor Ceres grunes Tach/
Spant uber deinan Thon die^ Schattenraiehen Blatter/
Veil du/ wenn Jupiter vergonnet achones Wetter/
Da unter seinem Giants die lange Zait verbracht/
Mit Thieren unb und iimb/ ala wis ein GOtt/ bewacht.
Zwar/ ob du sonder Zwang gleich Wild/ FluB/ Berg und Felder/
Stein KLippen/ Hugel/ Thai/ Pviach/ Auen/ Baum und "»Yalder
Lurch deine Liebliohkeit gezamet und erweicht/
Deawegen Fana dir dein Lob hat uberreioht/
So kanstu/ Orpheus/ doch nit deinem scharfen singen
Das harte Venua-Volck der Teutschen nicht bezwingen.
Ihr helles Augen-Licht giebt zwar so manchen Schain.
Dooh ist das Hertze niohts/ als Dement/ Stahl und Stein.

We

Flusse

zu

a tun den

from this poem

see

of the French
is the

how Sohirnsr transforms the individual plaint

poet into a general plaint of his sex.

Also, and this

really striking point, the ability and success of Orpheus in

having an effect on Nature are vastly expanded in the German poem
and constitute the main

Schirmer'a work
there

others

are

are

part.

Stylistic phenomena common in

present, such as the many short sentences, and
unusual, such as the spectacularly long

more

enumeration of Natural features in the middle of the poem.
latter

phenomenon, together with the expansion of the original in

the sort of stylistio features that have so often been

general,

are

oited

examples of

more

as

a

'Barock' style.

This is an example of the

discursive, Latinized epigram which makes its appearance in

his work
As

the

The

one

alongside the
a

more

pointed, Greek, type.

35

concluding example from Schirmer*s epigrams we reproduce

with which he chose

whole of the Rosen-Gepusche

to end the collection and indeed the

(RS p.506):-

170.

'.'atthias Casimirs Sarbieuens
Vixi canoris nupar idoneua.
Ich sunge neulich no oh/ als ein Poete soil/
Und gab/ Ihr Musen/ euch den tanner griinen 2oll.

kiinstliohs redan ein/
Flote/ die ich trug/ mag such gawidaet seyn.
layer heng ich auf an diesesa Lorberbaum/

Nun aber stall ioh nier main

Die
Die

Umb dee Sie lassan soil der Eitelkeiten Traum.
Ihr Frauntie brechet nur die goldne Seyt entswey/
Und sagat/ daB mein Spiel hinfort vergebens say.

aber/ die du dort hoch auf den bolokan stehst/
gehst/
an/

Du

Und umb den Sternen Wald der reinen Fackeln
Du froomes Kimmels Kind/ Sophia/ koma/ konuii
Du bist nun eintztg die/ die mich erquicken
Schircar utilises his source,

kan.

the Polish Jesuit Sarbiewski, to

provide the revocatio at the end of his collection.
to the Nuses,

these

are

The farewell

the hanging of the lyre on Apollo's laurel-tree,

described, characteristically, without violence or

viciousnsas; and then the poet turns

away

finally from his art to

Sophia, divine wisdom, who is henceforth to be his only sustenance.

G.

R auten-Oepusche up till

Since almost every

dated the

1657.

individual

disappear here.

Rauten-Gopuschs which fall before
of the remainder of the
fall into the

and

in the Rauten-Gepusohe is

problems of chronology which faced the investigator of

the Rosen-Gepusche

rue, as

poem

seven

The three opening poems of the

1650 have already been mentioned;

books rather

period 1650-1657 which

more

we are now

is made clear by Schirmer's dedication

than half of the texts

considering.
on

The

the second page

by constant references throughout, is the national emblem of

Saxony; hence this collection of poetry represents that part of his
work which is associated with

Electoral house of Saxony.

or

dedicated to members of the

One may divide the texts to be found

into two categories;

there

first, the occasional poetry written for

birthdays, weddings and funerals of the Electoral house and also
sometimes for other
works which

occasions; and secondly the longer dramatic

interspersed throughout the whole collection.

are

We

consider the latter first.

The term
in this

area

'longer dramatic works' masks

of Schirmer's work and in the literature of the 17th.

century in general.

While 'Ballet* is the most

'Singaspiel' and 'Drama*

be contrasted with phenomena such

ballet and the

Dresden.
to

the
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term,

as

a

writer of operas,

the 'Liedoper', the opera-

Exactly the same confusion of terminology seems to apply

use

as

'Drama'

or

'Gedicht'

the latter term because of the verse-lines

involved); Buchner's Orpheo und Kurydice (1638) is called
and Harsdorffer's Seelewig of

Freudenspiel".
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Opitz'

'operas' of the 17th. century:

1627 describes itsslf variously

(poets felt able to

oder

which

comedy-opera which thrived in the late 1650's in

three earlier German

Dafne of

common

also used for some of his productions.

are

Moreover he has sometimes been described as

may

problem of terminology

a

a

ballet;

1644 is headed "Geistliches Y.aldgedicht/

Yet these earlier operas follow much the

pattern of dialogue and chorus

as

we

same

find in most of Schirmer's works,

although the element of ballet is missing in both Opitz' Dafne and
Harsdorffer's Seelewig and the latter is

vastly complicated, in the

reading of the text at any rate, by the presence of conversational
cross-talk about the content of the work.

In this connection Hankamer

distinguishes three type3, all proceeding from Opitz; the secular
pastoral 'Singspiel*, the spiritual heroic opera, and tragedy on the
Classical model.
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It is clear that the first category

-

the one

172.

called "Pastorale"

by Willi Flamming

Sohirmer's works approach most
that Schiraer stands at the

39
-

closely.

is the

one

to which

Furthermore, it can be seen

beginning of the development described

by Hankaoer in the middle of the century
Das

lyrische und das dram&tische Element lie ben sich hier

deutlicher als swei Formelemente voneinandar ab.
Das Lyrische
wird sum Strophenlied hinaufgesteigert, und das Dialogische
bleibt zunachst verhaltnismaBig dramatisch.
Das Singspiel

aber wird uber die Lie doper in den nachsten
eindeutigsr su der Form der Arienoper
Die *Oper* setzt sich gegen das •Drama* durch.

dieser Pragung

Jahrzehnten imnssr

gewandsIt.
The

stage described at the end of this quotation has not yet been

reached in Schinaer's earlier
between

works, which still preserve a balance

dialogue and chorus-song.

Vhen he does move away from this

in his later works it is a movement away

from the spoken word

altogether towards being

of ballets.

The provenance

a mere arranger

of Schirmer* s works is made clear by Y.illi

Flamming's description of the 'Singeballett*
presence

of two terms,

even

mixture of opera

ballet de

cour

1638.^"

This type of production

and ballet which originated in France with the

of Louis

XIII; in it the poet provides a loose frame¬

work for the action and ballet and the
It is fostered

'Balletoper* (the

The first major example of this is

Buchner's Orpheo und Eurydice of
a

or

in Flemming's work, for the same

phenomenon is characteristic).

is

^

use

of

particularly in court circles.

between the loose framework

allegory is widespread.
The relationship

provided by the poet and the content

which fills this framework is

one

of the

interesting points in the

development of Schiroer's own opera-ballets.
As far as

the situation at the Dresden court is concerned

and this is the most

-

important aspect of the problem for Schirmer's

work

-

know that musical and theatrical

we

productions were cultivated

by the various rulers throughout the 17th. century.
ballets de

cour on

the French model had been

42

In particular,

popular since the

1620's and eventually became central to the cultural life of the court

circle.^

For

example, Buchner wrote the text of Grpheo und Eurydice

directly at the request of the Dresden composer Heinrich Schutz, who
had also

composed the music for Opitz' Dafne.

The Elector, Johann

Gaorg I, was especially fond of musical productions, but not

particularly interested in the dramatic elements.
however, who succeeded in 16^6
on

the

title page

fireworks, ballets and

on

in

aspects of

so on; even

spectacle

a

placed their hopes in him and it

the increase from

retrospect that

hi3 father in the

oven

-

carnivals,

the former can be seen as aspects
44

century's tendency towards •Veroperung'.

at court
was

Johann Georg II (his picture appears

as

of the Rauten-Gepusche), differed from his father

in that he liked the visual

of the

The Kurprinz,

1650 onwards.

Most of the artists

that his influence

seems

On the other hand

can see

we

he was only marginally more interested than

spoken word, and hence

was

by

no means

the

salvation of purely literary men like Schirmer, who were forced to

adapt themselves to the requirements of the court taste fostered by
him.
From

1650 onwards, when Schirmer took

up

his position

as

Court

poet in Dresden, he began with the composition of dramatic works for
the Court

the

festivities; in fact he must have been in Dresden right at

beginning of the year, for we find him producing a work to be

performed with music at the Eleotor's table in celebration of his
66th birthday on March

6, 1650.

This work, which is somewhat

ambitiously described

as a

'Singspiel' by Kunath,

illustrates the tendency towards
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immediately

allegory described by Willi

Flemming, for in it the allegorical figures of Tine, Childhood,
Youth, J.'anhood, Old Age and Eternity appear

one

after

the other

to do

homage to the Elector, all joining in a paean of praise at the

end.

It

rather

a

can

hardly be called

succession of

dramatic work in any sense, being

a

tableaux, words and of

Schirmer catches the tone of Court

course

music, but

allegory here in a way which he

constantly exploits in later works.
His first

major dramatic production is the Ballet von dem

Paris unci der Helena

December

2, 1650

(RT pp.47-105)» first performed in Dresden

part of extensive wedding festivities for the

as

joint marriage of both Herzog Christian and Herzog Moritz.
to the
to

on

Prior

performance various allegorical figures make their appearance

sing at the Elector's table.

Kusiea,"which reminds
Then follows

an

one

One of them is the figure of

of the prologue of Haradorffer's 'eelewig.

account of the contents of the

ballet; possibly this

would also have been delivered before the Elector's table;

the

account concludes with lines characteristic of Schirmer:Wer GOtt und

Tugend hat behalt dennoch das Feld/
Thron/ sein Unter-Reich die Welt,

Der liimmel ist sein

The structure of the work is

opera.
ballet

At least
scene

as

scene

in each of the first four acts is

depicting part of the action without the

and while these
is

one

only represent

well to remember that in

claimed much

typical of this sort of ballet-

more

attention and

a

use

a

of words,

few lines on the printed page it

performance they would have probably

probably been of longer duration than
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all the remainder of the work.
Over and. above

In all there

seven

are

such scenes.

this, much of the content of the long first scene,

the feast of the

gods, is

for

an excuse

spectacle in the theatre and the final

grand mythological

a

scene

of the work, Apollo's

prophecies, consists mainly of a long aria and chorus in praise of
the Electoral house of

amount of dramatic

Saxony.

dialogue

are

(Act II Scene 3) and the

Paris

Cassandra

The only

to contain any

scenes

the scene with the judgment of
scene

with Hecuba, Andromache and

bemoaning the destruction of Troy (Act IV Soene 3).

Schirmer

uses

the longer

lyrical interludes which

are

interspersed throughout in order to demonstrate hi3 versatility as
a

poet and experimenter; Buchner had introduced anapaests into the

concluding chorus of Orpheo und Eurydioe and Schirmer follows this

precedent by including one anapaestic foot
at the

end of the first

Srmuntert
Hier bluhet

Und mit
so

rarer

with

scene

selber/ ihr Liebsten euch/
angehend Reich/

case

gepfropfften Pflantzen...
with Buchner and his successors, but muoh

Schirmer, the anapaests

Shorter and varied lines such

Posen-Cepusche

are

line in the chorus

euer

ihm seine

often the

As is

per

often

use

are
as

used in
we

know

a

happy

well from the

so

in the longer arias

-

opening section of Act I Scene 3sAct. I Seen. 3»
Mercurius.
Nach dem die Kris den Apffel im Tantzen
auff die Taffel geworffen.
Was soli dieser

Apffel hier/

Ber vor mir

Auff

unsre

Taffel springet?

context.^

for example the
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Gold/
dringet/

Wo wird sain auserlesnes
Das

zu

den Gottern

Hergerollt?
liegt in meiner Hand.

Er

Vielleioht wird mir noch haute
So eine liebe Beute/

dam/ suerkannt.
Nein/ ioh behalt ihn nicht.

Vor

an

Wie mioh hier seine Sohrifft
So kommt

er

eueh/ Gottinnen/

berioht/
zu.

Es steht an ihrn
Der
Der

geschnitten ein:
Allerschonesten;
soil er eigen seyn.

War nimmt ihn nu?
Was einem nicht

Each

zuf&llt

Rechten/ und

Defi mafi

er

aus
sioh nicht

Pflicht/
an.

Ich mag

ihn nicht.

Kris/ bist

es du/
Die unser Hoohzeit-Fest begehret zu vergifften/
Und Unheil anzustifften?
Ich mercke daine Tuck/
Und dein verhasstes Bubenstuck.
Versichre dich hierbey;
Die Gotter und Gottinnen/
Die werden auch voraus errathen kunnen
Was deine Meynung sey.
Es ist doch allzuwahrs
Wo sioh die Eintracht find'
Allda gebieret Neid/ und Hoohmuth bald ein Kind.
have

mixture of lines of various

lengths (two, three and

Here

we

four

syllables) culminating in two Alexandrines; this is aocompanied

a

by changes of metre from trochaic to iambic and baok producing

a

complex rhythmical pattern which must have considerably tested the

(unknown)

There are plenty of parallels in the other scenes

composer.

of the opera

which in this regard is every bit as varied as passages

from the Rosen-Gepusche of the same
There is

even

a

in the Rosen-Gepusohe
as

the

period.

degree of stylistic variety, which is laoking
apart from the epigrams, when in such passages

quarrel between the three goddesses Schiroer descends from the

dignified formality of his usual style to the cut and thrust of an

everyday wrangle.
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The final act

lyrical reflection

moves

away from

drama and has the quality of a

conclusion to the work*

as a

about Aeneas and the foundation of Rome lead
Saxon rulers of the

eyes

-

to the vision of the

future, and then before the god's astonished

deus in machinal

is rounded off with

on

Apollo's prophecies

a

-

the future becomes present and the whole

chorus of

praise to the

rue:~

Wie?
ist mir andars reoht?
So seh ioh vor mir
glantzen/
In seinen Rauten-Krantzen/
Das Furstliche Gesohlecht?
Ach schone meinar S trahlen/
Du Helden-Vater Dul
Blitz nicht so sehr auff aich/
Ioh ehre Deine Ruh/

Dioh/

Und
2u

tauaend tausend mahlen...

Nun grun und bluhe fort
0 Rauten-S trauch an die sea

und fort/

Ort/

Der alien Schatten

glebet.
Lafi Deine Khospen gut und rein/
Und/ mit den Jahren/ reiffer seyn/
GOTT ist es/ der Dich liebet.
Bleib unverwelcket immerdar/
Und sproB hervor von Jahr zu Jahr
Die Zweige/ Die una nehren.
Gib Schatten umb mein Lorbar-Feld/
Das allzeit sioh mir Dir gesellt/
Dain frisohes Laub zu aehren*

Du/ roths Sonne/ steig empor!
Gib Blumen her/ gib Gold hervor/
LaG deinen Fruhling laohenl
Der Rauten-Stamm schlagt welter aus/
Dein hochgesetztes Strahlen-HauB
Mit Sternen zu bewaohen.
Ioh seh schon/ wie die Wurtzel grunt/
Die wieder Gifft und Galle dient/
Gantz Deutschland zu erquicken.
Wohlan!
Es ist der Gutter SchluB:

Rauten-Stamm der mu£
ewig laBen blioken!

Dar grune

Sich

Although such lines
taste it

can

may

smack too much of sycophancy to be to modem

scarcely be denied that in skilful variation of line
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and metre

they can stand side by side with the virtuoso

Gepusche

of the Bosen-Gepusche«
The ballet of Paris and Helena is Sohiroer's earliest and most

ambitious work in this field.
for

It is

massive

a

production calling

65 actors and dancers in 105 different roles.

When first

performed on December 2, 1650 it lasted for more than six hours.
Many of the oourt notables took part} for example, Philipp Stolle,
Schirmer's composer

friend, played Mars in the first Act and Paris

In its

in the second.

ability to utilize spectacle, ballet and

music, dramatic scenes and lyric chorus, it can be regarded as a
sort of Court 'Gesamtkunstwerk'.

Never

again did Schirmer attempt

anything on the same scale.
His next
which

production

was Per

written and due to be

was

Triumphirenda Amor

(RT pp.175-224)

performed in 1652 but was not played

immediately because of the death of Sophia-Hedwig, the wife of
Herzog Moritz, on September 27, 1652.

It is described

as a

"Singespiel", which already implies a greater degree of simplicity
than the
before

previous ballet, since

one

changing

set

a

background, whereas
47

ones.

Inachus ridiculed

'Singspiel* would be performed
a

ballet enjoyed

a

variety of

This play is the one which contains the lines of

by Max Freiherr

von

V.aldberg; they

are

which conclude Act III Scene 1:Kein groBer Hertzeleid ist auff der gantzen Erden/
Ala wenn ein Vater sieht aus Kindern Binder werden.
Also the

parallel lines in Act IV Scene 4:-

Denn

Als

groi3re Lust ist nicht auff
wenn

aus

Krden/

Rindern Kinder werden.

the lines
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Vrald.berg cites these lines as examples of the ludicrous exaggeration
of Schirnar's oourt
and in

poetry.

LB

Perhaps this is taking the whole work

Surely to

particular the figure of Inachus too seriously.

the 17th.

century audience the sufferings of the poor were not

likely to have been regarded as of such significance as the actions
of the

all-powerful potentate Jupiter.

It is what the chief of the

gods deigns to make of Io which is the important point
father's sufferings can be made
ridiculous

-

hence her

light of in the obviously slightly

pairs of lines quoted above.

The subject-matter

Metamorphoses

is based

(1,568-747)} the

on

pagan

the

sources

in Ovid's

cruelty which is

so

strongly

apparent in the actions of Pan, the decapitation of Argus by

Mercury and the total amorality of the behaviour of Jupiter
represent a cold ruthlessness only superficially masked by a veneer
of

galanterie, all of which is

very

a

far from his usual Btress

on

that this amoral ruthlessness is

Renaissance Europe,
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foreign tone in Sohirmer's work

virtue.
a

It cannot be gainsaid

frequent concomitant of

and may well have had an appeal for the Dresden

Nevertheless its presence in Schirmer's work can

courtiers.

undoubtedly be ascribed primarily to his source, although

presumably nobody compelled him to choose such
A different structural

principle

from that of 'Paris and Helena'.

it the external
confirmed
scenes

as

to be in evidence here

The division into five aots gives

appearance

of a drama and this is

by the much greater abundance of dialogue and dramatic

here.

aoenes

typographical

seems

a source.

Significantly, the ballet interludes

in themselves and this may

reflect

a

are

not listed

feeling that they
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are

an

intervening spectacle

dramatic action.

In

a

which enhances but is separate from the

word, it merits the term music-drama rather

than grand ballet and operatic spectacle as in

Despite these remarks the most interesting
are

the many

dramatic

'Paris and Helena*.

passages

lyrical interludes which abound within
For

scenes.

description of

a

for our
or

purposes

between the

example, the beginning of Act I Scene 2 has a

locus amoenua by Io which is of a pleasing

simplicity, perhaps reflecting the work's description

as a

'Singspiel*

Hymphen/ i3t das nicht der Ort/
Der die bundten Blumen

traget?

flier ist weder Ost nooh Nord
Der sie bald ins Grab hinschlaget.

umb den Wald/
liebet/
gefallt main Auffenthalt/

Lasst sich p&aren
Was die Eitelkeiten

Mir

Der mir

freye Freyheit glebet.

Meine Lust ist Laub und Gras/
Heine Liebe wachst in Feldern/

Brunnen/ als ein holies Glas
Such ich in den grunen Waldern.
Nun main zarter Jungfer-Krantz
Soli kein frisches Blat verlieren/
Lieber will ioh an dem Tantz
Mich mit lauter Freyheit sieren.
This is not the

only Nature description in the work

striking is the

song

Des

Argus Lied.

vergangen/

Der blaue Himmel l&cht.
Der Lents hat

angefangen
zeigen seine Pracht.

Die Welt wird

neu

geboren/

schreyt/
verloren/

Die Erde rufft und
Was sie

zuvor

even more

of Argus, with which Act III Scene 3 opens

Der Winter ist

Zu

-

Wird wieder ausgestreut.
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Der V aid krauBt umb die Auen
Sein Grass-grunea Haar.
Die Lufft fangt an zv thauen
Und giebt lhr Sllber dar.
Die bundten Blumen kleiden

breit-gebruste Feld.
verjagt das Leiden.
Lust hat sich eingestellt.
Der Vagal im Gepvische

Das

Der Schertz

Hebt seine Stimm empor/
Im Wasser gehn die Fisohe
Aus ihrem Grund hervor.

Pfluger folgt den Pferden/

Der

Und singt ohn unterlafi.
Wir treiben unsre Heerden
Hin in das feuchte Gr&s.
Wir leiten sie zur Schwamme/
Die Sonne trucknet sie/
Es

graset umb die Tamme
Vieh.

Das gros und kleine
So brich auoh du/ 0

vVaisse/

Die sohonsten Rosen dir/
Ich weide dioh mit fleiBe
In diesen Feldern hier.
Wenn unsre reine Sonne
Bald wird zu Golde gehn/
Sollst du in Lust und Wonne
Fur deiner Juno stehn.
Kein Leid soil dich verlaohen/
Dioh drucken keine Pein/
Weil meiner Augen Waohen
Wird hell und glantsbar seyn.
The

tendency towards alliteration in the Nature descriptions reminds

one

of the group

of Nature poems in the Singende Rosen and the

Rosen-Gepusohe 11,4 and may perhaps provide a confirmation

of

a

likely date of composition for the latter of about 1650-52,
approximately contemporary with Der Triumphirende Amor.
on

this

Following

simple poem of uninhibited pleasure in Nature the next aria

by Mercury, beginning
Ich habe ja den Argus nun
Wis wird der Mord gethan?
comes

as

a

fur mir/

terrible shock and shows how Schimer

was

able to

produce
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theatrical effects.

There is another

lyrical interlude in the

subsequent scene in which praise of the rue is worked into this
drama also

through the speech of Argus before he is murdered by

Mercury.

Despite the crudity and cruelty of the subject-matter the work
has

simplicity of dramatic development with lyrical and ballet

a

interludes which

But this

work.

might have represented a fruitful basis for future
was

not to be

the

case.

His next

Liebes-Spiel der Kymphen/und Satyren. appeared in
is called
well

a

chorus

drama,

as was

Opitz* Dafne. the

dialogue suggests that it also is

as

It is

a

very

an

work, the drama

1653*

presenoe

Although it

of choruses as

operetta or 'Singapiel*.

slight work in five 'Auftritte* and

as

the concluding

suggests, intended to indicate a moral:-

So liebe deines gleichen/
Willst du verliebet seyn/
Da£ du nicht darffst erbleichen
Fur dem zu hellen Schein.
Wer naoh zu hohen Dingen
Sein blindes Auge wendt/
Der wird noch im Verjungen/

Sh/ als

er

meynt/ verblendt.

Occasionally there
scene

of the

are

touches of formal experiment; in the second

play Schirmer follows the example of his teaoher

Buohner in Burydice

by employing dactyls in the verse, although by

this time it

oourse

was

of

far less

revolutionary than in 1638:-

Liebe/ beflammete Sternen/
Zeiget die Stralen durch Nebel und Luft.
Kommet hernieder/ die Venus von fernen/
Hat uns in dieses Gefilde gerufft.
Fackeln der

There is

a

Inachus*

speeches in Der Triuaphlrende Amor, is lacking in the

sustained

certain crude humour in the language which, like

higher level of style of the Rosen-Gepusohe.

Only in the
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dramatic genre does Schirmer
the

produce words like these of Diana to

satyrs in the third scene:Bockgefuste Hornertrager/ l&ng-geschwantzte ?<alder-Rauber/
Siegen-Vater/ Geil-unkeusche Zotentreiber!

Rauchbewachsne
Or these of the

nymphs to the satyrs in the fourth scene

Keid-Ausspeyer/ Tugendfeinde/ Gotterschmaher/ packet euch!
Domerbarte/ Nymphenschander/ paekt euch! packt euoh
allsugleioh!

Nun/

...

nehmen wir die Pfeile/ die euch/ Spotter/ treiben ein.
ihr/ ihr Thiere/ wie suvor verllebet seyn.
Auff/ ihr Bruder/ todtet sie.
so

Niamermehr sollt

Once

again, as thes9 last lines show, the charaoteristio Renaissance

cruelty is there in the subject-matter.
These earlier works were all
court
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produced while Schirmer was the

poet on no fixed salary, a deficiency rectified by 1653*
one

By

finds him arranging various festivities, fireworks etc. for

the Elector's

birthday.

Associated with these is his next ballet,

the Ballet der Gluokaeligkelt of
what extent Schirmer had become

the ballet has become the main

1655•
a mere

words dramatic

vastly reduced.

From this work we can see to
arranger

since 1652.

Here

thing, the poet is left with the

Entries, for eaoh of which he provides

are

50

a sonnet and a song.

In other

poetry has disappeared completely and lyric poetry is
The songs of the different (personified)

seasons

neatly turned into praise of the ruling house of Saxony.

similar is the Ballet des Atlas of the

same

year,

51

Very

where once again

dancing and spectacle are central to the production and the poet's

peripheral contribution is limited to the Entries.
chooses to utilize instead of the sonnet the

already been discussed above.

Here Schirmer

madrigal form, as has

Apart from that there is little of

18/f.

Interest in the work*

In the Cartel Zur Martins Gans» eJ.no of

1655$ Schirmer* s contribution is
in the

of the festivities.

course

the last

even further reduced
We

see

to one speeoh

from these latter

examples,

prior to 1657, how the poet's scope is curtailed; from

ones

major productions like Paris und Helena and to
per Triumphirende Amor which allow the

a

lesser extent

poet a chance to spread his

wings to minor trivialities which show Schirmer in the role of oourt
entertainer and master of festivities.
what extent Schinasr
be too modem

opportunity

was

as a

assume

creative artist.

that he resented lack of

Certainly it seems that the

Italian opera was in the ascendant from the
the
with
the

religious drama
a

was

exactly to

compelled to develop in this way; it may

judgment to

a

We do not know

also gaining ground;

mixture of relief and

mid-1650's and that
52

and it may have been

disappointment that Schirmer received

post of librarian in 1656, which to

some

degree, but not

completely, relieved hie of his obligations as Court master of
festivities.
So far we have considered the

dramatic and

development of Schirmer's

operatic productions from 1650 to 1657; it is now tiro

to turn back and examine the occasional
The connection between

poetry from those years.

arranging ballets, fireworks, etc. and

writing occasional poetry is of course a olose one, well summed up
in the sentence

"Das Amt des Hofdichters ist das eines

Zeremonienmeistera".
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The

prevalence of occasional poetry in the

17th. century in an aristocratic or bourgeois or academic setting
is very marked

and has often seemed to critics

a cause

of regret;

only recently have the latter ventured a degree of critical

185.
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interest.

In Schirraer's

case

the subject-matter i3 of course

largely prescribed by the Court occasion or context, so it is in
the treatment of the

Let

of

subject-matter that the interest lies.

consider

us

some

of the stanzas of

a

characteristic poem

1651 addressed to Johann Georg II (RT pp.118-121)
Schweige Ronv^ und du/ Athen/
Lege deinen Donner niedert
Heute sollen meine Lieder
Auff den Teutschen Pindus gehn.
Ich will meinen Prints besingen.

Aon/ stimrae mit sdr ein/
bey solchen hohen Dingen
gantz Veroogen seyn.
Theurer Furste/ nimm die Pflicht/
Die ich vor Dir nieder lege.
Meine Geister/ die ich rege/
Sain allein auff Dich gericht.
Denn

MuB dein

LaB den Adler seine Sonnen
Unverblendet sehen an/
Denn bey so viel tausend Wonnen/
Da muB at was seyn gethan...

ist ein schoner Ruhm/
Pierinnen
Von den Furs ten sagen konnen:

Achl

ea

Venn die

aroen

Der ist unser

Eigenthua.

Seine Thaten bleiben
Seine

atehen/

Tugend wan eke t nicht.

Vienn die Sterne eufien

gehen/

Leuchtet Seiner Augan-Licht.
Weil der fromae Rauten-Baum
Den Gelehrten Lorber docket/
So wird auoh sain Lob erwecket/
D&B die spate Naoh-Welt kaum
Mit der Ewigkeit ken faBen.
Grofier

Furste/ laB nicht ab/
haBen/

Duroh diB Mittel k&nst Du

Deines/ und der Deinen Grab.
Unser Land hat Fried und Ruh

Deinem Vater zuzuschreiben.
DaB die Musen bey una bleiben/

Prints/ das machest Du.
laB sie Dein Lob ersteigen/
Du bist schon durch ihre Hand/
Mit gesannten Hainan Zweigan
Hoher

Wohlt

In der

gantsen Welt bekannt.
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Drefidan 1st
Da die

scheuen

nun

Athen/

Deln

Nymphen-Bilder

Durch die lachenden Gefilder
Hin zu ihren Haynen gehn.
Deine Ear ten R&uten-S traucher

Ragen sohon den Lorber

vor/

Ihre Bluthen steigen reicher
Durch die warns Lufft empor.

Nun/

es

wird aich fur und fur

Deine Gottlichkeit erheben.
Auff ein eo verewigt Leben

Folget eine solshe Zier.
Deine Zweige warden grunen/
Tfie Du Sis hast eingesenckt.
Wohl!
Ich aehs aie bedienan/
Nichta iat/ das Sia hiar bekranckt.

GOtt/ der noch

so gnadig aieht
tapffre Hauls der Sachsen/
La£ Dich/ wie dan Vater/wachsen/
Held/ und atarcka Dain Gemuht.

Auff daa

achreiben/
Dich/ Furste/ ziert allein/

Unterdeasen will ich
■.'as

Und so wird Dein Uberbleiben
Dir stets ain Geburths-Tag seyn.
Here wa have all the essentials of Schimar's

the "House of the Rue"j
at the

poetry in praise of

the Classical model deprecatingly rejected

beginning, the praise of peace, always prominent in any

post-1648 poetry, the remembrance of the k^ises and of the
of fame
the

they confer, the veiled request for patronage and finally

appeal to God to preserve the house.

hint at

permanence

a

pastoral setting

are

The mention of Nature and

not untypical either, though

expressed less dearly here than in

other places.

some

also to the

use

the

A similar poem in praise of the Electoral house was

eagle.

of the favourite 17th.

This applies

wit ten five years
Nature poem -

later (RT

century emblematic image of

pp. 370-374).

There is even one long

"Die Sonne lie# den Fisch" (RT pp.131-145)

loosely built round praise of the

rue

artificially to this theme at the end.

-

whioh is

and returns rather

Indeed, twists at the end
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of Schirmer's oooasional poems are
earlier years

when the

open

not

uncommon,

especially in the

hand of the poet is presented to his

patron as at the end of an early poem to Johann Georg I

auff/ Du Grund-Stein aller Sachsen/

Ich satste dieses

Wo umb den Elben-Strom die

loh sunge

(TIT p.117):-

schwancken Reben wachsen.

dieses Li9d auff Aons Wusteney.

Komm/Vater/ falle rair ait Deiner Gnade bey.
Wird meine Demuth hier durch einen Bliok genesen/
So soli die Ewigkeit noch Deine Thaten lesen/
Damit von Deiner Gunst die Nach-Welt spreohen kan:
Du habest sie selb-selbst den Musen an gethan.
A favourite

is of

course

source

Classical

of

comparison in all these poems of praise

mythology.

One finds oonstant examples in

(1651

three male heirs

p.123)* to Johann Georg I

sonnets

to

the

(1652

-

RT

p.148) and to the vdfe and family of Johann Georg II

(1653

-

RT

pp.230-233)t in the latter
Historical heroes

background.

are

-

case

(RT p.256).

a

roll-call of them beginning

When it cooes to marriage

poems,

however, Christian allusions

from

bethrothal ode of

a

set against a pastoral

favourites, tooj a sonnet of

1654 to Johann Georg II presents almost
with Caesar

RT

may

prevail,

as

or

betrothal

in these lines

l6j>l (RT p.126):-

fugt/ trennt keines Menschen Sinn.
will/ so fallt auch der Gewinn.
Die Tugend wird von Ihm absonderlich belohnt/
In dar die Gottesfuroht/ als eine Wirthin/ wohnt.
Was GOtt susammen

Wie ER

This

seems

in the

es

haben

rather different in tone from the

mythological allusions

bourgeois epithalamia, for example, of Simon Dach, but since

such poems are

much rarer in Schirmer's work than the copious

examples in Daoh*s poetry the basis for an extensive comparison is

lacking.
Another constant feature which is
oooasional

poetry in general,

as

typical of 17th. century

Rudolf Haller states,
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is the
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mention of the
this is

so

scholar.

characteristic of the mock modesty of the Renaissance

Usually this feature is employed

the poem, as
occur

inadequacy of the poet for his task of praising;

in the

up so

the introduction to

in a 'Lob-rede1 of 1652 (RT pp.149-150) but it may also
body of the poem, as in the dedicatory poem to

Sohirmer's Singende Rosen of
sum

as

1654 (RT p.265).

Typical lines which

much of Sohirmer's poetic activity of this type are the

following opening stanzas on the twelfth birthday of little
Erdmuth

Sophia in 1656 (RT pp.361-365)

Me in Lorber-Krantz will ietst nicht
Ich wolte Bonst Pindarisiren/
Und mich mit die3era gants beziehn/

bluhn/

auRer mich mich pflagt zu fuhren.
Ich wolte/ Fraulin/ Deine Zeit
Port hoch zu jenen Sternea schreiben/
Was

Bey denen nur die Helden blelben/
Und leben von der Ewigkeit.
Ioh sehe wohi Dein Lob vor sir.
Wie kan ich aber as erraichen/
Vteil Peine r Ho oh gebo men 2ier
Sich leichtlich niemand wird vergleichen?
Dein Tag/ der aus der Mitternacht
Sich heute wolte sehen laBen/
Ping ernstlich auch
Und scheute sich

an zu

vor

verblahen/

Deiner Praoht.

Jedoch/ well er nun in der Lufft
In seinem besten Schmuoke stehet/
So hat er mioh nooh auffgerufft/
DaB mine Feder ihin nachgshet.
Da nimm es in Genaden an/
\i as sie Dir/ Fraulin/ zugesohrieben.
Offt 1st ein dilrrer Stock beklieben/
enn ihn die Raute deoken kan.
■Vie zu der fruhen Lentzen-Zeit
Ein Rosenstrauoh die hnospe zielet/
DaB in dem Sommer wait und breit
Die Sonne ait der Rose s pie lets
•

So/ Fraulin/ komst Du mir auoh
Das Alter Deiner zarten

vor.

Jugend
Erregt den Wachsthum Deiner Tugend/
Und tz*aget seine Frucht smpor.
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Sin

Adlar/ dar recht Edel ist/

Zeugt in dar Hohe seines gleiohan:
Wis Puratlich Du geboran bist
Das sohainet aus dam guten Zeichen/
Das alio Welt

an

Dir arbliokt.

hochberiihmtes Leben
Hat/ Fraulin/ Zunder Dir gegeben/
Zu folgen den/ was Sie erquickt...
Der El tern

Here

the

have all the usual features of such poems; confession of

we

poet's inadequacy in the first two verses (the verb Pindarisiren

is borrowed from

Opits' Pootorey),

a

certain amount of Nature

description with the usual praise of the rue, the presence of

mythological parallels in praise of the lady and finally, probably
without any feeling of incongruity, an appeal to
for his

help and protection.

In addition

the Christian God

we can see many

Schirmer's favourite motifs here; the flower imagery is
into

of

pressed

service, there is the emblematic use of eagle and diamond, the

theme of virtue is

verse,

as

in the penultimate

in a way reminiscent of the Singende Rosen of 1654# and this

verse

same

easily invoked and at times,

opens

with a rhyme which

reminiscence of the

seems

almost a verbal

opening stanza of the Roaen-Gepiisohe of 1650 and

1657.
Very rare among these poems of congratulation and praise is
any

reference at all to Hie political scene.

one

poem

from the year 1655# commemorating the centenary of the

Peace of

Augsburg, which is a rare example of anti-Roman, hence

There is, however,

obviously anti-Catholio and implicitly anti-Habsburg vituperation

(RT pp.357-36l).

It begins with the following

versess-

Zu rucke Roal
dein loben ist verloren.
Heut ist ein Tag/ ein schoner Tag geboren/
ber uainen Zora una Dormer trutzen kan.
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So bald das Licht der Sonnen

auffgegangen/

So bald hat Ihn die gantze Welt empfaagen/
Und siehat nun/ was er dir hat gathan.
Das griraae Thier/ die Hydra/ liegt zur Erden/
MuB vollor Staub/ und voller Greuel warden/
Die Hydra/ die/ das Thier von Babylon*
Ihr Gifft muB sie in ihren Becher schencken/
Und ihren Mund/ den Laaterer/ draus tranckan/
DaG sie von una sioh hebe salbst davon*

The final stanza combines abuse of Rome with the usual

praise of

Saxony:Sonst pfleg ioh nicht der 7/elt zu propheceyen/
Doch muB ioh dioh/ du Draohen-Rom/ ansohreyen/
Was mit der Zeit dir endlich soil geschehn:
GOtt wird das HauB der Sachsen so ausbreiten/
DaB Es dir wird den Antichrist bestreiteV
Und dann zu letzt auff deiner Asohe gehn.

The tone of this poem is unique in
ascribed to the l?th.

Schirmar's work and

can

be

century poet's sense of occasion; the

centenary of the Peace of Augsburg demanded a Protestant reference
to the whore of

Babylon, the Antichrist and

duly provided.

The politically conformist tone which is his norm

so on

is better exhibited elsewhere, as when in May
tells Johann Georg
Wq bist

and this Schiraer

1653 (RT p.235) he

Ij-

du/ Held/ doch nicht bekant?

Was musta Dir nicht wo hi go r a then?

Es ehret da ins
be in

Kayser/

So far the

guten T haten

unser

FERDINAND.

majority of the

rather unambitious and

poems

examined have been formally

lacking in the technical features for which

Sohirmer's poetry was renowned in his time and which probably

represent its main interest now.

Although this mi^ht

seem

to give

support to the view that Court poetry is not likely to bring out
the best in

a

poet, it must not be supposed that all Schiraer*s

occasional poems are

necessarily lacking in technical, artistry.
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Consider, for example, the following opening stances of a short
poea

of 1652 to Johann Ceorg I (RT p.168):Du

hochgelobter Held/

Aus Beinem S achsen-S tanane/

Ists wieder

angestellt/

DaB Deine Brust
In roller Lust

Sioh dieser guten Eeit
So

inniglich erfreut?

Bricht Beines Hertsens Flamme
Nun duroh die Sterbliohkeit?
Wie lang ist es geschehn/
Ala Die getrauet wordaxi/
Die ietsund vor Dir gehn?
Nun sieheet Du
Auoh Dieser zu/
Die Ihrer Tugend Hear

Bringt uber hand und Meer.
Aufft
Aufft
Sie kommt vom Norden/
Und freut ait Dir Sioh sehr.
The nine-line stanza

employed is every bit &s complex as in the

virtuoso sections of the Rosen-Gepuache.
is the
as-

A variation

on

this poem

succeeding poea, sub-titled 'Sonata'; the first verse runs

follows tDu hochbelobter Held
Aus Deinea S achsen-S taaae/

Raumst Du der Lust das Fold?

Leg alles hin/
was Deinea

Sinn/

In dieser truben Zeit
So griaaiglich durchschneidt.
Bias aus die Trausr-Flaane/
Die Hochzeit ist be re it 1
The these of this poea the

abandoning the sadness of mourning for

joy of marriage festivities

of Sohiraer's funeral poems.
of any

Court poet's work.

in the

period

Johann

Georg I in

occasion

we are

-

leads us

on

to a consideration

Such poems formed an important aspect

The most important death to take place

examining was -that of the old Elector

1656.

(RT pp.3bl-.597).

3chinasr produced four

poems

for the

dhe first and last may well have been
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stored up in
Times

Schirmer's writing desk in advance, in the fashion of

obituaries, but the seoond and third must have been composed

at the

time,

as

Schiroer

the Elector's last

can

hardly be expected to have foreseen

words, which are quoted in them.

hers the third poem

of the fours-

Uber
die Buchstaben:
A. M» F. B. I.

B. D. 0. M. H* J. C.
So auff dsn goldnen Hertze

gestandee/

Welches
Die

Durchleuchtigste/ Hochgeborne
ietzige

Churfurstin

zu

Sachsen/ etc.

Dam weyland
Durchleuch tigs ten/
Furs ten und

Hochgebornen

Herrn/

Herrn
JOHANN
GEORGEN/
Bern Krsten/

Saohsen/ und BurgMagdeburg/ etc.
Chriatmildeater Gedachtmifi/

Churfursten

grafen

Im Surge an

zu

zu

den Arm gegsben hatte.

0 JEsu/ meine sufie Liebe/
JEsu/ meiner Seelen Licht!
Es siehet alias umb mich triibe/
0 JEsu/ komm/ und lafi mich nioht.
0

Willstu mich denn
Ioh

zur

Probe stellen?

glaube Du wirst mich nioht fallen/

Denn Alle Maine Freud Die 1st

Bey Dir 0 Main Herr Jesu Christ.
0~*JEsu/"brich das Ungewitter/
Das uber meinem Soheitel kracht.
Du

stehst/ und guckest durchs Cegitter/

Und siehst auff meine dunckle Nacht.
Willstu mir deinen Giants verziehen?
Du kanst gewiB von mir nioht fliehen.
Denn Alle Meine Freud Die 1st

Bey Dir 0 Me in Herr Iesu Christ.

Haltstu""dein"Angeaicht"vardecket/

Und laiit mich sitzen ohne Ruh/
So ward ioh darumb nioht erschreoket
Stellstu dich wait/ gantz nah bist du.

Will mioh die Hertzens-Angst erdruoken/
So wirst Du mich doch wohl erquicken/
Denn Alia Maine Freud Die 1st

Bey Dir 0

Fein

Herr Iesu £hrist.

We reproduce
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Der Hollen Noht hat mich
Der Feind hat aloh umb mich

umbgeben/
gemacht.

aber/ Jesu/ bist main Leben/

Du

Durch Dioh ward ioh daraus gebracht.
Und woltest Du mioh sinckan 1 aBen/
So will ioh Dioh darumb nicht haBen/
Denn Alia Maine Freud Die

£st

Bay Dir 0 Main Herr Iesu £hrist.
&a krancket mich die Zahl der Sun den/

Ioh aeh sie hauffig vor mir atehn.
Dich/ JEsu/ nur kan finden/
So muBen sie bald von air gehn.

Wenn ioh

Dain Leiden daa ale muate

buBen/

Wird air die aaure Zeit durohsuBen.
Denn Alle Maine Freud Die 1st

Bey Dir £ Main Herr Iesu £hrlat.
Der Tod maoht meiner Seele grauen.

Dooh/

warm

ich/ JEau/ aterbe Dir/

Dain rothea Blut kan schauen/
So aterb ich nioht/ Du biat bey mir.
Du wirat mioh aus dea Todes Ketten/
0 main Erloaer/ wohl erretten.
Denn Alle Heine Freud Die 1st

Und

nur

Bey Dir 0 Main Herr Iasu Christ.
Die Welt/ der Tod/ die~Angst der
Der arga Feind/
Die mogen immar

Hollen/

der Sunden Zahl/
sloh geaellenj

So lieb ioh Dioh dooh tausend mahl.

Ich habe

nichts/ ala Dioh/ im Hertaen/

Du must mir wenden meine Schmartzen.
Denn Alle Heine Freud Die

_Ist

Bey Dir 0 Main Herr Iesu £hrist.
Of the four poems

the first is the most formal funeral address,

the choice of the Alexandrine indicates.

as

As one would

expect,

there is a degree of rhetorical repetition and exclamation in the
poem,
works.
of

though tills is slight by comparison with Schirmer's earliest
Traditional and emblematic imagery,

as

the equation

prince and sun in the final verse, is also hardly a surprise,

nor

is the motif of

'Le roi est mort-vive le roi' with which

Schirmer concludes the poem.

his

suoh

In the second poem Sohirmer reveals

virtuosity with shorter and varied lines in

an

eight line

stanza, much more on the lines of the poetry of the Rosen-Gepusche.
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The theme of transience is

particularly

common

oonoomitant of the

also

is the

rare

reminds
usual

of

one

style.

56

with Schlrmerj presumably it is
subjeot-matter.

Gryphius

or even

this reminds

visual

play is

nouns

which

Daoh, rather than of Sohinaer's

in the two line refrain at the end of eaoh
of Fleming's acrostics but this type of

one

indeed in Sohirmer's work.

very rare

Schirmer the opportunity
whioh the persona

of writing

of the poet

can

a

in Sohirmer's home town of

It gives

general devotional poem in

fit the Kurfurst

The eight line stansa is of

The fourth and final poem

a

or

humanity in

traditional hymn pattern.

celebrates the burial of Johann Georg I
Freyberg.

Perhaps this accounts for

the reminder of the valuable work of the Muses in

poem.

obvious

The third poem is based on twelve letters whioh

verse;

passage

an

A stylistic feature which is

syndetic or asyndetic listing of

make their appearance

general.

especially stressed, though this is not

defying the

of time (hence the veiled open hand) whioh oocurs in the
The stansa form is onoe again the eight line one.

this group

of

poems

how Schirmer reveals

celebrating the death of his ruler.

a

We see in

degree of virtuosity in

A certain formality of tone is

clearly present and appropriate, but rhetorical devices and
mythological allusions

are

While the occasional

not overdone.
poetry of Hie Rauten-Gepusohe is not

substantially different in theme from what one would expeot of the
century as a whole, Sohirmer's treatment of the various themes at
times recall8 the virtuoso groups

occasionally includes

some

of the Roaen-Gepusche and

noteworthy stylistic features.
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H.

Irauerflediehte till 1657*
The

only remaining

far unconsidered
sermons*

poems

of Schirmer's from before 1657

poems

two funeral poems

are

so

printed along with funeral

These form the bourgeois counterpart to the Court

funeral

examined above, although the personages concerned in them are

definitely from the superior middle class associated with Court
life*
and

The two dated before

1657

for David Hermann

are

Hedewig Johanna Schaffer (died

1656),^

former, who in addition to his duties as
to have been

a

a

sort of mineral expert from

(died 1655)

The poem for the

secretary at Court seems
Sohirmer's home town of

Freyberg, runs to 14 eight-line stanzas and includes the devioe of
the

poet* s inadequacy whioh Schirmer often employs in the Court

complimentary odes:Wo

fang ioh aber

von

dir an?

Sin Vaterland giebt niem nd Tugend.
Wer etwas redliohs hat gethaiy'
Der baut eln Denckm&l seiner Jugend*
Ea

liegt ein guter keim in una/

Wenn der zu seiner Frucht
So seyn

gedeyet/

und bleiben wir befreyet/

Und laohen
The second poem

nur

das Acherons*

is for the wife of the

interesting in that

a

mayor

pastoral setting is created and maintained

throughout and Schirmer is able to make
name

Schaffer to begin the poem

suggested the whole idea

-

of word play on the

indeed perhaps the word play

Namen

abgesehene Ode.

iat die schone S chafe ray

Von einem Wolffs nun versehret?

Ioh sehe lauter

use

-

tfber den Schafferiachen
(Vie?

of Dresden and is

Yvusteney.

Das Jordan hat sie fast verzehret.

Ihr schonos 3lumen-Land
Hat sioh gantz umbgewand.
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Die feste Hurde 1st zerstuckt.
Der alte Schafer steht erschr&oket.
Das

Liebste/ das

Hat

er

er

i© erblickt/

mit Thranen ssu gedeoket.
Der Schafferinnen Licht*
Soheint auoh fast selber nicht.

tapffern Iiirten in gem©in/

Die

Die sich sonst trafflioh lassen ho re 11/

Verstopffen/ weil sie traurig seyn/
Mit dnrren Ma£ die sussen Rohren.
Ihr Crant*/ ihr 3 chafer-Stab

Suoht

nichts/ als

Der Wald

nur ain Grab.
varbirgt sein grunes Lanb/

Die bunten Auen GraB und Krauter.
Der Wiederhall ist kranok und
Der Felsan-Stein geht auch su

Die Lust ist

taub/
soheiter.

eingsstellt/

schweigt das gantze Feld.
Nur Sylvius/ der 3 chafer-Knecht
Beklagt den Tod der Sohifferinne.
fowa/ sprioht er Gottliohes Gesohleoht/
Hor an das Lob/ das ich beginneI
Ein Sternen-gleicher Muth/
Vernimt dar Tugend Gut.
2s

Die una der Himmel hat entfuhrt/
1st nicht gezeugt von schlechter Erden.

Ihr Ursprung der von oben
War

ruhrt/

wurdig vorzustehn der Heerden.

Ihr treflioher Varstand
War wit und bra it beleant.

Pusohe/ Wiesen/ Berg und Thai
Beseugen ihre guten Sorgen.
Die

v.enn itst Aurora durch den Seal

Ausrieff den angebrochnen Morgan/
Da hatte die die Naoht

Sohon albereit verwacht.
Sie hat viel Myrten aufgepflantzt/
Viel Lorber-Laub umb sich gestecket.
Die Heerd 1st umb sie her getantzt:
Als wie ein Lanb sonst hupfft und leoket.
Die Klugheit hat die Bahn
Ihr zeitlich kund gethan.
Sie hat der Elbe weites Feld
Mit sohonen Nymphen angefullet/
Und manohen 3chafer in das Zelt
Der

Liebe/ duroh Sie/ eingehullet/

ein ieder Hayn
Duroh Sie ken lebhafft seyn.
Die Palraan waren Ihre Lust.
Wann Sie in Ihren Schatten ginge/
Da brant in Andacht Mund und Brust/
Weil Sie sich an den Himael hinge.
Sie lemte ja so fein/
Noch hier verewigt seyn.
DaB

nun
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Nun hat der Hirasel Sie versetzt,

Sie windet umb aich tausend Sternen.

kein Wolff ein Schaf varletzt
una von fernen.
DIB Feld dient Ihr nicht mebr/
Sie hat ein ander Hear.
Sie hat als einon Brautigaa
Den achonaten Schafer bey Ihr atohen
Und sihet das gerechte Lama
In Bluaen auf- und niedargehen.
Baa Lamm das nun ihr S child/
Mehr ale viel Heerdan gilt.
Ihr reins a Haar wird Ihr bekrantst
Von den geheilgten S chafferinnen.
Ihr sooner Leib ist ganta uabglantzt/
Von vielen froamen Sioninnen.
Da

wo

Da schauet Sie auff

Birgt sie gleioh hier ihr LieohV
Dort ist ea dunckel nioht.
T«ol dam der hier auff dlesar Welt
So weidet umb die irdnen Haidon/
Dafi er dort uab daa Sternen-Feld
Nioht darff die Hianela-Triffton neiden.
Hier treibt man aua sun 5chain/
Dort aber frolioh ein.
So schlofi uab den betrubten FluB/
Entsuokt ia ewigen Verlangen/
Der arae Hirte Sylvius.
Und drucknete die nasaen V. angen/
Und ginge drauff Berg an/
Auch naoh der Hinmels-Bahn.
Last nun die ihr betrubet seyt/
Dort weiden sure Sch&ferinne.
Hier ward Ihr Grab und Mahl bereit/
DaB man d&bey Ihr Lob beginne.
Ein Nachruhm der beateht/
wenn alles

sonst vergeht.

So atreuet her umb Ihr Gebein
Ein Kraut/ daa nimmeraehr verdirbet.
Wer will alda doch

traurlg aeyn/

'.Venn eine mude Sonne

stirbet/

Und ateckt drauff ihrer Bahn
Viel schone Liechter an?
DAVID SCHIRK2R

Churf. Sachs. Bibliot.
This poem

demonstrates how

a delicate pastoral game can be used

the context of a funeral poem.

the

case

poena.

of the

in

Local geography ia utilised, as in

Nvirnberg poets and in Schirmer'a

own

early pastoral

But after the pastoral background of this world has been
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established the pastoral
makes his appearance as

element becomes transcendental and Jesus

shepherd-bridegroom in the divine pastures.

Schirmer takes the

opportunity to remind his readers of the rewards

of

on

a

virtuous life

earth.

The Lamb of God perhaps seems

slightly incongruous in conjunction with the pagan-sounding
•Stemen-Feld* but the transformation is of
of the 17th. oentury.
of

the

course

very

characteristic

If the things of this world point to those

next, why should not the literary conventions of this world

also be applied to the life after death?
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Poems after 1657.

Chapter 4.

A.

Rauten-Gepiische from 1657 onwards.
problem in considering Schirmer's poetry after 1657 is

The

its relative

paucity.

able to define

Were it not for this, one might have been

marked change of

some

style.

The reasons for the

relative lack of poetry after this year are a matter for

speculation; it

may

him little time

or

he

was

be that Sohirmer's position as librarian left

inclination to write

poetry or it may be that

longer in fashion as Court poet, as Kunath

no

suggests.1

Certainly it would be an anachronistic view to assume that
Schirmer's later years were somehow a failure because of the
sparseness

of poetry in them and it may well have been the oase

that Schirmer himself

regarded his later years as a librarian as

the culmination of his endeavours and

efforts in

verse.

just reward for his earlier

The last two books of the Rauten-Gepuaohe

contain his ballets and oooasional
The ballets continue the

poetry from 1657 to 1663.

pre~l657 trend towards solely

introductory poetry and poetry for the Entries.
lugand

2

(1657) (RT p.434ff) contains

an

The Ballet der

explanatory sonnet and song

for each

Entrde, the whole concluding with

chorus.

The first letters of each line of the sonnet form the

acrostic ERDMUTHSQFIAHZS
acrostic

(HZS

»

Herzogin

grand ensemble and

Sachaen).

The

phenomenon and similar phenomena seem to enter Schirmer's

poetry for the first time in these years
from the

zu

a

I656

poem

as we

have already seen

about Johann Georg I's death.

The poetic
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contributions in the next

(RT pp.475-485)
for the Entries.

ballet, the Ballet der Hygia (1659)

are even sparser,

consisting of four brief poems

The first of these

interestingly enough in
Janus

a

employs some anapaests,

happy context:-

von

dsn Winden.

Sie sausten und brausten/ sie sturraten und tobten/
Sie waren su wieder dor Kiraaels-Verlobten;
Itzt aber da dsr Fruhling kommt/
Und Reif und Regen ist vergangen/
Da steht die Raut ira vollen Prangen/
Und tragt die Knospen ungekrummt.
Nun hauchen sie Blumen/ nun blasen sie Myrten/
De£ Lorber und Palmen mit ihr sich umbgurten.

This is not the only example of a happy poem in anapaests
this
whioh

period; there is a birthday

poem

from

of 1657 for Johann Georg II

begins with the following stanzas
Die Mitteraacht sohwindet.
Der

Der

Morgen kommt wieder.
Ea taget die Naoht.

Phosphorus blincket.

Aurora lest unter die Blumen sich nieder.

Die

traurigen Sterne verschlaffen die Waoht.
Melpomene wirffet das Trauer-Gebinde/
Und weichet dam Lispeln der Westischen Winde.
Es blincksrn die Schwerdter.
Es grunet die Haute.
Die Helden slnd munter.
Ea bluhet das Land.
Es 1achat die Tugend/ die Sachsen-Vertraute/

Und kehret in ihren versehreten Stand.
Es traut sich Irene den Suden-Gebirgen/
Dafi sie sich befreye vom Schlachten und Wurgen.
It may

be that Schirmer has been influenced here by what had become

standard
or

practice by this time in the century

anapaests in a happy context.

his earlier
ever

the

to employ dactyls

Certainly this contrasts with

practice in the Rosen-Gapuaohs where this is hardly

case."*

Entries and

-

a

The Ballet des Jahrs

(1663) consists of five

Grand-Ballet which contain Sohinaer's last three

published sonnets; and in the

same year

falls his last ballet, the

characteristically named Ballet der Tugenden und Laster; the
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production of these two shows that 3chinasr

was

still in demand at

Court; indeed although the poetic contributions are limited they
are

not without

interest, as the above examples show, so that

Kunath's verdict that the text of the ballets after
the "wertlose Versemacherei elnes

1655 represents

erschopften Talents"

seems

L.

excessively harsh.
In the occasional

much the

same

before

as

predominate with

a

poetry from these
-

birthday

poems

years,

the pattern is

and funeral poems

few examples of other sorts interspersed.

Here is a sonnet dated

1659

on

the motto of the House of Saxony

(RT p.465)sUber den Wahlspruch
Ihrer Chur-Printzliohen Durchl.
zu

Sachsen/ etc.

(Hebrew)
(Greek)
Jehovah vexillum

meum.

Der HERE ist main Panir.

Exod. 17. v. 15.

Sonnet*

Panir/ Wenn alias auff mioh gehet.
Panir/ Wenn mich umbfangt die Nacht.
Panir/ Wenn ietzt dar Tag erwaoht.
Der HErr 1st mein Panir/ Wenn mich der Sturm anwehet*
Der HErr ist me in Panir/ Wenn niemand bey air stehet.
Der HErr ist main Panir/ Wenn mich das Gliick verlacht.
Der HErr ist main Panir/ Wenn mir der Tod nachtracht.
Der HErr ist main Panir/ Wenn sich die Sund auffblehet*
Der HErr ist toe in Panir/ Wenn sich der Teuffel brustet.
Der HErr ist main Panir/ Wenn sich die Holl entzundt.
Der HErr ist me in Panir/ Wenn sich kein Trost mehr findt.
Der HErr ist mein Panir/ Wenn sich die Welt ausrustet.
Ja wenn Lufft/ Erd/ und Meer/ gants seyn zu wieder mir/
Der HErr ist main

Der HErr ist stein
Der HErr ist main

So steh ioh feste drauff:

Der HErr ist mein Panir.

Although the rhyme-scheme of the sonnet is entirely conventional
the

recurring half-line is very unusual in a sonnet, and this and

the form of the

"Rund-Gedichte' which follows it show that
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Schirmer's desire to experiment could not have entirely

disappeared in these later years
the traditional
had

-

an

important point in view of

opinion that his talent for and interest in poetry

simply evaporated by this time.
Many of the devices of the occasional poetry of earlier

years recur
to

here

-

for example the topos of the poet's inadequacy

praise his patron which can be seen in the opening of the

Saint's Day poem

of 1637 for Johann Georg II (RT. p.403).

As a

typical example of the occasional poetry of the period we select
the

following funeral

poem

of 1661 addressed to Duke Morits on the

occasion of the burial of his wife Eleonors

(RT pp.488-490)
Theurer Furste von den

Sachsen/

Hertsog Teutscher Radiichkeit/
L&Bt Du Dich das Laid bewachsen?

nicht/ es ist noch Zeit.
Die mit Thranen Seamen saen/
Warden froh nach Garben gehen.
iVenn der Winter ist vergangen/
So wird lebhafft laid und Feld.
Was benetzest Du die Wangen/
Und bekummerat Dich/ 0 Held?
Die mit Thranen Saamen saen/
Werden froh nach Garben gehen.
Dieser Wechsel unsrer Tags
Nimmt bald ab/ bald wieder zu.
Auff die Freude folget Plage/
Auff die Plage Rest und Ruh.
Die mit Thranen Saamen saen/
Werden froh nach Garben gehen...
Traure

LaB es Deinen Vater

walten/

meynt alles hertzlich gut.
Die ihm willig stille halten/
Thun mit Ihm auoh/ was Er thut.

Er

Die mit Thranen Saamen
Werden froh nach Garben

saen/
gehen.

Itzund brauche Dioh der Leiche.

Traurigkeit die bricht

zwar

ein.

Doch in JEsus Himmelreiche

MuB Dein Fraulain selig seyn.
Die mit Thranen Saamen saen/
Werden froh nach Garben gehen.

Magdalene
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verstriohen/

Wenn das Wetter sioh

Und des

Ungeluokes FaB
Den Cypressen 1st entwichen/
So wirst Du erfahren/ dafl

Die nit Thranen Seamen seen/
Warden froh nach Garben gehen.
The refrain of each

verse

is

a

oompressed adaptation of the

following verses of Psaln 126 (Luther, 1645)i5
6

Die nit Threnen seen, Warden nit freudsn erndten.
Sie gehen hin und weinen, und tragen edlen Samen, Und
komen nit

Freuden, und bringen jre Garben.

Perhaps this gave rise to the idea of carrying through the Nature

imagery of seeds, sheaves and so on in the rest of the poem, which
endows the whole with a
on

satisfying unity*

Biblical origins the Nature

in the mention of oypresses
areas

imagery is at times emblematic, as

(death) in the last stansa*

The two

overlap in a century which was still acutely aware of the

allegorical interpretation of scripture.
characteristic
the

As well as being based

use

of natural phenomena,

This is a much more

both for Schiraer and for

century in general, than the interest in Nature for its own

sake which has

more

often attracted the attention of critics.

At the end of the Rauten-Gepusohe. as a

collection of

5

tailpiece to this

ballets, poems of congratulation, funeral odes and

epithalania, Schirner allows himself the Renaissance scholar-poet's
standard boast

(RT p.614)
Fast naoh
Martini Opitii
Aus den Horatio

Exegi Monumentum

vollbraoht/ dam Erts nioht su vergleiohen/
an Hohe muBen weichen/
Regans M&cht/ kein staroker Nordwind nicht/

Ich hab ein Werck
Den die

Pyramidsa

Das koines

Nooh

Folge vieler Jahr und Flucht der Zeit zerbrlcht.
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Ich kan gar nicht vergehn.
Man wird mich riihmen horen/
lange nan don Krantz der Haute wird verehren.
Main Lob soil umb don Strand dor Elbe/ wail sie fleust/
Stets angeachwangert stehn/ und warm sle a ich ergeust.
Denn ich bin der/ durch den der Saohsen schonea Wesen/
Was Tichter-Kunst betrifft/ itst hoohdeutsch wird gelesen.
So

Sets/ 0 Melpomene/ mir auff/ als meinen Ruhm/
Lorber-Krant*/ main rechtes Eigenthum.

Den grunen

The

poet's boast is skilfully combined with the veneration of the

House of the
In this

Rue, and localised by the mention of the river Elbe*

respect

the

poem

of the Rauten-Gepusoha»

forms

We

a

fitting conclusion to the poems

note, too, the grammarian' a pride in

linguistic purity in the last line but two.
we

have belief in the permanence

vergehn", "non omnia moriar"
centuries but finds

-

Ultimately, though,

of poetic fame; "ich kan gar nicht

the article of faith spans the

particularly appropriate expression in the

midst of Renaissance Humanism.

B.Other works from 1657 onwards.

Fortunately there

are

at least

a

few further works from the

later years of Sohirmer's life still extant outside the RautenGepuaohe.

There is, for example, one copy of the drama

Yerwundeter und wiedergeheileter Loewe which
This is

a

dramatic work

more

was

published in 1658.

g

in the tradition of earlier

'Singspiele' like Der Triumph!rende Amor than that of the later
ballets, with quite

a

arias and choruses in

very
of

quantity of dramatic dialogue
praise of the house of the

as

rue.

well as
The plot is

slight and characteristically involves the mythological figures

Venus, Adonis, Diana and Cupid.

After Cupid has wounded the

lion, the king of the animals, Diana promises to give Venus Adonis
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if she

can

heal her favourite Lion, which Venus does,

naturally,

through the erotic satisfaction of the king of the animal world*
The

ending interprets the figures of the lion and Diana in terms

of Schirmer'a

contemporaries

-

In Ihm wird unser Held/ der una beschutzt geehrt/
In Ihr wird Die geriihmt/ die lauter Tugend lehrt.
We have

dactyls

or

already

anapaests to

than earlier.

how Sohiroer

seen
a

to be favouring

seems

rather greater degree round about 1657

This drama contains

a

further example of the use of

anapaests in the words of Diana in Act Two as she sends out her
lion to disturb the love-birds
So schlafet die Venus?
So tantzen Cafimenen?
Harrt ich wil euch euere Wollust verwehnen!
Mein Jager Adonis soil nimmermehr gehn/
Wo

Rosen/ Violen/ und Blumen aufstehn.

Ein

Jager

MuB Felsen und

Klippen/

Nioht weiche verliebete

Erwehlen

Lippen/

Lager.

zum

Here, however, the anapaests are not used in
rather the

a

happy context,

opposite if anything, which reminds us that theoretical

considerations such

as

this

rarely weigh all that strongly with

Sohiroer, to judge by his poetry.
There is
a

one

rather unusual

use

of

language in the drama in

madrigal of Act One where Venus says of her husband

Vulcan/
Der alte

Hahn/

Mag unterdeH asin
Ich

This is

Pinckpanck/ Pinckpanck machen.

taug gants nioht

a use

of

a

zu

seinen Sachen.

lower level of

style with the unusual

colloquialism •Pinokpanck*, a word from a children's game certainly
not

normally associated with the higher stylistic level of

poetry.''
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This and phrases
of

some

like "der alt© Hahn" recall the drastic language

of the poems of the Singende Rosen and are otherwise very

in Sohiroer's poetry.

rare

toe final

indicated

even

points the variety of length of line and verse form

in the last two brief

examples alone would seem to

contradict the idea that Schirmer's poetic talent had sadly
here

are

still,

if only in a small

even

way,

declined;

touches of the virtuoso

Schirmer of the earlier Rosen-Gepusche.

The Verwundeter und wiedergeheiletar Loewe of

relatively early.

1670's

and

even

one

particular

favourite

we

1638 is still

To see examples of Sohirmer*s work

in the 1660's

must go to the examples, unfortunately few, of

Schirmer's funeral poetry.

genre,

8

To soae extent

topoi of Sohirmer*s and of the century in general are

present in these later funeral poems, as in the earlier ones.

example, in

a poem

For

of 1666 for Maria Catharine Kundman he protests

his

sincerity, in contrast to the notorious frivolity of poets, in

the

following versesFoeten pflegen sonst zu schartsen/
Und re den alia se it nicht wahr;
Itst aber muB ich deinem Hertsen

Bekennen/ dafi ioh adieu klar/
an Ihr erwiesen/
Noch nicht/ wie ich gesollt/ gcpriesen.

Was damahls sich

And this is followed

which

as

we

by the first of

already know is

a

many verses

celebrating Virtue,

favourite topos with Schiroars-

war ein AuBbund keuscher Jugsnd/
Die ihren Trieb so angslegt/
DaB Sie die unvergleichte Tugsnd
Dort in den Lorber-Hagen hegt/

Sie

Der/ nie Sie sioh rait Ihm begattet/
Sie nach dem Todt auoh halt umbsohattet*
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(The phrase AuBbund

the greatest commonplaces in 17th. century poetry,

among
in

Schirraar's.)

well as

as

In 1663 Sohirmer had addressed another deceased

Christina Junger, as "Tugend-Konigin"j the thought here is

woman,

Just

Jugend end the rhyme Jugend-Tugend are

...

conventional, the expression of it rather

as

theme of

virtue, which

more so.

The

through the whole of Schiraar's work,

runs

is

particularly appropriate in these funeral

be

presented as a solution to the problem of transience; this

Schirmer does in the poem of
As an

1660's

we

of Maria
October

example of

select the

a

ainoe virtue can

1664 for Johann Hestius.

fairly ambitious funeral

poem

from the

following ode, published in l665» on the death

Suphrosyno Butschky (geboren Voigt) which occurred on
21, 1664.

She was the wife of

Council at the Dresden Court,
poem

poems

a

secretary of the Privy

In the series of tributes the first

is by Sohirmer's Dresden friend and fellow-poet Justus Sieber;

then follows Schirtaer's own contribution

Strophe
Als einst das aohone Wunder-Sild

Eurydice der Blumen-S child
Wolt umb den Thessaleer Strand
Ablesen mit erfreuter Hand/
Da warden die verdorrten Welder
Mit grunem Laube gants urabkrantz 15
Die Sonne/ die von oben glaatzt/
Warff Rosen durch die bundten Felder/

Klippen hoohgesetsto Brust/
Empfanda nichts als lauter Lust/
BIB dab daa boss G-ifft der Schlangen
Der

Den unverhoffton Mord

begangen/

sehruapfften alia Blumen ©in;
b'ald/ Feld/ und Berg/ und Thai verblieohe/
Ja Orpheus selbsten dar entwiecha/
Und muste gantz verstummet seyn:
Da

Antistrophe

<k-

Niohts anders kommt air Deine Zier/
Du Hochbetrubter Butschky/ fur.
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Sie gienge froh in dieser Welt
Durch das gepflanzte Tugend-Feld.
Ihr AuffwachB glieche sich der Sonnen/
Die mehr und nehr sich hoch arhoht/
BiB Sie au unsem Eaubten staht/
Und voller S trahlen ist entbronnsn,
Ihr angebohrnes Vatar-Lau£
Sah durch Sie gantz rerguldet aus/
Weil Ihre noch gar zarte Jugend/
Sioh butzte adt dens Kern der Tugend;
Kun aber Sie der Tod verletzt/
So stehn die Sitern bey der Leiche/
Und klagen Deine Liebste Bleiche/
Und Du selbat wirst in Laid geaetzt.

Epodoa

ck-

Kanst Du

nun so nim die Lauto
Mit dem Orpheus su der Hand/

Und a rf or ache/ wo die Traute
Sich von Dir hat hingewand/

Spiele selbsten Dir sin Lied/
Ob Dein angefrischtes Riet
Sie durch ain verliebtea Singen
vieder konne zu Dir bringenj
Denn die Treue/ die Sie Dir
BiB in Ihren Tod geschworen/
Wird in Tode nicht verlohren/
Kanst Du nun/ so brieh herfiir.

Strophe
Ach!

aber Aoht

P

Hier ist kein

Rath/

V/er einmahl

geht des Todes Pfad/
Ist taub und hort kein Seitenspiel;

Des Mensohsn allerletstes Ziol

Last sich durch flehen nicht verrucken;

ist/ das stirbt/
nur/ der koinmahl verdirbt/
den Sternen sich zu sohnnicken/

Was von der Krden
Der Geist

V,'oiC ait
Doch kommet Sr nicht wieder her.
Orion und sein giildner Beer/
Die durffen sich nicht untartauchan/
Wir aber nur/ nur wir verrauchen.
Jedennoch aber hat die Zeit
Mit eineo Wechsel sich verbunden/
Was an uns loblichs wird gefunden/
Das tauert ait der Ewigkeit

Antistropha

^

Und also bleibt Dein schones

Lieb/

Durch Ihrer Tugend angotrieb/
Auch noch bey uns in dieaer Welt.
Hat Sie der Tod gleich hingefallV
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grunt Sie doch durch Ihre Tatenj
Gottfurchtig sayn/ dam Liebaten treu/

So

Deo Vater
Der Mutter

willig/ und darbey
gleioh/ und wohlge rathe n/

Die setsen aus der dunokeln Naohtj
Kein Stern glantst so/ worm er/ erwacht/
Die rund-geapitzten Silber-Flaaraen

Tragi uob dsn Horisont zusammen.
Sie war ein Spiegel alter Zeit/
Bey Ihren noch gar sarten Jahren/
Da muaten sioh nooh uab Sie
paaren/
Verstand und die Auffrichtigkeit.

Epodos

0

Tugend die behalt das Leben/
Sie bleibt unvarwelckst stehn.
Was dem Hiamel sich ergs ben/
Das kan gar nioht untergehn*

In dem Tode stirbt kein Tod/
Ob das aohone Wan gen-Roth

Gleioh die Farbe muB verlieren/
1st doch kein Verlust zu apurenj
Aber der verruchte Tand
Der

unauffgewsokten Seelen/

Die mit Eastern sioh ▼ermShlexv'
Findet gar kein Vaterland.

Strophe y
Vi as ist es

nun/ daB Du/ 0 Fround/

Weil Dir itst koine Sonne scheint/
Dioh stets uabhullest mit der Nacht?
Ist denn kein Trost/ der fur Dioh wacht?

Gestanden/ daB des Herren Auge
Zum andern mahl Dioh schehl

ansieht;

Wenn aber da mehr Gnade bliiht/
Bedarff es denn der Thranen-Lauge?
Aoh

sprichst Du/ Aohl

Main froomss Kindt

Und darumb hat es so gesohwind
Aus die sea Jammer wo lien gehen.
Aoh muB ich denn nun uab Sie flehen!

maBig/ als ein rechter Christ*
leben/
So wird Sie wieder Dir gaga ben/
Und Du wirst seyn/ wo Sie itst ist.
Nut

Wenn alias wieder auff wird

Antistrophe y
Sohau

nur

vielashr den Theuren

Mann/

Hochbetriibten Schwaher an/
Da wirst Du selbst ein Beyspiel sehn/
Wie man das Ungluok soil bestehn*
Den
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Hauptern bey soil rathen/
feige seyn;
Sin irdner Voigt liebt In gamein/
Sea grossen Hiramal-Voigtes T ha ten.
War Muth/ Varatand/ und WelBheit hagt/
Wird nicht ao balde hingelegt.
Sr wei£ (wis hoch aein Ruhm auch steiget)
DaB Er/ was aterblich let/ gezeuget/
Und daher spricht ar alien su
Was Erda aey/ das musae atarben/'
Und auff daa grosse Welt-Verderben
War hohen

Mufi in sich selbat nicht

Gahn

aua

dan Kite In

zu

dar Ruh.

Epodoa y

Auff/ Apollo/ mit den Husen!
LaB dsn unverblichnen

Ruhm/

Der verblichnen Arethusen
Kommen in dain

Eigenthural

Sets Ihr auff dan Lorber-Crants*
Sle hat nun verbracht dan Tanta/
Und dan Jammer uberwunden.
0 dar bittern Trauer-S tundan!
Weint Ihr tr&tlen allhier;

Euphroayne wird begraben/
Forthln will der Himmel haben
Eurer Schwester schonste Zier.
David
*

Sehimer/ Churff. Sachs. Bib.

Adrianus Imperator 1st vom Epictete gefrage t worden/
warum die Romar die Iaichen in Lorber-Krantzen hinaua

trugen? hat er geantwortet: Quia sunt Viotores
omnium malorum.
Bedekann. Cono. Funeb. D. Philip Nicolai
The poem

is a Pindaric Ode; with the exception of the final four

rhymes of the Epodos it is baaed exactly, in metre, length of line
and

stanza, rhyme and even masculine and feminine endings, on the

pattern of the first of the two examples given by Opitz in his
der deutsohen Foeterev.

9

Buoh

von

poem

is the peculiar way in which pagan mythology and Christian

sentiment

are

The interesting point about the

intermingled; the first Strophe, Antistrophe and

Epodos are couched solely in terms of Classical mythology, with
the legend of Orpheus and Bury dice

in the forefront; -the second
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trio

gradually into the Christian orbit with the mention of

moves

spirit, virtue and vice (though it should be noted that Virtue has
already been evoked in the pagan setting

variety of meanings and contexts for this

further evidence of the

-

term.10^.

The third trio

begins by going further with Christian terminology with the mention
of the

Lord,

a

the Christian and so on.

mythology prevails in the end

pagan
to

grace,

rhetorical

as

But the influence of

the final epodoa swings back

apostrophising of Apollo and the comparison of the

deceased with other Classical

figures.

A nice example of the way

in whioh the 17th. century poet felt able to combine the two

spheres, in this case in the prescribed setting of a Christian
funeral poem.

If

we

turn to the two last examples of

Sohirmer's funeral

poetry we still find many of the constants of his earlier poetry
Here are the last two verses of the 1677 poem for

in the genre.

Georg Helffreioh, a Court Secretary; in them the earlier emphasis
on

Virtue

can

be

seen

together with

some

of Sohirmsr*s favourite

flower-imagery, and the usual Christian consolation is combined
with
the

a

fairly obvious word-play

on

the deceased's name, whioh forms

tailpiece:Sein Ruhm giantzt aus der Grufft
Und dorte bluht sein Wohlverhalten.

herfur/

wird/ die Tugend-volle Zier

Da

An Ihm su keiner Zeit veralten.

Hat Torgs gleich Ihn dort verletst/
So ist do oh Drefiden froh in Rosen/
DaB

er/ bekrantset mit Zeitlosen/

Allhier das Vaterland ergetst.

getrost/ du ©dies "Yeib!
jedermann hier nioht kan mindsrn/

So sey
v;as

Das achmuckt vielmehr den kalten Leib/
Zum Krantze Dir und dainon Kindsrn.
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Hort hier glaioh auf sein Vater-S chain/
So trit Gott selbst an seine Stella
DaB ©b in truber Nacht wird he 11a;
Das nag

©in rachter Ilelffreich aeyn.

The other of the last extant poems

is

a

formal set piece for a Court

figure, Christian Ernst Freiherr von Kanne, Marshall of the Court,
Privy Councillor, Colonel of the Cavalry and
This is

a

Pindaric Oda similar to the

formal offering which
for suoh

an

would

no

important figure.

one

so on,

quoted above, the sort of

doubt be felt particularly suitable
The first Antistrophe shows us how

Schirmar remains closer to the Christian tradition

maintaining his usual stress

always
that

a

on

here, while

Virtue and taking the opportunity,

favourite in the 17th. century, of reminding his readers
the high and mighty in this

even

oommon

who died in 1677*

enemy,

world

are

laid low by the

Death:*

liegt fur uns ein theurar Mann/
Der uns sur Nachricht geben kan/
DaB in der Welt/ der Hoheit Giants/
MuB endlich tragan einan Krants/
Der swar auffsteiget su den Sterner/
Doch seine Zier versetaen last/
Hier

BUB daB des Hochsten Fruhlings-V,est
Ihn wiederumb kan bluhen la men.
Da rsiffet dann der Naoh-Ruha auff/
Da achmuckat sich der Tugend Lauff/
Und sohwinget gleich/ den Tulipanen
Zu allerletzt die Ehren-Fahnen/
DaB

der/ der loblich hier gelebt/

Im minsten/ auB er gleich versterben/
Doch nifluaermehr so kan verderben/

Als

der/ dar

an

dea irdnen klebt.

After

recounting the exploits of the great man, his oharaoter, his

scorn

for the

French, his love of learning and the

concludes with the

all funeral poems
with Gods*

muses,

Sohirmer

commonplace that his fame will last and
it ends

as

as

with

the deceased is presumed to have done,
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War will derm nun hiar

Die sen

bewainen/

hochbagabten Mann?

Wer also versterban

ken/

Lateat sich recht nit den Seinen;
Ala ain Marachall gaht er fort/
Una

*u

zaigan einen Ort/

Wo wir ainst

una

sollen findan.

Seelan/ die hiar ubertdnden/
Denan

giantst dar Stamen Licht.

Dahar soil

war

sich

betrubet/

Seyn aliain in Gott verliabet.
Gottas Trost der

traugat nicht.
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Summary

variety of important points have emerged from the first

A

part of this study.

We have shown that there can be no simple

ohronological progression in the composition of the various groups
Kunath's early attempt to date the poems

in the Rosen-Gepusche.

proved inconclusive, owing to his failure to recognize the

principle of grouping according to subjeot-matter and genre, which
we

demonstrated to be

to the small groups
of

new

groups

thus able to

limits for

widespread in Schirmar's work, right down

so

of sonnets in the Marnia cycle

Ode of

suggest

more

the various

plausible and

flexible dating

more

Gepusche, and also to point out the
-

for example, the relationship

1643.

autobiography
with the

was

relationship between literature and

examined at various stages, both in connection

pastoral river-poems and with the Marnia sonnets, and a

sober assessment

was

reached than in the speculations of

previous critics such as Kade

or

Kunath.

Perhaps the most important aspect
of the

We were

pastoral poems of RS 1,2 or RS 11,3 and the Anacreontic

The extent of the

more

the ordering

in RS 11,4 (the rearranged Singende Rosen).

connection between various groups
between the

or

constituents of Schirmer's

was

the detailed analysis

virtuosity.

This had been

favourably commented on already by well-known oritics such as
Gunther Muller and, following
But their examination

never

him, Sonnenberg in his dissertation.

went further than the admiration of

spectacular individual poems, whereas
detail

we were

able to show in

by means of tables the variety of metres and rhyme-schemes
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used in Schirmer'

virtuoso Cepusohe and the virtuoso handling of

s

long and short lines, as well as analysing a variety of
characteristic
the

examples.

Rauten-Gopiische

were

The lyrical interludes in the dramas of
not ignored in this connection, as had

usually been the case before, and problematic points such as the
occasional metrical weaknesses in Schirmer's work
modest

use

of the

As far

as

daotyl were considered at

stylistic change

or

some

or

his

relatively

length.

stylistic development is

concerned, we were able to establish that a certain profusion of
Classical mythology
is not to be found

and rhetorical devioes in the earliest poetry
later, since these elements tend to decrease,

particularly in the poetry after 1650, although they naturally
continue to appear in Schirmer's work, as in the work of

In other words a feature often thought of as typically

century poets.
'Barook* is not
this

so

apparent in the later work.

One exception to

general tendency was found to be in the frequent mythological

allusions in the occasional
to

all 17th.

poetry of the Rauten-Cepu s che addressed

prominent personalities] this applies even to the late occasional

poetry and is obviously dictated by the needs of the subject-matter.
Schirmer'3

handling of the

important 17th. century

more

such as sonnet, madrigal and epigram, was examined at

genres,

appropriate points in the first half of the study,
of

as were

his

use

imagery and the themes he adopts in his love-poetry and other

poems.

Interrelated points, suoh

theme of

virtue,

of particular

were

as

the images linked with the

stressed particularly, as

complexes of images into

individual poems.

an

was

the integration

artistic whole in

We avoided pretentious claims for Sohirmsr's

a6.

love-poetry, such as Gunther Muller's theory of "mystische Krotik",
and concentrated rather
on

the presence

on

the element of

play in Schirmer's work,

of Petrarohiat formulae and the

Petrarchist role

awareness

of the

apparent in the poetry, something ignored by

Kunath, who takes all Sohirmer's love-poetry at face value.

Finally,

we

mention two important points which are examined

for the first time here.

The detailed analysis of Schirmer's

handling of the Alexandrine, especially in the sonnets, revealed
certain

stylistic affinities, notably with Paul Fleming and

Sohirmer's friend Justus

Sieber, which had

never

before, and certain distinctions which show
clearer light.

Secondly, in

between the Singende Rosen
to
the

our

up

been revealed

his poetry in a

consideration of the alterations

(1654) and

RS 11,4

(1657)

we were

able

glimpse Schirmer adapting and adjusting his poetry, probably in
light of his

own

and anti-Court songs

changed circumstances.

disappear and the stress

Many of the moralizing
on

virtue, regarded

by many as on the inorease in Sohirmer's poetry, can be seen as
diminishing through this examination of Schirmer's procedure of
work.

Original points such as these emerge clearly in the first

part of the present study and make
characterisation of Schirmer's

a

contribution towards a new

lyric poetry.

PART TWO

SCHXRMER'S POEPtY IN ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE PAST. TO
CONTEMPORARIES AMD SUCCESSORS

Chapter 1.

Sohirmer and the Classics.

In her famous

study of Medieval Latin poetry, The V/an daring

Scholars.

Helen V/addell describes Virgil and Cicero as the upper

reaches of

a

scholar.'*'

One

German

river which still flows

past the door of the medieval

might extend the analogy by suggesting that for the

scholar-poet of the 17th. century the river of Classical

learning and poetry still flowed, though perhaps rather less

strongly, past his door, dwindling in the
century to

a

in many

as

decisive

stream and finally filtering away altogether.

other respects, the 17th. century

in the 18th.

familiar

century.

new

they had been and the

as

there

unevenness,

-

qua non;

original

or

Schirmer

are

via
seems

a

Tibullus

as

his

not quite

as

Certainly there is

century.

Knowledge of Latin is obviously

a

problematic and it

more

Greek author

Latin translation.

or

work is known in

2

to have utilized Classical

sources

less than

He hardly ever taps the potentially

love-poetry, though he would certainly

of the work of
use

are

is often fixed on the nearer

knowledge of Greek is muoh

fruitful tradition of Latin
aware

gaze

discrepancies.

might have been expected.

have been

the

in other words the neo-Latin Humanist

is often hard to establish whether
the

seen as

attitudes which come to the fore

century the upper reaches of the river

writers at the end of the 16th.

sine

be

Perhaps it is true, though, that already in

stretches which meet the eye

a

can

In this,

period of change between the traditional background and

approach to literature and the

the 17th.

of the 18th.

course

Ovid, Catullus, Propertius and

of their mistresses'

names

probably implies.

Instead, it is the other great strand of the Classical tradition
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which he uses,
as

the strand which has been described by Heinz Sohlaffer

follows

Gleichzeitig mit der Verdeutschung der lateinischen Erotik wird
ein anderer, alterer Strang dieser Gattung der europaischen
Literatur ersohlossens
die erotische Lyrik der Griechen, vor
allem die Anthologia Graeca und Anakreon, die - well das
Griechische in Westeuropa nicht wie das Lateinische als
Literatursprache weiterlebt - bald in die Nationalsprachen
ubersetzt

wurden, seit dem Ende des 16. Jahrhunderts auch ins

Deutsche.

3

The first of these

two

important sources, the Greek Anthology, is a

disparate collection of
became known to and

poems

from perhaps

as many as

800

which

years

popular with Western European scholars from the

15th. century onwards.

4

It is not necessarily clear whether German

17th. century poets knew it in the original or via Latin, since the
Dutch Humanist scholars Hugo

Grotius and Daniel Heinsius

(Opitz *

friend) and the German Eilhardus Lubinus had already rendered the
Anthology into Latin by the beginning of the century.
is varied
Greek

enough to provide

sources

for many tastes, from the archaic

epigram to the very late Christian

of the 17th.

The collection

ones.

It is perhaps typical

century that the erotic poetry, much of it in the fifth

book, much of it of Byzantine origin, is that which is mainly utilized
by the majority of the poets.

Max Rubensohn has traced the use of the

Anthology sources by German poets of the 17th. century in his study
Griechische Epigramme, which is still

one

of the best works

on

the

period and is likely to remain indispensable in its particular field.

Although Rubensohn has
poets in general

as

no

high opinion of the efforts of the Saxon

translators he notes

one

important and marked

tendency of Sohirmer's, the tendency to develop the epigram form
into that of the sonnet.
are

of

course

epigrams;

5

All the

originals in the Greek Anthology

Opitz had shown the way to transform them
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into sonnets with his Vandala sonnet and Schirmer
We have

this.

writers between

for both to

especially follows

already mentioned the strong links for 17th. century

epigram and sonnet (and also madrigal), the tendency

develop towards

indication of this.

Here

witty pointe being the clearest

a

we

can

examine

specific examples of that

tendency in Schirmer•s work.
There
on

Greek

are

five among

Schirmer's Marnia sonnets whioh are based

Anthology epigrams.

Clearly a degree of expansion will

always be involved in the transformation from epigram to sonnet;
this

can

already be

in Rubenaohn's first two examples "Bey

seen

(RS pp.175-176; Anth. V 74 (73) ) and-

ubersendung eines Krantzes"
"Uber Marniens verborgene

Liebe" (RS p.176; Anth. V 87 (86)

) where

6-line epigrams dealing with one basic idea are expanded to 14-line
sonnets also with

detail which is
iedooh

basic

idea;

it is merely the desoriptive

This is also the

expanded.

case

in "Seine Sohone

Stoltze", of which Rubensohn (p. CCLXVl) says that the

additions have
two

one

spoilt the

grace

of the original.

We give here the

versions, first the Anthology original (V, 257 (256)) in Beckby's

translation, then Schirmer's sonnet (RS pp.187-188)
Liebe des Zeus

Jetzt erkenn ich es klar, auoh Zeus ist zur Liebe nicht fahig,
denn er verwandelt sioh nicht fur dieses stolze Geschopf.
Steht sie an strahlender Schonheit der zarten, herrlichen Leda
oder Europa

vielleicht oder der Danae nach?

er mag nicht Hetaren ... Natiirlich! Will er verfuhren,
muJ3 es 'ne Jungfrau schon sein und ein Prinzesschen zugleich.

Moglioh,

Palladaa
xxv

Seine S chone iedooh Stoltze.
Es

Angesicht/
Hals/ den Mund und deine Wangen/
deinen Glantz vor andern Nymphen prangen/
Jupiter/ sprach einer/ diese nicht?

sah der Gotter Sohaar dein achones

den Helffenbeinern
sie

sahen

wariimb liebt
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dariimb/ dafi ihm Brumst und heiase Gluth gebricht?

lata

Hat dann sain brennend Hertz ein kalt-aeyn aufgefangen/
wie?
Oder 1st ihm dann das Lieben gar vergangen?

versohmahet dann sain Mund ein solchea Angerioht?

Die Danae die weicht:

Europe gibt ihr nach:

die Leda taug nioht mahr/ dafi 3ie ihr Wasser reicht.
Sie iat ja Konigin im Frauen-Zimmer-Ordan?
Drauff hub der Amor an/ und aprach:
Du redeat recht.

Zeiten lebte nur ein gutiges Geaohlecht/
ietzt aber ist es hoch/ freeh/ stolt* und prachtig
vor

The alterations and
of

the 17th.

expansion show Schirmer as a characteristic child

century in that Petrarchist detail is indulged in as

rhetorical questions.

well

as

over

from the

original.

although pithy,

The mythological allusions are carried

But the rather crude pointe of the original,

rather less sophisticated than the more delicate

seems

allusions of Schirmer's sonnet.
so

worden.

conclusion, with its 'Haufung'

The

typical of the 17th. century, is direct but not lasoivious.

While

nobody would describe this as one of Schirmer's moat interesting
sonnets

we

spoil the

cannot
grace

see

how Rubensohn

of the original

-

can

suggest that the additions

Schirmer'a

poem seems

to have

a

reasonably convincing pattern which is as much in evidence as that of
the Greek

original.

The other two sonnets based
and XLII of the Marnia
"Nur Marniens KuB"

Anthology epigrams

on

are Nos.

XLI

sonnets, "An die unpaBliche Marnia" and

(RS pp.205-206).

It so happens that both were

also translated

by Schirmer's friend Schoch for the 1660 collection

of his

The first example

poetry.

later for

our

consideration of the

can

conveniently be reserved till

relationship between Sohirmer and

Schooh; the second may serve to illustrate further Sohirmer' s
treatment of

Anthology material.

Once again the original

(V, 244

(243)) is given in Beckby's translation, followed by Schirmer's
sonnet

(RS p.2o6):-
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Konkurrenz dsr Kusse

slnd weioh, lang kilfit und laut Calateia,
Doris hinwiederum beifit: Wo 1st der groBere Reiz?
Ohren steht as nicht zu, uber Kusse zu richten. - Und eh ioh
rauhen Mund nicht geschmeckt, geb ich main Urteil nicht ab

Demos Kusse

...

Die weichen Kiiisse der Demo
du, du weiBt auoh, es ist su£ wie der Honig ihr Mund.

Herz, du hast dioh verirrt!

kennst
Bleibe dabeil
Ihr Kranz ist unbestreitbar.
Liebt einer
eine andre, mich bringt's von meiner Demo nicht ab.

Paulos Silentiarios

LXII
Nur Marniens KuB.

Die Galathee schmatzt/ und reichat lange
Sie/ meine Marnia/ gibt was gelinder sie.

Kusse.

Die Doris zwiokt darzu und naget ie und je
des Mundes Widerpart umb die gewuntschten Flusse.

Wolan/ erwehle dir den beaten/ der reoht susse/
Kein horen das gilt hie/
der Schmack nur der vergmigt.
Was eine kleine Muh
und lange Kurtzwell hat/ das/ das hat Hand und Fusse.
Man irrt zwar oftermals.
Jedoch gesteh ioh frey/
mid recht verzuckert istI

kiissen sey.
giebet klaren Thau und Honig von der Zungen.
Hier hang ich unbewegt an ihr.
Sie hat den PreiB
Ist aber einer hier/ der dieses besser weiB/
so thu er/ was er wil/ hier bleib ich unverdrungen.
dafi meine Mamia die best im

Sie

Clearly there

are

which

transform into

one

can

practical limits to the shortness of the epigram
a

sonnet, and it is almost solely the

longer 6- or 8-line epigrams of the Anthology which are utilized by
the 17th.

century sonneteers.

Here the expansion seems far less

satisfactory and clear-cut than, for example, in "An die unpaBliche
Marnia"; this

may

stem, as Rubensohn suggests, from Heinsius'

intervening Latin translation which Schirmsr probably used and which
oontadns errors,
and

but at

any

rate the result, although grammatically

syntactically fulfilling the requirements of the sonnet form,

seems

to be

sextet.

unnecessarily repetitious in the second quartet and in the

It lacks the

clarity which is by

no means

century in general or of Schinnsr in particular.

untypical of the
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In addition to the five Marnia sonnets there is also the sonnet

"Uber des Amors BildtnuB"

(RS p.474) which is loosely based

on an

Anthology epigram (XVI, 275)•
So much for the sonnets which Sohirmer based on

In the

sources.

Anthology

of the epigrams there is one big

oase

difference in

subject-matterj whereas the erotic subject-matter (however much

it down) is foreign to the tone of Schirmer's

Schirmer may tone

sonnets, this is by no means the case, as we have already seen, with
his

epigrams, either in the first

Gepusoha.

-

more

this

17th. century
very

-

Anthology; there

A

Anthology

sources are

suitable for Schirmer's epigrams than for his

despite the olose association of the two in the

derivative

further

the second book of the Roaen-

So that it can be said that Greek

in themselves

sonnets

or

and it

there

genre
are

oomes as no
are

surprise that in this for Schirmer

indeed many poems based on the Greek

four in the short Rosen-Gepusohe 1,4 and two

examples in Rosen-Gepusche 11,5*

typical example is "An Pulcrinen" (RS p.236), a favourite

with Renaissance poets,

which

we

give preceded by the Anthology

original (V, 94 (93)) in Beokby's translation:-

Seligkeit
Augen hast du wie Hera, o Melite, Hande wis Pallas,
FuRe wie Thetis und hast

Briiate, wie Kypris sie hat.

Gliicklioh,

wer dich erbliokt, o selig, wer lauschend dir zuhort,
Halbgott, wer kiissen dich darf, Gott, wer als Weib dioh
besitzt.

Rufinos

XXVI
An Pulcrinen.

Du

hast/ Pulorin/

Der Pallas ist die
Der Thetis ist der

an

dir der Junen Angesicht.

Hand/ der Venus deine Briiste.
Leib/ das schone Bau-Geruste.

Von alien Musen herkomt deines Glantzes Liecht.
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Gluokselig/ der dioh schaut/ mehr/ dar dich horet sat.
halb-Gott/ der dieh liebt. Ein gantzar dar dieh hat.

Ein

toned down eroticism in Schirmer's Anthology

Even the

represents

a

deviation from his norm, as Rubensohn

So it is

noted.

sonnets

(p.CCLXVl) has

particularly interesting that such is not the

case

here; Schirmer's epigram is as erotio as the original, if not more

so.^

But here it is in keeping with the spirit of the surrounding

epigrams, so great is the weight of the Classical erotic epigram.
In the

case

of the sonnets the influence of Petrarch and the

Petrarchist tradition has

Finally
in

come

in between.

would like to mention

we

of Sohirmer's best known poems

one

missed

as

a

small but spectacular motif

which Rubensohn

being derived from the Anthology.

may

We refer to the opening

lines of the poem "Seine todliche Schmertzen an Rosomenen"
No.

6; p.8) where the elements

are

described

have

as

(RS 1,1

doing their worst

to the loverj-

Brand/ Feuer/ Flammen und Hagelsteine
0 Schone/ mein Angesicht/

betauben/
da£ ich

The motif

taglich weine
at least

ocoura

...

once

in the

Anthology, in the following

epigram by Asklepiades (V, 64 (63)):Im Bann dea Eros

Sohneie und

hagle

schleudre

aus

nur zu, mach Finsternis, donnre und blitze,
dunklem Gewolk Wetter um Wetter aufs Land ...

While it is probably not exclusive to the Anthology and hence it
cannot be
an

proved that Schirmer took it from here, there is at least

interesting possibility that this striking opening of

virtuoso poems may come
It is

only

a

from that

one

of his

source.

small side-step from the Greek Anthology to the

the separate collection of

Anacreon tea,

associated with the name

They are not true productions of Anacreon himself, whose

of Anacreon.
work

poem3

only survives in fragments, but are rather songs dating from the

first to the sixth oenturies A.D.,
Anacreon'.

composed 'in the

Latin translations

Germany in 1597

appeared

collection is

-

editions.

Eilhardus Lubinus produced the first in

translators.^

that 17th.

The important thing about this

century poets in Germany and elsewhere

they were drawing on the real Anacreon, i.e. on a genuine

Classical tradition which had hallowed these poem3
The rose-motif is of

Sohirmer's purpose
two rose-poems

both in the

course

one

which is

of wine and roses.

eminently suited to

and it is hardly surprising that he utilizes the

in the Anaoreontea (Gotz V & LIII, Edmonds 44 & 55)

preface to the Rosen-Gepusche where he describes the

happiness of Nature which reveals to

so

many

and some German versions too, Opitz and Weokherlin

-

being among the early

und

of

They were first edited and published by Henricus Stephanus

(Henri Etienne) at Paris in 1554 and went through

believed

manner

unempfindliche KLotze

verwelcken

zu

seyn

us

"da£ wir nicht leblose Felsen

sollen/ die Rosenblatter

lassen" and also

explains that

unserer

roses are

Jugend

sacred to

Eros, and also in the dedication to the second book of the RosenGepusohe where he takes up his remarks from the preface, drawing on
Anacreon and also Ovid to

became coloured red.
of the Marnia

give legends explaining how the white rose

In the

text of his collection itself the fourth

sonnets, "An Ihre Klarheit" (RS p.166), beginning with

the lines

Spatziren geht die Sonn am hohen Himmels-Saal.
Spatziren geht die Lufft/ und alle kuhlen Winde.
spatziren geht das Wild ...
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is

obvious adaptation of one of the best known of the Anacreontea

an

(Gotz XIX, Edmonds 21) which Opitz translates "Die Erde trinckt fur
(Poeterey Ch.

sich ..."

have known it
The

p.35).

VII

through Opitz as from the original.

only occasion

on

which Sohirmer himself acknowledges

to the Anacreontea is in the

in the Mamia

Indeed Schirmer may just as well

title of the following sonnet,

a

debt

the second

cycle (RS pp.164-165)
dem Anacreon.

Aus

Gold ist zuwieder mir.

Grofi Reichthum mag ich nicht.
Scepter i3t zu schwer.
Die Herrschafft zu vermessen.
Der Krieg verderbt zu viel.
Die Liebe taug indessen/
die ist der Aufenthalt/ der meinen Unmuth bricht.
Heut lab en/ das ist gut.
Driimb leb ich weil die Pf licht,
de3 Todes mieh nooh spahrt.
V.'er wolte sich auch pressen/
Weil main Goldgelbes Haar von Jahren unbesessen/
Und meiner Liebe nooh kein boses Urtheil sprioht.
Auf/ Goldschmied! Auf/ Vulcan! mach mir den weitsten Becher/
setz auf den Boden hin den aller grosten Zecher/
das zarte Reben-Laub/ und einen Epheu-Krantz,
Des Himmels sein Boot/ die Sterne samt der Henne/
Mars und sein grosser SpieB/ die ich zur Zeit nicht kenne/
die taugen mir noch nicht.
Geh bald/ und mach ihn gantz.
Ein

This sonnet is based

on

two poems

about gold and wealth in the

Anacreontea; these also appear in a shortened version in the Greek

Anthology.
then Gotz'
German

Q

We give first Beckby's translation of the Anthology pair,
translation

(1746) of the Anacreontea,

as a

translation, much later than Schi mar's version

Sorglosigksit
Nicht kummr* ich mich um Gyges,
den groBen Herra von Sardes,
ioh

giere nicht nach Golde
Konig.
Mich kummert's nur, mit Salben
den Bart mir zu befeuchten,
mich kummert's nur, mit Rosen
das Haupt mir zu bekranzen.
und neide keinen

Mich kiimmert

nur

Wer weiB denn was

das Heute:
von

Morgen?

representative
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Auf sioh selbst.
Nichts bekummr ich mich um Gygen,
Um der Sardianer Konig;
Auch weiB mich kein Gold zu blenden;
Auch beneid ioh keine Fursten.
Nur bekummr ioh mich um Salben,
Meinen Bart zu balsamirenj
Nur bekummr ioh mi oh um Rosen,
Keinen Scheitel zu bekronen;
Nur bekummr ioh mich fur heute;
Denn wer weiR von morgen etwas.

lang das Gliicke dauert,
Trinke, spiel und opfre Baccho;
DaR nicht eine Krankhait komme,
Und derm spreche:
gnug getrunken!
Drum so

Der Silberbecher

Auf, hamisire mir dies Silber,
Hephaistos, und bereite
mir nicht ein Kriegsgerate,
nein, einen hohlen Becher!
Den mach so tief wie moglich
und bilde mir auf diesem
nicht Stern noch agen, auch
den leidigen Orion,
.

nicht

nein, gib ihm griine Reben
und strahlend frohe Trauben
samt einem schonen Bakchos.

Auf einen silbernen Becher.

Mach, o Vulkan, aus Silber,
Mir von getriebner Arbeit,
Nicht eine

Waffenrustung,
soil mir das Straiten?)
Nein, einen hohlen Becher,
So tief dir imraer moglich.

(Denn

was

Bild aber auf demselben
Mir nicht den
Den

Himmelswagen,

traurigen Orion,

Nooh sonsten ein Gestirne.

(Was sollen die Pleiaden,
was soil mir Bootes?)
Dafur mach einen Weinberg,
Und in demselben Trauben,
Und nebst dem sohonen Bacchus
Die allerliebsten Khaben,

Und

Bathyll und Amorn, kelternd.

(The Anacreontea versions
that the stress

•drum* is

so

on

much

seem

immediately much

more

'Anacreontic' in

wine, women and song, the carpe diem topos with its
more

evident in the

endings of the two latter

versions.)

We see here how Schirmer fuses elements from these two

odes, using the motifs of scorn of riches, carps diem and youth from
the first to fill the

octet, but also the anti-war motif is worked in

in the third line and this

helps to ease the transition to the sextet.

The latter is formed almost
then® of the order for the

entirely from the second poem, so that the
goblet is introduced for the first time

here, and rounded off in the last half line.
in the

The rejection of Mars

penultimate line links with the third line of the octet.

spirit of the two is compatible with
rhetorioal address to Vulcan makes

an

break at the

a

eighth line.

Perhaps

a

unified whole and the

interesting restart after the
criticism might be that the

multiplicity of motifs, although harmonious, has contributed to
extremely large number of short sentences

especially at the beginning, creates
movement for the
is

a

an

-

twelve in all

-

which,

we

know

up

already that this

tendency of Schirmer*s Alexandrines, so it may be that the

has done

nothing

theme of

drinking is not particularly usual with Schirmer, the

than to exaggerate this slightly.

more

an

extremely slow and brokan

On the other hand

sonnet.

The

source

Although the

rejection of riches in favour of the simple life is certainly common
in his

poetry, especially in the later Singende Rosen.

It i3

a

17th.

century topos which is also a favourite of Schirraer's and happily
matches this Classical

source.

The above sonnet i3
utilize
There

the Anacreontic

is, however

a

good example of the way Schirmer is able to

tradition in the fullest

a narrower

sense

primarily,

or even

term.

formal tradition, that of the Anacreontic

Ode, which also stems from Stephanus' 1554 collection.
conceived

of the

This is

exclusively in formal terms with little

reference to

or no

Johannes

subject-matter.

The tradition

runs

through

Aurpach's Anacreonticorum odaa of 1570 and culminates

(in Latin) in Friedrich Taubmann's occasional poetry Anacreon latinus
of

1597*

This is the

source

discussion of the genre

x/

x

/

it the

x

/

(RS p.156).

The metre used in German is

adapted from the olassical

x,

u - u - u - u;

Zesen calls

syllable Dimeter Catalecticus in his Helicon of 1641 and

seven

Schottel describes the
Tleim-Kunst of

1645.

been discussed
as

which Schirmer himself mentions in his

same

line

"Anacreonticum Genus" in his

as

The particular example of Sohirmer's has already

above; it is

an

early

and really only of interest

poem

such; full of rhetorical figures and word-play the "Anacreontische

Ode" illustrates the 17th.

century tendency to interpret a tradition

purely formally, though as we have already

seen

Schirmer was also

capable of writing *anacreontioally* in the fuller
The tradition of the Anacreontic Ode is
in whioh

rather

Schirraer, after Zesen, happens to play

So far

poetry.

a

we

have

sense

of the term.

undistinguished
an

one

important part.

only looked at the tradition of Greek erotic

We might well expect, in turning to the Latin classics, to

find evidence of much
is not -the

greater influence

on

Schirmer's work.

The mention of Ovid in connection with the

case.

But such
roses

legend in the dedication to tlx? second book of the Rosen-Gapiisohe is

purely in passing.

The praise of Propertius and his Cynthia in

"Asterie An Ihren

Opitz" (RS p.281) is already there in Balthasar

Venator*s Latin
source

elegy which Schirmer is translating.

which Kunath claims to have

The Tibullus

recognized in the final epigram of

the first book of the Rosen-Gepusche

disappears completely on

investigation.The only major poem whioh

can

be traced to a Latin
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source

is "Von Ihren

Cynthia is based
to Lesbia

prose

-

Kiissen" (RS p.6) which although it mentions

unacknowledged

(Book 1 No. 7)»

translation,11

-

on one

of Catullus' famous poems

We give the original together with Kelly's

followed by Schirmer's version:-

Quaeris, quot mihi bastiones
Tuae, Lesbia, sint satis superque.
Quam magnus numerus Libya sae harenae
Laserpiciferis jacet Cyrenis,
Oraclum Jovis inter aestuosi
Et Batti veteris sacrum sepulcrum;
Aut quam sidera multa, cum tacet nox,
Furtivos hominum vident amores:
Tam te basia multa basiare
Vesano satis et super Catullo est,

Quae nee pemumerare curio si
Possint, nec mala fascinare lingua.
You ask how many kisses of yours, Lesbia,
may be enough for me, and more?
As the
numerous sands that lie on the spicy
shores of Cyrene,

between the oracle of
sultry Jove and the sacred tomb of old
Battus; or as the many stars that in
the silence of night behold men's furtive
amours; to kiss you with so many
kisses is enough and more for madly
fond Catullus; such a multitude as
prying gossips can neither count,
nor bewitch with their evil tongues.
Von Ihren Kussen.

Cynthia/ wenn sie will kussen/
will stets eine Satzung wissen/
wie viel sie mir

geben soli.

Weil sie Tugend stets venibet/
und ihr MaB und Ziel beliebet/
sie das Mittel halten woll.
So

viel/ spreoh ich/

Korner

an

dem Rande

liegen in dem Sande:

So viel Na£ der Staub annimt:
so

viel

Kusse/ solst/ mein Leben/
Lippen geben/

du stets meinen
difi in meine

Rechnung kommt.

So viel Liechter in den Lufften:
so

viel in den Wolcken-Klufften

verborgen steht/
Jugend auff den Auen/
heimlich pfleget suzuschauen/
wenn die stille Nacht angeht:
Sternen-frold
daB der
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So vial will ioh dir

entlehnen/

wilstu dich denn furtar sahnen/
ob ioh auch noch waiter kan/
sollan deinas Mundas KLippen
von dan halb verblaBten Lippen
alia vdeder nehmen an.
Doch will ioh dirs besser sagen:

Kiiase/ biB ioh werde fragen:
Schonste!
hast du keinen mehr?
odar wilst du hier nooh wehlerv'
biB ich selbat nicht mehr kan zehlen/

Cynthia/ als dann auffhor.
It is difficult to say

whether

we can

call Schirmer's version a

translation; oertainly it follows the pattern of Catullus' original
the

-

lady's question, the comparisons with sand and stars leading to a
But the points is rather different, there is one interesting

points.

interpolation and one alteration in the earlier part too, so that one
should rather

speak of a 'Nachdichtung'.

of the last three lines of the first
to insist that the

moderation.

establish

a

question stems from his lady's virtue and love of

moral

Needless to say it gives a

original, which is really

the satisfaction of lust.

gazing

completely different tone
a

So the first stanza

typical procedure of Schirmer's.

are

century desire to

atmosphere, a desire very obvious in so much of

from the Classical

and

stanza, where the poet is careful

This is characteristic of the 17th.

Schirmer's work.

Catullus'

The interpolation consists

witty description of
already shows

us a

It is hardly surprising that

'furtive amours' at night also disappear in the third stanza

replaced by the relatively innocent fantasy of the stars
on

the young people in the fields.

The pointe, too, ignores

the

gossips with their evil tongues in favour of quite

and

reasonably witty last stanza.

example of how Schirmer has changed

a

different,

In this verse there is a nice
a

line from the 1650 edition to
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improve the stress; in 1650 he wrote
Dooh ioh wil dirs besser sagcn
which he

changes in 1657 to

Doch will ich dirs besser sagen

stressing the position of the lover more, and contrasting neatly with
the

question from the lady in the first stanza.

In general this

graceful poem shows how Schiroer approaches a Classical love-poem and

by minor alterations transforms it into something quite different in
tone.

Whichever

we

prefer, the Classical

or

true that the difference between the two is

of the times in which

they

were

to

entirely characteristic

Schlaffer's comment on the

written.

allusion to Classical basia poems

the modern, it remains

excuse

one's

own seems

inapplicable hare:Zwar kennt auch die Antike

EuBgedichte, und die Berufung auf

die des Catull ist - bis zur Zahl der basia mille, die er sich
von Lesbia gewiinscht hatte - topisch fur die spateren geworden,
aber der beteuerte AnschluB an antike Vorbilder soil nur die

eigene 'Kuhnheit' entschuldigen.
We

reserve

3ince these

were

for later
so

a

consideration of the

identify

a

This indeed may be the

paucity of examples in Schinner's work where

direct Classical

source;

reason

one can

muoh is transmitted through

so

the work of Neo-Latin Humanist writers and
of the

epigrams of Martial,

often transmitted to Schirmer via the 16th.

century Humanist John Owen (Owenus).
for the relative

12

through other German poets

17th. century, especially Opitz.

We

can

sum

up

Schirmer's

use

of Classioal

sources -

Anthology, the Anacreontea and the Latin Classics
usually makes of them something of his
characteristic of the 17th.

century.

own,

-

the Greek

by saying that he

something which is also

The erotic themes of so much of
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Classical love-poetry are certainly

probably be regarded not
as

of automatic

much of 17th,
on

Classical

toned down, but this should

much in terms of deliberate censorship

so

approximation to the didactic moralizing nature of

century poetry.
sources

are

not

so

Perhaps many of Schirmer's poems based

particularly distinguished but

some are

graceful and elegant, in his usual manner, and in many cases where the
original has been transformed it would be hard to say that this was to
the detriment of the Schirmer poem.
One final

examples
which

are

so

point which anticipates the coming chapters; the

far noted tend to have

in any case

come

from the epigram collections,

Schirmer's most derivative work,

or

from the

first book of the Rosen-Gepusche and not from the second.

This

possibly suggests that certain parts of the Rosen-Gepusche, especially
the earlier
more

more,

parts, are

more

imitative than others in any case, and,

subtly, that perhaps certain authors and periods
and

more

strongly, in different parts of Schirmer's

Certainly the lack of poetry derived from Classical
later

are

imitated
oeuvre.

sources

in the

parts of the Rosen-Gepusche and the Rauten-Gepusche is very

striking.
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Schinaer and post-classical traditions.

Chapter 2.

Petrarch, Petrarchiam, Anti-Petrarohiam.

A.

By far the most important tradition for all writers of love-

poetry in the 17th. century
Petrarchist tradition.
northwards in Europe
France and the

also.

It

was

-

and Schirmer is no exception

Like the Renaissance itself it had moved

by stages and over the centuries, from Italy to

Netherlands, and finally by the 17th. century to Germany
transmitted not only in the vernacular but also in the

Neo-Latin poetry of the period.
over

such

a

is the

-

The predominance of such a convention

period of time in Western Europe indicates the need which

poets felt for a framework and a "poetic idiom of great flexibility"
within which

they could operate.

influence in

general, Germany

2

But

was a

as

in the

late-comer to

had dominated France and the Netherlands in the

Italy even earlier.

The

enormous

case
a

of Renaissance

tradition which

16th. century and

chronological, geographical,

linguistic and cultural gap between Francesco Petrarca, writing in
14th. century Italy and an Opitz, V/eckherlin or Fleming in 17th.

century Germany

means

that for the Gennan writers the intervening

Petrarchist tradition is much

more

important than the

poetry it stemmed and had developed.
that most German

man

from whose

Indeed, it has been suggested

poets of the 17th. century knew Petrarch's poetry

primarily or totally at second hand, through intermediaries.

3

Although Opitz did have some acquaintance with Petrarch's poetry both he
and Vieckherlin encountered the Petrarchist tradition in the work of the

Pldiade, especially in that of its two best-known
Du

names,

Ronsard and

Bellay; and for all later 17th. century writers there is the work
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of the German

pioneers themselves to draw

Silesian master.

As

on,

especially that of the

Pyritz puts it: "Das Tor, durch das der

Petrarkismus in die deutsohe

Kunatlyrik entscheidend einbrioht, ist

L

das Werk

von

Martin Opitz."

If this be
arise in

a

true summary

considering the ?iork of

of the situation two questions then
a

mid-century poet like Schirmer:

first, is there any point at all, bearing in mind the unlikelihood
of Schirmer
any

having been directly acquainted with Petrarch's work, in

comparison between Schirmer's poetry and the Petrarchan models

which, indireotly and at second hand, they

are

based?

on

Secondly, how

great is the discrepancy between the work of Petrarch himself and
Petrarchist
us

to

poetry?

answer

An examination of the second question may help

the first.

Originally most critics took the view that there
considerable

was

indeed a

divergence between Petraroh himself and the later

Petrarchists.

Hans

having fastened

on

Pyritz, for example,

sees

the Petrarchists as

to peripheral elements in Petrarch's work and

developed in that way:Die

Liebesdichtung Petrarcas stilisiart ... Dieselbe Erstarrung
bewegter Vielfalt spricht in jenen AuBenschichten seines Werks,
wo Erschopfung des Gefuhls verdeckt wird durch Prunk der Worte
und dialektisches Spiel, entleerende {Jbersteigerung der Motive
und Abirrung in Wesenloses. Von diesen Schichten aber fuhrt die
Brucke zum Petrarkismus, der dann erst auch der andern Bezirke
in seiner Weise und mit seinen Organen sich bemachtigt. Es ist
die Tragik Petrarcas, dap seine unwiederholbare Schopfung zum
Lehrbuch wurde

5

...

It is clear from the tone of this passage

Petrarohist

development

misunderstood master.

as a

More

that Pyritz regards the

regrettable falling-away from a

recently, Adelheid Beckmann also regrets

that the Petrarchists lost the vision of Petraroh himself:-
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Dieser Begriff der geistigen Liebe vereinigt in sioh die
Frauenverehrung der Troubadours, die Erhebung der Geliebten bis
zum

Gottlichsn im "dole© stil nuovo" und die antithetische

Liebeaerfahrung Petraroas.
spater die weltanaohauliohe
dieser Liebesauffassung und
das sprachliche Material.
In the last decade or 30,

many

Leider verliert der PetrarkLsmus
und psychologiache Problematik
bewahrt nur das aufiere System und

6

however, opinions have changed somewhat and

characteristics of Petrarchism, and for that matter of German

Baroque poetry are seen to be present already in the work of Petrarch
himself.

barocksr Termini"
detail how the
are

1963, finds "das

Oskar Budel, writing in

gauze

Arsenal

already there in Petrarch; he is able to show in

stylistic phenomena of l?th. oentury German love-poetry

already to a large extent determined by Petrarch.

7

In fact the

attempt to drive a wedge between Petrarch and Petrarchism had rested on
rather dubious

foundations, for what Pyritz* argument had amounted to,

put succinctly, is that Petrarch really felt his lover's plaints
whereas his

successors

did

incapable of being proved.

not,
g

an

entirely subjective assertion

Most recently of all, Leonard Forster has

picked out two sonnets already singled out by Pyritz as most
influential

-

"S'amor

non

b"

(132) end "Pace

non

trovo" (134)

-

and

shown how the antithetical conceits to be found there form the basis
of the later Petrarchist

clear that

do not have

we

style.
a

Petrarch and the Petrarchist
from the 14th.

end of the line
now

Petrarchists

real

All this recent research makes it

discrepancy between the work of

style but rather

a

line of development

century Italian to the 17th. century Germans, with the
obviously relatable to the beginning.

clear that the

Petrarch is

9

implication that Petrarchism is

a

Certainly it is
falsification of

unjust; rather would it be true to say that the
emphasize various elements in Petrarch's poetry for their
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own

ends.

This consideration of the second

question leads us back to the

first; it is possible to compare, say, a sonnet of Schirmer's with
the Petrarchan

between

come

original, provided that

a

of its

in that

case

or

we

stylistic phenomena, will be increased in

can

consider Schirmer's poem

both in the light

original model and in the light of the Petrarchist convention

in which it is written.
are

bear in mind all that has

them; indeed, the value of all comparisons, that of

highlighting thematic
such

we

The

thus in this instance

interpretative and historical methods

conveniently combined.

Regrettably, the

only work which has considered at length and in detail the role of
Petrarch in German 17th.

1911, has

as

century poetry, Souvageol's dissertation of

its major underlying fault that it

assumes a

knowledge of Petrarch by all German poets of the 17th.
Thus the

direct

century.10

perspective of the whole is faulty and this contributes to

the one-sided
Nevertheless

subjective value-judgments in which the study abounds.

Souvageol's careful collection of examples and parallels

is not without

value, provided

we

make the reservations described

above.
It is

no

surprise that Souvageol's eleven most important

examples of Schinner
Marnia

poems

sonnets, which form

As we shall see,

found

can

while

some

very

phrase which is
rather different

a

on

Petrarch

are

taken from the

parallel to Petrarch's

Laura-cycle.11

however, not all of the examples Souvageol ha3

be considered
are

based

a

as

versions of

a

Petrarchan

original;

close indeed, others have only the occasional

reminiscence of Petrarch, hence they fall into

categories.
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Souvageol is usually critical of Schirmer's poem, whichever of
the above
the

categories it may fall into.
of poems

case

based

more or

less completely on Petrarch; for

example "Er liebet hefftig" (RS p.185)
"Quando'l sol"

"unlogisch".

(CCXXIIl)

-

translation

12

-

based

Certainly parts of Schirmer's

We

on

Petrarch's

which Souvageol calls "nichtssagend" and

(e.g. lines 7-8) and the pointe brings
to the whole.

Sometimes one can agree in

no

poem seem

unclear

particularly witty flourish

give Petrarch's original accompanied by an English

and followed by Sohirmer's sonnet:-

Quando '1 sol bagna in mar 1'aurato carro
l'aere nostro e la mia mente imbruna,
Co'l cielo e co le stelle e co la luna

E

Un'angosciosa e dura notte innarro.
Poi, lasso I, a tal che non m'ascolta narro
Tutte le mie fatiche ad una ad una,
oo'l mondo e con mia cieoa fortuna,

E

Con

Amor, con Madonna e rneco garro.
b 'n bando, e del riposto b nulla;
Ma sospiri e lament! in fin a l'alba,
E lagrime che l'alma a li occhi invia.
Vien poi l'aurora, e l'aura fosca inalba,
II

sonno

Me no:

ma

*1 sol, che '1 cor m'arde e trastulla,

Quel po solo adolcir la doglia mia.
V/hen in the

And

sinks the sun's

golden light,
darkness lies,
stars and clouded skies
and a painful night:

sea

my mind and nature
With the pale moon, faint
on

I pass a weary
To her who hears

me

not I then rehearse

sad life's fruitless toils, early and late;
And with the world and with my gloomy fate,
With Love, with Laura and myself, converse.
Sleep is forbid me: I have no repose,
But sighs and groans instead, till morn returns,
And tears, with which mine eyes a sad heart feeds;
Then comes the dawn, the thick air clearer grows,
But not my soul; the sun which in it burns
Alone can cure the grief his fierce warmth breeds.
My

NOTT.
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Er liebet

hefftig.

Mein gantzer Muth verdirbt.

Ioh wancke hin und

her/

Ioh leyde grosse Pein in meinem matten Hertzen/
bald bin ich hier/ bald da/ bald hab ich tausend Schmertzen.
Ich seh mein Angesicht/ und weifi nioh .vie und war/
und wo ich stundlich bin.
Und wenn ich Trost begehr/
so ist es meinem Lieb auch nur ein blosses Schertzen.
Der Unfall/ der ist groB/ noch stellt sie Brand und
auf meine welcke Brust/ und fraget:
Wer ist der?

ihr Wosen an den Tag/
ioh nioht dulden mag.

Die Liebe3-Gottin gibt
und ihre Crausamkeit/ die
Jedooh

so

Kertzen

bin ich stets be re it ihr nach

zugehen/

und/ rair

zum Schaden auch/ auf ihren G-lantz zusehen.
Wer eina Stunde mir wird wenden diese Pein/

der sol mir Phobus
The

classical

confused

selbst/ ja mehr als Phobus

seyn.

clarity of the original makes Sohirmer's sonnet

It is also

by comparison.

how the Petrarchist tradition has
the lover's tears and groan3

-

a

an

example in which

seem

one can see

developed; in Petrarch's original

typical Petrarchist topos

-

are

already present but there are no conceits or particularly witty or
antithetical formulations.

By the time the theme has reached Schirmer,

however, it is treated, in the first lines especially, in a much
pointed and antithetical
such

with

alliteration and anaphora.

as

replaced by
It is
der Liebe

m'ha

manner

an

a

variety of figures of speech

Simplicity of expression is

affective pathos.

perhaps fairer to Schirmer to take

as

an

Amor m'ha

-

Trans,

posto como

p.131):-

seguo a

strale

Com'al sol neve, come cera al foco,
E come nebbia al vento; e son gi& roco,

Donna, mercd ohiamando; e voi non cale.
gli occhi vostri usc£o '1 colpo mortals,
Contra cui non mi val tempo nd loco:
Da voi sola procede (e parvi un giooo)
II sole e'l foco e'l vento ond'io

I

example "Er ist

Spiel" (RS pp.193-194) which is based on Petrarch's "Amor

posto" (CXXXIII

Da

more

son

tale.

pensier son saette, e'l viso un sole,
E'l desir foco; e'nseme oon quest'arme
Mi punge Amor, m'abbaglia e mi distrugge:

2hC.

E

l'angelico canto e le parole,
Co'l dolce spirto ond'io non posso aitarme,
Son l'aura inanzi a oui raia vita fugge.
Love makes

the

target for his dart,
sunshine, or as wax in flame,
Or gale-driven cloudj and, Laura, on thy name
I call, but thou no pity wilt impart.
Thy radiant eyes first caused my bosom's smart}
No time, no place can shield me from their beam;
From thee (but, ah, thou treat'st it as a dream!)
Proceed the torments of my suff'ring heart.
Each thought's an arrow, and thy face a sun,
My passion's flame: and these doth Love employ
To wound my breast, to dazzle, and destroy.
Thy heavenly song, thy speech with which I'm won,
All thy sweet breathings of such strong controul,
Form the dear gale that bears away my soul.
me

as

As snow in

NOTT.

Er ist der Liebe

Wie
und das
wenn

Spiel.

der kiihle Sohnee naoh Thai und Auen rinnt/
zufeige Wachs im Sommer muB vergehen/

wann

sich der Sonnen Bild in wilder Gluth last sehen:

So bin ich auoh vor

dir/ well du mich angezundt.

Kein Glied ist ohne Brunst.
Wie sioh der Dornen Kind
mit seinem Haupte neigt/ und nicht vermag zu-stehen/
deine warme Brust mit ihrem Ambra-wehen/
unter sich gedruckt:
So fall ioh auoh geschwind
Fur deinen Fussen hin.
Ich werde mat und muds/
die Farbe wird verkehrt/ der Muth ist ausser mir.
Kein Tag/ nur lauter Naoht/ komt meinen Augen fur.
Im schlaffen hab ich Strait/ im wachen kelnen Frieda/
biB daG der frische Quell mir meine Glieder kuhlt/
damit aufs neu hemach dein Feuer mit mir spielt.
wenn
es

Souvageol claims that the Italian sonnet develops the 3now and wax

imagery through the poem

-

which

whereas Schirmer is said to
from the fact that this

heap

we can see
up new

might be taken

is not the case

comparisons.
as

much

as a

-

Quite apart
sign of

superiority as of inferiority, Petrarch's sonnet itself introduces
a new

element in lines 12-13

is true that both the

present in the octet.

(Schirmer'3 "Ambra-wehen") although it

gale and the arrow of the sextet are already

Schirmer's sextet does not revert to the
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imagery of the octet but to call it a heaping
is

surely going too far.

And

one

up

of new comparisons

point which Souvageol misses is the

tempo of Sohirmer* s poem; the many colons and sentence-breaks and the
use

of enjambement match the same

phenomena in Petrarch's sonnet very

well; although this might of course be merely an example of Schirmer'3
usual

broken-up Alexandrines.

many ways

a

poem

It ia

a

'Nachdichtung' which is in

close to the original.

Our next

is

13

example

-

Petrarch's "Mille fiate" (XXI

good instance of the influence of the poet.
which crops

In it the

up

-

tr. p.17)

-

It is a type of

wherever the Petrarohist convention flourishes.

languishing lover who has incurred his mistress's displeasure

bewails his predicament and prepares for
utilized the

theme in poems XV and XVI

death-motif;

now

death.

Schirmer had already

of the cycle, without the

in poem XXXII (RS pp.195-196) he includes the

latter too:-

Mille fiate, o dolce mia guerrera,

co'begli occhi vostri pace,
V'aggio proferto il cor; m'a voi non piace
Per aver

Mirar si basso oolla mente altera:

E, se di lui fors'altra donna spera,
Vive in speranza debile e fallace:
Mio, perchd sdegno ci& oh*a voi dispiace,
Esser non pu6 gl& mai cosi com'era.
Or, s'io lo scacoio ot e' non trova in voi
Ne l'essilio infelice aloun soooorso,
sa star sol nd gire ov'altri il chiama,

Nd

Poria smarrire il

suo natural corso:
Che grave colpa fia d'ambeduo noi;
E tanto pill di voi, quanto piu v'ama.

A thousand

times, sweet warrior, have I tried,
heart to thee, some peace to gain
Prom those bright eyes, but still, alas I in vain,
To such low level stoops not thy ohaste pride.
If others seek the love thus thrown aside,
Vain were their hopes and labours to obtain;
The heart thou spumest I alike disdain,
To thee displeasing, 'tis by me denied.
But if, discarded thus, it find not thee
Its joyless exile willing to befriend,
Proferring

my
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Alone, untaught at others' will to wend,
Soon from life's weary burden will it flee.
How heavy then the guilt to both, but more
To thee, for thee it did the most adore,
MACGREG&t,

erziirnet.

Als Er Sie

Je mehr sich/ Marnia/ me in Hertze dir ergiebet/
Jemehr der Flammen Rauch me in Feuer zeiget an/
Je mehr ich in der Brunst an dich gedencken km/

je mehr mein Hertze sich in deinen Blick verliebet/
Je mehr hastu main Hertz mit deinem Haft betriibet.
1st meine Hoffnung denn nun gar umbsonst gethan?

Gegenwart/ nioht meiner Liebe Bahn/
Bitte/ hat so grosse Schuld veriibet,
du sihest nicht/ daft es dein Schade sey/
dein Groll und Haft noch waiter hin erstrecket/

Nicht maine
nicht meine

Jedoch
sich
und mi oh mit frischem Sand in kurtzer Zeit bedecke t.
wenn

bringest mir den Tod in solcher Liebe bey.

Du

Dooh nein.
Mir sterb ich nicht.
Weil du mich dir
bin ich Marnia/ dir/ und nicht mir/ gestorben.

so

erworben/

Here the interest is in the different treatment of the theme.

Petrarch, the originator, treats it simply; the thought progresses
smoothly, the sonnet form falls into two regular sections and the last
two lines

represent

a

neatly balanoed points.

centuries later at the end of

Ratiocination and

a

long tradition, is much more complex.

spectacularly emphatic anaphora abound, though

basically the pattern is the same
same

the

point

as

Schirmer, writing three

Petrarch's "Or".

-

Schirmer*s "Jedoch" falls at the

The ending emphasizes the pointe more;

rhyming couplet at the end makes for an epigram-like conclusion

and the

thought-content is rather

more

complex than Petrarch's and

expressed by means of the poet's argument with himself.
taste Schirmer's poem

Petrarch's, probably
fairer to

see

it

might
on

seem more

To modern

contrived and artificial than

account of the rhetorical devices.

It is

historically, since the other end of a tradition

stemming from Petrarch naturally cannot retain Petrarch's simplicity
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if it is to

compete

Not all of

as a

virtuoso handling of the topos.

Souvageol's examples

are

close to

as

original as the above quotations might suggest.
trace3 Sohirmer's sonnet "Als Seine Manila

to the second of Petrarch's poems
"Che debb'io far? Che mi
the

a

Petrarchan

For instance, ha

gastorben" (RS pp.210-211)

to Laura in death, th® long Canzone

consigli, Amore?"

(CCLXVTIl) v/heraas only

opening question and possibly the concluding idea of a consolation

(though the nature of the consolation is quite different)
in Schirmer*s sonnet.
are

such free

even;

a

And

adaptations

some

as

of Schirmer's poems

are

present

which he quotes

hardly to merit the term Nachdichtung

nice example of this which also shows how a Petrarchan sonnet

makes its way

through the 17th. century is Schirraer's "ttber seine

Traume", a free version of one of the most famous of Petrarch's

sonnets, and

one

Petrarchism;^1'

which has been singled out for its influence on

this is "S'amor

Opitz and Fleming versions

non

S", of which

we

also inolude the

15

non 5, che dunque & quel ch'io sento?
Ma, s'egli § Amor, per Dio che oosa e quale?

S'amor

bona, ond'6 l'effetto aspro mortale?
ria, ond'S si dolce ogni tormento?
S'a mia voglia ardo, ond'I'l pianto e lamento?
S'a mal mio grado, il lamentar che vale?
0 viva morte, o dilettoso male,
Come puoi tanto in me, s'io no'l consento?
E s'io'l consento, a gran torto mi doglio.
Se

Se

Fra si contrari venti in frale barca

Mi trovo in alto mar,

senza governo,

Si lieve di saver, d'error si carca,
Ch'i'medesmo
E

tremo

If 'tis not
If

If
If
If

non

a mezza

so quel oh'io mi voglioj
state, ardendo il verno.

love, what is it feel I then?
'tis, how strange a thing, sweet powers above!
love be kind, why does it fatal prove?
cruel, why 30 pleasing is the pain?
'tis my will to love, why weep, why plain?
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If not my
0

will, tears cannot love remove.
living death! 0 rapturous pang! - why, love!

If I consent not, canst thou o'er me reign?
If I consent, 'tis wrongfully I mourn:
Thus on a stormy sea my bark is borne

By adverse winds, and with rough tempest tost;
Thus unenlightened, lost in error's maze,
My blind opinion ever dubious strays;
I'm froze by summer, scorched by winter's frost.
ANON. 1777.

Sonnet.
AuB dem Italienischen Petrarchae.

1st Liebe lauter

nichts, wie dafi sie mich entziindet?

1st sie dann gleichwol was, warn ist ihr thun bewust?
1st sie auch recht und gut, wie bringt sie bose Lust?
Ist sie nicht gut, wie daB man Freudt auB ihr empfindet?
Lieb ich gar williglich, wie daB ich Schmertzen trage?
MuB ioh es thun, was hilffts, daB ioh solch trawren fuhr?
Thue ichs nicht gern, wer ists, der es befihlet mir?
Thue ich es gern, warumb, daB ich mich dann beklage?
Ich wancke, wie das Gras, so von den kiihlen win den,
Umb Vesperzeit bald hin geneiget wirdt, bald her.
Ich walle wie ein

Schiff, daB in dem wilden Meer

Von Wellen umbge jagt nicht lean zu rands finden.
Ich weiB nicht was ich will, ich will nicht was
Im Sommer ist mir

ich weiB,
kalt, im Winter ist mir heiB.
MARTIN OPITZ

Wie?

Ist die Liebe Nichts? Was liebt man denn im Lieben?
Alles?
Nein.
Wer ist vergmigt mit ihr?

Was aber?

Nicht Y/asser; sie
Auch Feuer nicht.

ergliiht die Herzen fur und fur.
Warumb?

Was ist fur Flammen blieben?

sagt! woher kompt ihr Betrilben?
Denn Bose?
Mich diinkts nicht; nichts Solches macht Begier.
Denn Leben?
Nein; wer liebt, der stirbt ab seiner Zier,
und wird bei Leben schon den Toten zugeschrieben.
So wird sie Tod denn sein?
Nichts minder, als diB eben.
Was tot ist, das bleibt tot.
Aus Lieben kommet Leben.
Ich weiB nicht, wer mir sagt, was, wie, wo oder wenn?
Ist nun die Liebe nicht Nichts, Alles, Wasser, Feuer,
Gut, Bose, Leben, Tod: euch frag' ich, neue Freier,
sagt ihr mirs, wenn ihrs wiBt: Was ist die Liebe denn?
Was

denn?

Gut?

aber

PAUL FLEMING.
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Uber seine Traume.
Sind Traume lauter niohts/ wie daB sia mioh bewegen?
sind sie dann Freud und Lust/ wie da£ ioh traurig bin?
sind sie vol Liebliohkeit/ wie daB main toder Sinn
sioh muB/ 0 Mamie/ zu deinen Fussen lagan.
Ioh sahe heint zu Nacht dioh deiner Liebe pflegen.
Du warst es ja gewiB/ 0 schone Halb-Gottin.
Ein naoket Nymphen-Bild lief zu den Schwanen hin/
zun

Schwanen/ die im Thai stats ihre Lieder hegen/

Und

kiisset eines Mund.

Ich

flihlte Sussigkeit.

Die Liebe stieB al3bald naoh meinem kranoken Hertzen.
Drauf lieB ich meinen Schlaff.
Nichts blieb als tausend
die ich nooh klagen muB bey spater Abends-Zeit.
Schmertzen/
Sie sind

sie sind/ so glaub in vollen Sorgen/
liegt die Warheit doch verborgen.
was

nun

im Traume-Nebel

The very
in

a

'Petrarchist' Petrarch

translation which

poem

reproduces all the compact antitheses of the

original, although ouriou3ly the
17th. century

-

is excellently, rendered by Opitz

"0 viva morte

-

cry

which echoes all through the

0 lebendiger Tod"

-

is omitted.

Souvageol describes it as "erstaunlich gut fur die Zeit".

16

Fleming's

version, on the other hand, develops into a dialogue between the poet
and his alter ego
are

about the nature of love, in which the antitheses

expressed through a series of rhetorical questions and

explanations.

There is obviously a much greater degree of artifice

than in

poem.

Opitz1

the Petrarchan

Schirmer's sonnet is even further removed from

original and after the rhetorical use of anaphora and

the antitheses of the first

line of
direct

quartet it

completely away into a

moves

imagery and reflection which is independent.
comparison seems pointless here; but

seen

Souvageol*s

historically

as

a

stage in Petrarchist development Schirmer's sonnet is of interest in
that this

time, in contrast to "Als

simplicity of Petrarch himself

comes

er

Sie erzurnat", something of the

through.

It also oontrasts

strongly with the 'Barook* quality of Fleming's intervening sonnet.
So far

we

have

only considered Souvageol's examples from
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Schirmer's sonnets.

As an example we may quote Schirmer's

much more fleeting.

poems are
poem

The resemblances and reminiscences in other

"Er ist verliebet/

an

eben Selbige" (RS

Gepixsch of the Rosen-Repusohe
Er ist

verliebet/

an

eben Selbige.

Hore/ was ioh seufftzend singe/
Rosilis/ in meiner Noth.
Ach/ dafi es dein Hertz bezwinge!
Aoh/ daS meiner Leff zen Tod
diesen Rosen-Mund bestreite/
der schnelle Stralen-Blitz
sich auf deinen Diener breite!
der an dieser Pforten Sitz
sich betrubet/
weil Er in dich ist verliebet.
In den warmen Sommer-Zeiten
sucht ein Hirsch den frischon Wald/

una

und/

wenn Brunst und Feuer
Jedes seinen Auffenthalt:

straiten/

Y/arumb soli denn ich nicht fliehen
unter deinen Rosenstrauch?
der

bey seinem Purpur-bluhen/

nicht nach alten Liebes-Brauch/
mioh betrubet/
weil ich mich in ihn verliebet.
Y/ilstu denn allein iirabs chat ten
deiner stoltzen Augen Schein?
Denoka dooh was durre Matten

bey dem Giantz der Sonne seyn.

grunen/

Kan auoh wohi die Rose
wenn

des Hundes Feuer rennt?

wie soil doch
den du

zu

etwas

dienen/

plotzlich angebrennt?

der betrubet

taglich sich in dich verliebet.
Mocht mir eine That freystehen
in dem Zirck der weiten

WeIt/

wolt ich aus spatzieren gehen
auf dein schones Wangen-Feld/

und/ den Schnecken gleich/ abmeyen
deiner Rosen stareke Macht/
dafi main

ausgeprestes Schreyen
glucklioh wurde hingebracht.

Weil betrubet

ich mich hab in dich verliebet.
Wie wenn in der Morgen-S tunde

IIonig-Thau das Feld benetzt:
Also kommt

das/

was

von

deinem Munde

einzig mich ergetzt.

pp.39-42) from the first
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Gib

nur

her/

es

geniessen/

zu

vertreibet meinen Schmertz.

es

Das

gehauff te Thranen giessen

von solchem hinterwerts/
wail betrubet
ich in dich rauB seyn verliebet.
Ioh bekenn es/ deine Wangen/
deine Zuoht/ dein gehn/ und stehn/
deines grunen Preises-Prangen/
deiner Tugend Huld-Gethon/
die verliebten Augen-Sterne/
die isn Schlaff auch bey mir seyn/
S chaffen mir bey nah und feme/
unerhorte Liebes-Pein.
Ach!
betrubet
hab ich mich in dich verliebet!
Mehr kan ich ietzund nicht sagen/
als daB ich verliebet bin.
Mich mit Liebes-Sorgen plagen
reist mir meine Seele hin.

fleucht

Driimb/ 0 Rosilis/ main Leben/
nim die Treue

mir

von

an.

Jugend/ da wir innen schweben/
es

am

besten tauren kan.

Denn betrubet

hab ich mich in dich verliebet.

gleich betriibet/

Ob mich Liebe

bin ich dennoch des

gewiB/

daB sich auch in mich verliebet
meine schone Rosilis.
Darfur soil ihr

susser

Name

Pein/
kame/
ewig eingesChiossen seyn/
hier im Hertzen voller
die

von

ihrer Schonheit

weil betrubet
wir nun gantzlich seyn

verliebet.

According to Souvageol this is an imitation of Petrarch's first
sonnet to Laura in death

OimS il bel viso,

(CCLXVIIj trans.= pp.232-233)

oimS il

soave

aguardo,

OimS il leggiadro portamento altero!
Oiml il parlar ch'ogrii as pro ingegno e fero
Faoevi umile, at ogni uom vil, gagliardo!
Et oimS il dolce riso oride uscio'l dardo
Di che
Alma

morte, altro tiene omai non spero!
real, dignissima d'impero,

Se non fossi fra noi scesa si

Per voi

Ch'i'pur fui vostro, e, se di voi son privo,
men d'ogni sventura altra mi dole.
speranza m'empieste e di desire
Quand'io parti'dal sommo piacer vivo;
Ma'l vento no portava le parole.

Via
Di

tardo!

convln ch'io arda e'n voi respire,
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Alas!
that touching glance, that beauteous face!
Alas!
that dignity with sweetness fraught!
Alas!
that speech which tamed the wildest thought!
That roused the coward, glory to embrace!
Alas!
that smile which in me did enoase
That fatal dart, whence here I hope for nought Oh!
hadst thou earlier our regions sought,
The world had then confessed thy sovereign graoe!
In thee I breathed, life's flame was nursed by thee,
For I

was

Each other

thinej and since of thee bereaved,
woe hath lost its venom'd sting:

My soul's blest joy!

when last thy voioe on me
fell, my heart sweet hope conceived;
thy words have 3ped on zephyrs' wings!

In music

Alas!

W6LLAST0N.
As we

can

only the two stanzas beginning "Ich bekann

see,

Vfangen" are in any way close to Petrarch.
the conclusion with its mention of

different from Petrarch's
which contrasts
Another

sonnet;

es/ cLeine

Otherwise the imagery and

Fleming-like fidelity is totally
so

is the relatively simple style

remarkably with Petrarch's rhetoric.

example of Souvageol's which is from the last Gepusch

of the Rosen-G-epuache is the

following sonnet (RS pp.468-469)

Von der Liebe.

Sonnet.
Die Liebe solte tod/ und nicht gewesen seyn/
Als Sie mich durch den Brand der Augen hat geriihret.
Weil aber ihre Glut niemals ein Todsein spiiret/

Solt ich vor Sie ins Grab selbst sayn gagangen ein.
Wie ein gefallner Reiff fruh vor dem Purpur Schein
Der

Und

Morgenrothe fleust: wie Wachs die Flut gebieret/
vor der siissen Glut das Feuers sioh entfuhret:

So rint main Hertz aus

mir/ und das

vor

lauter Pein.

So ofters ioh den Glantz der Stirne hab erbliokt:
So oft hat einen Strahl die Lieb in mich

geachickt.
Hoffnung nur/ und die bey Furcht und Schmertzen.
Ihr Himmels-Augen ihr/ was hab ich euch gethan?
Warumb stepkt ihr den Brand der Fackeln in mir an?
Erbarmet euch/ da/3 ich euch dienen kan vom Hertzen.
Kim hab ioh

This

Souvageol uses to show how the Germans have plundered the

treasure-house of
for the

Petrarch; he should rather have said Petrarchism

topoi here utilized are all commonplaces of the Petrarchist
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tradition.
We can see from these

occasions Schirmer's poem
Petrarch

examples of Souvageol's how

stands at the end of

a

on

mo3t

development from

through Petrarchism, the simplioity of Petrarch's original
century complexity at the other end of the line.

contrasts with 17th.
On the other

hand,

we

also sea how false it is to force a complete

can

dividing-line between Petrarch and Petrarchism in 17th. cantury Germany,
for in

instances the

some

German Barock

are

topoi of Petrarohism and the rhetoric of the

clearly there in the Petrarchan original and

Schirmer's poem seems simple by contrast.
In

considering these examples

consideration of Petrarchism.
we

already noted what in

have also embarked on our

we

In the first

part of this study, too,

to be expected; that the

any case was

Petrarchist convention forms the background for a large

Schirmer's

love-poetry,

it does essentially for the majority of

as

(in the occasional poetry of the Rauten-

17th. century love-poets,
Gepuaohe there is almost

again is only to be

part of

no

trace of Fetrarchist influence, which

expected."^)

There is perhaps

a

certain difference

of

degree, however, in the different periods of Schirmer's work.

an

early work like the "Anakraontisohe Ode" of 1643 Schirmer seems to

be content to

obvious way,

In

parade Petrarchist topoi one after the other in th9 most

just

as

in the earlier

with allusions to Classical

poems

mythology.

18

large sections

are

filled

And in the first half of the

Rosen-Gepusohe there are poems which contain almost as many
Petrarchist allusions:

we

have

already

seen

something of this when

considering the Petrarchan originals for the Marnia sonnets; another
good example from the

seme

Gepusch

is the virtuoso sonnet "Ihre
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gadupelte Schone";
we

may

19
as a

pleasing example from the opening odes

cite here the following poem (RS pp.44-48)
XXII
Er bindet Anemonen an.

goldnes Haupt/
giantzend Anemone/

Heb auf dein
du

der Mond hat mir erlaubt
daS ich dir ietzt beywohne/
weil du main bleiohes Liecht
in alien raubest hin/

so/ dafi ich im Gesicht
mit ihm verdunckelt bin.

Brioh Nacht und Nebel ein
mit deinen schonen Haaren.
LaB deiner
zu

Augen Schein

meinen Blicken fahren.

Erhebe deinen Mund/
der in Corallen steht/
zu dem aus tieffem Grund
ein Hertz voll Seufftzer geht.
Du bist

ja eben

die/

der ioh mich zu geschworen.
Soli meine saure Miih
dann gantzlich seyn verlohren?
Ich sohiff auf deiner See/
la£ keine Klippen seyn/
dafi ich vorubor geh

bey hellem Sonnen-Schein.
Die Tugend ist der Stern/
der mir

so

helle scheinet.

Des Lebens bester Kern

hat sioh mit dir vereineV
sie ist dein steter

Gast/
an/

und tragt dich Himmel
Da deine zarte Last
unendlich bleiben kan.
Wol mir/ wenn ich die
dir
so

Hand
dreymal solte ldissen/

wurd ein Deamant

dich in mein Hertze schlussen!

kein Tod/ kein rauer
solt mich von dannen
must ioh auoh gleioh

Wind

wehn/
geschwind

dariiber untergehn.
Dein

aufgewelbter Leib/

und alle deine

Glieder/

schlagt Jupitern sein Weib
am

Giants und Schonheit nieder.
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Der Grieohen Wunderwerok

(haatu dich nur bewegt)
1st gegen dir ein Berg/
der keine Blumen tragt.

Haupt/ der Hals/ das Haar/
Hund/ die reiffen Bruste/
die Hand/ das Augen-Klar
sind meines Lebens-Luste/
Der Sinnen Macht und Kunst/
so Tugend angelegt/
Dae

der

und

was

die Schonheit sunst

bey dir verborgen tragt:
DiB ist das feste Band/
mit
welchem du kanst binden
den hartsten Deamant/
der auf der Welt zufinden.
Der Wangen
der Stirne

&old-Auror/
Helffenbein/

Die wollen stets bevor

der

Lippen Konig sejyn.

Dein Gang naeh Gotter Art/
da In GruB und die Geberden/
von denen ioh so hart
muB

dein

angefesselt warden/
Wort/ der Zungen Kind/

und seine
so

Liebliohkeit/

gleich verschwestert sind/

berauben mich der Zeit.
Ioh suche Tag und Naoht
diB Keer zu uberschwimmen/
damit main Lebens-Taoht
einst heller mochte glimmen;
so find ich keinen Rath/
wenn nioht auf meiner Fluth
dein Lait-Stern fruh und spat
an mir das beste thut.

Driimb zeige Liecht und

Land/

glantzend Anemone/
und fuhre bey der Hand
Du

mioh hin zu deinem Throne.
Daselbst wird dich mein Mund
mit Kussen binden an/

so/ das sich auff der Stund
der Deine losen kan.
Most of the Petrarchist

topoi can be found here:

the pose of the

suffering loverj the epithets for the various parts of the mistress's
body (coral mouth, ivory forehead etc.) and the listing of parts of
the

body in the seventh stanza; the comparison of the mistress with

Classical deities; the lover's appeal for consolation;

the Neo-platonic

stress

the mistress's virtue which draws him onward; all are

on

The only major Petrarchist topos not found here is the

present.

poet's confession of inadequacy to praise his mistress; with this
exception the poem could be labelled as a typical product of Petrarchism.
This is not to dismiss

it; in its artistry it is the equal of many of

Schirmer's better-known poems
neat

use

of alliteration

star-sea-cliffs

-

one

might pick out especially the

throughout and the way in which the light-

imagery provides a thread running through the poem

to its conclusion.
On the whole

Schirmer's

the Petrarchist convention is not

early pastoral poetry, though it

appearances,

as

in "Der seheidende Seladon/

elegies and pastoral

poems

may

evident in

make spectacular

der Neisse".

an

of the second book the

obtains; Petrarchism is occasionally apparent

so

-

same

2o

In the

situation

the pose of the

dying lover in "An seine Liebste/ jedoch erziirnte Amone" (RS p.329)
and "Der
more

klagende Corimbo" (RS p.340)

extensive
But when

are

examples of this, as are the

topoi in "Die tTberschone" (RS pp.356-360).
we

come

to

the fourth

Gepiisch of the second book of

the Rosen-Gepusche. which is the latest collection of

Schimer*

expected.

s

love-poetry in

work, the picture is not exactly what might have been

The Petrarchist phrases are very rare and isolated indeed

compared with the earlier collections of love-poetry.

Into this

category fall expressions like "Rubinen-Lippen" (RS p.362), "Ihr
Purpur-voller Mund" (RS p.370), "deiner Augen Hertzen" and "deiner
Wangen Blut"

(RS p.385), "Augen/ als

zwo

Sonnen" and "Zucker-Wangen"

(RS p.387), "In rothen Klippen// der Lippen" (RS p.398), "Ihrer Augen
Glut-Go schiitze"

(RS p.407), the mention of the lover's torment
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(RS p.432)and possibly "Die Rosen-voile Liljen-Brust" (RS p.435).
But this is
a

just about the

considerable

sum

of it in 57 love-pooms!

falling-off in emphasis from the

(within individual poems)

more

earlier odes and sonnets.

contain, in part,

intensive

There is

one

use
poem,

more

This represents

frequent and

of Petrarchist topoi in

however, which does

of the Petrarohist topoi in a particularly

some

interesting context (RS pp.374-375)
IIX

Uber Ihre

Hartigkeit.

magstu/ Galathee/ mit mir so harte spielen?
Ach/ welohe stareke Glut maohstu mein Hertze fuhlen!
Wie

0 schreoken voiles Bild!
0

ungeheuers v.'esen!
Qual mioh Wild.

Du machst durch

Wie soli ich denn genesen?
Du kanst rair

ja main Hertz

Soil mir mein Hertz

unvermercket stehlen.

so

zuletzt/ mein eignes Hertze/ fehlen?

Des Lebens bin ich sat.

Die Krafte wollen weichen.
Die Glieder warden mat/
Bald will ich gar verbleiohen.

Soil Liebe Liebe
Sonst ist die Liebe

seyn/ so muB ich dein geniessen.
niohts/ als nur ein bloB verdriessen.

Wo einer Frembde hertzt

Ohn alle
Und

nur

Gegenliebe/
Zwange sohertzt/

aus

Da ist der Himmel

The title

immediately suggests the Petrarchist convention of the

hard-hearted mistress
two stanzas

and

torturing her languishing admirer and the first

confirm thi3.

Passion, torture, the stealing of his heart

finally the approach of death

ended there

one

Petrarchism.

only have

are

migfrt have cited it

But in the last stanza

situation is not
can

triibe.

a

good enough

-

all mentioned.

miniature specimen of

as a
we

hear that this

attitude, this

such love is meaningless; indeed, love

meaning if it i3 mutual.

essentials of the Petrarchist

If the poem had

convention,

This contradicts
so

that

one

we can see

of the

this poem
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as

a

movement away from the tradition which dominates

of both Schirmsr and the 17th.
view of

a

instances

century.

the love-poetry

We are reminded of Pyritz*

similar phenomenon in Paul Fleming's work

-

he quotes as

long ode "An die baltischen Sirenen" and "An Elaabe"

the

-

except that in Schirmer's case the Petrarchist topoi in the first
twelve lines

compressed.

are

21

example in one
is

a

much

more

obvious because

they are much more

Clearly it would be

wrong

to generalize from one single

of Sohirmer's

poems

but it does look as if there

group

certain reduction in the

more

obvious Petrarchist

this reduction coincides with the latest group
22
we

possess.

topoi, and that

of his love-poems that

The trend towards a greater stress on mutual love and
»•

the

enjoyment of love is there in the fourth Gepiisch anyway;

like this

highlights the

Petrarchist

way

in which such

a

trend

example

we

counter to the

have approached close to the phenomenon

associated with Petrarohism which has

come

The term Petrarchism itself

Petrarchism.

to be called Antiwas

originally coined by

anti-Petrarohist critics of the style, as Fechner
And any poem,
can

a poem

norm.

Y/ith this last

love

runs

23

has pointed out.

24

such as the one discussed above, which suggests fulfilled

itself be

seen

as

a

form of

Anti-Petrarchism,

as

Fechner

suggests:- "War die Gebarde des Petrarkismus das Leid der Liebe, so
stellte der

Antipetrarkismus diesem die Erfiillung als Grundwert
OC

gegeniiber."

More usually, though, Anti-Petrarchism consists of a

reversal of Petrarchist values

satire.

In any case,

or

topoi which may often amount to

Anti-Petrarchism always

established Petrarchist tradition in the first

a

presupposes an

place; this is made clear

by Forster in his interpretation of the psychological interdependence
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of the two.
In the first

Gepusch of Schirmer's Rosen-Gepusohe the clearest

example of Anti-Fetrarohism is No. XXXI, "Die uberschone Mopsa"

(RS pp.69-71)J the

name Mopsa

itself lead3

comedy:XXXI

Die

iiberschone Mopsa.

swinget mich/
Mopsa/ dafi ioh dioh muB preisen/
meine Feder soharffet sich/
Deine Liebe

deinen PreiB der Welt
du

Was

zu

filhrest umb und

weisen.

an

ist/ das ioh besingea lean.
Aus Corallen

springt ein Quell/

ich deine Liechter sohaue.
Fines leuchtet fast so hell/
als die Sonn im kuhlen Thaue/
wie der Mond im vollen Schain/
so bricht auch das andre rein.
Deine Stime steht erhoht/
wie der Berg/ der Welder zeuget.
Vvenn das Wild zur Weyde geht/
maoht es/ dafi dein Haupt sich beuget.
wie die Perlen angeschnurt:
fast so steht dein Haar geziert.
Indisch-Farbe halt der Mund/
der den Athem von 3ich hauchet/
wer ihn reucht/ wird bald verwundt.
Deine Zahne sind verbrauchet
vor das allerbeste Gold/
wer will dir nicht warden hold?
Deiner Schonheit Wangen-Feld
vvenn

gleicht sich Erbsen an der Farbe/
dein Kinn solohe Glatte halt/
wie die reiff9 Garsten Garbe.

Deine NaB ist fast so klein/
als der Russel an dem Schwein.
Deine Hande sind so weioh/
wie die Rindo von den
kein ist dir an Schonheit gleich.
Deine Brust kan ubermannen
eine Ziege/ die da steht/
und mit vollen Eutern geht.
Wie du heissest/ weiB ich nicht/

Dannen/

Hirten/
bericht/
als er sasse bey den Myrten/
Hier/ sprach er/ ist Galathe/
Mopsa nennen dich die
einer

nur

oder die

hat mich

Tisiphone.

us to

expect a degree of
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We

begin here with a reversal of the Petrarchist topos of the poet*3

inadequacy; here the poet's pan is ready, and by implication, able to

Schirmer then adopts the same kind of

sing his mistress's praises.

27

technique as Opitz had used in his Tyndaris sonnet;
formulae

satirized by

are

Petrarchist

So the eyes, not the

misapplying them.

lip3, are compared with coral; her hair, not her teeth, is like
pearls; and her teeth, not her hair, are described as golden.
Schirmer goes

But

much further than Opitz' mere reversal of Petrarchist

phrases; comparisons are taken from the natural world which reverse
the Petrarchist tone much more

completely.

The lady's cheeks are

compared with peas, her hands with the bark of trees; and lines like
Deine Na£ ist fast

als der Russel

an

so

klein/

dem Schwein

or

Deine Brust kan ubermannen
eine

Ziege/ die da steht/

und mit vollen Eutern

represent

a

geht

drastic, indeed ludicrous, contrast to the whole

atmosphere of Petrarchism.

This is by far the most spectacular

example of Anti-Petrarchism in thi3 Gepusch but several of the other
poems

around it seem to deny the artifices of love whioh have been

celebrated in the earlier Petrarchist poems

of the collection; for

example No. XXX "Besser loB/ als angebunden", No. XXXIII "Er
entschlaget sioh der Melinden" with lines like "Ich hasse deine

Rosen-Lippen" and Nos. XXXIV and XXXV.
latter poems a

previous

poems.

consideration:-

It is

as

if there is in these

sort of extended revocatio of the dominant tone of the
In this context No. XXXII deserves closer
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Polite/ und ihre
Sprichworter.

liber die

zu nennen/
Erbarkeit euch nicht wolt kennen/
ioh halte wol davor/ es sey erlogen/
und wer es mir nioht glaubt der wird betrogen.
Die Erbarkeit sitzt euch nur auf der zungen/'
bald ist mit einem Wort sie weg gesprungen/
der ausserliche Seine in der schmucken Sitten/

Ihr/ Jungfer/ seyt ihr klug allein

weil ihr

vor

der saget/ da£ ihr euch last game bitten.
Ihr sprecht zwar offtermals: Last mich zufrieden.
Lasts bleiben/ dieses ist euch nicht beschieden.
Herr last mich

ungefopt.

Ihr werdt niohts finden/

Dahin ihr eure Brunst venaeynt zu binden.
Was wil der Heir denn wol?
Ist er auch hohnisoh?

wil

er

denn genie

hin?

Es ist argwohniach.

bey leibe solches nicht. Geschichts nicht heuer/
ao korn er ubers Jahr/ ioh bin zu theuer.
Aohl

wie kont einer doch?

Last diese Possen.

Ich halt der Herr ist wol mit Schrot

geschossen.
Ey lieber last es seyn. Was welt ihr haban?
Nein.
Diese Woche giebt man keine Gaben.
Seht dooh!
was wolt ihr denn?
Ihr seyt wol richtig.
He in Herr!
Ach das mal nicht/ ich bin nicht tuchtig.
Je nein/ Wo komt ihr her?
ihr must euch wasohen/
Eh ihr auf Jungfer-Haut wolt Farbe naschen.
Heint schlafft ein Bauer hier.
Herr last mich
die Mutter hat gerufft.
Nun so sols stehen.
Wisoht nur den Bart zuvor.
Ihr seyt besudelt.
Esst kein gestohlen Gut/ das sonsten hudelt.
Ioh wil mein Schwestergen zuvorhin fragen.
Herr horet wieder her/ dann wil ichs sagen.
Geht hin zur Bauer-Magd.
Kusst mich ira Leibe.
Schafft d&G ich furderhin zufrieden bleibe.
So redet ihr zwar wol vor alien Leu ten/
kommt aber ein Polit zu rechten Zeiten/

gehen/

seyt ihr warlich nioht reoht klug zunennen/

so

und wil euch weder Zuoht noch Sitten kennen.
Here we have

sayings

or

a

series of

presumably

more or

less popular proverbs,

phrases which are heaped up one after the other.

From the

perspective of the last stanza these are seen as representing the
essence

of

hypocrisy.

In other words there is here an element of

realism and social criticism which is not
the 17th.
or

entirely absent either in

century in general (vide Moscherosch and Grimmelshausen)

in Schirmer's

poetry in particular, as we have seen in considering

the Singende Rosen.

In this kind of poem the bourgeois

element in
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Anti-Patrarchism, which Fechner has described,

may

be detected.

Certainly examples like this show up the moralizing element which is
present in Schirmar's poetry.
Because of the

sonnets

one

would

expect also, by contrast, to find examples of Anti-

Petrarchism in the
their absence.

cycle.

The

Marnien", perhaps

prevailing Petrarchist tone of Schirmer's Marnia

But in fact they

are

notable mainly by

concluding lines of No. XXXIV, "Cupido an

seem

rather more extreme than the usual portrayal

of the hard-hearted mistress

Doch nehmt hier

Warnung an/ und horet noch ein Wort/

ihr Sterblichen/ wenn ich ietzund von euch bin fort/
last euch nach Marnien (sie todtet) nicht gelusten.
Nevertheless to call such lines

probably going too far.
bestandige Treue" (No.
the

an

example of Anti-Petrarchism is

Perhaps the emphasis

X) is

more

on

fidelity in "Seine

relevant here, and it is not only

fidelity of the lover, which might be viewed as part of

Petrarchism, but the mutual fidelity of lover and mistress in a
shared

love, as expressed in the concluding couplet:-

Thun/ die Lust der gantzen Erden/
liebt/ auch so geliebet werden.

Bas ist das beste

bestandig/ wie

man

Certainly it is not Anti-Petrarchism in the fullest
satire of the Mopsa poem,
away

but

from Fetrarchism towards

like the

do have here, momentarily, a movement

we
a

sense

different concept of love, a concept

lacking in Petrarchist artifice.
With the

exception of these brief moments there is

of Anti-Petrarchism in the Marnia sonnets.

fourth G-epusch
have

already

We have

no

evidence

to wait for the

of the second book for further examples; hare, as we

seen,

than central and

Petrarchism itself is already peripheral rather

presented in

one

example in

an

ambivalent manner.
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Whereas in the first Gepusch the Anti-Patrarchism consists
normal reversal of Petrarchist

characteristic

-

topoi

and this does not

-

a poem

of

a

quite

like the Mopsa ode is

essentially deny Petrarchism,

although it may satirize it ruthlessly, now in this later Gepusch
there

the

are

"Er will

beginnings of

a move

Ihrentwegen sich nicht

already indicate rejection of
stress

on

zu

one

beyond Petrarchism.
Tode gramen" (No.

XL) in themselves

typical Petrarchist topos; the

mutual love throughout the

in this connection.

Titles like

Gepusch is even

more

important

Perhaps the clearest example of the form which

Ahti-Petrarchism takes in this group of poems is the following:-

Er halt

M
sich

zu

dor

Niedrigen.

Wohl dem/ der sich der Einx'alt
Und stehet nicht auff hohen Ruhm/
Der

krieget/

wann

giebet/

die Rose liebet/

Nicht Do men/ als zum Eigenthum.
Sein Muth darf sich nicht bilden ein/
Als wolt ihm alles schadlich seyn.
Der sich in braunen Gchatten leget/
Hat
Das

gleichwohl uber sich das Licht/
den jungen Tag auftraget.
niedrig scheint/ das teuschet nicht.
uns

Vv'a3

Jemehr sioh Hoheit hoch

aufbaumt/

gewinnt sie/ Y/aa sie traurnt.
Die Bache/ die duroh grilne Thaler
Bekiissen das befeuchte Grafi/
Empfinden keine solchen Fehler/
Je mehr

Als

wo

Die

Beute/ die am meisten gilt/
von dem grSsten Raub erfullt.
as sol mir eine solohe Blums/

1st
,

ein Heer

zu

Schiffe sa£.

Die bey der Biene Spinnen hegt?
Ich liebe/ was mix* dient zu Ruhme.
Ihr Reichthum ist mir beygelegt.
Die Tugend/ die stets aus ihr lacht/
Hat meinen Sinn vergnugt gemacht.

SchonheiV die sioh zwar was briistet/
hin/ und wandre fort,
nach der tollen Lust geiustet/

Die

Sey immar
wen

Der findet sie

auoh ausser Port.
Ioh liebe die/ die in gernein
An dem Gemiite schon kan seyn.
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frag ich nach den hohen Sternen/
Dampff der Luffte gehn?
Ihron Augen kan ioh lernen

Was

Die duroh den
Von

Der Trubnus-Nacht zu wiederstehn.

Ihr Giantz 1st das verliebte

Gold/

Dem meine Seele bleibet hold.

jene sich in Thiere kleiden/
Bey Ihr behalt Vernunfft das Feld.
Ich kan wol andre bey ndr leiden/
Sie aber ists/ die mir gefallt.
Lai?,

Der Luchs und Fuchs hat manch Gesicht

Auf eina Hofart
Der

Die in

abgerioht.

Alabaster-HalG/ die Iiande/
den b lane ken Ringen 3tehn/

Belegen ofters mit Elends
Den/ der nioht weiB vorbey zugehn.
Das rechte Licht/ das bey Ihr scheint/
Ist/ daB 3ie mioh/ wis ioh sie/ aeint.
Ein Donner mui?. voruber

streichen/

Werrn er das

Auf

gantze Land ersohreckt:
Regen folgt das schone Zeichen/

Das sich in hoher Luft aufsteokt:

Auf manche Noth/ auf manche Pain
Wird meine Lust vollkommen seyn.
Here

we

with

a

virtue

have

one

of Schinasr's

original 'Sitten- und Tugend-Lieder*

strong element of social, even political criticism; beauty and
are

detected and

appreciated in humble surroundings and

explicitly contrasted with the beauty of the rich; the gold is not
the riches
the eyes

HalB'

or

the hair of the mistress

of the humble girl.
associated with

are

Petrarchist phrases like 'Alabaster-

falseness; the eighth stanza expresses this

point particularly clearly.
convention is rejected

(Petrarchism) but the light in

In a poem like this the Petrarchist

completely and

an

attitude extolled which is

radically different, though that is not to say that the new attitude
itself may
We

obvious

not be or be becoming conventional.

oan

see

in Sohirmer's

love-poetry a slow move away from the

aspects of Petrarchism and Anti-Petrarchism in his early work

towards poems

which not only

Petrarchist tradition.

Once

reverse

but also deny and go beyond the

again Pyritz' view of Paul Fleming's work
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comes

to

exhibits

mind;

as

in the

case

of Fleming, Schirmer's love-poetry

progressively fewer Petrarchist features.

describe this
there is

29

as

'development' is

open

to

some

Whether one may

question; certainly

degree of change, and the change concerned is away from the

a

dominating convention in 17th. century love-poetry.

The influence of the Yolkslied.

B.

The
naive

simplicity or earthy realism of the Volkslied with its

presentation of love in economical language may be regarded as

an

opposite pole to the Petrarchist convention.

of

folk-poetry in the midst of Petrarohist love-poetry would indeed

be

a

spectacular example of Anti-Petrarchism.

striking

this ocours in Schirmer's poetry

as

Hence to find a piece

Although nothing
we

as

have already noted

the

praise of the humble girl in the previous example; the proverbs

and

everyday phrases in "tfber die Polite" represent another similar

realistic element which is not far from the world of the Volkslied.
But before
some

look at

we

general comments
At first

specific Volkslied phrases in Schirmer's work
are necessary.

acquaintance with German 17th. century poetry most

scholars could be excused for

importance at all.
to

poetry

as

assuming that folk-poetry is of no

From Opitz' Poeterey onwards attention is drawn

'Kunstdichtung*; to the art and artifice which the

typical scholar-poet is increasingly desirous of employing and
increasingly able to employ.

however, this

one

Like most over-simplifications,

needs closer examination.

associates with the 16th.
the advent of the 17th.

The Volkslied, which one

century, did not disappear overnight with

Rather it tended to live on underground in

the

17th., occasionally surfacing in such anthologies as the famous

Venusgartleln of 1656
such

as

showing its face in the work of •Kunstdichter*

or

Kaspar Stieler.
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Nor is the discrepancy between

Kunstdichtung and Volksdichtung as great as the ambitious and

pretentious poets of the period would like us to believe.

We have

already mentioned Johann Georg Schoch's disgust at the way in which
his friend Schirmer's

•Gassenhauer',

sung

drinking

song

"Immer him" had become a

by every apprentice at the street corner.

Unfortunately the problems mentioned above have rarely received
much critical attention.
of the
von

indispensable.^

can

expect from

full-scale study

Waldberg's book makes it clear that the most

'Kunstdiohter* of the 17th. century is the

a

shall not

expect, therefore, to find

There are,

liebe Reichthum

being

and others.
von

a

more

than touches or

folk-song here and there in Schirmer's work.

however, quite

folk idiom in Schirmer's

money

use

phrases or motifs taken from "the realm of the Volkslied.

overtones of the

bin

a

topic is the second section of the early work by Max Freiherr

of isolated
We

only thing approaching

Waldberg, his Deutsche Renaissanoe-Lyrik of 1888, which still ret-

mains
one

The

a

poetry.

few such isolated phrases in the
One poem begins with the line "Ich

nioht/ und goldne Sachen" (RS p.67), the

Volkslied motif which

Flandern nicht"

apparently, proverbial
of Zesen and which

runs

the

-

-

a

contains the half-line

"Ich

inconstancy of the Flemish being,

motif which Y/aldberg traces in the poetry

right through the century,

the work of Gunther at its close.

Paris und der Helena

finds in the work of Dach

one

One of the Marnia sonnets

of

scorn

(RT p.63)
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And

a sequence

even

even

appearing in

in the Ballet

von

in the folk tradition

dem

263.

appears:So viel als Rosen umb Pastus

bluhn/
ziehn/
Sternen bey Nachte lachen/
Blumen auff Hybla stehn/

So viel als Wolcken am Himmel
So viel als
So viel als

So viel als Westen umb

Paphos wehn

Similar sequences can be found in the
the work of

...

Sinkgref collection of 1624, in

Weckherlin, Zacharias Lund and others.

The above
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represent some isolated instances of Volkslied

influence from the Rauten-Gepusohe and Rosen-G-epusche.
Schirmer

never

writes

anything which

perhaps the area of his poetry where he
of

could call

one

comes

a

Although
folk-song

closest to the spirit

folk-poetry is in the 'Sitten- und Tugend-Lieder' of Rosen-Gepusohe

11,4.

In these poems, as a contrast to the life of the Court, a

simpler vision is often evoked.
following (RS pp.372-374)

A characteristic example is the

:•

VIII
Er forschet die Ursachen ihres Unwillens.

So

fahrstu/ Seele meiner Seelep/
fort/ mich mehr zu qualen/

Noch immer

Das ich doch nicht

vertragen kan?

Ich wolte lieber alles leiden/
Als deine sussen Blicke meiden.
Was aber hab ioh dir gethan?

schlecht von den Geberden/
dir nicht Hofisch werden/
viel redet auf den Schain?

Bin ich
Und will
Da

man

Hein.

zu

an

Heucheley ist mir nicht eben.

Mein Hertze liebt ein treues

Leben/

Und solt es druber gehen ein.
Ich bin kein Weib in den G-edancken/
Da3 heute steht/ und morgen wancken/
Und gar zu Boden fallen kan.
V«er aufrecht geht/ kan gar nicht kriechen/
Und wilrd ihm auch von tausent Fliichen
Ein kahles Unrecht an gethan.
Soli aber es die Schonheit machen/
Daf. ich so lieblich nicht kan lachen/
Als ainer/ der gewandert ist?
Das weiB ich wohl/ ich bin vom Lands/
Jedennoch aber ohne Schande
Den Redlichkeiten auBerklst.
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Zum Prolan ist me in Mund gefroren.
Darumb hab ich auoh nur away Ohran.
Ich hore vial/ und rede nichts.
Zeucht der das Massar aus der SCheddar/
Von dam und jenem harzuschneidan/
So schon ich meines /uigesichts.
War hoch vdll komman/ muB wohl fliahan/
Sonst kan Er leioht den kurtzem Ziehen/
Eh er es einitial hat vermaint.
Nein.
Oban ist das insists Blitzen/
Driimb bleib ich auf der Erde sitzan/
Und dennooh G-Ottes lieber Freund.
Gedencke nioht/ du lieba Schone/
Da£ ich dich etwan ietzt verhone.

Nein/ Liebste/ nein/ das dient mir nioht.
Ich hab mich einmal dir ergeben/
Zu deinem Lobe gantz zuleben.
Gedancke nur an daine Pflicht.

The poein

begins and ends with stanzas which bring it into the orbit

of Petrarchism;
verse

the lover

there is the suffering lover, in the last

in

verse one

as

devoted servant of his mistress.

But the

apology

at the

beginning of the last stanza indicates that what precedes it

is not

entirely what might have been expected.

between tha first and last

simplicity
rustic?

-

-

a

And in fact in

stanzas, in the portrayal of the lover's

is it too much of a oliche to describe the latter
very

different chord is struck.

There is

a

as

consciousness

of not

being courtly, of being "schleoht" (stanza two); there is a

stress

on

simple honesty (stanzas two and four) and virtue (stanza

six); there

are

folk-phrases such

as

"ich bin

vom

Lande"

or

proverbial

expressions like "den kurtzern Ziehen"; and there are two instanoes
of the blunt

use

of the

negative which contrasts with the normal

smooth flow of Schiroer's verse.
of the

in

a

two

peripheral stanzas

collection of Petrarchist

that the

ensures

we

must admit that the framework

that the

poem may

be included

love-poetry, then at least

central theme of the poem

and is much closer to

If

the world of

we

must add

is of a simple God-fearing lover

folk-poetry; it is from this

latter world that the poem draws its
cuts out the
any

moral strength.

possibility that this is

conventional Petrarchist poem.)

(None of which

'Rollengedicht'

a

It i3, of

course,

as

much as

still

a very

long way from anything which we could call a folk-song; but the

Unguis tic expression of such
examples in the

group

C.

of other less striking

such as "Er lobet Ihre Tugend" (No. XIIX),

No. XXEIX or "Er halt sich

closest that Schirmer

a poem, or

der Niedrigen"

zu

to

comes

(No. XLIV) is the

writing in the Volkslied tradition.

The Humanist tradition.

Outside German 17th.

century poetry itself there is one further

post-Classical tradition which is of importance for Schirmar, namely
the Humanist satirical
husbands and I0039

epigram.

women

has

a

Its world of venal judges, deceived
long history, going right back to the

Classics, and especially to the poetry of Martial.

With the German

poets of the 17th. century, however, Martial himself was not so

popular, since his epigrams tend to be rather long and often seem to
lack the

witty pointe so beloved of the 17th. century epigrammatist.
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Many of his epigrams vhich have survived into the 17th. century have
done
whose

so

through the agency of the ..elsh writer John Owen (Owenus),

pithy, pointed epigrams proved

so

much

more

to the taste of the

age.

There

are

Martial's work

four occasions in Schirmer's work when he utilizes

itself, although only

One instance is the

Martial's

one

(RS p.492) is acknowledged.

epigram in the Rauten-Gepusche where he draws

"Vitam quae faciunt beatiorem"

theme in his portrayal of

on
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the ideal life

(RT p.597ff•)•

In one of the humorous epigrams

Schirmer gives a source other than Martial

(RS p.495)•

And the

epigram about the 'Zoilus-Augen* of the vicious critio

following
illustrates

neatly the tradition which reaches down from Martial

through Owen to the 17th. century (RS

p.500):-

Aus dem Owenus.
An den Oaurus.

nichts/ und tadelst nur in alien/
an/ well dir nichts taug/ kanstu auch wolgefalien?

Du Oaurus lobest

Sag

The ultimate

source

(Martial V,28) is ignored and only the

transmitter, Owenus, is acknowledged.

nearer

Owen's epigram (and Lobar*s

1C

translation)

run as

follows

In Gaurum

Laudas Gaure
Ne

nihil, repreendis cuncta, videto
placeas nulli, dum tibi Memo placet.
Auf Gaurum

Du

lobest/ Gaure nichts/ und schmehest alias; maohe/
so verlachat/ d&B man dein selbst nicht lache.

in dem du
This is

an

example in which Schirmer remains fairly close to the

original; in addition his epigram avoids Lobar's awkward "mache" at
the end of the Alexandrine.

John Owen's

epigrams first appeared in the year 1606; in

Germany there were various partial translations in the 1640's but
the first full translation
So
a

we

(Leber's) only appeared in Hamburg in 1653.

cannot tell whether Schirmer's epigrams were

written prior to

knowledge of Lober or not; the Rosen-Gepnsohe collection could have

been written well before
one

1653»

or

period and some in the other.

between 1653 and 1657» or some in
In fact, to judge by Urban's

tables in his Owenus und die deutschen Hpigrammatiker des 17.
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Jahrhunderts Schimar made rather le33

contemporaries} there

his

are more

use

of Owen than did most of

examples, for instance, from the work

of both of Schirmer's friends Schoch and Sieber.
The Gaurus

epigram cited above is one in which Schirmer adopts

the characteristic satirical tone of the Humanist
such
of

as

the

following (RS p.494) he takes

up

epigram.

In others

Owen's witty portrayal

love, though he is rather freer in his points than Lobar is in

his translation

(Owenus IX,66)

Pyramus et Thiabe

Infoelix nostrum paries divellit amorem,
Quem longft distat, quSm prope, noster Amor?

Pyramus und Thisbe
Du trennest unser

wie nah ist

unsre

(Lober)

Lieb/ o lose Wand/ mit leydt}
Plaiam/ und wis 1st sie so weit.

pyramus und Thisbe
Hier lie get Pyramus/ und Thi3ben
Nach ihrem Willen eins/ und nach

(Schinner)
Leib darbey/
dem Corper zwey.

Sometimes the tone is much closer to that of Sehirmer's other

epigrammatic poetry,
Schirmer

as

non-

in the following example (RS p.i+86), where

neatly condenses Owen's original and avoids the diffuseness

of Lobar's translation
Ad Dominam Mariam Neville Comatis Dorcestrias filiam

patronam

suam

(Owenus 111,9)

Dioit te speculum forraosam, Fama pudioamj
Mentitur Speculum nil tibi, Fama nihil;
Fama

malum, quo non aliud velocius ullum,
loqui.

Ausa Tamen de te nil male fama
An Frl. Mar. Nevill Tochter.
Der

der

(Lober)

Spiegel preist dich schon/ und das Geruchte zuchtig/
Spiegel leuget nichts/ und das Geriicht ist richtig.
Zwar das Oerucht ist arg/ dafi viel sioh unterfangt/
doch hat es von dir gar nichts boses ausgesprengt.
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(Schirmer)

An Anemonen.

Man sieht und hort dioh schon.

Gestehn die Tugenden

Das Glas und das

Geriicht

in deinem Angesicht.

Here, rather curiously, Schirmer's normal emphasis on virtue enters
the lasoivious world of the
Much

more

usual, however, is the polemical-social-satirioal

type of epigram aimed at
an

epigram

epigram.

as our

a

real or fictitious subject;

we

give such

last example (RS p.492):In Marcum

(Owenus 1,23)

in Natura Vacuum cur, Marce, negasti?
Cui tamen ingenii tam sit inana caput.

Esse

wieder Marken

(Lober)

Weil dein Kopf selbst ist leer/ und ihm viel Witz gebricht/
Wie sagstu Marce dooh/ kein andres Vacuum sey nicht?
Das Leere in der Welt

Du

(Schirmer)

die Welt raufi leer an manchen Orte seyn/
den grostan Narren ein.

sprichat:

Und raumest sie doch gar
This is

of the freest of Schirmer's translations in which Owen's

one

original could easily be missed.
Just

as

the Volkslied influence

can

be

regarded as the opposite

pole to the Petrarchist convention, so too can the Humanist tradition
of Owenus be

Schirmer's
realism
not to

seen

as

a

phenomenon associated with Anti-Petrarchism in

work, in that its frequent lasciviousness and earthy

usually contrast violently with the Petrarchist tone.
deny that the Humanist world has not become

a

This is

convention in

17th. century Germany, but it is a convention rooted in an realistic,
even

cynical view of humanity and thus in contrast to the idealized

perspective which informs Petrarchism.
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Opitz and the Opitzians.

Chapter 3.

Of all

assumptions which

one

might make about the poetry of the

17th. century the safest would surely be the supposition of knowledge
of the Silesian

•Boberschwan', Martin Opitz.

No single writer

enjoyed anything like his prestige during the century, and even
towards its

his

close, when Opitz' poetry must have seemed primitive and

poetics superseded, his name is still revered.
survived the

even

century;

as

His reputation

rejection of rhetoric and bombast by the 18th.

late as the time of Gcttsohed and Lessing we still find

appreciation of his achievements.
Schirmer began to write

death, at

a

in the years immediately after Opitz•

time when his reputation was probably at a peak; it is

hardly surprising, therefore, that the references to Opitz, both in
Schirmer's prefaces

frequent and often

are

more

any

other writer.

first
new

(his only theoretical writings) and in his poetry
more

emphatically positive than those to

In the 'Zueignungsschrift' (dated 1649) to the

part of the Rosen-Gepii30he Schirmer expresses his pride in the

achievements of German

poetry and lists the authors who have

wrou$it this new status; they are (in modernized spelling): Barth,

Werder, Opitz, Buchner, Dach, Fleming, Lund, Tscherning, Rist,
Harsdorffer, Brehme, Roberthin, Finckelthaus, Rumpler, Cahlen,
Hartmann, Zesen, Klaj and Ziegler.
with the words "Ob ich
introduction to his

gleich kain Opitz bin...".

So here in the

major collection of poetry he acknowledges his

debt to the Silesian master.
similar

He follows this up a little later

In the poems

themselves, too, there are

allusions; in one of the Marnia sonnets, for instance,

Schirmer writes

as

follows

(RS p.223):-
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Opitz nicht/
ist/ und Gold schreibt. Was Fleming hat gedicht/
Buohner/ Brehm und Daoh/ was Tsoherning umb die G-raser
Rosenstocke spielt/ das hat begrunte Faser/
...

Ich bin lcein

der Gold
was

der

dafi

es

aufwachsen kan bifi

None of this is

an

especially unusual

der Sonnen Lioht

or

...

unexpected; but clearly the

constant acknowledgements to Opitz' work

imply

a

degree of knowledge

to match.
One

problem which arises when considering Opitz' influence on

mid-century poets is that of the process of transmission; this affects
this
may

study in two

ways.

First, the work of pre-17th. century writers

often be transmitted via a well-known Opitzian version, but it is

usually impossible to be certain if this is the case; secondly, the
work of
an

Opitz himself

intermediary.

may

be transmitted to later generations through

In the previous chapter

we

have already seen an

example of the first phenomenon in the various versions of the
Petrarchan sonnet "S'amor

Schirmer

non

§".

It is perfectly

possible that

only knew Opitz* rendering while being ignorant of

Petrarch's original, but we cannot be sure of this.

The same goes for

Classical influences also; the German poems of the Rauten-Gepusche
conclude with the
Part One,

following well-known lines (RT p.6l4» quoted above

Chapter 4)
Fast nach
Martini Opitii
Aus dera Horatio

Exegi Monumentum
Ich hab ein Werck
Dem die

vollbracht/' dem Ertz nicht zu vergleiohen/
raussen weichen/
Macht/ kein starcker Nordwind nicht/

Pyramidss an Hohe

Das keines

Regens

Noch Folge vieler
Ich kan gar nicht

Jahr und Flucht der Zeit zerbricht.
vergehn. Man wird mich ruhmen horen/
So lange man den Krantz der Raute wird vorehron.
Mein Lob soil umb den Strand der Elbe/ weil sie fleust/
Stets angeschwangert stehn/ und wenn sie sich ergeust.
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dar/ durch den der Sachsen schones Wesen/
betrifft/ itzt hochteutsch wird galesen.
Setz/ 0 Melpomene/ mir auff/ als meinen Ruhm/
Den griinen Lorber-Krantz/ main rechtes Eigenthum.
Denn ich bin

Was Ticnter-Kunat

Here Sohirmar's

poem

acknowledgement itself makes it clear that the Opitzian

(Poemata 1629 I, p.193) is the immediate model, although it

remains uncertain to what extent he may

have known the Classical

In thi3 particular case, because of its fame and its

original.

position at the end of Horace's best-known collection as well as the
fact that he

acknowledges it, it is fair to assume that Schirmer had a

good knowledge of the Exegi monumentum ode also.
In

perusing Schirmer's poetry for examples which show the

influenoe of

Opitz one particular phenomenon becomes apparent:

examples

plentiful indeed in Schirmer's earlier poetry, but

are

This is, of course, only based

increasingly rare in his later work.
on

tentative

the

chronology established in the first part of this

study but within broad limits is certainly true.
propose

3ueh

to deal with Opitz• influence

on

That being so, we

Schirmer primarily on a

chronological basis.
In the

consists of
various

"Jesu Christi
a

Triumph" of 1643 the climax of the

poem

series of rhetorical addresses to Christ in the form of

epithets.

Among them are the following characteristic lines

(RT p.561)
0 rechter Jonathan!

den/

Durch

Levit in

0 Jonas I

nicht war/

was vor

Ewigkeit !

0 toden Todes-Tod!

Three of the
todes

nun

Prophet/
wiederumb entatehtl

0 scharffe Gifft der Hollen!
0 Stiller aller Wellen

...

epithets, barely altered (0 rechter Jonathan; 0 rechter

todt; Levit in Ewigkeit)

Christi of

0

1621, itself

a

occur

in Opitz'

poem

Lobgesang Je3u

translation of Heinsius' poem on the same
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theme.1

The difference in

style is this:

whereas in Opitz' poem

suoh

epithets are used sparingly at intervals, in Sohirmer's long

poem

these epithets are brought together at the end to produce a

spectacular display of rhetorical fireworks as a conclusion.
the difference in

It is

stylistic principle between the early and middle

periods of the 17th. century which becomes apparent here.
of the last of the

three

In the case

epithets, it must be added, we have an

example of the second transmission problem mentioned above; the phrase
2

"des Todes Tod"

oocurs

in the work of

Fleming, for example, as well.

While it is clear from the association of the three epithets that
the

Opitzian model must be the main source, nevertheless it is

possible that Schirmer may have been thinking of such examples from
Fleming's poetry at the same time.
Much

greater reliance

on

Opitz

can

be detected in the

"Fruhlings Klag-Gedichte" of 1643» where Schirmer takes over Opitzian

imagery
the

as

well

as

the opening structural pattern, although here too

Opitz poem is not itself an original.

these

We have already considered

points in detail above, since the poem in question cannot be

analysed at all without reference to the Opitz version.
Even where

Schirmer, in the 1643

his "Anakreontische
seen

poems, goes

beyond Opitz,

Ode", he is very consoious of it.

in his remarks about the genre

3

as

This can be

at the conclusion of the ode

(RS p.156)sEs

ist/ gab ich

zur

Antwort/ eine Anacreontische Ode/ nach Art
gesetzet/ unter welchen der wait

der Griechen und Lateiner

gapriesene Poeten-Vater Taubmann ein Meister ist. Mein Opitz
klaget selbst/ es hatte nie kein Anacreon/ weder in dem
Lateinischon noch in dom goldnen Deutschen ihm vwjhl abgehen
wolien.

(My italics)

in
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The

feeling of having done something which Opitz had not achieved, had

not been the model

for, is enough to merit special oomment.

In those poems

which

we

know to be especially early, and written

during the first period at Leipzig university, there is clear evidence
of

fairly heavy reliance on Opitz as a source, although the handling of

the source-material does reveal

perhaps a certain degree of

independence, or at least a different stylistic principle.
turn to
works
to

the other poems

in the first part of the Rosen-Gepuschet i.e.

definitely written before 1650,

Opitzian models.

we

often find similar adherence

The pastoral poems of the second Gepusch

probably written during the Leipzig years
the

up

poems

were

to 1645 and perhaps during

beginning of the Wittenberg period I645-I648 also.

very

If we now

They are all

obviously based on an Opitsian original of 1625, one of Opitz's
which was much admired and imitated throughout the
Galathee.

gieng betriibet
Cimbersee/
¥/egen seiner Galathee/
Die er [vor] so sehr geliebet/
Coridon der

An der kalten

Die ihm

vor so sehr behagt
ward von ihr verjagt
Seit dafi ich hinweg bin kommen/'
Seit d&B wir geschieden seyn/

Eh'

er

Sang

er/ hat des Mondes schain

Vier mal ab und zugenommen:

Galathee/

so

lange Zeit

dir allbareit.
Nun du wirst dich noch besinnen
dafi ich bey dir gantz und gar
FuB zu halten wlllens war/
Und auch kaum gesegnen konnen:
Bin ich

von

Heidelberg mioh sehr/

Raws

Du viel

tausond mal noch mehr.

Galathee/ ich

wer

blieben/

Ungeschewt der firiagesnoth;
Der verlacht Gefahr und Tod

Y.'eloher trewlich

Aber
D&J3

es

es

pflegt

zu

lieben:

ist dir wohl kundt
gar

nicht bey mir stund.

century:-^
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Ich zoh' hin

von

meinen

Schaffen/

War auch schon bi.fi an den

Main;
wollte gantz nicht seyn/

Doch es
Ich vermochte nicht zu schlaffen/
BiB ich wieder zu dir kam/
Und noch einmal Abschied nahm.
Dann must' ich/ was aolt* ich machen?
Wieder auff main Franckfurt zu:

Tityrus der spraoh:

wie nu?

Wie stehets jetzund umb die Sachen?
Mich bedunokst gantz und gar/
DaB dir vor viel besser war.

Tityrus ist recht gewesen;
Jmmer arger kranck:
Thyrsis gab rair einen Tranck/
Ioh ward

Ob ich kondte so genesen;
Aber alle Krauterkunst
War

vergebens und umbsunst.

Kleiner Muh* hab' ioh geschont/
Schifft* hin in das Niederlandt;

Leyden wird die Stadt genandt/
Daphnis wohnet;

Da der grosse

Daphnis der beruhmbte Mann/
Der so trefflich spielen kan.
Ich kam zu jhm/ wolte singen
Wie zu Heidelberg vorhin:
Nein/ es schlieff mir Muth und Sinn;
Alle Worte must* ich zwingen:
BloB main Schatten gieng allhier/
Ich war nirgend als bey dir ...

Ziehen/
hieher/

Nach deo hin und wieder
Kam ich endlich doch

Galathee/ weit uber Meer:
nun nioht fliehen;
Weiter fliehen kan ich nicht/
Weil mir Wind und See gebricht.
Wo die Schiffe vor geflossen/

Weiter kan ioh

Da

liegt scharffes EiB und Schnee;

Dieses Ufer da ioh geh
Hat den ¥/inter gantz versohlossen:
Vor der grvinen Felder Lust

Ist hier lauter Reiff xind Frost.
Nun ich wolte gerne leiden
Was ich jmmer leiden soli;

Ja/ mir

were

gantz so wol/

Wann ioh dich nioht dorffte meiden:

Alle Trawrigkeit und Pein
Fuhl ioh nur von wegen dein.
Alle Nacht pflegt mir zu traumen
Wie ich bey dem Neoker sey/
Wie ioh allar Sorgen frey

Bey den rauchen Kestenbaumen

dir/ liebe Galathee/
Oepffel auff zu lesen geh.

Mit
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Dein Verstand und

kluge Sinnen/

Dir mir meine liessen nicht/
Delner schonen Augen Lieoht/
Die ieh musts lieb

gewinnen/

Deiner roten Lippen Ziehr
Sind ohn UnterlaB allhier.
Gantz ver8tarret und erfroren
Durch den Schnee und atrengen Nort
Irr* ich offters umb den Port/
Ruffe dir die ich verlohren.
0

vergebena/ Corydon/

Sie ist allzuweit hiarvon.

Taglich geht die Sonne nieder
Steht auch taglioh wieder auff/
Und helt jhren alten Lauff:
Aber vvann a eh' ich dich wieder?

Aoh/ wie weit ist doch der Tag/
DaB ioh dich

umbfangen mag!

Manohes Land muB ich noch sehen/
Und mich lassen hin und her
Durch das weits wilde Meer
Kanohe rauhe Winds wehon/
Eh' ioh/ reicht mir &ott die Hand/
Schawen kan me in Vaterland.
Unterdesaen meine Frewde/
Galathee gehab dich wol/
Bifl ich/ wo ich leben soil/
Weit von Trawren und von Leide

Bey den meinen und bey dir
Bleiben werde fur unnd fiir.
Dieses Ufer wil ich haben;
Galathee in deiner SchoB
Kan ioh warden frey und lofi;
Hier wil ich mein Laid vergraben:
Hier soil weit von Angst und Pain
Meiner Reise Ruhstadt seyn.
Also sang
Und das Ufer

er/ daB die Wellen
an

der See

Galathee/ 0 Galathee/
Samptlich muste wiedersohellan/
BiB die Abendrothe kam/
Und die Nacht den Tag weg
There

the

four features here which

are

of later

nahiru
seem

to have caught the attention

poets and been cultivated by Schirmer in particular; first,

pastoral setting

structural

-

the mention of sheep, flocks etc.; second, the

pattern of first and last stanza containing framework

description and with the intervening stanzas

as

the shepherd^ song;

third, the geographical and sometimes personal allusions to Denmark
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(dar kalte Cimbersee), Heidelberg and the Neckar, Frankfurt and the
C

Main, Heinsius
the

(dar

grosae

Daphnis) in Leiden and

of certain formulae such

use

stanza and the

"Bifl

...

as

the

'seit' anaphora in

und" formula at the conclusion.

Schirmer's pastoral poems from the second Gepusoh we

phenomena.^

and fourth,

so on;

the second

In

find all these

The pastoral setting is a constant; the structural

pattern is there, too, in all except the dialogue poem (No.
in No.

X, which is part-dialogue, part-description; the only variation

in this
der

or

introduction.

are

The

geographical allusions

are

always there in the

and in the text also; in Schirmer's case

normally to rivers, Elbe, PleiBe, Saale and so

sometimes referred

"mein Rom"

=

Towns are

One problem here

obvious relationship between literature and life in

Opitz poem gives
one

on.

to, either directly or by epithet (Leipzig and

Wittenberg in "Tilian an der Elbe").

is that the very

whose work

way

cannot

to a more confused pioture with Schirmer, in

apply the

poems

in

a

straightforward way to

geography or biography, although it is tempting to do so; nor are
there any

Schirmer's

obvious personal allusions to other writers

poems.^

or

friends in

Perhaps this shows the increasing desire of

mid-17th. century poets to conceal their lives from public view more

effectively than Opitz does with the thin
same

an

less than one stanza ("Der sterbende Sylvius") as

titles of Schirmer's poems

the

("Tilian

pattern is that sometimes there may be two stanzas

Elbe")

they

IX) and

veneer

in "Coridon"; the

tendency, in fact, which Opitz himself reveals through the

contrast between his remarks about

love-poetry in the Poeterey of

1624 and in the preface to the 1625 edition of his
the formulae mentioned above

are

also

present in

poems.

many

Finally,

of Schirmer's
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early poems, especially the concluding formula \>hioh is used in eight
out of the eleven.
mentioned features

Gepiisch
formulae

,

Because of the way

figure in it

in which

of the above

quote here the opening poem of the

we

written probably during the period 1641-48j the Opitzian

occur

in the third and last stanza

features and formulae

Tilian

an

are

all very

respectively

der Elbe.

Tilian gieng an der Elbe/
an Schmertzen voll an Fein/
Gleich ala ietzt der Sonnen-Sohein
an dam hohen Lufft-Gewelbe
sich mit ihm halb bleich gekranckt/
und nach Norden abgesenckt.

beklagt sioh/ und Serenen/

Lieblichkeit/
die/ bey spater Abend-Zeit/
aller edlen Hertz und Sehnen/
sich und ihre

offtermal auff frischer That

plotzlioh angestecket hat.
Halb hat sioh das Jahr
sang er/ halb hat glelch
die beruhmte Felder-Kost

-

the other

obviously present (RS pp.84-92)

leer

Er

so many

versohlungen/

der Frost

WieB und Auen abgedrungen/
es ist gleich ein halbes Jahr/

da/ Saren/ ioh bey dir wahr.
Es wird deinen klugen Sinnen/
o du Schone/ wissend seyn/
mit was Kummer/ Noth und Pein
ich dioh habe lassen konnen.
weit noch uber jane Stadt
kranckt mich die main Hertze hat.

Langer hatt ich dich gesehen/
ungesoheut der Liebes-Pein/'
es wolt aber gar nioht seyn/
loh/ ioh mustQ von dir gehn!
weil Verhangnus und die Zeit
mich borufften anderweit.
Fort must ioh/ zwar mit was

Gliicke/

dencke/ Sohone/ selber nach/
zu der Pleisse Sand und Bach/
biB ich wieder lcam zurilcke!
da ioh in dioh gantz und gar

mehr/ als vor/ verliebet [war].
Endlich dooh must ich dich
und main Leipzig sehan an/
das mir damals viel gothan/
da mich auf den freyen Gassen
alle Schaffer ausgefragt/
und mit mir sich hart beklagt.

laasen/
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Sie/ ja sie/ sind recht ge we sari/
war allzeit ohne Sinn/
kranck/ wie ich noch ietzund bin.
Pasilus gieng Krauter lesen/
aber seine Kunst vor sioh/
Ich

wolte keinmal h©Iffen mich.
Furcht und Angst hab ich vertrieben/
biB daB mioh der Elben-Strom/

(da die klaine Welt mein Ron/
hauffig stehet aufgeschrieben)
mit der gelben Fluth benetzt/
und ans ebne Land gesetzt.
Dieses Ufer/ da ich gehe/
bot mir meinen alten
der

es

Freund/

ewig gut gemeynt/

aber seit daB ich ihn sehe/
hat die Liebe sich verkehrt/
und aufs

neue

mich bethort.

Er wolt meinen tieffen Wunden

Trost und Labsal sprechen ein/
aber ietzt hat gleiche Pein
sein verliebtes Hertz empfunden.

Basilee/ die schwartze Maoht/
daB

er

mich und sich nicht acht.

gefiel ihm zwar mein Spielen/
sprach auch meinen Salten zu/
Es

daB er offtermal die Ruh
seines Leidens kunte fuhlen/
aber ich und meine Pein
wolten nicht gelindert ssyn.
Bin ioh bey dir/ Oder feme/
es

gilt alles eben viel/

Spiel/
Schone/ von dir dichten lerne/
aber du/ mein Spiel/ und ioh
weil ich stets mein

armes

konnen niemals horen mich.

alten Sachsen/
Frucht/
und die geile Lammer-Zucht/
auf den weissen Bergen wachsen/
o wie wohl/ wie wohi ist dir/
Ich blieb bey den
sah der Erden schone

sprach

ich/

MuB ich

der du weidest hier!
gleich gedupelt leiden/

wil ich doch
deiner Heerde

zu

keiner Zeit

Lieblichkeit/

lieber Hirte/ femer neiden/
nur ich muB alleine gehn/
und weit von Serenen stehn...

schlaffe/ wenn ich waohe
Schone/ stets bey dir/
unterweilen traumat mir/
wie ich mit dir sitz und lache/
Wenn ich

bin ich

wie ich auf dem Blumen-Plan
dich mit Rosen werffen kan.
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sum Go ttinr.en/
Lippen/ Stirn und Hear/

Die dioh set sen
Mund und

Hande/ Brust und Augen-Klar
leuchten taglich dem Beginnen/
daB dich heute noch mit FleiB
mehr und mehr zu loben weIB.
Stun an vorten/ bleich an Y/angen/
am Ohr/ an Augen blind/
Geberden als ein Kind
bin ioh ofters hier gegangen.
aber 0/ 0 Tilian/
dieses 1st umbsonst gethant

taub

an

Taglioh kommt die Morgen-Rothe/
legt auch taglioh sohlaffen sich/
Aber o/ wenn seh ich dichI
ach!

es

ist mir viel

zu

spate/

ich/

wenn sich neigt der Tag/
dioh noch einmal griissen mag/
da

Hatt ioh Leiden noch gesehen

Nieder-Land/
erst/ 0 Saalen-Strend/
deinen Ufern gohen/

und ihr reiohes

wolt ich
dort

an

allda wolt ich

gantz allein
ewig dir ergeben seyn.
Bleib Serene/ bleib indsssen/
ohne Trug und ohne List/
vie du stets gewesen bist.
Deiner wil ich nicht
du solst

vergessen/

stets/ wie Demant3tein/

in mein Hertz

gegraben seyn*
Ala denn nehm ich meine Ruhe

Brust/
(wolte Gott) bewust.
gehet/ was ich thue/

auf der halb-entbloflten

die mir
Dann so

mit wait mehr verliebtem Sinn
auf sein gutes Snde hin.
Also sang er Gluth und Flammen/
daB der Elbe gelber Strand
durch das weite Nieder-Land
seine Seufftzer trug zusammen/
biB der Himmel sich entdeckt
und die Stemen angesteckt.
One may even
two
we

detect technical influences from Opitz• poetry in the

texts; the six-line stanza of "Coridon" is used in "Tilian"; as
know

already it is

it in this famous

predilection here.
may

one

of Schirmer's favourites and Opitz1

uso

pastoral poem may have influenced Schirmer's
Some metrical weaknesses in the trochaic lino

have carried over also;

compare

Opitz'

of
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I^h

kam

Jx

w^lte s^mgen

ihm/

with Schirmer's

F^rt

must

±4/

zwar

vLx

Gltxcke/

was

both of which have unfortunate failures in coincidence of natural and

metrical stress.

Opitz' massive authority
Schirmer in all these

early

intermediaries who may

can

poems;

certainly be

seen

influencing

yet as so often there are

also have played

a

part.

In 1633 Paul Fleming

produced two congratulary poems in six-line stanzas, the one beginning

"Hylas saft im feuohten Rasen", the other "Damon ging in tiefen Sinnen//
um

der sanften PleiBen

with the

Rand"; and in 1638 the

same

poet begins

an

ode

following Opitsian formula:-

Sechsmal, zahl ich anders recht,
haben die verreiften Saaten
an des Hundssterns G-Iut gebraten;
sechsmal geuBt der Waaserknacht
seinen Krug nun auf die Erdsn
und laBt Alles Winter warden,
seit wir...
8

Christian Brehme wrote

a

series of

pastoral poems with geographical
o

allusions which

were

published in 1637*

Rist's famous Daphnis poems

And of course there are

which also imitate the Opitz pattern,

although since they were first published in 1642 it is questionable
whether they

could be considered

as a

possible influence

on

Schiriser.10

Despite all these other examples, however, Schirmer's poem is so
close to

Opitz' original

variations

on

additional

reason

from the poem.

as

to be desorlbed in musical terms as

Opitzian theme; the closeness to Opitz is itself

an

for not

attempting to deduce biographical details

One final point of interest:

adherence to Opitz'

an

poetry he shows

a

despite Schirmer's

somewhat cavalier attitude

281.

towards the master's poetics, for on the question of
e

is omitted Schirmer

erleben

never

trouble to do this

mussen") whereas Opitz is punctilious

examples in the "Coridon"
of Schirmer's
has

takes the

poem

demonstrate.

In

that he is very

1641-49.

Gepiisch

relatively early

collection, the

rose

diem poem

poems,

written

Muller;

in it the leitmotif of the whole

(RS pp.4^6):Jugend brauchen.

K.om/ Liebste/ laB uns Rosen
Weil sie noch voll und farbigt

andre/

was

brechen/

seyn!
sie wollen/ spreehen/

Die Flucht schleioht sich den Jahren 9in.
mussen

The

motif, is used in its expected context, that of

Sie soil der

unverwendet

schauen/

dis alles

folgen muB.
Die Jugend tragt sich durch die Auen
geschwind mit unvermercktem FuB.
Das Haar/ der Mund und diese Wangen/
vergehen offt in kurtzer Zeit.
Der Augen-Liechter goldne Spangen
seyn fur dem Tode nicht befreyt.
uns

of the

following, whose Opitzian sound already caught

the attention of Gunther

Wir

Opitz is

which clearly derive from the Silesian master.

first of these is the

wie

further example

Here, apart from isolated instances throughout, there

several poems

La£

a

of Schirmer's work where his debt to

area

Rosen-Gepuaohe which also consists of

oarpe

This is

poetio practice, however, there can be no doubt

particularly evident is the first 'virtuoso*

a

this point, as many

much in Opitz' debt in these early pastoral poems.

The other

are

on

("nun ich hab

general attitude towards poetic theory which Sonnenberg

examined."1"1

about

apostrophe where

Die adle Schonheit der Geberden/
die meiner Liebe Mutter ist/
kan duroh den Wind verwehet werden.

Komm/ Liebste/ weil du jung nooh bist.
Wer sucht den Mayen unsrer Tage/
ist er bereit einmal vorbey?
Haufft sich des Winters Leid und
so sind wir aller Liebe frey.

Plage/
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Wie sich ein
von

Regenstrom behende

Bergen in die Thaler geusts

So reissen wir una selbst zum
Das tins itzund sohon eylen
Sind wir in durren Sand

Ends/

heist.

geleget/
vdr/ und bleiben bleioh.
Stock/ der keine Zwaige traget/

So warden

Ein
1st keiner frischon Myrte gleich.
Drum laB uns lieben/ wie es gehet/
eh noch der Abendstem anbricht.
Wer in der Liebe nichts verstehet/
der braucht der edlen Jugend nicht.
The two closest

Opitz poems

herbey" and the famous
laB

uns

eilen".

probably "Itzund kompt die nacht

are

poem on

the same carpe diem theme "Ach Liebste,

Schirmer's opening line recalls the latter, as

do

phrases like "Die adle Schonheit der Geberden" (Opitz: "Der edlen
Schonheit

gaben").

Opitz• fuB

-

muB rhyme reappears in Schirmer's

stanza, although the foot image has been changed from Opitz'

second

abstract "der edlen Sohonheit
Schirmer's

gaben// Fliehn fuB fur fuB" to

picturesque personification

Die

Jugend tragt sioh durch die Auen
geschwind mit unvermercktom FuB.

The Petrarchist touches of Schirmer's third stanza recall both
"Itzund

kiompt" and "Ach Liebste".

Sohiroer's last stanza recalls

Opitz*

And finally the "Drum" of

Opitz' "Drumb" in "Aoh Liebste"

althou^i it is part of the structural pattern of many of these carpe
diem poems

in all languages, such

as

Ronsard's "Donques" in

"Mignonne, allons voir" and Marvell's "Now, therefore" in "To His Coy
Mistress".

As in the case of the

all sorts of

"Kom!

intervening poems

on

"Coridon" poem one might produce

the

same

Schonste/ laB unB eilen", which have

theme, such as Homburg's
a vague

general

resemblance, but the specific reminiscences show the heaviest reliance
on

Opitz.^
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One of the many

of the

Opitz poems which made their mark

on

the poetry

century is the example he produces in the seventh chapter of

the Poetorey to show how

long and short lines

be mixed

may

15

Augen/ jhr/ und du/ auch Schwartzes Haar/
Flavian/ die vor mein Hertze war/
Auff die ich pflag zu riohten/
Mehr als ein weiser soil/
Mein Sohreiben/ Thun und Tichten/

Ihr schwartzen
Der frischen

Gehabt euch jetzund wol.
Nicht gerne sprech' ich so/ ruff* auch zu Zeugen an

Dioh/ Venus/ und dein Kind/ daB ich gewiB hieran
Die minste Sohuldt nicht trage/
Ja alios Kummers voll
Mich stundlich kranck* und plage/
DaB ich sie lassen soil.
Ihr Paroen/ die Ihr uns das Thun des Lebens spinnt
Debt mir und jhr das was ich jhr/ und sie mir gonnt/
Weil ich's ja soil erfiillen/
soil zahmen meinen Fuss/
Und wieder Lust und Willen
Auch nachmals sagen muss:
Ihr schwartzen Augen/ jhr/ unnd du/ auoh Schwartzes Haar/
Der frisohen
die vor mein Hertze war/
Auff die ich pflag zu richten/
Mehr als ein weiser soli/
Mein Schreiben/ Thun und Tiohten/
Gehabt euch ietzund wol.

Flavian/

The form of this poem

"Aurora schlummre nooh
and Kaspar

inspired
an

many

imitations, such as Fleming's

deines Liebsten Brust"

Stieler's variation "Die Nacht// die sonst den Buhlern

fugt und siisse Hoffnung macht" (after Schirmer).
imitation

(before Schirmer)

But Schirmer's

(RS pp.7-8) is much closer to Opitz than

any

own

of these other

variations; it is probably no accident that it is only separated by
one

poem

from our previous Opitz imitation.
Uber Ihr

The text runs as follows

-Angesicht.

Ihr Augen voller Brunst/ und du/ du Purpur-Mund/
der braunen Suavien/ die mir oft rathen kunt.
und du/ der weissen Auen
Benelckte Wangen-Zier/

pfleg ich euoh anzuschauen/
ist nichts/ als Lust/ bey mir.
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Dich Venus und dein Kind ruf ich

sum

Zeugen

an/

daB meiner Suavien ich bleibe zugethan.
Well man mlch wird behalten
der greisen Ewigksit/
soli nichts an mir erkalten/
main Herts brennt allbereit.
Ihr Himmels-G-otter ihr/ die ihr fortstecken kont
der Menschen Lebensziel/ mir leben noch vergont/
auf daB ich moge stillsn
den heissen Thranen-S treit/

hergegen nur mit Willen
Erschallen weit und breit:
Ihr Augen voller Brunst/ und du/ du Purpur-Mund
der braunen Suavien/ die mir oft rathen kunt/
und du der weissen Auen
benelckte Wangen-Zier/

pfleg ich euch anzuschauen/
nichts/ als Lust/ bey mir.

1st

Schirmsr has structured his poem

in exactly the same stanza-pattern as

Opitz and within the stanzas the length of lines and order of rhymes is

exactly the same; which is precisely what contemporaries of Opitz
admired about the poem.

In this respect it is another example of the

important influence of Opitz on Schirmer's early poetry.
to the

Whan

turn

we

linguistic expression, however, there are some interesting

divergences.

Wolfgang Kayser has picked out these two poems as

examples of the greater poetic facility which a mid-century poet like
Schirmer is able to bring to bear; he points out Opitz• unfortunate

tendency towards conglomerations of unrhythmic monosyllables,
second line of the third

greater rhythmic

flow.1^

in Schirmer's poem,

short

u

au

One might also mention the attention to sound

exemplified in the first stanza by the long and

sound of

adjective 'braun' and in the rhyme Auen

some

in

Opitz' original 'Augen' is carried through here
-

anzuschauen.

whole, although demonstrating Schirmer's dependence
show3

in the

stanza, and contrasts this with Schirmer's

sounds in the first three and last lines and in the way

which the
in the

as

subtle alterations and variants

on

the

on

So the

Opitz, also

Opitzian pattern.

28*

Another of the best-known of Opitz1 poems is the adaptation of
Ronsard*s

Poeterey

"J'ay 1'esprit tout ennuyd" which Opitz produces in his
as

an

Opitz* portrayal of the

example of the ode form.

Renaissance scholar in festive

mood, throwing off the shackles of

scholarship, abandoning books in favour of wine and the
seems

to have

represented

an

Waldberg mentions

some

air,

irresiatable temptation to other 17th.

century poets on the look-out for something to parody.
von

open

17

Max Freiherr

examples from different periods in the

century but there are others also, and it would be next to impossible
to exhaust all
first

examples from the century.

appeared in 1624 in the Poeterey;-

18

19

Ode.

Ich

empfinde fast ein grawen
ioh/ Plato/ fur vnd fiir
Bin gesessen vber dir;
Das

Es ist zeit hienauB zue sohawen/
Vnd sich bey den frischen quellen
In dem grunen zue ergehn/
Wo die schonen Blumen stehn,
Vnd die Fischer netze stolion.

Worzue dienet das

Ala

studieren/

lauter vngemaoh?
Vnter dessen laufft die Baoh
Unsers lebens das wir fuhren/
She wir es innen werden/
Auff jhr letztes ende hin;
Dann

zue

kompt (ohne gaist vnd sinn)

Dieses alios in die erden.

Hola/ Junger/ geh' vnd frage
Wo der beste trunok mag

sein;

Nim den Krug/ und fulle We in.
Alles trawren leidt vnd klage/
Wie wir Menschen taglich haben
Eh* vns Clotho fortgerafft
Wil ich in den sussen safft
Den die traube giebt vergraben.
Kauffe

gleichfals auch melonen/

Vnd vergiB des Zuckers nicht;
Schawe nur das nichts gebricht.

der heller schonen/
bey seinem Gold vnd Schatzen
Tolle sich zue krencken pflegt
Jener mag

Der

Here is the text as it
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Vnd nicht satt zue bette legt;
Ich wil wail ich kan mich letzen.
Bitte raeine guete Bruder
Auff die music vnd ein glaB
Nichts schickt/ dunckt mich/ nicht sioh baB
Als

guet tranck vnd guete Lieder.
gleich nioht viel zue erben/
Ey so hab' ich edlen Wein;
Wil mit andern lustig sein/
MuB ich gleich alleine sterben.
LaB ich

Schirmer's version follows
very

closely

but he

-

e.g.

Opitz' structure, stanza-form and motifs

the beginning of the second and third stanzas

-

parodies Opitz' whole by reversing the preferences described;

the poem moves
follows the

from the open-air life to praise of books.

In this he

pattern of the parodies of Opitz made by Held and

Finckelthaus, although in them the movement is from praise of love to
praise of books.

Schirmer,

as

his title indicates, finds room for

(RS pp.77-78):-

love too

Marnia und ein Buch.

empfind ich keinen Grauen/
ioh/ Phobus/ fur und fur

Nun

daB

bin gesessen neben dir.
Andre mogen umb sich schauen/
und bey jenen Springe-Quelien
in den Wiesen sich ergehn/
ich wil bey den Buohern stehn/
und auf sie mein Tichten stellen.
Artlich last es sich studiren/
man weit
leitet seinen

Wenn

vom

Ungemach

Lebens-Bach/

er/ weil wir ihn weiBlich fuhren/
wird kein Theil dem Tode werden/
denn der

kluge Geist und Sinn
Schwingt sich durch die Wolcken hin/
und kommt gar nicht in die Erden.
Holla/ Junger/ geh und frage/
Wo das beste Buch mag

laB den

seyn/

Opitz binden ein/

diese Frist der kurtzen Tage/
die wir Mensohen auf uns haben/
wil ich in den Bienen-Safft/
den die Musen abgerafft/

tieffer/ als in Sand/ vergraben.
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gleiohfals andre Saohan/
vergiB den Tsoheming nioht!
achau das keiner dir gebricht.
Jener mag reoht thorlich laohen/
der bey seinen Gold und Schatzen
Kanffe

und

tolls sich zu krancken pflegt/
und ohn Lust 3loh schlaffen legt/

ich wil mich rait Buchern letzen.
Bitte die gelehrten Briider

Music/ und auf das/
wobey stets der Plato safi.
Brings rait die schonen Liedar.
Marnia/ dich laB ich erben/
bey den Buchern und bey dir
auf die

wil ich bleiben fur und

fur/

Bucher lassen keinen sterben.
There is further evidence here of the way

in which Sohirmsr ignores

Opitz' poetics whilst imitating his poetic praotioe; the lack of an
apostrophe after the verb in the first line is one such example

(compare Opitz• third stanza "Eh'

...").

uns

As regards the theme of

Sohirmer's poem, it seems to be going too far to call it
••

Apotheose der zeitgenossisohen Dichter" as Waldberg does;
Schirmer

only mentions Opitz and Tsoherning.

"[einej Art
20

after all

The praise of scholar¬

ship is merely the reverse side of the coin from the Opitz poem and
cannot be

taken, for example,

as

showing that Schirmer 'believed in'

scholarship any more intensely than did Opitz.
a

theme shows the characteristic 17th.

wit

The parodying of such

century desire to demonstrate

by writing variations on somebody else's theme.

The most

important point for us is once again the close attention, in
Schirmer's early poetry, to the poetry of the
One fashion in

readers

of the

one

stems from

17th. century poetry

more

trivial

ones

-

-

'Boberschwan'.

perhaps to 20th. century

which like

so

many

Opitz' Poeterey. is the love of echo-poems.

others

In the fifth

chapter of the Poeterey Opitz recommends these since Neo-Latin poets
like Jan

van

der Does

(Janus Dousa) and Johannes Secundus

as

well

as

certain unnamed French
it is

poets had cultivated the genre.

surprise to find Schirmer including

no

the first

Sepusch

described above.

one as

For this reason

the final poem of

of the Rosen-Gepuache. next to the Opitz parody

In any case

Opitz himself gives further incentive to

contemporaries and successors to copy this fashion, since at least one
of his two

examples in the Poemata of 1624 is derived from Du Bellay

through a Dutch echo-poem in the Bloem-Hof anthology.
or

two of the

reuen

and ade

suggest

Widerachall".
amoenus

Although one

rhymes in Schirmer'a echo-poem (RS pp.79-82), such as
an

acquaintance with Opitz1 second echo-poem,

basically Sohirmer's is modelled

locu3

21

on

Opitz* first

In both cases there is
as

an

extensive

introduction, followed by

introduces the echo seotion.

a

as many

description of the

rhetorical question which

This latter is much

Sohirmer, consisting of about twice

"Echo Oder

one,

extensive with

more

echoes as in the Opitz

poem,

each preceded by a double rhymej this is probably a sign of the

young

poet trying to outshine the master in virtuosity.

the

At the end

poet addresses nature and describes his relief from the pains of

love.

A minor new

departure by Schirmer is the introduction of an

echo-rhyme to conclude the poem.
From all this
a

we

infer that 3chiriser's earliest

great degree under the influence of Martin Opitz.

and reliance

on

the master

are

strong but there

individual touches sometimes in his variations

When

one

changes.
between

poetry stands to
Acquaintance with

are some
on

interesting

Opitzian themes.

begins to turn to the later poetry, however, the picture
Already in the Marnia sonnets, which were probably written

1645 and 1648, there is far less trace of Opitz than before.

The fourth

sonnet, "An Ihre Klarheit/ als Er spatziren gehen wolte",
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is based
via

on

ode in the Anacreontsa transmitted in all

an

Opitz* fifth "Teutsohe Ubersohrift".

seine Trauma"
Petrarchan

almost

(No. V),

A further sonnet, "Uber

have already mentioned

we

probability

as an

example of

a

original, the Opitzian version of which Schiroer will

certainly have known.

contains in the

sextet

a

The 39th. sonnet ("An die Nachtigalle")

sequence

of epithets describing the

nightingale which recall Opitz' translation in the Poeterey (Chapter 6)
of Heinsius'

But

Ronsard.

epithets for Bacchus, themselves partly appropriated from
apart from these examples the dependence

on

Opitz is

remarkably low in the Marnia sonnets, although the degree of
dependence

on

other

sources

such

as

Fetrarchism and the Creek

Anthology is high.
Apart from the

poems

with specific and early dates the second

book of the Rosen-Gepusche contains some other poems

which show

Opitzian influence; in the first Gepiisch, for example, there is the
elegy "Asterie/ An Ihren Opitz/
Elegie" which is

a

aus

Balth.

Venators Lateinischen

Nachdichtung of the poem in Opitz * work with the

following title:- "Balth. Venatoris ad Auctorem Epistola.
Asteries; cuius in his carminibus saepS fit mentio."
opening lines of the succeeding poem

-

22

Ex persona

And the

"An das verliebte Frauen-

Zimmer"

(RS p.286)

several

phrases in this Gepusch which recall Opitz• poetry

particular

ones are

(TP 1624 p.49).
in the

-

with their address to the stars

have

typical of
-

these

reminiscent of his "Epigramraa an die Sternen"

But to judge by the date against

Gepusch the whole group of

these reminiscences of
we

are

already gained.

poems

Opitz here would

some

of the poems

is probably early, so that
seem

to confirm the impression

In the third

of the second book, too, we have pastoral

Gepusoh

whioh recall the Opitzian 'Coridon' poem and others.

poems

It has

already been conjectured that these poems may be the residua of
'variations
would

this

on

a

pastoral theme' composed well before 1650, and this

tally with the liking for Opitzian models; but over and above

point one

pattern which

can

was

detect
so

certain weakening of the model Opitzian

a

evident in the pastoral

poems

of Rosen-Gepu3che

The only one here, in II,3» which recalls the Opitzian

1,2.

structure of hero and
the "BIB da£"

geographical background followed by speech and

concluding formula

"Der schaidande Chloridan"

as

well as other Opitzian motifs is

(RS pp.346-350).

transposed into the earlier pastoral
In the

others, however, one can

poems

see a

This poem could be
with

no

difficulty at all.

certain movement away from

Opitzian models in different ways; much more narrative and description
and less
no

dialogue in "Die Traumende Margelle" (RS pp.340-346), almost

direct

direct

speech in "Die muthwillige Phyllis" (RS pp.350-352), total

speech with no introduction

Absohiednehmende Oleander"
stanza

conclusion in "Der

(RS pp.352-354)»

pattern in "Die Uberschone" (RS

dependence

on

Opitz is not so great

The poems
more

or

described above

are

significant fact is that the

as

a

completely different

pp.356-360) and

so on.

in the earlier pastoral

So the
poems.

almost certainly fairly early; a

poems

of the second virtuoso Oepusoh

(RS 11,4) contrast with those of the first virtuoso Gepusch in that
they reveal relatively little Opitzian influence.
poems,
one

In these later

possibly written between I65O and 1654, there is

which is

an

imitation

or

no

complete

parody of Opitz, although there are

reminiscences of Opitzian phrases here and there such as the epithet
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(= Herbst) in Schirmer's "Herbst-Lied" (RS

"Trauben-Mann"

the reminiscence of

or

Opitz' "Coridon" in "Taglich geht die Sonne

(RS p.333)

achlaffen"

p.458)2^

or

of "Itzund kompt die Naoht herbey" in the

following 3tanza of Sohirmer's "tTber des Sommers Abend-Zeit an Sia"

(RS p.457)
Alle Blurnen warden
Nicht

von

dunckel/

der verbuhlten Naoht.

Liebste/ deinas Liohts Carfunckel
Hat sie bleioh und kranok
Nehmen ihren Giantz
One of the mo3t
group

Rosen and of its

gefaagen.

important features of this colleotion of

of 'Tugend-Lieder'.

for these songs

the

gemacht.

Lippan/ deins Wangen/

Deine

It is possible that some of the inspiration

which contribute to the special tone of the Singende
successor

RS

II,4 is due to Opitz.

Compare for example

beginning of Opitz• "Lied" (TP 1624 p.130) with Sohirmer's "lir

halt sich

zu

der

Niedrigen" (RS p.440)i-

Wol dam der weit von hohen dingen
Den Fufi stelt auff der Einfalt bahn
Wohl

(Opitz)

denv/ der sich der Einfalt giebet/
(Schirmer)

Und stehet nicht auff hohen Ruhm.

Nevertheless these

resemblances, although obvious,

are

far less

pervasive than in the earlier virtuoso oollection and it does
the

is the

poems

case

that in Schirmer's later

dependence

on

seem

to be

poetry written after 1650 the

Opitz is considerably reduced.

In the poems of the

Rauten-Gepusche. for instance, apart from certain isolated examples

already mentioned, there is little traoe of Opitz at all.
as

most

significant, though, the difference in dependence

the two virtuoso groups

his full range

We regard
on

Opitz in

of poems; it is here that Schirmer shows off

of teohnical expertise.

In the first he

seems

to feel
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the naed for

Opitaian models; in the second this need has to

degree vanished.
may

a

large

This sign of increasing independence and maturity

he seen in conjunction with other similar faotors, suoh as the

lessening Influence of Petrarchism on Schirmar* a later poetry.
We move now from the

other

are

not associated with

a

geographical area relevant for

Schirmer and whose work in addition does not
from the
from

principles of Opitz* Poeterey.

deviate, broadly speaking,

The first reservation removes

consideration, for example, Paul Fleming and

associated with
among

any

writers

Leipzig; the second eliminates Opitz' friend Buchner

others.
In Schirmer's

mentioned
the

himself to that of the

By Opitzians is understood here for our purpose

Opitzians.

writers who

influence of Opitz

catalogue of the great names of the century,

above, many of the writers are those whose work falls into

Poets like Werder, Lund, Tscherning and the

Opitzian mould.

Konigsberg poets (Daoh, Roberthin) hardly move technically beyond

Opitz• achievements; and they

are

close enough to Opitz

chronologically (and usually geographically) to be seen

as

belonging

to his orbit.
One

thing which is striking in the work of these early 17th.

century writers is the stress

on

virtue which

frequently and which i3 misleadingly suggested

one

encounters

as a

so

prerogative of

pi

Schirroer's.

For

example, in Andreas Tscherning's collection of

poetry of 1642 there
on

virtue

are

lines which read just like Schirmsr's lines

25

0 Licht der

Jugend/

Du Aufibund aller

Und Bild der

Tugend

Ziehr/
...

("Auff den Nahmenstag einer
Jungfrawen" )
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or

0 Du Glantz und Ziehr der

Jugend/

Zeit/

Andre Venus dieser

Alias Volck rhumbt deine Tugend
Was

man

...

Tugend heist und Ziehr/
gantz an dir.

("An eine wolgestalte Jungfraw")

Solches hastu

could

while

one

poems

(although they

never

good chance to do
this

area

prove

that Schirmer knew any of these individual

early enough in time for him to have had a

are

so) it is fair to

of the century,

say

that here, collectively, in

in the development from Opitz through such

Opitzian writers as these as well as in the work of later poets like
JBuchner and

Zesen, is the origin of the stress on virtue which is so

apparent in Schirmer's work.

26

A further connection between the Saxon Schirmer and the

Silesian Tscherning is

their relationship to Buohner, Schirmer as

pupil, Tscherning as equal and colleague.
it turned
of

out, to

Wittenberg.

3uchner hoped, in vain, as

Tscherning ocoupying a post at his own university

see

Despite the acquaintance with Buohner, however,

Tscheming only very occasionally adopts Buchner's characteristic

dactylic verses, normally remaining true to Opitz
point.

There are

a very

war

ich

am

nechsten?

seeming reluctance to experiment
of Schiriaer's

own

very

pupil of Buohner's.
is

this crucial

few examples in his poetry of 1642, like the

"D&ctylische Ode auf Lowensterns Hund"
beginning "Wo

on

or

the

poem

in anapaests

Wo bin ioh anjatzt?"

more

27

His

widely with dactyls reminds one

sporadic dactylic poems, so unusual for a

Perhaps the affinity in spirit between the two

greater than biography might lead us to suppose.
The

Opitzian pastoral guise, which is lacking in Tacherning's

28

work,~

is provided by another of the Opitzians from the early part

century, the Hamburg poet Johann Riat.

of the

1642

well known and Schirmer may well have been acquainted with

are

But there is

them.

which is much

favourite
both of

earlier

an

likely

more

pastoral

as a

collection, his Musa Teutonica of 1634,

Trochaica" or
uses

a

Here Rist's

model for Schirmer.

for his heroes is Mirtillo, which reminds one

name

Opitz and of Schirmer's earliest poetry.

like "Mirtillo

Rist

His Daphnis poems of

In pastoral poems

Nachtklage/ uber dafl abwesen seiner Amaryllis.
"Klaglied deB verliebten Myrtillo. Ode Trochaica"

six-line trochaic stanza reminiscent of

Opitz which

anticipates Schirmer's favourite stanza-form in the pastoral
combined resemblance of subject-matter and form is

The

Of the writers of the
considered

essentially

as

Konigsberg emphasis

on

in that of the other

29

poems.

suggestive.

Konigsberg school, who are usually

Opitzians, Simon Dach is the

first to mind in connection with Schirmer.

and

Ode

fidelity which

Konigsberger

can

can

be

one

who comes

The characteristic

be detected in his work as
seen as

leading on to Fleming

ultimately to Schirmer's later poetry, especially the Singende

Rosen.

30

Max Freiherr

von

Waldberg has traced the way in which some

Opitzian motifs may be transmitted via Daoh and Fleming to Schirmer.
For

31

example, Dach's wedding-poem beginning "Die Sonne rennt mit

prangen" is clearly one ancestor of Schirmsr's "Anaoreontische Ode"
of

1643.

is

on

scorn

32

the

Perhaps the most important influence on Schirmer's poetry

morality

of money

poems

of the Singende Rosen and RS II,4»

which obtains in these

poems

The

is already anticipated by

Dach;^*

and in stress on virtue Schirmer is outdone by Dach, since

this is

something which permeates the poetry of the Konigsberg poet.

The

rhyme Jugend

-

Tugend, for example, which figures in Schirmer's

work, appears countless times in that of

Dach.^4"

So here in Dach's

work, as in the work of Tscherning, we see a marked concern with
virtue which is
to

even

greater than in the work of Schirmerj this helps

explain how Sohirmer

far from

came

to the theme and shows

unique in this respect.

objected, explain why Schirmer

(It does not, of

or any

us

his poetry as

course,

as may

be

other poet should take up this

theme; nobody forced him to do so, so that one may suppose that
something in his personality led him to it.)
In the

case

of all the Opitzians it is not so much a matter of

being able to pinpoint any particular poem as having inspired any

particular Schirmer version but rather to detect characteristic
themes and motifs

himself) which

can

(which will naturally often be derived from Opitz
be seen to precede similar themes and motifs in

Schirmar's poetry.

Although stylistio points

is this

taking

over

of themes and traditions which forms

concern

here.

The

legaoy of Opitz and his

in Schirmer's work and to

some

are

also of interest it

successors

our

main

is indeed strong

extent, as the last examples show,

determines the tone of Schirmer's

poetry; on the other hand it is

important not to ignore the signs of increasing independence in
Schirmer's work, one of which is the step he takes away from
shadow of the Silesian master.

the
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Paul Fleming and the Leipzig poets.

Chapter l+.

It
cast

might be supposed that the shadow of the Thirty Years* War,

over

so

many

German lands, created gloom and despondancy

throughout the social life of the period, in countryside and town
alike.

Certainly the disastrous effect it had

factor in the

dispersal of

German-speaking lands.

so many

on

Silesia was one

Silesians througiout other

Yet social life was not entirely and

everywhere stultified; not only at the Courts but also in some cities
there

was

apparently affluence enough to maintain

a

fair standard of

living.

The Saxon oily of Leipzig was one such place; here, despite

the war,

there

frequent festivities and

were

luxury."''

gracious living and
this world is

a

as

tendency towards

This pleasure taken in the things of

factor in the cultural life of the town whloh

hardly be overstressed; the
walls

even a

presence

can

of the university within its

can

be associated with this dominant tone.

The

Leipzig poets as a group or groups have not as yet commanded

much critical attention

the 17th.

century.

as

other groups or

individual authors in

The reasons for this may be many; for one, since

they are not noted for technical innovations, nor for the writing of

poetics, they can easily, with the exception of Fleming
individual, be bypassed in
the 17th.

part.

century,

a

any

as an

description of formal developments in

century in which theory plays such

an

important

Another, though secondary point, may be that whereas a

similarly unexperimental circle like the Konigaberger at least stands
out

geographically in isolation, the Leipzig poets can more easily be

overlooked in the context of Saxony,

nearby in Wittenberg.

with Buohner and others working
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poets who lived and wrote in Leipzig during the 1630*8 and

The

1640*3

Whether at

almost always students at the university.

were

any

time

they formed what might be called a circle, let alone a school,

is

matter of

a

doubt.

some

Even the

only specialized work on the

period, Witkowski's Geachichte des literarisohen Lebens in Leipzig.
offers

olear-out opinion on this point.

no

in this

The uncertainty of scholars

respeot is reflected in Richard Newald's words

2

Die

Dichter, welche ein Studium in Leipzig aneinander schloB,
nur insof'era eine gewisse Einheit, als ihnen eine
Beziehung zum Volkslied nachgesagt wird, und sich die
Geltungsbezirka von hofisch-gelehrter und volkstumlicher
Kunstubung bei ihnen nicht scharf voneinander abgrenzen lassen.

bilden

Sie treffen im S tudentenlied zusammen.

Later Newald writes of their carefree attitude to
factor

"Zur Theorie fehlt die

-

that there

1630's

or

was

some

earlier,

kind of

see

Probably the truth is

general tradition stemming from the

feeling of 'something in the air', always a

a

problematic criterion
is difficult to

a

Verbindung".^

poetics as a common

on

which to base judgments.

any more

Nevertheless it

formal connection between these poets as

having existed at any time.
One of the

common

factors

linking especially the earlier Leipzig

writers is their closeness to the

Opitzian tradition.

the features

previous chapter as characteristic

of the

we

have noted in the

Opitzians are also to be found in their work.

is the work of the North German
both

Indeed, many of

A case in point

poet Zacharias Lund who studied in

Wittenberg and Leipzig in the early l630*sj despite his 3tudy at

Wittenberg he does not seem to have imbibed from Buchner any
experimental ideas, so that in this respect he does not stand so very
far away
his

work;

from Schirmer.
5

4

Some critics detect a *gay* Leipzig tone in

there are examples whioh can be found in his collection of
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1636, such

as

his seemingly flippant Ovidi&n parody

Lust/ daft man
Taglich sioh verendern kan.

Das ist Liebe

Yet in

juxtaposition to this

virtue is

poem we

find the

poem

"Sin Anders" where

emphatically stressed, and this is rather more characteristic

of the colleotion

significant

as

a

whole and reminds

us

of Schirmer's work.

Also

the poems on the theme of fidelity, such as the poem

are

"Wir sind in dem Wahn

betrogen", which ends with the following

stanzas-**
ist/

Trewe Lieb'

Trewe Liab
Trewe Lieb

ist/
ist/

was

ioh habe/
ich denck/

was

ich schenck/

was

3ie ist all main Haab und Gabe.
Trewe Liebe bindt die Hand.
Trewe Lieba lost das Band.

Lines like

these, which are entirely

work of Daoh and the

The latter
that

Konigsberger

of that of Paul Fleming.

some

of his poems on the work of Lund, although
8

reason

for the

is not far to seek.

1630

reverence

young

as

probably not personally acquainted.

were

The

around

well

remind us of the

comparison is most significant, especially when we realize

Fleming modelled

the two

as

characteristic,^

was

closeness to

The number of young

Silesians for our

The most

studies from 1630 till 1631, when

The following ode gives a sample of his poetry,

probably written round about 1630-1631 in

Leipzig:-10

Ode.
Wilstu dich
Und

Doch
Was

important of these

is the student Georg Gloger, who

purposes

befriended Paul Fleming during his

9

Silesians studying in Leipzig

exceptionally high; they brou^it with them their

for the Silesian master.

Gloger died.

Opitz of the early Leipziger

gleich

was

Liebes suchen

so

kanst du kaum

von

mir kehren,

dir,
entbehren,

du funden hast bei mir.
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Was du haat bei mir

gefunden,

Findast du nicht alle Stunden.
Gute Wort* ein iedes gibet,
Treive Herzen seltaam Bind.
Wol dem, war was ihn liebt, liebet,
Und ein gleioh Gamuts findt.
Ioh auch wil fur alle Gabon
Ein getrewes tierze haben.
Zwar ioh habe mioh beflieBen
Und beworbsn alle Zeit,
Wis ioh raochte doch genieBen
Trewer Lieb' und Seligkeit.
Aber die rair war main Leban,
Hat sioh anderwerts begeben.
Sol ioh denn nun Solohes lieben,
Was doch nioht wil meine sein?
Mioh in fremden Fawarn uben
Und mir suachen newe Pein?
Sol ioh mains Trewe binden,
Wo Niohts trewes ist zu finden?
Warst du doch, wail du so liebast
Frembda Gunst, wie ioh ietzt bin,
Und der, dem du dieh ergiebest,
Matte deinen falschen Sinn,
So wurdstu nach soloham Wahlen

Dich, vde ich mich muB, auch qualen.
Dooh du wilst und must nun soheiden,
Deine Segel gehn schon auf,
Wollen keinen Anker leidan,
Sind bedacht auf vollen Lauf.
Nun du solst bei diesan Winden

Wenig trewe Porte finden.
Wirst du denn in Tod und Leban
Dort auf wilder Wellenbahn
Auf dem Untrewbette sohweben

Hellsnunter, himmelan:
Denn wirstu auch nicht vergessen,
du hast bei mir besessen.

Was

Ich wil nunmehr einsam

leben,
mir,
Wil mioh keinem so ergebon,
Wie ich zwar getan bei dir,
Und mich immer halten

DaB ioh meine Lieb und Trewe

Nicht aufs ander mal barewe.
The

expression is

as

Opitzian

found in the work of Daoh

or

as

anything of the period and might be

possibly the early Sohirmer.

We note

especially the preoision of the apostrophe in lines 7 and 16 according
to the

principles of Opitz* Poeterey (and also its omission in the

penultimate line) and also

some

deficiencies shared with Opitz, such

as

the

profusion of unrhythmic monosyllables in line 9 and lines 30-31 •
technique the poem looks backwards to Opitz (possibly in the

So in

imagery too; of. ".Anker" and "Port" as in Opitz• "Dorinde"

yet in theme, with its stress on fidelity, it reminds
of

us

poem"*""*")

of the work

Gloger's friend Paul Fleming, the most important poet to work in

Leipzig.
Fleming himself had been educated at the Thomasschule in Leipzig
during the 1620's; here

poet Johann Hermann Schein.
his attention to the
referred to
often

of his teaohers

one

12

desiribility of cultivating the

springen"

moved

century) and his

light-hearted works may have left their mark

Fleming^ early productions, such
un3

the famous composer-

The latter will certainly have drawn

"Ode" in the 17th.

as

was

on

or

to the

the five years

as

song

own

(often

elegant and

on some

of

the odes "LaBt uns tanzen, lafit

"0 liebliche ^angen" (Odes V, 2&3).

In 1628 Fleming

University, where he remained till 1633» receiving in
the Baccalaureat of Arts (1632), the crowning as an

Imperial Poet Laureate (1632) (already by this time becoming a
somewhat dubious

distinction) and his Doctorate of Philosophy in 1633*

It is clear that he is

already

a

distinguished figure and well-known

poet by the time he leaves Leipzig, although most of his best-known

poetry

was

written later in his life.

his Neo-Latin
later German

love-poetry, the "Rubelle"

love-poetry."*"^

little-known major
recited in
method of

poems,

which anticipate his

Also from this time dates his first and

work, the "Jesu Chri3to ■%. Natalitium" which ha

public in February 1631.
delivery remind

twelve years

From the earlier period dates

later and it

us

Both the subject-matter and the

of Schirmer's "Jesu Christi Triumph"

may

well be that Sohirmer was oonsciously
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following Fleming*s example here; the suspicion is strengthened by
the fact that some of the

also that of

epithets recall not only Opitz* poetry but

Fleming; for instance the phrase "Todes-Tod" which is

reminiscent of several

examples (some admittedly in

context) in Fleming's work,
like "Levit in

or

we

different

the mention of Jonathan or phrases

Ewigkeit".lif

Fleming's travels took him
that

a

away

from Leipzig after l633t so

cannot be certain to what extent all his later

known in the Saxon

city.

15

poetry

was

We can be sure, however, that his name

revered, along with that of Opitz, and that he provided an

was

example for the

young

Leipzig poets to aim for.

His friendship and

later contact with Finckelthaus shows that he had not
touch with
The

Leipzig

entirely lost

acquaintances."^

precise extent of Fleming's influence on Schirmer is

difficult to determine.
older there

can

be

no

That the younger Saxon

poet looked

up

to the

doubt; apart from the general considerations

just mentioned Fleming figures prominently in all the lists of 17th.

century great names which Schirmer compiled, such a3 the

•Zueignungsschrifft' of the Rosen-Gepusche
Yet there

are

few close imitations of

an

poems

in Schirmer's

One of the rare examples

imitation is Schirmer*s sonnet "Als sie im Grunen schlief"

(RS pp.203-204) which is based
schlafend funde"

with

the 59th. Marnia sonnet.

Fleming's

work, no parodies as in the case of Opitz.
of

or

a

on

Fleming's sonnet "Als

by Schirmer's Dresden friend Justus Sieber.

In Schirmer*s earlier work there is the
use

sie

(Gedichte I p.530) and can best be seen in comparison

later variation

poetry to

er

Death

as

tendency in his Petrarchist

the concluding pointe of the poem; this is
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certainly anticipated in the work of Fleming (Gedichte I p.517»

p.518, p.523 for example) but must be regarded
the Petrarohist convention as a whole.

later

It

part and parcel of

as

to be

seems

mainly in the

poetry of the Singende Rosen and Rosen-Gepilsohe 11,4 that such
which remind

poems occur

one

of Fleming, with their stress on

constancy and fidelity; in other words the earlier areas of Schirmer's
work where imitations of
in
the

Opitz are most prevalent are largely lacking

poetry reminiscent of Fleming, apart from isolated phrases such as

Sonne/Vtonne rhymes.

"Er bindet Sie an"

The poems we have in mind are examples like

(RS pp.392-394) where the last

verse runs as

follows

triigen/
verschwiegen/

Liebe kan nicht

Treue

1st Sie

gleich in

was

Dennoch bricht Sie duroh das Land.
Meine Liebe/ Schatz Dorinde/

Heget weder Flut nooh Winde.
Der Bestand ist Mund und Hand.

Or there is the third stanza of "Sie

Eine

preiset ihre Liebe"

(RS p.408):-

Liebe/ die nicht wancket/

Dringet auf Bestandigkeit.
Was ein fester Grund

iimbsohranoket/

Das hat seine Sicherheit.
Wer

bestandig bleiben kan/

Setzt des Wetters Sturm hindan.
While few would

that of

deny that the tone of such lines is very close to

Fleming's poetry, they could

never

be used

as

evidence of

specific influenoe, since the resemblances are by no means exclusive
to

Fleming.

der Nacht"
a

A more interesting example is No. XXX of RS 11,4, "Bey

(RS pp.414-415), whioh might be called

Fleming theme.

aus

der Feme"

Flemingschen

a

development from

The poem in question is Fleming's famous "An Anna

(Odes V, 42), described by Pyritz

Liebesdichtung".^

as

"die Kronung der

We give Fleming's ode first, followed
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by Schirmer's:An Anna

aus

der Feme.

Aurora, schlumnre noch an deines Liebsten Brust,
1st dar tiefen Nacht keln Morgan nooh bewuBt.

es

Diana fuhrt die Sternen

noch hdher in die Luft,
will welter von mir larnen,
was ich ihr vorgeruft.
Neun Stunden sind nun gleich von Nachten durchgebracht,
Neun Stunden hab' ich nun an Korilen gedacht,

Korilen, die schone,
der ich bin so weit,
drum klinget main Ge tone
nach Nichts denn Traurigkeit.
Nehmt Korilen in Acht, ihr Wachter aller Welt,
fur ihren treuen Sinn, den sie mir vorbehalt.
an

von

Ich will nicht muds warden
in ihrer fasten Pflicht,
bis daB der Feind der Erden
auch mir main Urtheil

spricht.

Aurora, lege nun um dioh den Purpurflor.
Der junge Tag tut auf der Eos guldnes Thor.
Wirst du mein Lieb

ersehen,
gieb ihr einen wink,
als mir von ihr gesohehen,
indem ich von ihr ging.
so

Bey der Nacht.

wilstu/ blasses Bild/ den milden Tag ereilen?

Wie?

Halt doch den

Wagen an.
wenig noch/ Diana/ dein verweilen.

Verzeuch ein

verrenne

Halt doch den

dir die Bahn.

Ziegel fest in deinen weissen Annan.

LaB deine Hinde 3tehn.
Weil ich in Liebes Glut ietzunder soil

Und

erwarmen

bey den Krautern gehn.
wo ich bin/ an diesen Springe-Flilssen

Hier/ Schone/

Soli meine Ruhstat seyn.

mich/ und ich dich/ mit vollem Munde kiissen.

Du solst

Ich bin und bleibe dein.
Gedenoks doch der Zeit.
Es last der Schiffer Hauffen
Auf der bewegten See

Die Segel

aufgesgant hin nach dem Porte lauffen

Zur schonen Galathee.

Doch

schau/ der reine Mond zeigt ietzt die Silbe r-W an gen/
Und

bringet Scheidens Zeit.
guten Nacht will ich dich/ Schone/ noch umbfangen/
Der KuB sey dein Geleit.
Schwartz-braunes Venus-Kind/ was ioh auf diesen Auen
Zur

In dunckeln sehen

kan/

Das will ioh neben dir in kurtzen wieder sohauen.

Nun

brent/ ihr Sternen/ an!
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¥e see here Sohirmer

embellishing

on

Fleming's mythological reference

to

Diana; first he decorates the referenoe with personifioation; then

he

brings in a series of pictures from Nature, for this is the end of

the

day, not the end of the night as in Fleming's poem.

It is

tempting at first reading to call lines 13-16 an image, but striotly

speaking they only represent a depiction.
returns to the
of

Fleming's

moon

poem.

and the

To finish the poem he

stars, as in the first and third stanzas

The whole is another example of Sohirtoer's

virtuosity in Rosen-Gepusche 11,4 and an example of how he develops

technically from the pattern of Opitz' "Ihr schwartzen Augen, Ihr"
and

Fleming's

poem;

there the rhythmic pattern is much simpler with

the two Alexandrines followed

by four three-foot iambic lines; in

Schiroer's poem the long and short lines are alternated which

produces a rhythmic ebb and flow matching the content perfeotly in
the first two

rhetorical
of

lines, for example,

or

in lines 13-16, or in the

apostrophe of the conclusion.

Fleming's classic mixture

simplicity and virtuosity is fully matched here in the elegance

of Schirmer's song.
Another late poem

of Schiroer's which seems to imitate a

Fleming pattern is the ode beginning with the lines
Ehre wil ich uben/
Ehre wil ich lieben
one

of the

(SR, No. IV)

'Tugend-Lieder' of the Singende Rosen later omitted in

Rosen-G-epusohe 11,4.
ist mein Leben"

This is surely modelled

on

Fleming's "Tugend

(Odes 1,8) which inoludes the lines

Tugend will ich ehren,
Tugend wird mich Tehran

...
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The

theme, too, is typical of both poets.
In the work of the
common

one

Leipzig poets, especially the early ones,

factor, implied in the quotation from Richard Newald

above, is the general carefree attitude towards poetics.
the lead in this respect.

gave

he

Fleming

Although all critics are agreed that

attempts to adhere to basic Opitzian principles without questioning

them, he nevertheless bends the rules as much as he can without
breaking them.
the

13

It has been shown, for example, how his freedom in

handling of compounds offended the Opitzian purist Andreas

Tscherning.

19

In metrical matters this freedom

(or laxness,

might be called) is reflected in Schirmer's work also.
the addition of

an

as

it

For example,

e-ending in prefixes or preterites is

a

feature of

Fleming's poetry which contributes to its lightness and speed; yet it
has been shown that Schirmer goes even

further than Fleming in

adding e-endings to adjectives and nouns, which produces the same
result.
of
o

20

And not

only in matters of stress but also

rhyme Schirmer follows Fleming's licence.
-

on

the question

For example Fleming's

rhyme (derived from Opitz, criticized by Buchner and Zesen in

u

their

poetics

21

)

appears

several times in Schirmer's poetry.

22

Schirmer, like Fleming, rhymes the long and short i of erkist
These
same

examples show

an

And
-

ist.

23

affinity between Schirmer and Fleming, the

affinity which is suggested

more

generally by the predilection

of both for the ode

form, in other words the song, which allows

maximum freedom for

virtuosity in the varying of line-lengths, stanza

form and

so

on.22f

When it

comes

to

sonnet-writing Schirmer's production shows

affinity to Fleming's in several respects also.

As Walter Monoh
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has

shown, Schirmer is one of the very few poets to prefer Fleming's

rhyme-scheme with the masculine rhyme first in the quartets.

25

Maybe this is one of the factors which Welti was thinking of when he
referred to Schirmer's

"Neigung

Fleming".

zu

26

In addition to this,

Fleming and Schirmer have been shown to be two of the very few poets
who

use

average

a

large number of sentences per sonnet, much larger than the

17th. century sonneteer.

and Schirmar without
for

And both these points link Fleming

necessarily involving the other Leipzig poets;

example, Christian Brehme's few sonnets

Schirmer's work

right at the other

27

end of the scale.
One final

are

point about Fleming and Schirmer; we have noticed in
a

certain

Fetrarchist tradition in

tendency towards transcending the

love-poetry; this is the same phenomenon as
28

Pyritz ha3 noticed in the

case

of Fleming.

While

one

could not

necessarily call this influence, it is certainly evidence of

strikingly parallel development in the work of the two authors.
One
as

the

might summarize the relationship between Fleming and Schirmer

follows:
sense

Sohirmer's

there is not

of

one

poem

a

great deal of evidence for 'influence' in

being modelled

on

another as there is in

relationship to Opitz; there is, however, considerable

cumulative evidence of general and specific affinity in kind in their
\

poetry and of the two developing to
the

one

some

extent along parallel lines,

approximately one decade before the other.

While there is

no

proof that Schirmer was consciously imitating Fleming more than very

rarely, the literary historian
Schirmer's work
tradition of

as

in many ways

can

be perfectly justified in placing

the continuation of Fleming's

elegant virtuosity in a poetically free but relatively
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un-experimental framework.
Fleming's stay in Leipzig had ended in 1633} hut his name was
by the Leipzig poet of the later 1630's.

still revered

l6i»l (the

sonnet of

Leipzig) gives

year

Zesen, in a

of Sohirmer's arrival at the University of
29

us a

list of the big
An die Stadt

assooiated with the town:-

names

Leypzig.

'WAs ist dis fur ein schoner toon?

wefi ist dis suBe

singen?

Neid/
Leypzig/ dioh beruhmet macht/ du schone zier der zeit.
lasst nioht Phobus 3elbst in dier die hohen Lieder klingen/
sich erheben kann

Das

hoch und brechen durch den

so

Das

Wie
und lehrt in Deutsoher Poesie die goldnen
Dann

seiten zwingen?
Flemming ubte sich in dier mit singen allbereit/

dem Lund und Olearius nichts fehlt an

ja

zierligkeitj

Hartman/ Bremen/ Finckeltaus und Heinsius sich schwingen
bi£ an den blauen Himmel nauf und geben dier den preiB/
weil sie/ 6 schone Stadt/ in dier durch angenehmen fleifi

den

Opitzinnen abgesiegt und ihr versuBtes spielen
bey fruh- und spater Abends-zeit erlernet und geubt;
Drumb dioh/ 6 schone MusenStadt ein jeder ehrt und liebt:
Der Sanger Print z spitzt auf da in Lob die zahrten federkielen!
What does Zesen

mean

by "den Opitzinnen abgesiegt"?

Does he mean that

in addition to

following Opitz the Leipzig poets have gone beyond him

in

It does

technique?

1630's
to

were

seem

that the Leipzig writers of the later

occasionally sli^itly more experimental in their approach

poetry, or rather more conscious of questions of poetics, than

those of the earlier
poems

1630's.

from Leipzig and Dresden there appears a sonnet by Andreas

Hartmann,

one

of the poet3 mentioned by Zesen, with the unusual rhyme-

scheme abababoddccddc.

The poem

Martin Schnorckeln" and dated
or

merely carefree?

a

is entitled "Hochzeit-Grusse

Leipzig, 1636.

aware

...

Is this experimental

of Opitz• Poeterey could surely hardly

3onnet like this without being

experimental.
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an

On the whole the former is to be assumed, for a

poet who must have been
write

For example, in a collection of wedding

Instances like this

are

conscious of doing something

perhaps what Zesen had in mind.

Of the

poets mentioned by Zessn in his sonnet Finckelthaus and

Christian Brehme

probably the two whose names have become most

are

closely associated with Leipzig in the later 1630*a.
the best candidates

representatives of

as

connection the rougher tone

'Leipzig style'; in this

of their poetry, its vigour and crudeness

stressed, featuz*es which set it off from much of the poetry

is often
of the

a

They must be

time, and particularly from that of Fleming and, with some

exceptions,

Schirmer.^"

Finckelthaus, the better-known of the two, seems like his friend
He received his Master's degree

Fleming to have travelled the world.
about

1633 in Leipzig, thereafter travelling

The exaot date of his return to
the

as

far afield as Brazil.

Leipzig is uncertain, but he obtained

post of Stadtschreiber or Stadtrichter there and died, probably in

Leipzig, sometime after 1647.
realistic elements in his

poetry, the extent of the social satire has

certainly been exaggerated.
Allo-Mode

The extent of the cruder, more

Poems like "Der Schaffer Blax an die

Bruder", "Die Mertens-GanB" and "Snuff-Lied" have been

constantly anthologized and quoted by critics.
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These are not

necessarily typical of Finekslthaus• Deutsche Gesange of 1640
whole.

Indeed, they fall together in

a group

as a

of three about half-way

through the collection, which might even suggest that Finckelthaus
was

conscious of them

there
read

are

as

as

a

group on

certainly very many

Petrarchist

poems

their

own.^

Be that as it may,

in the collection which

love-poetry without

any

sign of satire

can

be

or

persiflage; poems like "Der Schonen Tugendt sohone Wohnung in seiner
Schonen"
runs

as

or

"Chrysille"

follows:-

or

"Seine Sonne", the first stanza of which
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Sonne meiner sohwaohen

Sinnen/

Aoh entdeoke deinen Schain:
Dafi ich atwas kan

beginnan/

Und darauff ermuntert seyn.

Zeige deiner Flararaen Praoht
So mioh Todten lebendt macht.

Witkowski, who was probably the originator of the critical opinion
mentioned

above, nevertheless admits the existenoe of this perfectly

conventional Petrarchism.
criticism to stress
convention

or

3l

social

tradition; normality should not be ignored

This temptation

the

of Finckelthaus and

would

tempting in 17th. century

only what seems different or goes against a

either.
case

It is too

has led to somewhat one-sided judgments in
some

of the other

Who

Leipzig poets.

think, for example, after reading the critics, that the theme

of virtue is

strong in Finckslthaus • poetry?

the collection
Schonen"

-

-

Yet the second

poem

"Der Schonen Tugendt schone Y.ohnung in seiner

begins with the following stanza which sounds just like

Sohirmer poem:-

Gepreistes HauB der Keuschen Jugendt/
Du reiner Auflzug aller Zier/
Erfrewe dich/ die schone Tugendt
Hat einig ihren Sitz in dir.
Die Wurde dieser Hoheit
DaB du
A similar poem

so

loblieh wirst

maoht/
geacht.

which also includes the Jugend

-

"Armille", which begins
Ach sohones HauB der keuschen Jugend/
Du reiner Spiegel aller Zier/
Erfrewe
Hat

Its three

dioh/ die welsse Tugend
einig ihren Sitz in dir ...

verses

of

end with the oouplet

wil/ wie ieh/ erkennen/
Tugend-Feind zu nennen.

Wer dioh nicht
Der ist ein

Tugend rhyme is

a

The then® contrasts with the usual
man

35
of the world"^ and is

like "Er

image of Finckelthaus as

reminiscent of Sehirmer's work

as

gelobet die Bestandigkeit"

of Dach

are

or

a
as

sensual
poems

Fleming.

The poems quoted above not only recall the theme of much of
Schirmer's poetry
the ababcc

but also utilize

as

favourite stanza-pattern of his,

rhyme-scheme with four stresses to the line; in these cases

the metre is iambic but there
such

a

the

opening

are

other

"Er liebet".

poem

examples in trochaic metre,

There

are many

Finckelthaus

of this type which seem very close in spirit and technique to

poems

the work of

Schirmsr; the publication of the collection in 1640,

immediately before Schirmer began writing, by

one

of the best-known

poets of his university town, leads us to the reasonable assumption
that such similarities
influenced

are

not

accidental, that Schirmer knew and

by Finckelthaus• work.

Some minor

points must be mentioned also.

Finckelthaus' Opitz

parodies ("Ein hoher Sin" and "Er entsaget der Liebe"
of "Ich

a

model that

poems

-

his version

empfinda fast ein grawen" which rejeots love, but like

Schirmer's parody, extols
as

we

books) show the

same awareness

find in Sohirmer's work.

of the master

So, too, do the pastoral

such as "Cloriman und Cynthie", "Die ungatrewe Chrysille" or

"Cloriman und Flora" which abound in the collection; the
their stanzas to end in

a

the occasional
sin gen gegen

poem

poets.^

There is

in dialogue, such as "Silenus und Daphne

einander", whioh is held to be

Leipzig

also in poems

pastoral

tendency for

refrain, however, while it may stem from

Opitz, recalls Fleming's rather than Schirmer's practice.

of the

was

a

special characteristic

This trend is to be found in Schinaer's work

like "Chloriman und Galathee an dem Belt" (RS pp.122-124)
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or

"Phyllis und Coridon/ die Wachenden"

closely in the matter of technical

Pinckelthaus follows Fleming
innovations
with any

(RS pp.354-356).

There is only one

beyond Opitz.

in the collection

poem

dactylic lines and that is "Chrysille",

an

interesting

composition in six stanzas of mixed iambic and dactylic lines.
specimen

As a

give the first stanza:-

we

und unrecht haben/
Tugend preist?
Mein Leben/ ewre Zier/ der Schonheit Gaben/
Vor andern billig auch vollkommen heist.
Sollt der

zu

schelten seyn

Der stille Zucht und fromme

Ob unter vielen der minst ich
Jedoch soil

bin/

stiindlioh mein trewer Sinn

Such stets

leibeigen

seyn.

Apart from the thematic similarity to Schirmer's poetry the virtuosity
of the stanza form here

represents, for Finckelthaus, a step on the

road down which Schirmer is

progressing

a

few

years

later.

Sonneriberg, in discussing Schirmer's imagery, has detected a
tendency for Schirmer to move away from the everyday images of Opitz
and

suggests that

an

example of this tendency is that

Leipzig he tried out the "prunkende Bilder" of

as a

student in

Finckelthaus."^

imagery is certainly not very common in Finckelthaus' work.

Such

There

are

isolated

the

poet describes himself as high priest of his mistress's "Mund-

Altar"l

examples such as the fourth stanza of "Chrysille" where

Such

with Schirmer.
of restrained

examples are rare with Finokelthaus and non-existent
Both remain

relatively close to the Opitzian pattern

imagery.

The work of Finckelthaus may

Schirmer

on

occasions.

For

have been utilized

as a source

by

example, Finckelthaus' translation of the

French Jugement de Paris, whioh

appeared in Leipzig in 1645 as

Das Urteil des Schaffers Paris,

probably provided material for
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Schirmer's Ballet das Paris und der Helena of
More

important, the earlier poet's

have influenced

Rosen-Gepusche

one

so

1650 (RT

often quoted drinking

of Schirmer's seasonal poems

(RS pp.457-460).

p.47?f.).^
song

must

at the end of the

We give the two poems in their

chronological order
Sauff-Lied.

singt vnd stimmt mit an/

Ihr Bruder

Rundadine Hula:
Ein jeder

schreye was er kan:

Run dad.

Gut ist der

Wirth/ gut ist das Bier/

Rundad.
Ein Schelm ists/

der nicht schreyt mit mirr

Rundad.
Das GlaB soli nimmer stille stehn:
Rundad.
Auff G'sundheit soli es umbher gehn/
Rundad.
Wer nicht die Liebste hertzt und kusst/
Rundad.

Unwurdig seiner Liebsten ist.
Rundad.
Drumb nehmt ihr Bruder acht der

Schantz/

Rundad.
Kein feiges Hertze
Rundad.

kriegt den Krantz.

Singt/ springt/ klingt/ trinckt/ hertzt/ schertzt und sohreyt:
Rundad.
Es ist versoffen alles Leid.

Rundad.
ihr dieses habt gethan/
Rundad..
So stimmt da3 Runda mit mir an/
Rundad.

Und

wenn

Runda/ Runda/ Runda/ Rundadinellula/
Runda/ Runda/ Runda/ Rundadinellula.
Herbst-Lied.

Du
Du

Heran/ Heran!
Trauben-Mann/
grosser Zecher/

Du sturtze-Becher!

Schenck uns den Wein
BIB oben ein/
Dafi wir im
Uns

Mayan

sambtlich freuen.

Dein susser Seft
Giebt alien Kraft/
Die im Gedencken
Sieh sorglioh krancken0
Du

una bey/
Sorgen-frey/

springst

Machst
V.'enn

Wir

bey dem Schlingen
lustig singen.

Bruder/ schan/

Mein

Der susse Thau

Soli auf der

Zungen/

Bald seyn verschlungen.
Verzeih es mir/
Ich

bring

es

Dir.

Bring du ea Jenen/
Auf G-luck der Schonen.
Ihr andern aingt/
Ihr andern

klingt/

DaB in den Giessen
Der Wein kan fliesaen.

Singt hier und da
Di Nellula!

Singt alle 3Chnelle:
Runda di Nelle.
Der Wein ist
Der andre main.
Setz ihn im Glaae
Nur an die Naae.

dein/

Runda/ Runda/
Di Nellula.
Wir singen achnelle:

Runda/ di Nelle.
Rauf auf die

Banck/

Das GlaB ist blanck.

Du aolst es haben

Kit Bacchus Gabon.

IBt/ und trinckt/
singt/

Wer

Und tantzt und

Dem kan im Sterben

Kein Geld verderben.

Nun nim es an.
Wie ich gethan:
So trinok auch eben
Das Blut der Reben.
Bleib treu in Noth/
Und laB es GOtt/
Der una

Nooh

erhalten/

langer walten.
So leben wir

Bey Wein und Bier
In Zucht und Ehren.
Wer wil es wehren?

Frisch/ from/ und frey/
Nur nach der Reyh/
BiB

an

den Morgan.

Der Wirth mag sorgen.

Although the rough vigour of Finckelthaus is in contrast to the more
formal art of Schirmer's stanzas there are enough

Runda chorus, the rather
of

the

-

un-Anaoreontic mention of beer, the mention

sweetheart, friends and Mine Host, rhymes or assonance like

springen
for

resemblances

to

us

is the

-

singen

-

klingen, the (for Schinner) rather crude sentiments

suggest

a

conscious imitation here on Schiraer's part.

'Leipzig tone' making

It cannot be too
almost

one

of its rare appearances in his work.

strongly stressed, however, that such a poem is

unique in Schirmer's poetry

(RS pp.56-60)

This

oan

(only the earlier "Immer hin"

be compared with it) whereas there are other similar

examples in Finckelthaus* work, even though one should not overstress
these in relation to the

more

conventional poems.

In view of the above considerations

one

must have reservations

about G-unther Muller's assertion that whereas Schirmer

virtuoso side of the
other

develops the

Opitz-Fleming tradition, Finckelthaus and the

Leipzig poets cultivate the folkish elements in Fleming and

reflect and develop the oruder humour of Leipzig in their poetry.
The distance between Finckelthaus and Schirmer is not

that.

great

all

certainly does represent virtuoso development there

touches of this
One final

certain

already in Finckelthaus' work also.

point not usually mentioned which does bear out

Leipzig casualness in Finckelthaus' poetry:

the

poems

Deutsche Gesange are crammed on to the pages of the collection
any

as

Differences in theme and imagery are hardly apparent; and

while Schirmer
are

as
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a

of the
without

kind of division in a very haphazard way, making an aesthetically

displeasing impression.

Gone

headings and sub-divisions

are

even

Opitz' and Fleming's careful

of 'Poetische Walder'.

This applies

to the work of Christian Brehme
collections but not to
kind of

too, especially to his earlier

Schirmer, in whose work sub-divisions and

grouping are immediately apparent.

some

Perhaps it is in this

respect that one can see the carefree Leipzig attitude most clearly.

Certainly there

are some

resemblances to Schirmer's work in the

poetry of Pinokelthaus; the same oan be said for the work of his
Brehme was born in 1613 in Leipzig.

contemporary Christian Brehme.
From

and

1630 till 1632 he studied law at the universities of Wittenberg

Leipzig (we cannot tell for certain whether he would have heard

Buohner's lectures

on

poetics while in Wittenberg).

At some later

point he left Leipzig and like Finckelthaus travelled widely, at one
stage taking up arms as a soldier.
Dresden in

and

1650 Brehme had been installed for

a

while

librarian

as

eventually recommended Schirmer for the post in 1655*

mayor

of Dresden where he died in

and Brehme

well

were

before this.

Brehme may

l6i|l, but in

certainly

none

congratulatory

an

any case

they could have been personally acquainted

he could have returned intermittently;

of his early collections of poetry contain
poems

from Schirmer.

ode

of the less usual

no

among

the congratulatory poems

by Schirmer "ttber deB Edlen Herrn Bremens wohl-

pastoral
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names

Brehme's pseudonym

was

Corimbo,

one

which appears in one of Schirmer's

(RS p.336), but this might be
There is

This is in contrast to the

1659-1660,

aufigefertigte Fest-Gesprache".

poems

It is obvious that Schirmer

have left Leipzig before Schirmer's arrival

Christliche Unterredungen of
to which is

1667.^"°

He became

acquainted in Dresden during the 1650's; what i3

not at all clear is whether

in

By the time Schirmer arrived in

no more

than pure coincidence.

evidence, then, that Schirmer

ever

met Brehme in his
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early formative years«

a

few poems in the

collection, the Lustige G-edlchte of 1637, which bear

latter* s first
a

Yet there are more than

strong resemblance to Sohirmer's work.

to the

pastoral

way as

Sohirmer's do.

poems

This applies particularly

which utilize river-names in exactly the same

The first of these is "Das Verlangen und

Versprechen eines Abwesonden an seine Liebste/ zu singen wie der

Lucidor".42

It

begins

Als sein Leben bessem solt
Bambo der Bescheidene

....

(Bambo is possibly another of Brahma*8 pseudonyms.)
stanza rivers

are

In the third

introduced:-

Er verliefi den Elster Strand

Baar und Bleisse blieben da

Later in the poem
rivers Weser,

...

the Saale is brought in.

Elbe and Saale

collection there is the poem

verfertiget worden" which

are

mentioned.

In

a

subsequent poem the

Towards the end of the

"Auff die Zeit In welcher dieses in Druck
with the lines

commences

Am Wasserflufi der Baar und Bleifi
Wo

The

Leipzig ist erbawet

...

river-geography is much more prominent than, for example, in

Opitz* Coridon
Schirmer with

poem

and because of the association of both Brehme and

Leipzig it may be presumed that here is the immediate

origin of Schirmer's pastoral river poems, though Opitz*
oourse

'Coridon* of

provides the ultimate master-model for both poets.
One of Brehme*s poem3

in connection with Schirmer.

in this collection is of particular interest
It is entitled "Jungfer und Jungesellen

Glucks-Topff auff eine Hochzeit" and

opens

with the following stanza:-
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Leucht ihr Stemen/ Blitzt ihr Himmel/
Macht von Femen
Schon Getiimmel/
Und bestralet diese Lieben
Leucht von fernen/ Leucht von weiten/
Blitzt ihr Sternen/ Sohertzt mit streiten/
Last euch keino Wolcke trieben.
This

seems

to be

an

ancestor not

goldnen Himmels-Sternen!"

only of Schirmer's "Funckelt ihr

(RS p.3) but also of Zesen's "Maienlied"

and

possibly others, showing both Schirmer and Zesen

the

Leipzig tradition.

joie de vivre, drinking songs and

as

in

one

spirit with Finckslthaus in

44

In fact we have seen that

so on.

poetry is not es full of these things

imagined and Brahiae comes much

nearer

Leipzig poetry than Finckelthaus.
large number of drinking songs
with titles like

as

as

The Lustige Gedichte oontain a
well

as

some near-nonsense poems

"Bey einer Wein-Gesellschaft

hardly figures in Schirmer's work.

examples of the 'Leipzig tone'
Another feature
poems;

so

zu

singen"

"Der andre

This type of

often referred to by oritics.

typical of Leipzig poetry is the

presence

of dialogue

these, too, oocur more frequently than with Finckelthaus.

seen

many

drinking songs and others of that type
of

that these do appear

more

in Schiroer's poetry.

course

one

We

Despite the

should not igiore

serious subject-matter, such as "An die Tugend" or

"Lob der Schwartzen Tugendhafften gegen
of

or

These are perhaps the best

have

poems

is often

to the light-hearted image of

Tag lustiger Gesellschaft vollbraoht von 6 Personen".
poem

on

43

Witkowski describes Brehme

Finckelthaus'

drawing

as

much

As in the

more

case

die blassen Schonen" which

are

reminisoent of Schirmer.
of Finckelthaus there is

experiment in this early collection by Brehme.

relatively little formal
For example, only the
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poem

"An seine Liebste" uses an avant-garde metre, in this case the

anapaest
Ich here die Lieder der Nyphen von feme
Wie sie die Diana/ die Furs tin der Sterne/
Erheben duroh dero schon Lippen-geklirr
In his later collections of

there

are

more

spiritual and secular poetry, however,
For instanoe, in the G-elstliohe

examples like this.

G-edichte, probably of

1640

...

or soon

after, there is the poem

"EhrengedaehtnuB Einer Tugendhafften/ Furnehmen unnd wohlgelebten

Frawen/ in einer Dactylischen Ode",
•dactylic* lines

we

45

To give an idea of Brehme's

quote the first stanza:-

So warden die Seelen der Frommen

begnadet/

was weltlich/ doch gantzlich nicht schadet/
Der Himmel vermehret die Zeiten und Jahr*/
In welchen durch Boses das Gute sich windet/
Viel tausend Gel'ahrden und Ungliick sich findet/
Es schadet den Frommen doch nicht umb ein Haar.
DaB

ihnen/

Although the modern reader would probably think of these lines as

dactylic, most 17th. century poets preferred to refer to anapaests,
preceded by a first foot which can either be described as a spondee or
an

iambus; this is made quite clear in the poetics of August Buohner

and in the Helicon

(1640) of Buchner*s pupil

Weltllche Gediohte there
as

the poem

"An das

zu

are

In Brehme's

examples of anapaestic metres such

der Dorilis verschickte Wein Glas".

them the metre is referred to

headed

other

Zesen.^

again

as

In one of

dactylic; this is the sonnet

simply "Ein ander Dactylisches Sonnet" which begins with the

lines

Lieder/ ihr meine gesungene Lieder
Auf/ aylet und lauffet in innersten Schrein

Auff

The

terminology used here reveals

a

...

degree of imprecision, in a 17th.

century context, to say the least; probably it is characteristic of the
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casual, carefree Leipzig approach that the degree of experimentation
vdiich

find here in Brahms's work is accompanied by

we

unusually free

terminology.
Although Schirmer's fairly infrequent poems in anapaests are
not usually headed

by

a

have this and which may

whioh does

one

be compared with the examples from Brehme's

Thi3 is not in the Rosen-Gepusche

work.
is

metrical description there is

the Rauten-Gepusche; it

or

congratulatory poem to G-ueintz' study of orthography,

a

.

Die Deutsche Rechtschreibuxg of 1645*

47

Here Schirmsr writes in

anapaests:Itzt lescht sich Europe/ dein heisses verlangen/
Dein Deutsohes 3chwingt flugel und sinnen empor
But the poem
term for

is headed "Langeldurtzte Reims".

reason

poetics for the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft.

for Schirmer's

teacher Gueintz
so

This is an alternative

dactylic used alongside the latter by Schottel, for example,

in his semi-official
The

...

was

a

use

of the term i3

member of the

probably that his old

Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft and

closely associated with its theories that Schirmer would want to

please him.
term

The interesting point for

wrongly (just

as

never

have been

described such lines
this term
Sdhirmer

or

tee word

seems

anapaest

on

so

as

lang" for anapaests.

imprecise

-

Buchner and Zesen

Buchner would certainly have

anapaestic and Zesen would either have used

"antidactylisch" for them.

to share Brehme's

avant-garde poetics.

is teat Schirmer uses this

Brehme U3es his terms for dactylic wrongly);

he should have said "Gekurtzt
would

us

casual

Both poets might

oocasion; but both

are

49

In this one instance

approach to questions of
use

the experimental dactyl or

less concerned with tee theoretical
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aspects than men like Buchner and Zesen.
be

seen

as

following Brehme in the Leipsig tradition.

Brehitse's Yieltliche Gedichte have
which relate to Schirmer's work.
such

some

"Eine Untorredung eines C avalliers rait einem

as

in the work of both Finckelthaus and
There

are

Opitz

-

er

other features of interest

Y>'e find here several

•in iedweder seinen Spafi lobet"; these are

als

In this respect Sohirmer can

more

Brehme

pastoral
-

seine Caritills

a

poems

Gallan/ worinnen

renin!scent of aiailer

poems

Schirmer, as described above.

which fit into the line of development

poems

Schirraer;

dialogue

good example is "Corydons sain besinnen/

gel&ssen hatte" which begins with the following

stansa:-

Corydon lag* untern Weyden/
Ba das Vieh zur V/eyde geht/
Und nechstbey ein Weyhar stent.
Er bedachte da aein

Y.ie

er

Soheiden/

ohne KuB und G-rufl

Portgesetst hat seinen PuB.
The formulation of the third stanza
the

anticipates

even more

third stanza of Sohirmer's "Tilian an der Elbe"

in the

specifically

(RS p.84, analysed

previous chapter)

Dreyaal ist des Titans Scheinen
Gangen in das wilde Meer
Und 1st kommen wieder her/
Eh* ioh habe diirffen me vivo .1/
DaB ioh kame hin zu dir/
Caritilla/ raaine Zier.
And

although the drinking-songs of the Lustige Gedichte

are

less

prominent here, the songs about virtue still continue to appear.
in

particular, "Tugend besser als Gold", the first line of which

"Waa ist der

runs

gelbe Wust/ der eytle tevrre Koth?", is especially

reminiscent of the tone of the

Rosen.^

One

•Tugend-Lieder* in Schirmer's Singende

Among the Leipzig poets it is Brehme who without any doubt can
be

seen

career;

work
he

at the

were

more

having exerted the most influence

as

same

Schirmer*s poetic

time it is true that not all aspects of Brehme's

equally influential with Schirmer; and the features which

or

less ignores are among those which are thought of as

constituting the Leipzig manner
of his

some

on

poetry.

both of Schirmer's

-

drinking-songs and the rough tone of

So in his relationship to Brehme we have examples

dependenoe and of his independence as a poet.

Sometimes assooiated with the Leipzig poets is the Thuringian
Ernst

Christoph Homburg.

Wittenberg to study law.
Hist in Hamburg in

In 1632, at the age of 27# he went to

Subsequently he travelled widely, visiting

1635* in 1638 he

1642 found him in Naumburg.

In 1648 he

Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft

as

Naumburg.
any
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There is

no

in Dresden, then Jena, and

was

elected to the

was

"Der Keusche".

He died in 1681 in

evidence that he ever stayed in Leipzig for

length of time, although he was certainly active in the Saxon area

at the

same

time

as

Brehme and Schirmar.

points out that his work has developed
Die

a

One

history of literature

long way from Opitz:-

52

ogitzianischen Regeln sind bei Homburg in Bildreihung,

Wortfugung und in der Strophenform kilnstlerisch aber auch
kiinstlich gesteigert.
While this is

certainly true, it is also the

resemblances to that of the

case

that his work bears

Leipzig poets and of Schirmer, as

we

shall

see.

In the first
of

I638 there

are

part of Homburg's Schimpff- und Ernsthaffte Clio
drinking songs in the Leipzig manner, such as

"Trinok- oder Gesellschaffts-lied"

or

"Ein ander Schmauf-Lied" with

'F.unda* chorus reminiscent of Finokelthsus.

53

But there

are

a

also poems
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partially or completely in dactyls which

are

considerably

experimental than the work of the Leipzig poets;
sohone
or

Lesbia", "An die Fillis.

"Der verliebte

1638

-

poems

Wittenberg?

as

a

whole

as

-

like "An die

Ob dero unbarmhertzige Hartigkeit"

Mopsus"; these are quite experimental for the year

perhaps Homburg had heard Buchner's lectures

in

more

and

in the

Unlike Schirmer and

are
case

on

poetics while

in somewhat the same proportion to his work
of

Schirmer, writing a few years later.

Brehme, however, Homburg uses the term dactyl

and other metrical terms very

frequently in the sub-titles to his

poems.
Here is an

example from the I638 collection which combines the

slightly flippant Leipzig

manner

with Schirmer*s stress

on

virtue:-

An die Chloris.
Ode Trochaica.

Chloris/ Schawplatz aller Tugend/
Brunnquell meiner Frewd'/ und Fein/
Wertes Labsal meiner Jugend/
Die ich liebe in gemsin/
Wenn ioh sitze/ liege/ stehe/
Wenn ich reite/ fahre/ gehe/
Wenn ich lese/ schreibe/ singe/
Venn ioh hupffe/ tantze/ springe/
Bist du/ Chloris/ stets bey mir
Ob ich

The second
wider

gleich nicht bin bey dir.

part of Homburg1s Clio, published in 1642, contains a

variety of poetry,

reminiscent of Schirmer.
poems

some

of which is much

more

obviously

This applies especially to Homburg's

pastoral

which, like Schirmer's, are often associated with rivers.

"Corydons Jammer KLage und Walfahrt" begins with the lines

Corydon der gieng besturtzet
An dem Saalstrom auff und ab

while "Der

...

trawrige Damon/ ob seiner Schafferin todtlichen Ableiben.

Ode Jambica."

commences
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Unlangst
and there
of these

are

Damon an der Pleisse

sas

many

others similar.

...

Ultimately the provenance of all

is, of course, Opitzian, but one wonders also whether Homburg

could have become

of 1637.

river poems
known this

acquainted, between 1638 and 1642, with Brehme's
Also it is possible that Schirmer could have

I642 collection of Homburg's and have been influenced by it,

although some of Schirmer's own pastoral river poems may have been

begun by this time.
Apart from the pastoral poems there are several verbal
resemblances between this
the

1642 edition and Schirmer's work.

Compare

following examples; first, from Homburg's "An die Chloris.

Ode Trochaica."

Seelen/
Du/ mein halbes Hertze/ Du/
Gib doch/ Liebste/ gib doch zu/

0 Du Seele meiner

Deine Gunst mir zu erwehlen/
Welche mir zu ieder Frist
Lieber dann das Leben ist.
Then the

opening of Schirmer's "Sie qualet Ihn" (RS p.367) which is

also rather similar in stanza-form

Liebste Seele/ meiner Seelen/
Soli ich mich denn gantz und gar/
Uber dich zu tode qualen?
Gieb mioh doch nicht der Gefahr.
Todte lieber deinen Feind/
Der es
Or there is

which

nie/ wie ioh/ gemeint.

Homburg's

poem

"Verae divitiaa, virtus.

begins

Chloris/ meine Sonne/
Lust/ und Wonne/
Ursprung raeiner Pein/
Meine Gunst dir bleibet/
Deine Tugend treibet/
Heine

Dafi ich dain mufi seyn

...

An die Chloris."
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Here

one

Chloris"

inevitably of Schirmer's "An die unbarmhertzige

thinks

(RS p.28):-

Wonne/

Chloris meine

meiner Augen Sonne/
meines Hertzens Lust/

ist dir nicht
vor

Angst und Pein

ioh

von

wegen

stiindlich muB
The

rhyme Wonne

poem

bewust/

was

-

dein/
ge war tig

seyn?

Sonne, recalling Fleming, reappears in Schirmer's

and the theme of Homburg's poem with its stress on virtue reminds
of Schirmer's work in general.

one

of the theme in
are

common;

Homburg's poetry.

This is not

an

isolated instance

Phrases like "deiner Tugend Zier"

the concluding couplet of the

poem

"Amor Mercenarius.

Ode Trochaica" reads

Tugend stehet/ wann die Welt
Sich nicht

vor

So this collection of

dem Fall erhalt.

Homburg's poetry

forerunner of Schirmer's
It is the

second

can

be

3een as

in many ways a

1650 and 1657 collections.

part of the 1642 collection which contains the

highest degree of formal experiment in Homburg's work.
for

Here we find,

example, several dactylic sonnets, a development which could stem

from

acquaintance with Zesen's Helicon of I640

occasion, however, Homburg exhibits the

terminology

as we

entitled "Ode

same

or

I64I.

On one

kind of imprecise

found in the work of Brehme and Schirmer;

a poem

Dactylica et Bacchica" includes not dactyls but

anapaests in the short lines.

But all these things are minor details

compared with the general resemblances mentioned above, which ensure
that the tenor of

Schirmer.

Homburg's poetry is markedly similar to that of
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By the time Schiroer had published his Rosen-Gepusohe in 1657
Homburg was about to bring out his later collection, the Goistliche
.

Lieder of
like the

n

1658.
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Here he parodies his own earlier work in poems

beginning

one

Jesu/ meine Sonne/
Wonne/
Jesu/ meine Lust ...

Meine Freud* und

One of the poems

des Herrn

55

in the collection, the dactylic "Auf die Geburt

Christi", begins with the following lines, which recall

Schirmer's "Sie Liebet Ihn"
Strahlet ihr Lichter/
Jauohtzet ihr Himmel/

(RS

p.3):-"^

Mond/ Stamen/ und Sonne/
ihr Wolcken bringt Wonne

...

Apart from lines like these, however, the whole of this collection
of

religious

poems

With Sohirmer
as

we

is far from anything

never

encounter any

we

find in Schirmer's poetry.

kind of religious revocatio such

Homburg's

Clio/ packe dich

hinnen/
bewust/
Jesus/ meine Seelen-Lust/
von

Du bist mir nicht mehr

Mag mein Hertze mehr gewinnen;

Clio/ ach: es reuet
Dafi ich vor gesungen
In

Homburg's

mich/
dich.

57

the extent of any influence

case

on

problematic because

we

known in

Wittenberg during Schirmer's formative

Leipzig

With the other
case

or

do not know to what extent his

Schinner is

Leipzig poets there is

of Christian Brehme

others

also,

we

can

no

the

in

a

especially, but to

a

years.

lesser degree with the

observe how the Opitzian stream

lesser extent

well-

such problem; and in the

through the Leipzig poets to reach Schirmer.
and to

name was

stylistic phenomena,

Leipzig influence is especially strong.

was

channelled

Both themes and motifs,
are

the

areas

in which

Schirmer's earlier work

particular is affected by the poetry of Leipzig, of which he would
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certainly hate encountered at least saaples during his first years
at

unitersity.
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The experimenters

Chapter 5.

When

Buohner, Zesen and the Nurnberg poets.

-

Sohirmar, together with his brother Melchior and hia friend

Georg Schoch, went in the winter of

Wittenberg, he will undoubtedly,

1645 to the University of

as a

budding poet, have been attracted

by the reputation of the Professor of Poetics, August
Buchner had been

lecturing

on

Buchner."1"

poetological questions since the early

1630's and his lectures had long been well-known for their progressive
2

extension of

Qpitzian principles.

of the

we

and

poets

we

associate with Leipzig

probably Gottfried Finokelthaus

underestimate

They had already attracted many

the degree

-

Christian Brehme certainly

also."^

It would be unwise to

of contact between the two Saxon universities;

know of Zesen's admiration for the

achievements of the

Leipzig

poets, and in the reverse direotion there is Christian Brahma's

congratulatory poem in anapaests at the beginning of Zesen's Helicon
of

1641.^

was

As in his residence at Gueintz' school in Halle, Schirmer

following in the footsteps of Zesen in moving

Zesen had been a

moved

to

on

on

to Wittenberg;

pupil at the school from about 1631 till 1638 and had

Wittenberg in 1639, leaving there probably in 1640.

5

The

publication in 1640 and 1641 of Zesen's Helicon, the first poetological
work to appear

in German since Opitz' Poeterey. is to be seen as a

product of the Wittenberg atmosphere and the influential presence of
Buohner.
towards
German

6

a

So in

moving from Leipzig to Wittenberg Schirmer was moving

known and

respeoted centre of progress and experiment in

poetry.
Considering that Buohner

this

was

the

man

who sparked off so much of

experimenting, his own poetry, especially that published outside
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his

poetics, often seems very traditional.

religious poetry which oarries through
favoured in the 17th.
Schirmer's

Here is a specimen of his

line of imagery much

a

century and which also often appears in

work, the ship

-

sea

-

star

port

-

complex:-^

Der Christen Schiffahrt.
Unser Leben ist ein

Meer,
Begiarden sina die Wellen,
Die sich grausamlich aufschwellen
Die

Und

werfen hin und her.

una

Bricht ein Ungelucke rein,
1st es als ein Sturm zu achten;
Unser

Port, darnach wir trachten,
Ruh, dort selig sein.

Ist hier

Wer ist aber Steuermann?
Unser &laub und unsre Seele.
An das staroken Anckers Stelle

Ziehen wir die

Hoffnung an.

Christus ist der Angelstern,
Naoh dem wir die Fahrt anstellen;
Frohlich brechen wir die Wellen,
Sehen wir ihn nur von fern.
Dannoch aber hat

es

noth,

DaB man wohl und unverletzet
Komme durch, well auf uns
Mancher offenbarer Tod.

setzet

Wollen wir reoht laufen ein,
Allem Ungemaoh entgehen,
Musst du, Christus, uns beistehen,

Schiffer, Rudel, Anker sein.
Buchner*s

context,

moralizing is not only presented in
as

a

specifically religious

in the above example; in another poem, "Das Mittel das

beste" with its

topos

Wer sich in der Mitten halt

Und nicht strebt nach hohen

there is
reminds
is
and

Dingen

advocacy of the virtuous middle

us

way

...

in all things, which

exactly of the tone of Schirmer's "Tugend-Lieder".

g

Virtue

constantly stressed in Buchner's work and the combination of virtue

art, emphasized in Schirmer'3 funeral

poems,

for example, is very
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obvious in Buchner's
hero

Orpheus ballet of 1638, where the figure of the

symbolizes precisely this association.

9

Buchner's poetry and

personal influenoe is certainly one of the sources of the theme of
virtue which makes its appearance

in Schirmer's poetry.

Buchner's poetics appeared in two versions,

1663 and the Anleitung

Deutschen Tichtkunst of
of

1665.

the Wegweiser zur

zur

Deutaohen Poeterey

1630's.1j

Both probably reflect his lectures of the

The

delay in publication is almost certainly due to Buchner's fear of
offending Furst Ludwig

von

Anhalt and the members of the

dactyl.3"1

Fruohtbringende Gesellschaft by his advocacy of the
more

youthful,

into the gap

more

The

self-confident, more experimental Zesen stepped

without qualms with his Helicon of 162*0 and 162*1.

The

poetics of Buchner and Zesen cannot be regarded separately when
considering their possible effect

on

would have been known to Sohirmer

through his lectures; fairly soon

Schirmer must have become

though the presence of

a

Sohirmer.

acquainted with Zesen's Helicon of 162*1,

parody of Zesen's "Gostern als sich

allbereit" in Schirmer's Roaen-Gepusohe of
pr-ove

Buchner's theories

this, as Sonnenberg has claimed.

12

1657 does not in itself

For one thing the poem

oonoerned also appears

in Zesen's Fruhlingslust of 162*2; for another,

the presence

parody in the 1657 Rosen-Gepusohe gives

of such

indication of how
poems

a

soon

Schirmer knew Zesen's work.

13

There

are

us no

other

in the Helicon which Schirmer may have known; it is in any case

reasonable to

assume

that

by 162*7 at least, when he

was

invited to

join Zesen's Deutschgesinnte Gonossensohaft, he would have been
acquainted with Zesen's poetics.
have known another of Zesen's

Also,

as we

shall

see,

poetological works by 162*3.

he

seems

to

The most

important innovation associated with Buchner and Zesen

is the introduction of the

dactyl and anapaest.

This was the real

step forward, beyond Opitz' poetics with which, both then and now,
their
from

names

a

were

linked above all else, the step which separates them

virtuoso but

Schirmer

non-experimental poet like Fleming.

was

exposed to this influence quite early in his poetic development; what
is remarkable is that it
know

seems

to have affeoted him

already that the proportion of dactylic

Schirmer's work is very

or

so

little.

anapaestic

We

poems

in

low and that it does not increase in his later

This is a general point which applies to the whole of

poetry.

Sohirmer's work; as far as Buchner is concerned it reveals Schirmer
as

far less of

an

enthusiastic

Buchner's like Klaj or Zesen.

experimentalist than pupils of
As far as the influence of Zesen is

concerned, in view of the tremendous difference in degree of
experimenting, it is hardly possible to describe Zesen
Meister".

14

Such

a

verdict would

as

"Schirmers

surely imply that Schirmer had

indulged in experiments with dactylio sonnets and the like, the sort
of

things which never
When

find these

we

occur

turn from the

in his work.
general to the particular in poetics we

impressions strengthened.

Kunath and Sonnenberg,

especially the latter, have investigated Schirmer's poetic practice
in the

light of the theory of Buchner and Zesen.

point is there

an

affinity with Zesen:

"Flexionsgemeinschaft"

as

Schein"
the

(RS

p.300).^

wan del",

a

minor

practice which

too, in phrases like "Sonn und 1'onden-

But in other instances Schirmer

theory of either Buchner

on one

Zesen recommends

in "hand- und

Schirmer occasionally adopts

Only

or

Zesen

or

both.

goes

against

A selected list of
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some

examples follows.

Buohner is reluctant to admit Fleming's o

: u

rhyme and Zesen only allows it in different quartets of the sonnet;
yet there are at least three instances in Schirmer's
forbids the

use

in Schirmer's

of rime

poetry.

work."^

Zesen

riche; but there are at least two examples

17

Apocope, which is criticized by Buchner and
18

only reluctantly admitted by Zesen, does

appear

in Schirmer's work.

Syncope, especially interdental syncope is much more widely used by
Schirmer than the almost identical theories of Buchner and Zesen

19

would allow.

Zesen condemns

the

unacceptable childishness of

diminutives; but there are many examples to be found in Schirmer's

poetry.

20

towards

These instances demonstrate Schirmer's carefree attitude

poetics in general, and towards the poetics of Buchner and

Zesen in

particular.

Kunath's verdict that Schirmer is not

particularly dependent
justified;

21

Schirmer is

on Zesen

in matters of poetics seems entirely

and this in itself i3 enough to counter any view that
a

slavish adherent of

Zesen, entirely dependent on the

poetics he imbibed in Wittenberg.
It is wise to
adherence
to the

to Zesen's

begin with these reservations about Schirmer's

poetological theory; but they by

no means

apply

practical examples of Zesen's poetry, many of which are

included in the various versions of his

poetry in chronological order
have

influenced, and

some

stage or other.

some

we

poetics.

can see many

examples which might

which certainly did influence Schirmer at

In Zesen's Helicon of

1641 there

are

instance, the ode which begins
Als Adelhold auf eine wiesen
sehr

If we examine Zesen's

traurig ausspazieren ging

...

several such poems.

For
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fits into the

Opitz

in Schirmer's

pastoral

rarer

Christian Erehme tradition which is reflected

-

22

But

poems.

poems

of this sort are much

with Zesen than in the work of either Christian Brehme

Schirmar.
Helicon

or

Zesen's example of the Rondeau or Ringelgedicht in the

provides the pattern for Schirmer's Rund-Gedichte of 1659 in

his Rauten-Gepusche

25

Rondeau/ Ringelgedichte/
Von Alexandrinischen.
Ade

zu

guter nachtt

mein Sinn ist

abzuscheiden/

Ich muB dioh edles Land mit widerwillen meiden/
die Muld' ist selbst betriibt; ioh bin auf nichts
Als bloB auf diese wort/ Ade zu guter nachtl

bedacht/

Dein Bruder/ trauter freund/ dein~lieber und getreuer/
wie du ja nennest mich/ fuhlt deiner Liebe feuer/
und nimmt die feste treu und Freundes pflicht in acht/
und

sagt

Schirmer's poem

zu

letzt wie vor/ Ade zu guter nachtl

follows

a

sonnet

translation of "Jehovah vexilluro

on

the leitmotif, which is a

meum", the motto of the House of

Saxony:Rund-Gedichte.
Der HErr ist mein Panir.

Wenn alles blitzt und

kracht/

den Augen macht/
So hab ich einen Glantz der sioh stets zeiget mir/
Mir/ der ich Seine bin. Der HErr ist mein Panir.

Und sich der helle

Es heist umb mich:

Tag mir

Der HErr ist mein Panir.

Der HErr ist mein Panir.

Und voller

angsten bin/

Als dieses Wunder-Wort:

Schirmer outdoes Zesen in the

although this is about 18
traces of
an

aus

Zur Seiten:

Wenn ich ohn Trost muB

streiten/

so kommet mir nichts fur/
Der HErr ist mein Panir.

repetition of the opening phrase

years

later

-

-

and this at least shows that

virtuosity have not entirely disappeared in his later work

important point in view of the traditional opinion that his talent

and interest in
poems

poetry had evaporated by this time.

are

echo

in the Helicon which may have influenced Schirmer; dactylic

together with other lines
with

There

are

advocated, which happens occasionally

Schirmer; virtue is constantly stressed as in Schirmer's work,

-
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the following beginning of a

Pindaric Ode being typical and reminding
OL

us

with its Jugend

-

Tugend rhyme of Schirmer's poetry:-

Jugend/
nun/
und gesegnet unser Thun/
Wiltu nun der schonen Tugend/
Die der Himmel giebet dir/
Dich befleissen fur und fiir?
0 Bu zier der schonen

Die

gewichen

von uns

Finally there is the poem already mentioned, "Gostern als sich
allbereit", which appears ri^vt at the end of the Helicon of 1641:An den

Seinen.

se

ODE/ darinnen die ersten vier Ver¬
Trochaisch/ die andern fiinffe Dactylisch/
die letzten viere Jambisch.

1.
Gostern als sich allbereit
Merckan lieB die

Abends-zeit/
fernen/

Da der blasse Mond von

Sich

gesellte zu den Sternen;
lustig erzeigten zusammen/

Da wir uns

Bachus entzundte Poetische flammen.
Durch edelen Wein/
Welchen

me in

B ruder mit kraff tigen

Kam mier ein Becher vor

Ich weiB nicht

was

sachen

allein/

versuBet

gesichte

ich schlieB und richte?

Er muB

ja lochricht

seyn/

Wo bliebe sonst der We in?

2.
Was auf diesem Becher stund
War uns alien wohl

verguntj

und leg mich nieder/
Richt mioh auff und full mich wider;
Dieses war eben am Becher geschrieben/
Das uns zu trincken so wacker getrieben/
Den edelen Vie in:
Wie? ist er denn unten und oben voll locher?
Trinck mich

aus

Vile mag es do oh seyn?
Mein Sinn und wahnen wird zu nichte/
Ich weiB nicht/ was ich 3chlieB und richte?
Er muB

ja lochricht

Wo bliebe

seyn/

sonst der Wein?

25
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As

the title

suggests, this is one of the

demonstrates his

in which Zesen

virtuosity by combining lines of different lengths

and varied metre in the ode.

from Schirmer also and he
from

poems

drinking to love.

This is just the kind of thing we expect

parodies Zesen's theme neatly, changing it

At the

same

time he adds

a

further virtuoso

touch, changing Zesen's unrhymed eighth line to pick up the c
rhyme of his own stanza.
many years
as

The

poem may

-

have been composed a good

later than Zesen's, probably in the l650's.

The text is

follows:-^
Sr muthinasset Ihre Liebe.

Gestern/ da sohon albereit
Blickete die Vesperzeit/
Und der Kond in seinam Runde/
frleich zu unsern Haupten stunde/
Da wir uns lustig erzeigten beysammen/
Ruhre te Venus die brennenden Flammen
Duroh Hertz und ein Hertz/
Y/elche CupidLo mit liebenden Amman
Bewahret fur Schmertz.
Es kam mir Laura vor Gesichte/
Ich weifi wohl/ was ich da verriohte/
Und trift mir warlich ein.
Sie wird verliebet seyn.
Was in ihren Augen stund/
War alleine mir vergunt:
Fuhl mich an/ und hertz mich wieder/
Setze mich in deine Lieder.
Dieses war stumm in die Augen geschrieben/
Welohe mich ofte zukiiasen getrieben.
Das braunliche Bild/
Mufi ich es kiissen und volliger lieben?
Wie wird es gestillt?
Mein Sinn und dencken wird zu nichte.
Ich weifi wohl/ was ich schliefi und richte/
Und trifft ohn Zweifel ein.
Sie wil main eigen seyn.
These various

Helicon,

examples as

but cannot show

a
us

whole suggest some acquaintance with Zesen's
for certain how

close contact with Zesen's work.
the last

soon

Schirmer

came

into

Indeed, he could have also known

example from Zesen's first major collection of lyric poetry,
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the Fruhlingalust of
The

1642, to which

sub-title of this

"Lob- Lust- und

turn.

collection, published in Hamburg, is

Liebes-Lieder", the alliteration of which recalls

Schirmer's anacreontic ode of

Lobs-Gedichte"

27

we now

(RS p.133).

1643* "Di Sanders

There are more pastoral poems than in the

("Unlangst ist der

Helicon, including one with a river-reference
Neidhart kommen"

tradition; there
the many on
0

28

Lieb- Leid- und

...

) which fits into the Opitz-Fleming-Brehme
also many poems in daotyls

are

or

anapaests; one of

the subject of virtue anticipates Schirmer's work:-

29

Spiegel der Tugend/ wie daB du mit schweigen

Die lieblichen Stunden der Jugend verbringst

Constantly

...

find Zesen's poems repeated in different

we

collections; the latter example is also to be found in his Poetischer
Rosenwalder Vorschmack. also

published in 1642 in

title of this collection introduces the
Zesen's

poetry as through Schirmer's.

foretaste of Zesen's

rose

Hamburg.'50

motif which

influenced Schirmer's
as

the

a

Dsutschgesinnte Genoasenschaft and of the

Poetischer Rosenwalder Yorschmack contains poems

such

through

It might be described as

dominant motif of Schirmer's best-known collection of

Rosen,

runs

The

poetry.

The

which could have

'Sitten- und Tugend-Lieder' of the Singende

following:-^

Wohldem I

der in den Schranken bleibet
und nicht nach groPem Reichthum strebet/
Wohldem!
der so die Zeit vertreibet
und stets in stoltzer Stille lebet:
Ein an der suche Geld und Guth
nach WeiBheit steth mein Hertz und Muth.
We

can

see

from the above

influence from Zesen's
of them

are

examples that there

early poetry

definite and specific.

on

are

hints of general

Schirmer, although only

a

few
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When

we

turn to Zesen*s Scala ITeliconis Teutonici of

have another clear indication of Schirmer's
Zesen is

work.
of

the

source

1643

we

early knowledge of Zesen's

referred to in Schirmer's Anacreontic Ode

1643; in the discussion appended to the latter Bchirmer makes his

hero

speak the following words

32

gelesen/ sagte er/ ich solte unbeschwert ihm
entwerffen/ denn er bekente/
er hatte Zeit seines Lebens keine dergleichen geschauet/
vielweniger gelesen. Es ist/ gab ich zur Antwort/ eine
Anacreontisohe Ode/ nach Art der Griechen und Lateiner gasetzet/
Als sie Amyntas

dooh die Art solches Gedichtes

unter welchen der weit

gepriesene Poeten-Vater Taubmann ein
3elbst/ as hatte nie kain
Anaoreon/ weder in dam Lateinisohen noch in dam goldnen
Dautschen ihn wohl abgehen wollen.
So ists/ sagt Amyntas/ eine
ungewohnliche Art bey den Deutschen? Ja/ gemein ist sie nioht/
sprach ich wiedar/ weil keiner aur Zeit solche aufzusetzen sioh
unternommen und erkuhnet/ ohne einer/ dessen Kaxoen ich mir
Meister ist.

Kein Opitz klaget

vorbehalten will.
The correct identification of the reference in the last words
made

by Max Rubensohn, who shows that it must refer to Zesen.

first

was

33

This

is

quite clear from Zesen's words explaining the genre in his Scala

of

1643
Inter Latinos est

Taubmannus, qui in hoc genere excelluit,
primusque fer& in lucem protulit. Inter Germanos nemo hactenus
extitit, qui hoc genera usus fuerit. Opitius inquit, sibi neque
Latinum neque etiam germanicum ex sententia succedere.
Nos tamen
aliquando conati sumus illud ipsum in nostra® quoque transferre
linguam, cujus exemplum aliquod apponimus.
And then he goes on

line.

Zesen's words

to be any
who

was

to give his example of
are

too

seven-syllable iambic

obviously similar to Schirmer's for there

doubt; the reference to Taubmann is to the Neo-Latin poet

Buchner's teacher from 1610 to

venerable

a

1613 in Wittenberg, hence

figure for both Schirmer and Zesen.

"erkuhnet" has

(Sohiroer's verb

exactly the ring of Zesen about it!)

point is that Schirmer mu3t have read Zesen's Scala
publication to be able to make the reference in

a

The interesting
very soon

a poem

of the

after
same

an

1640

For neither the

year.

nor

the 1641 edition of the Helicon has

the Helicon of I64I has

Anacreontic Oda in German;

dedicatory poems an "Anacreonticon" in Latin

-

among

the

"Nil arduum creavit"

-

signed with the name of Joh. Grubelius S.S.Th.Stud. but when Zesen
himself turns to the metre which he later calls
the

seven-syllable "Dimeter Catalectus"

Gott/ la£ dichs/

"Ach

wrote his Anaoreontic
and

erbarmen".^

the Anacreontic Ode

he merely gives tide example

-

It looks, therefore, as if Zesen

Ode, the first in German, sometime between 1641

1643, and had it published for the first time in 1643 in the

Soala.

The farewell at the end of this work

Amstelodami

Zesen

as

Unless Zesen forged the

it still argues a

year as

a

short time

is prepared to argue

one

short

between the two at this

well

space

of time.

Untergangen/ Die Vangen

on

There

seyn

a

are

many

one

of Zesen's

personal acquaintance

resemblances between Schirmer's

vorhangen ..."

was prangen?

Kommt

-

"Die Sonn* ist

(Zesen) and "Die Sonne

gegangen

..."

(Schirmer).

the question of the Anacreontic Ode in the 1649 version

of his Helicon Zesen makes

third person,

the month, though,

as

And if, in view of the very

Zesen's, including the opening lines

Looking back

The

stage of Schirmer*s life, then the point is

further reinforced.

pflegt zuprangen/

1643"•^

fairly close connection between Zesen and Schirmer

experiments in such

lag,

"Vale!

his favourite flower

for Schlrner to be able to assimilate and imitate

Ode and

follows:

as

May is, however, almost certainly contrived by

the first of the month of the rose,

symbol.

runs

ipsis Calendis Maji Anno Aerae Christianae

date of the first of

even

-

the

assertion, referring to himself in the

333

da£

er

das erst* Anakreontische Lied habe lassen

zu

lichte

kommen, hernach seien ihm viele, als der Beschirmende

[

=

Schirmer], Kalehn, Heller und andre, sahr gluoklich

sonderlich Frentzel gefolget.

38

Clearly all of this shows us at 3eaat some sort of relationship
between Schirmer and Zesen

els

early

1643; presumably this had

as

developed enough on Zesen's side by 1647 for him to invite Schirmer to
become

member of his

a

fair to

assume

of fame for his

It is also

Deutschgesinnte Genossenschaft.

that Schirmer had

poetry

-

already achieved

possibly circulated

or

a

certain amount

declaimed?

-

by this

time.
Recent research into Zesen's

uncovered several

details which

new

symbolic flower of the society
the four
named.

39

This leads

us

leitmotif throughout.

given rose-compounds
of

names

are

poetry, expressed not only in the titles but
That

so many

as names -

like Rosamund in Zesen's work.

a

The

figure

-

reminds one

of Rosemund in

1645 is symbolic of fidelity

symbol for the Deutschgesinnte

Zesen's Rosenzunft makes way for

way

for that of the lily, just

the Lilienzunft in the "Zunfte" of

Deutsohgesinnte Genossensohaft; in connection with the latter the

reason

given by Zesen in Pes Lilienthales Vorbericht (1679) and

Pes Nagieinthetles Vorbericht

the

as

of Schirmer's heroines should be

Rosilis, Rosodore etc.

Genossenschaft; later the symbol makes

to

was

straight to the rose motif in all of Schirmer's

(Treue) and represents such

the

The

the rose, after which the first of

Zesen's novel "Adriatische Rosemund" of

as

relevant to Schirmer.

"Ziinfte", the Rosenzunft, whioh included Schirmer,

earlier collections of
a

was

Deutschgesinnte Genossenschaft has

(1687) for thi3 symbolism is also relevant

Schiroer; the rose is the symbol of love, but love not so much in
sense

of

passion but in the

sense

of

charity.i:'

Partly secularized
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Christian virtues

are

incorporated in the symbolism of the

Deutsohgesinnte Genoasenschaft and this may explain the close link
between

love, fidelity and virtue which is

so

marked in Schirmer's

poetry and in contrast to that of Opitz, for example, where love and
virtue

are

collection of
as

a

likely to be in conflict.

more

poetry do

symbol.

the main reason;

to the Raute (rue)

whose flower it

was,

which is without

a

doubt

it is worth while remembering, however, that the

the

was

with virtue and whose

Rautenzunft, which was particularly associated

places

were never

Of the basic tone of the
»

as

rose

only recently discovered "Zunft" of Zesen's Deutschgesinnte

Genossenschaft

writes

from the

It has usually been assumed that he did this in homage

to the House of Saxony,

fourth and

we move away

Only in Schirmer's final

completely

filled.^1

Deutschgesinnte Genoasenschaft van Ingen

n

follows

Bemerkenswert

ist, daB die *DG', obwohl sie zur Pflege der
gegriindet wurde, von Anfang an den Charakter einer
Tugendgesellschaft besaB. Die von Zesen selber verwendete
Symbolik zielt schon darauf ab, die Tendenz kommt verstarkt zum
Muttersprache

Ausdruok in der Rautenzunft.
This

tendency

may

August Buohner.

well have been inherited from Zesen's teacher

As a member of the Deutschgesinnte Genossensohaft

Schirmer would be well
of virtue

was

aware

of this basic

tone;

or

perhaps the theme

prominent enough in his early poetry to attract the

attention of Zesen and enhance the likelihood of his

join the society.
Schirmer beoomes

being invited to

Either way, it is clearly more than coincidence that
a

member of

just such a society and continues

producing poetry on the theme of virtue.

We have supposed in the first

part of this study that the "Sitten- und Tugend-Lieder" of the Singende
Rosen

were

composed in the years 1650-1652 approximately and if this is

340

the

case

one

could

creeping through.
the

here

see

of the influence of Zesen's

some

It would, however, be impossible to suggest that

Deutschgesinnte Genossenschaft

this

trend, since, as

to 17th.
of Paul

this

we

was

exclusively responsible for

have seen, the stress

virtue is common

on

century poetry in general and in Schirmer's

case

the tradition

Fleming and Leipzig could also have influenced him strongly in

respect.
We have considered Zesen's

in

society

some

detail

as

these

are

early activities

as

poet and theorist

the likeliest to have influenced Schirmer's

poetry in its formative stage.

It suffices to

similar indications in Zesen's later
associated with Schirmer's work.

poetry of

say

that there are

poems

which can be

One of the best-known poems

Dichterische Jugend-Flammen is the one which

of his

begins

Blitzet ihr himmel/
schwitzet uns regen/
machet

getummel/

lachet mit segen
unsere walder und felder doch
which is reminiscent of the

(RS p.3)

or

an

opening of Schirmer's "Sie liebet ihn"

of "Sie soil bey Ihm bleiben" (RS pp.425-426)

collection oontains many poems on
Schirmer's work,

such

as

the

one

The

same

the subject of virtue which recall

which begins

Rubinemund/ Du zierde der Jugend/
ach!
Sonne/ mahn/ und stern/
welohe mit hohen strahlen der

stets blikket her

von

fern

...

tugend
44

Here in these later works of Zesen's it may even

is

be that

taking place between him and Schirmer and that his

themes and motifs
In his

of the

are

own

an

interaction

favourite

returning to him through the work of Schirmer.

relationship with Zesen Schirmer

was

45

in contact with one

greatest experimenters of the century, a man who was very

341.

conscious of
with any

Schirmer was not in touch

of the other progressive writers of the mid-century in the
46

same

way.

ever

in

of the

being one of the avant-garde.

There i3 no evidence, for example, to show that he was

oontact, physically or in correspondence, with

any

of the members

Numbsrg circle which flourished during the 1640*8, about the
Schirmer

same

time

are,

however, a very few of hi3

as

was

writing most of his early poetry.
poems

There

which can be seen to exhibit

signs of Nurnberg influence; the interesting point is that they all
fall within
of

1657,

a

group

of Nature poems at the end of the Rosen-GepU3Che

which seems to stand out in its context both

a group

thematically and stylistically.
various seasons, as

47

The group treats the theme of the

the titles "Mayen Lied",

"Friihlings Lied

an

die

Liebe", "Herbst-Lied", "Winter-Lied" etc. show, and this is unoommon
in Schirmer's

poetry.

already reveals
as

one or

Nature poems

speciality.

48

One of these Nature poems which we have examined

two Nurnberg traits, which is hardly surprising

must have been known by this time as a Nurnberg

There is another poem in the

demonstrates muoh

more

group,

strongly, indeed uniquely,

however, which
a

stylistic

„

relationship between Sohirmer end the Nurnberg poets.
as

follows:-

tfber die liebliohe Mayen-Lust
an

Sie.

euch/ meine Gedanckan und Sinnen/
vergehet/ die Flocken zerrinnen.

Srrauntert
Der Winter

Die Hrde verjunget ihr altes Gesichte.
Die Sonne steigt hoher im goldenen Lichte.

5

Der

Frilling streut Rosen

Duroh Wiesen und Felder.
Die Mayen-Tiirckosen
Beschatten die V/alder.
Die Westen erheben ihr liebliches
10

Die rauschenden Bache

Vispeln.
gehn artlich und lispeln.

49

The text is

342.

Der Minimal bekleidet die blinokenden Stamen
Mit blauen Tape ten/ und laohet von fernen.
Die Nachte aind kiirtzer/ die Tage sind langer.
Der

15

Morgen erwecket die achnaubenden Ganger.

Es thauen die Auen.

Piische.

Es bluhen die

Das Wasaer last sohauen

Die
Der

platzsohemden Fische.
Jager geht pirschen/ und auohet die Hinden

20

Umb alia belaubeten Buchen und Linden.
Die Frosche coaxen/ und quaxen/ und murren.
Die Tauben die turteln/ und lachen und gurren.
Die sohwirrende Schwalbe besuchet die Tacher.
Die Fincken bepinoken die grunen Gemaoher.

25

Die Lerche tirliret
In sioherem Stande/
Und fuhret bezieret

Die
Die

30

35

40

Freyheit zu Land*.
Nachtigal achlaget/ und schlurfet/ und singet/
Und hallet/ und schallet vor Freuden/ und springet.
Der Meyer geht iiber den Perlenen Rasen/
Und sieht ihn die brullenden Rinder begrasen.
Die Ziegen beklettern die Stauden und Hecken.
Die Heerden der Lammsr die springen und lecken.
Die braunlichte Phyllis
Sucht Corydon wieder/
Wenn sioh Amaryllis
Im Schatten legt nieder/
Die Blumen zu brechen/ die Krantze zu winden/
DaB sie sich kan lassen am Abend-Tantz finden,
Es

labet/ und lebet/ und liebet sich alles/

Weil alles ins kunf'tige gswartig des Falles.
Wie lange bleibt Fruling?
dann kommet der Sommer/
Auf die sen der

45

Herbest/ auf diesen der Brommer.

Die Tage verfliessen.
Die Nachte verrauohen.
Die Stimden besohliessen.
Die Menachen verhauchen.

Und

50

wenn

wir

am

beaten vermeinen

zu

prangen/

So ist una das Alter im Tode vergangen.
Was wil ich viel trauern?
was wil ich vie3

zagen/
Jugend/ eh sie sich verschlagen.
Komm/ mejne Verliebte/ gebrauche der Zeiten/
Itzt bluhen die Rosen/ itzt kanstu sie spreiten.
Das griindende Leben
Ich brauche der

55

Vergehet und stirbet.
Was werd ich dir

geben/

Wenn alles verdirbet?

W'ir sind

60

ja nichts

Brauoh itzund der
The

anders/ als Blumen im Me yen/
Jugend/ eh dich es v?ird reuen.

general resemblance between the style of this poem and that of

343

the

Niirnberg poets is fairly obvious and has been noted

occasions

before;

50

but the

resemblances reveal the

poem

on

several

is interesting in that the detailed

rarity of its stylistic devices in Schirmer1s

work.

resemblances

The

are

strongest in the first part of the poem in

which Schirmer depicts Nature
consist

rejoicing at the advent of Spring; they

in, first, the use of a dactylic rhythm, secondly, the

abundance of such
internal

stylistic devices

as

alliteration,

rhyme, and thirdly, the use of onomatopoeia,

assonance
a

and

feature

particularly associated with the Nature descriptions of the Nurnberger.
We examine first the

question of the dactyls; long and short lines

contain what the 17th.

anapaests;

is

seem

we may

reasonably describe the rhythm as dominantly

very

surprising, but Schirmer's

use

of dactyl and anapaest

sparing indeed, although they may appear in any phase of his work.

There

only nine

are

include

dactyls

or

Steinerne", one is
other is

poems

in the whole of his Rosen-Gepusohe which

either, and of these only three have long lines with three

successive

the poem

within this group
as

as

In a poem published for the first time in 1654 this might

dactylic.
not

51

century would usually have described

follows

anapaests.

our poem

One of these is the poem "Die

(the only

one

with

anapaests) and the

"Lustiger Gesellschaft Garten-Lied" which falls
of Nature

poems

and of which the first stanza

53

Traurigkeit unserer Sinnen/
regieren den Tag/
Machet mit ubrigen Sorgen Vertrag/
Jaget das sehnliche Seuftzen von hinnen.
Schaffet/ das Freude das Leiden verdringet.
Evoe hat uns auf heute gedinget.
Soll denn die

Werthe Gesellschaft

runs

52

So of the

two

three poems

which have a very pronounced dactylic rhythm

happen to fall within this group of Nature poems.
The

of

use

dactyl and anapaest in the work of the Nurnberger is

too well-known to

their

pastoral

alternating

require documentation here.

well

poems as

groups

lines will be in

a

are

trochaic.

different metre.

54

also, though in his

uses

Schirmer's poem

exemplified by

has this variation of lines

the shorter lines have
poem

one

anapaest.

Schirmer, like the

anapaests for Joyful, happy subject-matter, as the

opening line of the poem sho\re
This is also the

Sinnen".

Sometimes the shorter

All of this is

Especially interesting is that here in this
Nurnberger,

be found in

•Leidenden Christus'" where the shorter

zum

case

can

in their religious poetry, often with

as

of longer and shorter lines.

Klaj's "Eingangsgedicht
lines

It

Gesellschaft Garten-Lied"

idea is first stressed

-

case

"Ernuntert euoh/ raeine Gedancken und
with the

dactylic "Lustiger

already mentioned.

In poetic theory this

by Buchner, who had recommended the use of the

dactyl " zu frohlichen Sachen

...

we gen

ihres schwinden G-anges/ und dafi

sie

gleich tantzen" and by Zesen in his Helicon of

was

taken up

1640.^

The idea

by the Kurnberger in their theoretical writings, for

example by Harsdorffer in his postscript to Klaj's He rode s of 1645
where he says
Froliehe mit

"die Kunst weiset das Klagliche mit trochaischen/ das

dactylischen/ und die Erzehlung mit jambischen Reimarten
56

zu

verfassen".

or

anapaests being used for

as

early

as

In

practice, however,
a

one

finds examples of dactyls

joyful theme long before the Nurnberger;

1630 in Johannes Plavius* Treugedichte there

are

examples, both epithalamia, for which Zesen recommended the
dactyl ten

years

two
use

of the

later; the first of the two, the comic "Courente

345.

oder
as

drahta-tants", is particularly striking; its first stanza

runs

57

follows

schone/ belohna mir nun/

0 krone nu

In frewden main leiden/ main meiden aein thun
Es mehret- / as noeret- / Es mehrt sioh in mir
Durch bangen/' gefangen verlangen nach dir.
0 main ander

ich/

Der ich

williglich
Main leben gar eban ergeben/ sieh mi oh
Ernewe/ bafray' und erfrewe main weh/
So spring' ich mit singen und klingen in d'eh.
Ernst
on

Christoph Homburg

the carpe

begins

as

uses

dactyls in 1638 for his happy Nature poem

diem theme "An die schone Lesbia.

Ode Dactylics" which

follows

Weil sich der

Friihling

nun

wiedor gefundan

In dam Gefilde mit vielerley Lust/
Und mit dem V/esten aufs newe verbunden/

Ey so laii/

Lesbia/ wir dir bewust/

Una brauchen der

Zeit/

Der Scmmer bareit

Den Lentzen

verjagt

Der Harbest nach diesen

Wiesen/

Verformet die

Bald sind sie
And there

are

vom

countless

Winter sit

Hagel geplagt."

examples of dactyls

or

anapaests used for

happy subject-matter in be sen's work; the specimen epithalamium

"Hommet/ Herr Brautigam/' kommet und gehet"
ode "0

in the Helicon of

Spiegel der Tugend" in the Poetisoher Rosenwalder Vorschmack of

1642; and the

poem

which appears

both in the Eruhlingslust of 1642 and

the Scala of

59

poem."

theory

1641; the

"Auf!

meine Gedancken seyd lustig von Ilertzen"

example in

l643» and the opening line of which recalls that of

So the Uurnberger were not the first
or

as an

nor

our

alone either in

practice to associate the dactyl and anapaest with

a

happy

context, it is a general tendency from the l630's onwards, yet they
stress this

more

in

practice than anyone else.

from Schirmer's normal

60

But this is far

poetic practice; apart from our poem and the
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"Lu8tiger Gesellschaft Garten-Lied" in the
poems are

group

same

his dactylic

not especially associated with happiness, indeed two of

them deal with the rjoet's

melancholy and pain. "

the

and our example in particular are

group

of Nature

poems

So in this respect

exceptional in Schirmer's work.
We

turn next to the

and internal

stylistic devices of alliteration, assonance

rhyme to be found in the poem, all of which are commonly

associated with the

They prevail in the part of the

Nurnberg poets.

which describes natural phenomena (lines 15-34 especially).

poem

instances of alliteration

"belaubete Buchen", "Die Tauben

are

many

die

turteln", "die sohwirrende Schwalbe", "die grimen Gemaeher",

-

"schlaget/ und achlurfet", "die Blumen
of all the line

"Es

Augspurger written in 1638

only once

occurs

-

-

"(pusche)

several instances of internal
Fincken
and

a

zu

breohen" and most spectacular

(The

labet/ und lebet/ und liebet sich alles".

latter may be a reminiscence of a

bepincken

line by the Leipzig poet August

"Lebet/ liebet/ labet Euch".
-

Fische
rhyme

-

-

pirsohen"

-

0 SI

)

but there

Assonance
are

"Es thauen die Auen", "die

"Und fuhret bezieret" (presumably

Nurnberg favourite

"hallet/ und schallet".

admissable)

It must be said

immediately that suoh an abundance of these stylistic devices in
poem

one

is nowhere else to be found in Schinner's work; internal rhyme is

extremely rare and assonance and alliteration

prolifioally by Sohirmer in

one poem as

are never

they are here;

used

one

so

of the

isolated instances of alliteration is to be found in another poem
the

There

same

group,

"Uber des Sommers Abend-Zeit

Die verwerlte Werle
Y/eil die Wiese sich

werlet/
beperlet.

63

an

Sie"

-

of

347.

Sonnenberg draws on examples like these to produce the following
verdict

-

"Sie

[die Alliteration] entspidngt nioht einer inneren

Bewegung wie bei Gryphius, sondern sie gleitet, wie die letzt-

gegebenen Beiapiele zeigen, deutlioh dem musikalisoh-spielerischen
Charakter Zesens und der

most

Nurnbergar zu."He seems to miss the

important point, namely that suoh examples are not

characteristic of Sohirmer's
The

the

poetry but are exceptionally rare.

rarity of these devices in Schirmar's work contrasts with

prolific

use

of internal rhyme, assonance and alliteration in the

poetry of the Nurnberger.

One can find examples everywhere; typical
*•

are

these lines from the Fortsetzung der Pegnitz-Sohafarey:-
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Flor.
Es

funckeln/ und flinken/ und blinken

Es

Buntblumichten Auen/
schifljmert/ und wimmert/ und glimmert
Fl.
Frii-perlenea Tauen ...

Kl.

Die S chatten und Matten

begatten.
ein volliges Iaohen/
Rieaeln/ und Bliiseln/ und Kieaeln

Kl.
Daa

Bekleidet die Brachen.

F.
Es

lallet/ und wallet/ und schwallet/
Kl.

Es

Am

glasernen Strande.

strudeln/ und brudeln/ und wudeln
Fl.

Die V'alien

zu

Rande.

Examples likB this could be multiplied very easily.
are

66

not, of course, the sole property of the Numberg poets.

associates them to

a

large degree also with the poetry of

So we have a similar case

to that of the

but

one

Schirmer poem

One

Zesen.^

dactyl; devioes particularly

though not exclusively associated with the Nurnberger
this

Such devices

are

(and with traoes in another of the

found in
same

hardly at all in the remainder of his poetry.
V#e

turn

now

to

our

third

point of resemblance, the

use

of

onomatopoeia, particularly in connection with Nature and animal

group)

348,.

This is anticipated in

noises.

"Mayan-Lied", the preceding

poem

in

(RS p.448):-

the group

KSfer brumt/
goldne Diene sumt.
Die Vogel zwitschero.
Daaa Vieh geht in das G-raa
Der leichte

Die

Die Bache warden Glas.
Die Fische klitzschern.
In

our

poem

Frosohe
of the

this is developed further in lines 21-30, beginning "Die
These lines immediately bring to mind

coaxen

Murnberger

- onoe

again Klaj's "Eingangsgedicht zum 'Leidenden

Christus'" may serve as an examples-

Die Hauballerch tiretiliret in

Die
Der
us

68

Nachtigall zwittert und kittert in Klufften/

Die

Let

Lufften/

Stigelitz zitschert und zwitschert im Weld/
Froschefeind klappert/ der Y'iederhall schaJLlt.

consider the individual words Schirmer

as

onomatopoeio words "coaxen/ und quaxen" (cf • Klaj
Lachangekk koaxet/ krekkt/ und quakkt".

or

was a

the

the verb
this

-

-

"Der kekke

"Tirliren", on the other

Grimm gives instances from Spee, Opitz, Fleming,

Tscheming and there

of the more

).

do the most striking

well established onomatopoeic word long before Sohimer

Numberger

Rist and

69

in these lines:

uses

"hallet/ und schallet" recalls the Nurriberger,

hand,

the poetry

striking words

are

are

examples in Zesen's work

inventions by Schirmer.

-

and two

The first is

"turteln", the only instance given by Grimm of the

use

of

word, a unique invention very much in the Nurnberg spirit, and

the second is the verb

die grunen

"bepincken" in the line "Die Fincken bepincken

Gemaoher" (i.e. 'fill the woods with song'

Here Schirmer could have been influenced
German

poet Rist

but in any case

-

by

a

seems

Pinck=Schlag).

line of the North

"wenn dieselben [die Finken] lustig

the invention

-

binken"^0

to be typical of the Nurnberg

-
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Wolfgang Kayser, who oites Schirmer's lines

manner.

Nurnberger
in them;

Verse"^

but the

also alludes to the possible influence of Zesen

use

of onomatopoeic animal sounds is the one

stylistic device of this poem which
poetry; in Zesen's
other devices,

"echt

as

poem on

seems

to be missing in Zesen's

the same theme, his "Maienlied", all the

alliteration,

and internal rhyme, are

assonance

present, but the imitation of specific animal sounds is lacking.
We

agree

sounds is

with Julius Tittmann that onomatopoeic reproduction of animal
a

stylistic feature peculiar to the Nurnberger and suggest

that this should lead us to
poem

and hence the

Nurnberg

for the
which

regard the other stylistic devices in the

poem as a

whole as

a

deliberate imitation of the

73
manner.

Before

influence

72

we

continuing with other corroborative examples of Nurnberg
must return to the remainder of the

"Mayen-Lust"

poem;

Nurnberg parody is only to be found in the first 30-40 lines

depict the joys of Nature in spring.

Prom line 35 onwards,

however, human figures, the pastoral figures of Phyllis, Corydon and
Amaryllis are introduced into the

poem

and this leads

on

to the

thought of human transience
Wie lange bleibt Frilling?
Dann kommet
Auf die sen der Herbest/ auf diesen der
In turn this leads to the carpe

diem and

rose

der Sommer/
Brommer.
74

motifs, the latter the

leitmotif of the whole collection

Komm/ meine Verliebte/ gebrauche der Zeiten/
Itzt bliihen die Rosen/ itzt kannstu sie spreiten

...

Wir sind ja nichts anders/ als Blumen im Meyen/
Branch itzund der Jugend/ eh dioh es wird reuen.
Thus the poem comas

full circle

-

the rose3 and flowers mentioned at

the end to demonstrate transience recall the roses and

turquoises

350

introduced at the
The

beginning to demonstrate the beauty of Nature.

75

original element, though, is the element of parody, the way in

which Schirmer

indulges himself in Nature description in the Nurnberg

manner.

As has been

is very rare

suggested, imitation of the Nurnberg style in poetry

in Schirmer's work.

The imitation of the characteristic

Numberg animal sounds only occurs in this late group of Nature poems.
There

is, however, in the Rauten-Gepusohe a section of a poem which

imitates

a

different facet of the

Nurnberg style

onomatopoeia in descriptions of war.

-

the use of

The lines concerned

were

by Schirmer in 1650 and addressed to the Elector of Saxony:Wo Taratantara die Thaler
Da hat Dein grosser

written
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durchgerissen/

Muth

Mit redliohen &ewissen
Die schone Lust gehabt an Seiner Feinde
Wo man ietzt Larmen bliess/
Und sich drauff horen liess
Das summende Brommen

Blut.

Trommeln/ da hast Du zu kommen
Entklommen kein furchtsam Bedencken genommen.
Der starke Donnerschlag der irdnen Gotter hier/
Das war Dein Frauden-Spiel/ und Deines Heeres Zier.
Das Erstaunen
Der

Der

Das

Und

Carthaunen/
Rasseln/
Prasseln/ der todtenden Freyer/

Das Sausen

Und Prausen
Der

Schwefel-Gluth-Speyer/

Das

schutzende Blitzen der neblichten

Feuer/
Stadte-Bezwinger/
der Luffte-Durchdringer/

Das krachende Laohen der
Das knallende Schallen

Hat Deinen frischen Muth erweckt.
These lines

are

surely modelled on the words for war which the

Numberger use; Klaj was writing lines like the following from his
Himmel- und Hollenfahrt

early

as

l6AA:-

kiipfernen Drummel und summen/
paukken die heiseren Paukken und brummen/

Es drummeln die
Es

as
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liideln und dude In die sohlirffenden Pfeifen/
Schalmeien die Reihen und Spiele verschweifen/
Tromine ten/ Clare ten Tarantara singen/
Es dronet und thronet der Y/affen Erklingen ...
Es

77

In the Aufferstehung Jesu Christi we find:-

Setzet an/ blaset die feyer Trommeten/
Lasset erklingen die hohen Clareten/
Lasset die kupfernen Trummeln ersohaln/
Prossein und haln.
And in the Pegnesischea Schafergedioht
lines like the

are

Es

78

also, of the

there

same year,

following

schlilrfen die

Pfeiffen/

Die Reuter und Beuter

zu

es wurbeln die Trumlen/
Pferde sioh tumlen/

Die Donnerkartaunen durchblitzen die

Lufft/

schuttern die Thaler/ es splittert die Grufft/
Es knirsohen die Rader/ es rollen die Y/agen/
Es rasselt und prasselt der eiserne Regen ...
79
Es

Many other examples could be quoted to demonstrate clearly that
Schirmar is imitating the Nurnberger with these war sounds, and this

strengthens the

case

that it is the Nurnberg

manner

which he is

imitating with the animal sounds and the other techniques in the

"Mayen-Lust"

poem as

well.

written round about the

same

It might even suggest that the latter was
time

as

the lines to the Elector of

Saxony, in other words early in 1650, since these two poems are the

only major instances of Nurnberg parody in his work.
is

that

The probability

parodies like these, parodies of a poetic manner rather than

of any one

specific

poem, were

written

a

good few years after the Opitz

parodies of the earlier 1640*s, which are the work of a young man

trying to make his
more

or

way,

typical 17th. century parodies in the

less serious variations

on

the master's theme.

One

3ense

might

speoulate that these Numberg parodies reflect the mature Schirmer's
acquaintance with

a

poetic style very different from his own and his

desire to show that he could excel in the

speciality of others; in

of

other words that
modern

they are more like 'tongue in cheek* parodies in the

tema.^Q

of the

sense

Theorists like

Nurnberg circle represent the avant-garde of German poetry in

and the

the

August Buohner and experimental poets like Zesen

1640*s.

It is, therefore, particularly significant to see that

Schirmer is

only to

In the case of the

a

certain degree influenced by their writings.

Numberger there

are

only spectacular isolated

instances, such as might be explained by a passing desire to show off
In the case of Buchner, Schirmer's personal acquaintance

expertise.

with the famous

cultivate the

professor might have been expected to lead Mm to

dactyl and anapaest to a considerable extent; this,

however, he fails to do.
cautious

forward
in the
on

Clearly his

on

his
of

case

ScMrmer's

own

towards

to any

great degree.

The same applies, finally,

Zesen; here there are indications of some influence

poetry, but again Schizmer fail3

model close to

walked

was

acceptance of new developments by others rather than striking

Zesen in the matter of the more
a

inclination

own

hand,

a man

or,

the whole to follow

revolutionary experiments.

Here was

in whose footsteps he could easily have

wholeheartedly if Ms instincts had led him in that direction.

That Ms

own

inclinations

were

much

more

conservative makes itself

apparent.

It is the lack of parallel stylistic phenomena in

Schirmer's

work, rather than in any parallels in theme, or lack of

them, which is of paramount interest here.

From our examination in

this and the preceding chapter we can see how ScMrmer occupies a

mid-way position between the conservative virtuosity of Fleming and
Leipzig and the revolutionary experiments of Buchner and Wittenberg,
of Zesen and of the

Nurnberg poets.

In the literary history of the
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17th. century he represents mainstream development which flows on into
the latter

part of the century when the eddies and whirlpools of

Nurnberg and the like have spent themselves in side-streams.
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Chapter 6.

Leipzig and Dresden friends.

So far we have considered Schirmer's

and

relationship to predecessors

contemporaries who may have influenced his work.

to examine the work of
been influenced

who may have

successors

Although by the standards of evaluative

by him.

criticism Schirmer is
mainstream

contemporaries and

We move on now

usually considered to be only

a

minor poet, his

position in the history of 17th. century poetry and his

geographically central situation in literary Germany meant that his

reputation
circle of

respected by and his work well known to a fairly wide

was

potential poets.

For these reasons

we

have

delayed

up

the work of Schirmer's friend Johann Georg
classified

as

one

others

be

regarded

the

can

of the

is true.

reverse

as

was

probably

the

1640's.1

than anyone

a

Schoch.

Schooh is often

poets of the Leipzig circle, but whereas the
influences

on

Schirmer, in Schoch's case

Biographical details about his life are hard to

by and even the date of his birth

come

till now any examination of

seems

to be in

some

doubt.

He

Leipziger by birth and presumably educated there in

Kunath, who has done more work

else, olaims that Schoch

was one

on

Schirmer's biography

of Schirmer's friends in

Leipzig (possibly the beginner Amyntas in Schirmer's "Anacreontische

Ode") and that he moved to Wittenberg with Schirmer in the winter of
1645.

He seems to have been in Leipzig in the

to Naumburg as a
of

l660's and later moved

lawyer, where he died about 1690.

His main collection

poetry is the Lust- und Blumen-Garten which appeared in 1660, three

years

after Schirmer's Rosen-Gepusche; it seems reasonable to assume

that this collection

represents poems of his composed over the years,

probably during the 1640's and

1650's.^

This does not mean that he
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was

not influenced

have known
been

of

by Schirmer, of course, since he can be assumed to

of Schirmer's poems as they were written,

some

and to have

acquainted with Schirmer's earlier collections, the Rosen-Gepiische

1650 and the Singende Rosen of 1654.
Although Schoch shows himself in his Comoedia vom Studentenleben

to possess a
the

crude realistic humour such as has been associated with

Leipzig circle, in his lyric poetry he is often not so very far
characteristic Petrarchist tone of the 17th. century as a

from the

whole.

A

Even Mtkowski has to admit that

despite the occasional

drinking-song there is relatively little left of the Leipzig student
spirit in Schooh's work.
there
as

are

poems on

in the

case

5

In contrast to the usual Leipzig image

the subject of virtue in his work as prominently

of his friend Schirmer.

Twice, for example, in

congratulatory sonnets at the beginning or end of publications by
their mutual

acquaintance, the Leipzig poet Johann Georg Albinus von

Weissenfels, Schoch produces sonnets on the subject of virtue, one of
which

sees

virtue

rather in the
It

Rosen.

as

manner

a

concomitant of

of the

a

rural, not a city setting,

'Tugend-Lieder* in Schirmer's Singende

is, however, true that Schoch tends to stress the

incompatibility of virtue and love, in the manner of Opitz and in
contrast to
As

Schirmer.^

early as I652 there is

Schirmer in that
this year.

link between the work of Schoch and

they both choose the

same

theme in their works of

Schoch produced his Kurtze Verfassungen iiber des Qvidii

Verwandlungsbesohreibung,
the poems

a

a

rhymed summary of Ovid's Metamorphoses;

of congratulation are all by Leipzig poets, Frentzel,

Ziegler and Albinus, as well

as

the short conventional ode of praise
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by "dain Bruder David Schirmer" which begins
Der grune Lorbeer-Krantz/
Von seinem Printz August/
Der fallet dir nun

This proves

den erst der Naso nahm
als er nach Hofe kam/
bey/ und ehret deine Stirne ... 7

that Schirmer knew this early work of Schools and it

could have influenced his choice of theme for the
Der triumphlrende Amor of the

poems

Singspiel

for five of Schoch's short

same year;

attached to the pictures of Ovid's poem (1,15 to 1,19) deal

with the

provide

Jupiter
any

rather crude

-

Io theme.

Schooh's

The

comedy stemming from Ovid matches the occasional
seems

less

appropriate in Schirmer's

though he does tone them down somewhat.

But most of the poems

Schirmer's

really too short to

significant parallel with Schirmer's Singspiel.

Bauernlieder in Schoch's work but
oeuvre, even

poems are

occur

of sonnets there

which clearly resemble originals of

in the Blumen-Garten of 1660.
are

two

g

Here in his collection

examples which show how Schoch follows

Schirmer in utilizing a theme from the Greek Anthology; these are
"An

dreyer Schwestern Kusse" and "An die Chariclo" which follow

Schirmer's "Nur Marniens Ku.fi" and "An die
as

an

unpafiliche Marnia"; we give

example the second poem by each author preceded by the Greek

original in translation

9

Begegnung am Morgen
Schwere Schleier

verhangen dein schmachtendes Auge, Chariklo,

so, als ob eben du erst dich aus den Kissen gewilhlt.
Wirr fallt das Haar in die Stirn, und uber die Rosen der Wangen
wetterleuchtet es fahl; miide ist Haltung und Gang.
Sind da3 die Spuren der Nacht, im Zweikampf der Liebe durchrungen?

Selig dann preis ich den Mann, der in den Anaen dich hielt.
Sehnsucht, die dich verzehrte,
wunscht' ich, es hatte dein Herz brennend nach meinem verlangt.

Waren es aber die Gluten der
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An die

Du komst

unpaBliche Marnia.

air/ Mamia/ recht etwas sohlafrig fur/

als wie du etwa pflegst/ wenn du bist aufgestanden.
Das Haar fleucht iirnb dich her/ befreyt yon alien Banden.
Die Wangen haben nicht/ vde sonsten/ ihre Zier.

Lippen sehen blafi/ der Mund ist durre dir.
nicht/ wie zuvor/ verhanden.
Das Hertze wegert sich in deiner Brust zustranden/
der gantze Leib ist matt/ und faul und schlafrig hier.
Was 30I ich/ Kamia/ aus diesem Stande schliessen?
Vielleicht hastu die Nacht zusehr vergnugen mussen?
Wol selig ist denn der/ der dir gestanden
bejr.
Komt aber ohn gefehr das/ daB du etwas trube
und etwas schlafrig siehst/ yon deiner heissen Liebe/
so wolt ich/ Lieb/ daB ich desselben Ursach sey.
Die

Den

Augen ist ihr Giants

An die Chariclo.

kaum/ Chariclo/ noch recht sehen/'
dir Schone/ seyn geschehen?
die V/angen blaB und glat/
Leib der ist verdrossen/ lafi und mat.

Du kanst fur Schlaffe

Was mag doch diese Nacht/
Die Haare sind zerstreut/
Der ganze

gekommen/
benommen/
einem liebes KuB/

Ist etwan einer haunt' in deinen SchoB
Der dir ein merckliches von Huhe hat

Und dir den Sohlaff verstort mit

folgt/ und fast so ein VerdruB?
also mit dir hat durffen schertzen.

Darauff die Faulheit

selig1

0

wer

Dooh/ kommt dein greulich-seyn von Lieb und Liabes-Schmertzen
kocht/ und dir maoht solche Pein/
So wolf ich/ daB ich nur das Feuer solte seyn.

Der dein Ge mil the

Both versions

are

expanded from the original Greek (Byzantine) epigram,

especially Schirmer's which illustrates the characteristic 17th.
century expansion from epigram to sonnet.

Schirmer chooses an obvious

point for embellishment, namely the description of the sleepy hetaera
in the

lines

third and fourth lines of the Greek which he ornaments between

3-8 of his sonnet.

Schoch,

on

the other hand, whether because

he is not committed to the fourteen lines of
reasons,

a

sonnet

or

for other

does not take this opportunity but instead, in lines 5-8,

expands the question in the fifth line of the Greek epigram.

A

similarity and a difference between the poetry of Schirmer and Schoch
is

revealed; the similarity is that both, in typical 'Barock' fashion,

decide

on

expanding the expression of the original; the difference is

that Schinner

(the Ornatus

exploits the decorative, ornamental aspect

of the rhetorical

system) whereas Schoch develops the erotio allusions

of the

He does this in a rather crude way with the line

original.

"1st etwan einer haunt*
Schirmer's

line which

one

"Vielleicht hastu die Naoht...".

obviously

evident

a

could not imagine in

poetry and which contrasts with Schirmer's more delicate

and allusive

Schoch

...",

Despite the debt which

to Schiraer's version his crudity becomes vary

owes

by contrast with Schirmer's elegance.

There
mind the

are

many

isolated moments in Schoch*s

poetry of Schirmer; there

are

verbal reminiscences such

expression "Liebste Seele meiner Seelen"; pastoral

Fleming

-

Leipzig tradition suoh

"Filidor der

stehen naoh den
von

the

as

in the Opitz

poems

"Filidor gieng umb die Wiesen" or

Dach tradition of Schiraer's "Wer will/

-

mag

Dingen" (RS p.16) is taken up in Schooh's "Wohl dem/

eitlen Sachen"

(p.200); Schoch, like Schirmer, adopts the

century's favourite epigram in
Die Diebe boll ich an, die Buhler lie£ ich ein/
So konnte Heir und Frau mit mir zufrieden sein.

(p.146)

which recalls Schirmer's

lieb/ der Frauen zugethan.
Dieb/ faul jeden Buhler

Dem Herren bin ich

Schnell meld ioh einen
And

-

gieng mit Trauern// Umb der frischen Elster Strand"

(p. 35» p.44); the Opitz

der weit

as

which bring to

song3

(RS p.490).

an.

Opitz' "Ihr schwartzen Augen" is parodied by Schoch in the

footsteps of Schirmer,
which Schoch closes his

as

is the exagi monumentum topos

(p.168) with

collection."3'

Schoch himself mentions his debt to Schirmer in the

the collection.

preface to

He also contributes two sonnets which reveal the
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respect in which Schirmer's poetry was
Auf Hn. David Schirmers

die

held:-^

Rosen-Gepusche.

Seynd denn ietzt allererst die Knospen ausgebluht/
unserm Bober Sohn geschlossen hinterblieben/

Herr Schirmers Sonnenschein der hat sie

aufgetrieben/

So/ da£ sie iederman in vollen Saamen sieht/
Ihr Purpur schimmert fiir durch dein geschicktes Lied/
Und macht/ da£ wir zugleich mit dir dein Lieben lieben.
Mein Schirmer fahre fort/ du hast schon gut geschrieben/
Weil schon dein kluger Geist biC an die Flamme gliieht.
Der Teutsche Lieder-Printz der lest ihm seine Leyer/
Du Pindar/ du Homer/ von dir gar neu be ziehn/
Arion mag dir nach auf den Delphinen fliehn/
Ich mach mich noch zur Zeit vom weiten umb das Feuer/
denn dein

geklarter Glantz der treibet meine Lieder

Auf eine weile noch in seinen Nebel wieder.

Auf dessen Tugend-

und Liebs-Lieder.

Erde/ der Rubin/
reisen/
kan seine Farben weisen/
recht/ da/ wenn die Meister ihn

Gleich wie das trockne Blut der
Darnach wir offtermals biB

zu

den Mohren

Vollkomlich dazumal
Und brennt im Golds
Durch ihre Kunstler Hand mit Farben unterziehn;

So/ soli die Liebe dir auch reine Liebe heissen/
So muB der Tugend Grund duroh ihren Boden gleissen/
Im reinen Golds

stehn und alls Laster fliehn.
ist denn dieser nun?
wo ist der?
der da

spricht:
konten nicht/
sich vertragen.
Frag meinen Schirmer drumb und seine Tugend-Lieder/
Ob Lieb' und Tugend denn einander sind zuwider;
Geh frag ihn nur damn/ er wird dirs balde sagen.
Wo

Die Tugend und zugleich die Liebe
Weil sie einander feind/ zusammen

Even

allowing for characteristically 'Barock' exaggerations these two

poems

show the favourable opinion of Schirmer's poetry which might be

held in the 17th.
on

his

own

sonnets is

century and Schoch's acknowledgement of its effect

poetry, also in exaggerated terms.

The second of the two

especially interesting for the light it sheds

attitude towards virtue in the

period.

Here is

one

the

on

Leipzig poet

applauding the work of another who advocates the un-Opitzian
combination of virtue and love.

This is

a

is the view that the distinctive feature of

reminder of how

superficial

Leipzig poetry is its
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cultivation of student

drinking songs and other carefree poetry.

Apart from the many isolated word3 and phrases in Sohoch's
work which recall Schizmer there are also many

speoific imitations

parodies of Schirmar's poems in Schoch.'s work.

Probably the best-

known is his
is the poem

parody of Schirmer's drinking-song "Immer hin";

this

whose popularity with apprentices caused Schoch to

complain in his preface to the BIumen-Garten.
characteristic of the Humanist
Anacreontic song
A

12

or

scholar-poet and shows how

in Leipzig is by

no means

-

reveals the degree of

an

intended for the masses.

comparison of the first stanzas of the two

then Schoch*s

His attitude is

poem3 -

first Schirmer's,

Schooh's dependence in the

choice of stanza-form:Immer hin/ fahr immer hin/
falscher Sinn/
du solst mich nicht kranoken •
Was mir gar nicht werden kan/
wird von dann
me in Ge mil the lencken.
Ich wei£ meine Zoit/
una ein solches Leid
in den kuhlen Wein/
der mir glat geht ein/
wol zu versencken.
Immer

hin/

nur

immer hin/

Weil dein Sinn
Andern sich ergeben

Meynst du denn/ ich konte nicht
Ohn dein Liecht
Aller-Schonste leben.
Solche G-unst und Hal?
1st mir eben das/
Wo der Unbestand
Hat die Ober-hand/
Da moyn

ichs eben.

Despite the apparent difference caused by the pictorial impression of
Schoch's poem on

Schoch

seems

the printed page, the poems

to have

a

are

metrically identical.

liking for these longer stanza-forms of 10, 11
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or

12

one

lines, particularly the latter, and some of these efforts remind

of Schirmer's virtuoso poems.

die Doris"

provide

an

The short and varied lines of "An

13

example

Ioh bin

Dahin/
Weil ich
gar be standiglich
MuB haben dich

So

Dooh

glaubt/

Es bleibt

Was mein Mund einmal

spricht/

Und brioht

Leioht nicht
Die Pflicht/
1st Doris auff Betrug gleich
The last

lines of the stanza form

seven

all the other

abgericht.

The whole reminds

verses.

"Melose/ War meine Rose" (RS p.394)
(RS p.396) in the theme
length of stanza.

a

as

There is

well
a

as

or

refrain which reappears
one

of poems

er

pattern

bios mit einem
as a

like Schirmsr's

"Mein Stern/ 1st nunmehr fern"

in the variations of short line and

similar but

even more

pattern used in "Strefon wamet seine Mit-Schafer
weil

in

complex stanza-

fiir dem lieben/

Worte/ der Marnien Gunst verschertzet".

The

whole and especially the change of metre from iambic to

trochaic at the end of the stanza reminds

one

of Schirmer's virtuoso

poemss-

/
/ x /
x / x /
x/x/
X / x /
x/x/
x

x

x

/ x/x/x/

x/x/

/x/x/x
X / X /

/x/x

/x/x

/x/x/x/x
The title of the poem

with its mention of the unusual pseudonym Mamia
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is reminiscent of Schirmer and it could well be that he is the Strefon
referred to there.
Another of Schirmer's poems

which is imitated by Schoch is the

love-song which follows "Immer hin" in the Rosen-Gepusohe, Schirmer's
"Alamanna" poem

(RS p.6l), of which

we

give the first verse

Alamanna/
Schonste meiner

Schonen/

laB mich deine Zier
ruhmen hier
mit verliebtem Sehnen.
Alamanna!
This i3
which

parodied twice by Sohochj first in his "Amarille" poem (p.102)

begins

as

follows

Amarille/
erlangen/
Da£ dein Lippen-Thau/
Schone Frau/

Venn soil ich

Feuchte meine Wan,gen?
Amarille
Here Schoch follows

.

exactly the stanza-form and metrical pattern of the

lines of Schirraer's poem; again the
altered with
seems

a

variation in the

point at which the lines begin which

to be characteristic of him.

parodies the

same poem

with a

pictorial appearance of the poem is

more

Later in the Blumen-G-arten he

complex dactylic/trochaic metrical

pattern in his "Liesabella" poem (p.145) whose first stanza

runs:-

Liesabelle!
Wunder der Teutschen Erden;
Deiner Tugend-Schein

Bricht herein
Freundlich durch Geberden.

Liesabelle.
In poems

of

like these, odes with free choice of stanza form and length

line, Schoch reveals much the

does in his similar poems;

same

degree of virtuosity as Schirmer

traditional stanza-forms

are

mixed with the

occasionally more daring and experimental ones, and it is interesting
that it is

precisely

of these, such

soma

Schoch takes from Schirmer and models

on

as

the above mentioned, whioh

him; it looks very much as if

Schirmer is best-known in the 17th. century for these more

virtuoso

poems.

In his

sonnets,

experimental touches

on
now

the other hand, Schoch shows some unusually

Whereas Schirmer's sonnets

and again.

relatively un-experimental (as

we

are

have seen, he sticks almost

completely to the .Alexandrine and indulges in none of the dactylic
experiments of Zesen) Schoch does try out some less usual forms,
especially in the second century of religious and occasional sonnets.
There

is, for example, the sonnet "Al3es sterblich" on the death of

Charles I of

England which

uses a

three-foot iambic line in the octet

but switches to Alexandrines in the sextet.

Or there is the

spectacular "Doppel-Sonnet/ Auff Silenus Namens-Tag", a real

monstrosity thirty lines in length with the rhyme-scheme
aabbbbaaaabbbbaacddccddcefefgg; "An die MiBgunst" is a sonnet in

anapaests with 2

or

4 stresses to the line; and there is even a sonnet

in 4 stressed iambic lines and Alexandrines whioh is divided up on
3oheme of
his

a

Pindaric Ode.

15

So there

are

some

individual features in

poetry which make it stand out in the poetry of the oentury; some

of these have attracted the attention and admiration of

conoisseurs of the Barock such
as

the

Schirmer is

as

Max Freiherr von

Waldberg.1^

As far

concerned, however, Schoch's oeuvre demonstrates how

influential Schirmer's work could be for
of the

early

century who was himself not

a

a

poet from the central period

nonentity.

Given the concept of

parody in the 17th. century as variations on someone else's theme, one
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of the tests of

poems

prestige and influence in the century is to have one's

imitated and parodied.

of Martin

The obvious example of this is the work

Opitz or to a lesser extent that of Paul Fleming.

vastly reduced soale

we can see

here Schirmer's

poems

On a

entering the

smelting-furnace of 17th. century production to be processed

enormous

and recast in the work of others.
One of Schirmer's best-known friends in

Caspar Ziegler, theologian and lawyer.

Saxony in

17

1621 and studied in both Wittenberg and Leipzig, thereby

Leipzig about 1643.

He

may

have met Schirmer

In the 1650'3 he began to practise as a

lawyer, eventually becoming Professor of Law in Wittenberg.
himself wrote

literary fame.

Ziegler

Schirmer's name,

was

held.

Ziegler makes the obvious pun on

possibly revealing acquaintance with Schirmer's motto

member of Zesen's

dooh beschirmt"

1653» which is his claim to

Here there is an example which shows the respect in

which Schirmer's work

a

IB

relatively little poetry, apart from the examples at the

end of his tract Von den Madrigalen of

as

was

Ziegler had been born in

reversing Sohirraer's order of attendance.
first in

Leipzig and Dresden

Deutschgesinnte Genossenschaft, "Zwar besturmt,

19

Vber Herrn David Schirmars
Deutsche Lieder
An die Venus.
Wie?

meynstu noch? dein Sohngen
Cythere meyn es nicht:

sey

verlohren/

Er ist ein Bosewicht.

Dein angstlich thun und kirmen
verfuhrt Ihn nur.
Komm her und such Ihn hier/
hier steckt er sioh gleich in ein Blat Papier/
und lest sich da Herr Sohirmers Hand beschirraen.
Ein wohlbesungner We in
sol itzt sein Himmel sein.

Cupido sitzt viel lieber bey Poeten/
als unter den Planeten.
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Karl Vossler confirms

the impression that Schirmer's work precedes

Ziegler's and was admired by the latter; one cannot be certain of any
influence at all of
The Saxon

area

Schirmer's

of

name

Ziegler

on

Schirmer in the field of the madrigal.

Wittenberg-Leipzig-Dresden

was

was

Sieber.

Sieber's

lines to

Schirmer; he

attendance at the

clearly one in which

admired and his work looked to

Another friend of Schirmer's in Dresden
career

was

had taken him

was

20

as

the

a

model.

poet Justus

along similar geographical

born at Einbeek in 1628 and

was

in

University of Leipzig by 1651 at least, presumably

just missing Schirmer there, since the latter had left for Dresden in

1650.

Schirmer's reputation would certainly have attracted his

attention
had

there, especially

just been published.

as

the first part of the Rosen-Gepusche

Sieber

probably in Dresden by about

was

1656 when he made Schirmer's acquaintance.

His main collection of
..

poetry appeared in 1658, one year later than Schirmer's Rosen-Gepusche.

1659 he became clergyman in Schandau, where he died in 1695.

About

Sieber's

poetry can be viewed

Leipzig-Schirmer tradition.
allusions which resemble many

such

as

the

Musa

wedding

poem

There

as
are

belonging to the Flemingpastoral poems with geographical

in the work of both Fleming and Schirmer,

which begins

ging in tieffen Sinnen/

Wo der leisen Elster-Strend

Tranckt das Lausenitzer Land
A poem

...

25

like "Der Basilenen Ableben" combines

favourite

one

of Fleming's

pseudonyms with stanzas which recall Schirmer's

both form and content

Ihr helBen
Und Gluth

Flammen/
zusammen

22

songs

in

21
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Sohlagt uber mlohi

Schone/
Basilene/

Denn meine

Die

Bntfernet sioh.
Koramt an ihr Parcen/
Kommt an ihr Schwartzen/
Und helift mir ab.
Denn me ins Schone
Die Basilene

Bringt mich ins Grab
Not

only in his songs or odes but also in his sonnets one can detect

Sieber's
and

24

•••

allegiance to, and to some extent development from Fleming

Schirmer; here is

a

particularly clear example of

first Fleming's sonnet "Als er sie sohlafend
Marnia sonnet "Als Sie im Grunen

er

funde", then Schirmer's

sohlieff", first published in 1650,

then Sieber's "Als Lisilis im Grunen
Als

a sequence;

ruhete", published in

1658.2*'

sie schlafend funde.

liegt das schone Kind in ihrer siiBen Ruh,
Luft, von weloher ich mich quale,
bis an die Seele selbst durch ihre suBe Kehle,
hier liegt das schone Kind und hat die Augen zu.
Streu Rosen um sie her, du sanfter Zephyr, du,
mit Nelloen untermengt, daB ihr Geruoh vermale
mit ihrem Atem sioh, dieweil ich leise stehle
so manchen KuB von ihr.
Silenu3 sprich kein Muh!
St!
Satyr, weg, Sylvan! Geht weit von die3em Bache,
Hier

sie blast die schone

daB meine Seele nicht
Klit3cht in die Hands

von

eurer

Stimm' erwache.

nicht, ihr sohlipfrigen Napeen.
Schlaf, Schatz, ich hute dein. Schlaf, bis du 3elbst erwachest,

so wirst du wachend tun, was du im Schlafe machest.
Mir auch traumt itzt mit dir, als solt ich vor dir stehn.

AI3 Sie im Grunen schlieff.

Hier

liegt mein ParadeiB mit Rosen uberdeckt.
re gen sich/ mich mehr und mehr zu qualen.
Der Ambra steigt empor aus ihrer sussen Kehlen.
Hier liegt mein ParadeiB im Grunen ausgeatreckt.
Kom geuB auf ihren Mund dein Perlenes Confeot/
Du linder Zephyr du/ bring ihr die safften Seelen
aus deinen Brunnen her/ mit ihr mich zuvermahlen/
schaff aber/ daB sie nicht dadurch werd aufgeweckt.
St!
Dryas! St. Napee! bleibt dort in dem Gepusche/
Die Bruste

dieweil ich manohen KuB auf ihrem Mund erwische/
sol euer schoner Chor nicht mit ihr spielen gehn.

367.

Banmen/

Indessen schlaffe du hier unter diesen

sehnstu den aber dioh nach sanften Liebes-Traumen/
so wache plotzlich auf/ hier kanstu ainen sehn.
/vis Lisilis im Griinen ruhete.

Satir!
st!
Silvan!
st!
Faunen!
st!
Napeen.
Drias.
St!
0 Pan.
St!
0 du Westenwind!
St!
0 du Hirten-Volok!
Hier liegt mein liebstes Kind
In Zucfcer-siisser Ruh'.
Ach lasset sie doch sehen
St!

St!

Den
Zu

angenehmen Schlaff. Ich wil indessen gehen
jenem Rosen-Busch/ auff daB ioh ihr geschwind*/

Eh denn die Seele sich nach ihrem Schlaff besinnt/
Mit einem Rosen-Krantz1 auffwartig moge stehen.

Schlaff liebe Lisilis!
Schlaff!
wie?
erwachest du?
0 meine Seele!
du hast ihr den Schlaff entzogen/
Indem du seuffzend bist aus mier in sie geflogen.
Wollan ich straffe oich.
Denn wenn ich so wie du
Den mud- und matten Leib ins Grune werde strecken/
Denn

magst du/

wenn

du wilt/ oich wieder

Sohirmer's poem seems
structure.

liegt" is used by him also in the

linesj the zephyr motif occurs again in the second

quartet; the denizens of the forest
away

introduced and ordered to keep

are

in the first tercet; and the poet returns to his beloved and the

sleep-dream theme in the final tercet.

The rhyme-pattern and

distribution of masculine and feminine

parallel to Fleming's sonnet.
even

auffwecken.

particularly close to Fleming in its

The anaphora with "hier

first and fourth

so

recur;

Fleming has Napeen

sehn; Fleming's b
vermale

-

-

rhymes are also

Indeed the
-

same

an

exact

rhymes or rhyme-words

stehn in the sextet, Schirmer gehn

rhyme-words in the octet

stehle, Schirmer has qualen

-

quale

are

Kehlen

-

Kehle

-

Seelen

-

-

-

vermahlen.

Despite all these obvious resemblances, however, there are some
variations in

imagery and expression.

There is

a

tendency towards

hyperbole in the repeated phrase "mein ParadeiB"; the element of
ornamentation is

slightly

more

developed with Schirmer,

introduces the rose-motif in the first
is also to

pick

up

in his

poem,

line,

an

as

he already

allusion which Sieber

but like Fleming at

a

later point;

the erotic element is stressed rather

in the second

more

Fleming's description "sie blast die schone Luft
Kehle" becomes embellished with the image

siissen Kehlen".

ihrer
second

line; and

durch ihre sufie

...

"Der Ambra steigt

This scent imagery, like the

empor aus

eroticism of the

line, is a hint of developments to come in the poetry of

Hofmannswaldau and the Second Silesians.

We find a similar hint in

compressed form in Sieber's less unusual phrase "in Zucker-susser Ruh'"
Schirmer

even

moves

circumlocution like

wind.

in the direction of

"dein Perlenes Confect" for the breath of the west

The admonitions to the

retained

preciosity with a metaphorical

satyrs, fauns etc. to be silent are

by Schirmer but used in

a

rhetorical repetition at the

beginning of the sextet which Fleming had avoided there, although he
uses

rhetorical devices such

as

anaphora not only in the opening

quartet but also in the twelfth line in the address to the sleeping
mistress.
The difference between the sonnets of
be summed up

Fleming and Schirmer

can

in the following way; while retaining the same structural

pattern and some verbal reminiscences Schirmer has marginally
increased the ornatus

element, while the linguistic expression of

this embellishment is

slightly

Without any
has

produced

more

complex, slightly more precious.

total increase in rhetorical figures of speech Schirmer
a poem

which reflects the attempt of mid-century poets

to decorate well-known models from the earlier
In other words in

part of the century.

respect of imagery and ornamentation Schirmer's

sonnet is what would have often been labelled

•hochbarock'

lacks the marked increase in rhetorical devices which
with that term.

one

although it
associates

Turning to Sieber's sonnet one finds

a poem

which in the situation

it

depicts, on the whole in the structure and certainly in such things

as

the soul-motif is

obviously modelled

on

those of Fleming and

Schirmerj the title also is especially reminiscent of Schirmer's.
order of masculine and feminine
Sieber

uses

rhymes is, however, different and

different rhyme-pattern in hi3 sextet.

a

The

Even on first

reading the impression it creates is radically different from either

Fleming's sonnet

or

Schinner'sj this is mainly due to the striking

expansion of the satyr-faun motif in the first quartet.
at least semi-serious commands

and sextet and

bridging the

gap

What had been

between Fleming's octet

repeated by Schirmer at the beginning of his sextet with

slightly augmented rhetorical repetition becomes here in Sieber's sonnet
a

dramatic

opening gesture, a mannered series of mock admonitions to

conceivable woodland faun and bringing in Greek mythological

every

figures such

as Pan

and the personification of Zephyr, the west wind.

Satyrs and fauns seem to be favoured by Sieber; they are addressed
again in the sonnet "Als
erfrischete".

26

er

sich mit Olympien an einem schonen Ort

Apart from the obvious development of this motif from

Fleming's sonnet it may be worth mentioning in passing that the
frontispiece of the 1642 Lubeck edition of Fleming's poetry has a satyr
and

a

faun

putting

entrance to
to his

a

up

the title scroll of the book

woodland

that the collection contains

likely

on a

the motif?

title page.
Be that

as

two trees at the

glade (locus amoenua) where the lover is singing

lady's accompaniment

classical-mythological

on

or

on

the lute.

This is despite the fact

religious poetry

as

well and that a

Christian personification might

seem more

Perhaps Sieber knew this and was impressed by
it may,

the mannerism of his opening here is in

370

marked contrast to the

simpler opening of the sonnets of his two

predecessors.
comments

Some

been

on

the remainder of Sieber's sonnet have

made; it is worth while pointing out also the increase in

rhetorical

exclamation, repetition and question at the beginning of

Sieber's sextet.

As for the

points, verdicts on wittiness are

necessarily subjective, but it does
Fleming's sonnet

or

Schirmer's

master-cultivator of the

a

already

can

seem

fair to comment that whereas

certainly not compete with those of

witty pointe like Hofmannswaldau Sieber's

might just be able to; the mock-punishment to which the poet subjects
himself is reminiscent of Hofmannswaldau'8 love-war.
One

following

might

sum up

manners

the variations between the three sonnets in the

just as Fleming's treatment of the theme seems

classical by comparison with

simpler and

on

the whole

Schirmer's sonnet
more

in

seem

more

Schirmer's, in the

sense

restrained in expression, so too does

classical

by comparison with the more mannered,

rhetorical version which Sieber

produces.

Perhaps a development

complexity in treating the same theme is inevitable

with

that it is

as

poet vies

poet in his variations; and yet this 'Barock* crescendo is not

necessarily found when

one

looks at the development of a poet's own

work, as we have seen in examining the decrease in rhetorical
configurations in Schinner's

own

later poetry.

Sieber himself describes his admiration for Sohirmer's
a

sonnet in his Poetisierende Jugand:-
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An Herm David Sohirmern
Uber seine vollkommne Rosen-G-epiische.

V/as deine Trefflichkeit fur grosse Leute 3chreibt/
Das acheint/ als hab' es dier Apollo eingegeben.

daran/ als lauter Safft und Leben/
dam/ der sioh so an Pindus Klippen reibt!

Man findet niohts
0 woll

poetry in

371.

Du hast der

Ewigkeit dich harrlich einverleibt.

V/er muB nicht deinen Ruhm biB ans Gestirn erheben?

Ich saha dich bereit nah' an der Sonnan schweben.
Wohin dich denn dein Geist/ der Hiramel3-volle treibt.
DIG schone Rosen-Buch wird deinen Nahmen raelden/
Es wird dich tragen fur den Gottern und den Haldsn.
Dein grosser Reuss© selbst verzehrt die Neben-Zeit
Mit dieser Rosen-Frucht.
Viler andern/ wenn wiers lesen/
Denn

folgt diB Urtheil drauff; In diesem Rosen-Wesen
Ewigkeit.

Hat sich mit Kunst versteckt ein Sohn der

Although the praise is

less conventional the very fact that it

more or

is there at all shows how Schirmer's
of the

name

was

known to the Saxon

poets

mid-century.
Many features of Schirmer's poetry, minor and major, thematic or

stylistic,

can

be detected reappearing in the poetry of Sieber.

of Schirmer's favourite

One

themes, that of virtue, is prominent in the

eighth section of Sieber's collection, the title of which, "Vermangte

Geistliche/' Tugend- und Sitten-Lieder", recalls that of Sohirmer's

16^4 collection.

Poems of Sieber's to be found there include such as

"Nioht Reichthum sondern Tugand macht Edel";
about virtue in its

the collection of topoi

eighth and ninth stanzas recall the

same

sort of

phenomenon in Schirmer's work:Tugend ist mein Ritter-Sitz;
Tugend meaner Seelen Wonnej
Tugand meines Adels Blitz;
Tugend meines Hertzens Sonne;
Tugand meiner Liebe Schatz/
Diese hat stets bey mir Platz.

Tugend i3t mein Geld und Gut;
Tugend meine Busch und \Valders
Tugand gaht nach meinem Muth
Uber vViesen/ iiber Felder:
Sie ist raeine Reuterey.
Trotz daB einer reicher sayI
As in the

case

of Schirmer the

all these poems on

Jugend

28
-

Tugend rhyme occurs often in

th8 subject of virtue.

of the collection tho

Apart from the eighth section

theme of virtue appears

again, hardly surprisingly,

372.

in Sleber's occasional poams

of congratulation, the "Geburth3- und

Nahraens-Getiohte" of the twelfth section.
The

degree of experiment in Sieber's poetry is muoh the same as

that in Sohirmer's.
a

Among the "Tugand- und Sitten-Liedar" there are

couple of dactylic songs, some with short dactylic lines such as the

vanitas-poem which begins

Sitelkeit/ Kitelkeit
28

Vieler Verderben!
On the

whole, though, Sieber avoids

experimenting here.
on

a

conventional

Alexandrine with

as

pattern; like Schirmer he almost always employs the

line.

exception suoh

rare

29

similar in kind to

Alexandrines in his sonnets
main sentences than is

part of this

also Paul

the

study'*"1

as a

trochaic sonnet with

In this negative way Sieber's poetry can be

Schirmer's; there is also, however, a

positive respeot in which the two

first

of

is true of his sonnets which tend to be

same

only the

four stresses per
seen

The

any spectacular signs

are

case

we

are

technically closes

notable for

an

with Schirmer.

even

Sieber's

higher number of

From the tables in the

know that both. Sieber and Schirmer and

Fleming have an especially high number of sentences

per

sonnet, Siebar leading with 9*00 sentences, Schirmer following with
8*82 and Flaming with

8-43.

It may well be

no

accident that these three

poets, whose work can be regarded as following on in an unbroken line,
handle the
manner.

century's favourite verse-line in

In one of Sieber's sonnets

but sinoe this

one

contains many

as

so

many as

strikingly similar a
20 sentences occur,

rhetorical questions it is perhaps

untypical; certainly numbers of sentences between 11 and 16
uncommon.

Here is

a

characteristic

example with 12 main

are

not

sentences:-^
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Der Serenen Bad.

Hier ist main

Kind/ mein Licht/ main Leben/ die Serene/

Sie badet ihren Schnee.
Spring* auff Cristallner FluB/
Und feuchte sie gantz an mit einem linden &uB/
Sie sehnet sich nach dier/ die Treffliche/ die Schone.

Thu/ wie du sonsten thust/

wenn sich die Philomene/
ergotzen wil. Heran mit deinem Ku&/
Und zeig' ihr vde sie mich hernacher kiissen muB/
Mit dier

Wenn Echo horen soli das achzende Gethone.
0 FluB itz fleust du

recht; Itz badet sie sich woll.

Itz wird Serene erst der rechten Schonheit voll.
Die Hands sind wie Schnee.
Die Bruste wie die Seide.
Die Wangen wie das Bluth.
Der Hals wie Elffenbein.
0 FluB du solst hinfort den Stemen naher seyn.

Ich wil das Eridan sich
The short half lines

as

full

sentences, even where this would not be

syntactically obligatory, remind
of Schirmer's
or

It is

are

typical examples and

mode of

a

from either the extended

Alexandrine
marks

or

Gryphius

of the

same

phenomenon in

Versprechen" or "Er hat Vergunstigung"

Neue Buhlschafft"

32

one

so many

sonnets; the opening lines especially of "Aus dem Anacreon"

"Er halt Sein

others.

dam Himmel scheide!

von

one

or

"An Seine

could find countless

handling the Alexandrine which is a far cry

parataxis which characterizes the Opitzian

the tortuous

configuration of dependent clauses which

sonneteer; essentially it is the mode of Paul Fleming

as

which is taken up,

developed,

even

exceeded here by two of his

successors.

In

like

considering the work of friends and

Schoch, Ziegler and Sieber

we

successors

of Schirmer's

have naturally related them to Paul

Fleming and the Leipzig tradition to which Schirmer also is obviously
indebted.

Nevertheless this should not be allowed to obscure the very

real influence which Schirmer's

own

work

clearly exerted, in matters of

theme, stanza-form and stylistic phenomena especially on the poetry of

Schoch, but also

on

that of Sieber.

Nor should the low standing which

such

poets may enjoy In the league-tables of those critics who

cultivate evaluation blind
had achieved in an
in both his

area

us

of Germany which was one of the

century and the next and at

poetry of the 17th. century.
a

to the reputation which Schirmer obviously

a

most important

time of consolidation in the

Perhaps Schirmer's poetry itself is of

type which could be used and exploited far more easily by potential

poets
the

-

more

areas

not to mention the question of Saxon local pride

-

than could

speotaoular experiments of individuals or schools in other

of Germany.

375

Sohlrtner and later generations

Chapter 7»

-

the Second Silesians

and the poets of the eighteenth century.

In the introduction to this

study we already mentioned that

literary historians have often tended to see Schirmer's work as a
foretaste of later

developments; in particular of the poetry of

Hofmannswaldau and the Second Silesians at the end of the 17th.

century and of the Anacreontic lyric during the 18th. century.
the way

with literary histories, space prevents the presentation of

muoh if any

from
or

As is

evidence for these assertions,

previous literary histories and

unfounded.

Looked at

picture; whereas

sore

as

a

whole

many
these

many

of which are inherited

of whioh remain unsupported
opinions present a confusing

critics regard certain elements in Schirmer's

poetry, especially its bombastic nature, as paving the way for the
Second

Silesians, with other critics it is precisely Schirmer's

elegance and lack of heavy bombast which links him with the Anacreontic

poetry of the 18th. century.
Before

we

look in detail at the

precise respects in which

Schirmsr's work may anticipate these later developments, let us consider
the

question of how widespread Schirmer's fame may have been in the

later

part of the century in general and in particular how well-known

he may

have been to writers like Hofmannswaldau and his Silesian

compatriots.

Writing in 1673 Gottfried Wilhelm Sacer gives the

following ironic advice to anyone who wishes to pen

a

few lines of

1
verse:-

Allezeit

du sin

geschicktes und gespicktes carmen elaboriren
wilst/ und andare Poeten abzustechen/ nim Tschemings Poetische
Sohatzkammer/ Harsdorffers Poetischen Trichter/ Treuers neulich
heraus gegebenen Daedalum/ Bergmanns Aerarium poeticum etc. zur
wenn

Lege diese Bucher rings umb dich herum/ nebenst den
Opitz/ den Flemming/ Risten/ Schirmern/ Albinen/ Neumaroken/
Homburgen/ Siebern/ Clajum/ Franoken/ Helden eto.
Hand.

Although the list here contains poets who would
"minor"
was

well

as

several

"major"

names

be considered

the point is that Schirmer

obviously well enough known for his work to be considered a sine
an

qua non as

Silesians

are

example for the budding poet.

Silesia at

century

was

jealous of its literary fame

as

the home of

great names and might not have paid much attention to a mere

many

Saxon

As far as the Second

conoerned, the matter is moire problematic.

the end of the
so

as

now

poetf although since so many Silesians had studied in Saxony,

especially Leipzig, Schirmer's name must at least have been heard of
in the East.
Neukirch

The obvious

place to look is in the volumes of the

anthology, and there, in the seoond volume of the anthology,

published in 1697, we do find three sonnets by Schirmer.
"Als sie im
nicht

They are

G-riinen schlieff" (RS pp.203-204), "An die Sterne/ als Er

bey Marnien war" (RS pp.182-183) and "Cupido

(RS pp.197-198).

von

Marnien"

The first point of note is that they fall in this

second volume of the

anthology, whioh is still broadly representative

of Hofmannswaldau and the Second

Silesians, and not in

any

of the

later volumes with different editors where Saxon taste becomes

increasingly represented.
Silesian

In other words Benjamin Neukiroh, the

compiler, must have felt that these three sonnets

were

close

enough to the spirit of Silesians like Hofmannswaldau, Lohenstein,
Besser, Eltester, Neumeister and so on.
this by

adding that the sonnets

author's initials
altered and the

as

name

a

of

are

(One must, however, qualify

presented anonymously, with

guide to the reader; also the titles

are

no

all

Mamia, which might have pointed directly to

Schirmar, has been slightly altered to Barnia.)
after

come

a

series of odes and sonnets by

sonnet and

anonymous

are

followed by two

Schirmer's 3onnets

Hofmannswaldau and

by Johann

poems

although without the latter*s name being added.
underline the point about the compatibility of
late Barock context, from

it may

case

included

Simon Daoh

names

the editor*s point of view.
was

a

Presumably

the author and in

There is

a

from outside Silesia, two poems by the East Prussian

being other rare exceptions.

themselves; they do not

Schirmer's Marnia
Grunen schlieff"

to

be of significance that hardly any Saxon poets are

The interest which these

points arouse is not entirely borne out when
poems

seem

Schirmer's poetry in

apart from Schirmer, not even Paul Fleming.

dearth of

von Besser,

This would

Benjamin NeukLrch must have known that Schirmer
that

one

seem

to look at the

one oomes

particularly striking examples from

sonnets, with the possible exception of "Als sie im

(Benjamin Neukirch's title is "Er fand sie im

grunen

schlaffen") which has been discussed in the previous chapter above.
The

pastoral background, the

use

of favourite Petrarchist topoi and an

abundance of rhetorical devices, especially anaphora

things is of particular significance
for the choice of these poems
certain

one way or

in this anthology.

-

none

another

as a reason

Perhaps there is

a

sting in the tail of "Cupido an die schone Barnien"

Last euch nach

Barnien/ sie todtet/ nicht geliisten

which accords well with Hofraannswaldau*s cultivation of the
The consciousness of
of this

of these

playing

a

role, which

we

study as a characteristic of Schirmer*

pointe.

noted in the first part
s

love-poetry, is also

noticably in evidence here in these three sonnets as it is in general
in the work of Hofmannswaldau.

Finally, the most precise point of

378;

scent/taste imagery in

resemblance is in the touch of eroticism and
"Er fand sie im

grilnen sohlaffen", features which

Hofmannswaldau and the Second Silesians.
these that Sohirtaer'a sonnets
The mention of

occur

It is

in such

a

are

preminent with

perhaps for reasons like

context.

imagery leads us on to examine this point of

contact between Schirmer and Hofmannswaldau and the Second Silesians.
Decorative
extent
a3

metaphors involving flowers, precious stones and to some

culinary imagery are obviously prominent in Schirmer's poetry,

they are in the poetry of the Second Silesians and sometimes in

other writers of the
of these
But the
about

century

also.^

As might be expected, the majority

metaphors are used in descriptions of feminine pulchritude.

question of degree

or

intensity is all-important.

Gryphius* descriptions of

distinction

women

Writing

Manfred Windfuhr points to this

4

Gryphius kennt naturlich die Schmuckbilder der Frauenbeschreibung.
einigen Gedichten und Dramenabschnitten selbst,
die Metaphern vom Schnee der Stirn, Wangen, Hands und Glieder,
den Lilian des Fleisohes, dem Elfenbein, Alabaster und Marmor von
Stirn und Nase
Aber verglichen mit der Ausdahnung dieses
Bildfeldes bei Hofmannswaldau, Lohenstein, Zesen, Schirmer und
den Nurnbergern kann man bei Gryphius nur von asketischer
Zuruckhaltung sprechen. Sie machen in seinem Bildgebrauch nur

Er benutzt sie in

...

einen kleinen Prozentsatz
But
case

aus.

although Windfuhr describes the necessity of examining degree in the
of

Gryphius he lumps together in these sentences

disparate

names

different

degree in the works of the authors concerned.

for

without

a

any

variety of

hint that these elements may occur in
Sonnenberg,

example, gives precise instances of the extent of Schirmer's

circumlocution for

parts of the body and suggests that they are far less

widespread than in the work of Hofmannswaldau
greater

use

of this technique.

5

or

Lohenstein's much

More specifically, Sonnenberg examines

379 •

and scent/taste metaphors used by Schirmer and although

the culinary

he finds

examples of imagery characteristic of the Second

some

Silesians such

Zimt, Honig, Meth, Ambra, Ambrosia, Nektar and so

as

the only really common images of this sort in Schirmer's work are

on,

the clichd "su£"

(surely hardly

image any longer?) end the

an

ubiquitous "Sucker" which is so widespread that it cannot possibly bo
a

link with Hofmannswaldau

or

seen

as

is

difference in degree here also*

a

And what in any oase in

bombastic?
who

Max Freiherr

the Second Silesians.

all this imagery

may

g

So there

be considered as

Waldberg is one of a long line of critics

von

apply this term to Schirmer's work:Zum Tail lasst sich die

7

sehwulstige Hichtung schon

vor

den

Schlesiern bei Zesen und Schirmer naohweisen*
Kamentlich der
letztare verwendet ganz denselben umfangreichen Apparat von

Bildem, Vergleichen und Metaphern, wie wir ihn spater bei den
schwulstigan Dichtera der zweiten schlesisohen Schule v/iaderfinden.
One

problem here is that the term bombast is essentially a subjective

one

which may

tell

work of art he is

'Schwulst'*

us more

describing.

One man's meat is another man's

These reservations

on

"Sohwulstmetaphorik" in

as

one

would

prominently*

apply to

a

large extent to the chapter

indfuhr's Barocke Bildlichkeit. in which,

expect, examples from the work of Lohenstein figure
Yet even ^indfuhr

inflatus" in Sohirmer's
"Kr bindet Aneuonen an".
be very

about the critic's attitude than about the

can

only adduce one example of "stylus

work, the phrase "Dein aufgewelbter Leib" in
8

So

even

in this field there would

seem

to

much less connection between Schiraer and the Second Silesians

than has often been assumed in the

Certainly the present writer
work which

might be described

can
ca

past in default of precise examples.

find

very, very

little in Schirmer's

in any way bombastic.
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If
used
has

we

move

away

metaphorically

from imagery to adjectival epithets (whether

or

not) the pioture is somewhat the

compiled the following list of epithets which

times in 9159 lines of the Rosen-Gepusohe

Sonnenberg

same.

occur more

than 10

(excepting all, ander,

eintzig, erst etc., gantz, jeder, manch, nachst, selb, solch):schon

9

114
71
66
61

grun
suB

grofi

golden
hoch, zart

hell

52
51
a
40
30
29

braun

28

verliebt
be3ter
alt
treu
kuhl
voll
edel

25
24
23

lieb

gut, weiB
roth, schwartz

22

21
20

19
18

keusch, tausend
bunt, frisch, rein
hart, jung, klein, leicht
froh, krank
klar, liecht, wild
heiB, kalt, recht
arm, blau, durr, falsch
frei, neu
bleich, gewuntscht, schnell,

17
16
15
14
13
12

schwer

According to J.G-.

NeukLrch"^

10

the most galant epithets are blind, stille,

steif, sanft, heiB, erhitzt, feurig, stolz, leicht and also those of
taste and colour.

Schirmer's work,

Of the main list

but there

are

of

only leicht figures at all in

course a

large number of epithets of

colour, though only sufi (hardly to be counted) of taste.
the

So in this area

relationship between Schirmer and the galant poetry of the Second

Silesians is

a

in others not.

mixed one; in some

respects Schirmer anticipates them,

381.

In certain

stylistic phenomena, too,

between Schirmar and their
of

syndetic

the

or

a

useful comparison

poetry can be made.

For example, in the

use

asyndetic lists Schirmer lags far behind Lohanstein, as

following table, giving examples taken from 500 Alexandrines by

each

poet, demonstrates

zweigliedrig asyndetisch
syndetisch
dreigliedrig asyndetisch
"
asyndetisch mit 'und'
vorm 3-Glied
polysyndetisch
viergliedrig asyndetisch
"
asyndetisch mit 'und*
"

Schirmer

Lohenstoin

4
37
3

13

3

8
1

62
3

"

vorm

-

1

letzten G-lied

mehrgliedrig

Ultimately

one can

only suggest that

some

2

1

2

2

of the stylistic phenomena

encountered

anticipate in small degree the poetry of the Second

Silesians.

But any

to call him

a

attempt to bracket Schirmer with the latter

or even

forerunner without differentiation is destined to

falsify his literary-historical position.
One
the

problem is assessing the poetry of the Second Silesians is

diversity of different elements; there is the so-called bombast

of the

taste

poetry of Lohenstein and the like; the 'Marinist* scent/smell/
imagery in Hofmannswaldau and others; and also the 'galant*

decorous wit and smooth flow which is like
Anacreontic
seems

an

anticipation of the

poetry of the later eighteenth century.

to be little if any

12

V.hile there

evidence of the bombastic side in Scnirmer's

poetry, the other elements are certainly present to a limited extent.
As

a

practical illustration of the literary-historical position of

Schimer's poetry in relation to that of the Second Silesians
later writers let

us

and

consider the following poem from the second part

382.

(pp.409-410)

of Schirmer's Rosen-Gepusche

Uber ihre Bruste.
Ihre Brust hab ich
Und daher 1st mir

gekusset/
wohl.

30

durchsusset/
ich/ wie ich soil.
ich nur allein/

Sie hat meinen Mund
Durch Sie leb
Durch Sie leb
Und kan
Wie

nun mein selber seyn.
die weisse Milch in Rosen

Einen Purpur an aich nimbt/
Und der Zierrath der Zeitlosen
In dem Silber-Thaue

glimt:

So ist ihres Ulantzes Liecht
Von der Schonheit

Umb das

Und

am

zugericht.

andern Blumen brechen

LaB die

griin-beseete Peld/
Ufer/ bey den Bachen/

Rauben/

was nicht Farbe halt.
LaB Sie suchen wait und breit.
Hier ist meine Frilhlings-Zeit.
Wenn der Kord-W'ind mich
Und der Ost sich

anraset/

bey mir find/

So ist meine Lust

befaset/

stets mehr Saft gewint.
Meine Lust grunt neben ihr/
Weil Sie sich ergiebet mir.
DaB Sie

Wehe/ West/ auf meine Blumen/
her/

Weh auf meinen Garten
DaB ich von den

Eigenthuxnen

Nehme/ was ich mir begehr.
Wehe/ West/ Sie hat allein
Blumeiy' die die schonsten seyn.
Hier/ auf ihren zarten Liljen
Will ich noch manch

Ungeluck/

Manchen rauhen Sturm

vertilgen.

Weiche/ was mich kranckt/ zuriick!
Ihre Brust/ und ihre Zier/
Gehen alien

dingen fur.

The eroticism of the

Schirmer's

title, theme and opening lines is unusual in

work, indeed almost risqud by his standards and reminds one

immediately of the poetry of Hofmannswaldau and
Silesians.

The flower

of Schirmer and

analogies and imagery

are

some

much

of the Second
more

characteristic

these, too, foreshadow the galant poetry later in the

century; in fact the whole poem is like an extended galant compliment
to the

lady.

So in these various ways, one uncharacteristic of
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Schirmer, the others characteristic, the poem can be regarded as
anticipating later developments in the century.

Now let us take

one

step further and set the poem side by side with two stanza3, one by
Zesen, one by Gleim, which are used by Fritz Strich in his famous
essay on

Barock poetry as illustrations of the difference between

17th. and 18th. century style in the anacreontic genre
17. Jahrhundert

(Zesen)

Gleim
Des Abends funkeln

Karfunkeln sind im Dunkeln
Viel

Sterne,
Und ist der Himmel helle,
So seh ioh gem ihr Funkeln.

lichter, viel erpiohter
Anriohter,

Und dichte Glut

Dooh seh ioh meinas Madchens

V/eil sie nooh klarer funkeln:
So sind auch deine Sterne,
Mein krankes Hers

Recht feuervolle Augen
Zugleioh im Fenster funkeln,
So lenk ich sohnell mein Auge

In's Dunkle meiner Seelen

Vom Himmel nach dem Fenster.

Zumal hinunterstrahlen

Da seh ich bessre

Und meine Geister

Da schimmert meinen Augen

Die

Sterne, die von feme
bestrahlen,

qualen

Mit tausend-tausend Schmerzen.
0 Brand in meinem Hersen I

Strich points out
to the

more

"natural"

simplicity of Gleim's

Briiste"

olear

or

other 18th.

that the intensive

on

first

use

century anacreontic poets,

of rhetoric in "tJber ihre

analogy in the second stanza, links it much

closely with the affective pathos of Zesen's stanza, especially

the last two lines with their

hyperbole and exclamation.

with sound which Strich notes in Zesen's stanza
with

Although

(especially the anaphora in stanzas two and five), possibly

also the extended flower
more

verse.

is tempted to relate the easy flow of

poem one

his lines to those of Gleim
soon

Die allersohonste Venus.

the insistent repetition of Zesen's stanza in contrast

reading of Schirmer's

it is

Sterne,

Schirmer.)

century and much

more

so

concern

is, however, missing

This is what separates Schirmer from

trend at the end of his

(The

even

the galant

from the Anaoreontic

poets of the 18th. century, despite suggestions of the developments to
oome

in his

imagery and musicality.

One reoent critic has summed up
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the distinction between Barock and

hand and

one

of

as

as

ornate, rhetorical

qualities

are

on

the

other.^

naturalness, smooth flow, *lieblichkeit* on the

Since both these sorts of

work,

galant

to be found in Schirmer's

in such poems as "Uber ihre Briiste", this is another way

describing both the similarity and the difference between

Schirmer's poetry and the galant

poetry of the end of the oentury, and

provides an even greater distinction with the eventual sucoessor of
the

galant poetry, the Anacreontic lyrio of the 18th. century.
As far as

that

the Anacreontic genre

itself is concerned,

we

know

Schirmer, like most 17th. century poets, considered it primarily

from the

point of view of form rather than content.

15

This is the

tradition he inherited from his teacher August Buchner and the
latter*
sees

s

teacher, the neo-Latin poet Friedrich

Taubmann.1^

Vv'itkowski

Schirmer's Anacreontic production as a characteristic example of

the 17th.

century attitude vis-a-vis that of the 18th. century:-

17

Taubmann und Schirmer

glaubten anakreontisoh zu dichten, wenn
baliebigen Stoff in kurzen Versen mit haufiger
Anwendung bestimmter Redefiguren behandelten. Nichts ist
bezeichnender fSr das Verivaltnis der deutschen Dichtung des
17. Jahrhunderts zum Alterthum, als diese Auffassung eines
nicht ganz unbegabten und verstandnislosen Marines.
Und nichts
bewei3t treffender, welchen Fortsohritt es bedeutete, als endlich
die ersten auftratan, die eine innerliche Beziehung zum
Alterthum gewannen.
Auf dem Standpunkte Schirmers stehen im
Grunde genommen alle Dichter seiner Zeit, nur spricht sich
selten so deutlich die AeuBerlichkeit ihrer Anschauung aus.
sie einen

Probably the criticism is justified enough and points to the obvious
difference between Sohirmer and the 18th.

what of the drinking songs of the 17th.
poems

specifically in the anacreontic

those of Schirmer in

a

century in this respect.

oentury in general, rather than

genre,

tradition which leads

i.e. metre,
on

-

oan we see

into the 18th.

Clearly 18th. century writers felt themselves to be
from their

But

a

century?

step forward

predecessors generally in this field, if we can believe the

385

very

outspoken opinion of Johann Friedrich Lowen, writing in 1757

about the

drinking

songs

Ihre vVeinlieder

of the 17th. century poets:-

waren

keine

18

begeisterten Lieder des Bacchus,

Man sahe es den Liedern gar
nicht an, dad den Dichter der fluchtige deist des V.eins
erhitzt hatte.
Seine Verse taumelten und stolperten ebenso
deutsche Bierchansons.

waren

es

schwer, wie ein guter Bauerlimmel, der sioh mit zu vielem
Merseburger iiberladen hat.
Certainly Lowen's words do seem to apply to some 17th. century drinking
3ong»,

such

Finckelthaus* "Die Martens Gand"

as

which must have been well-known later
the Venus-Gartlein

anthology of 1656.

slightly less crude elements in
songs,

such

"Sauff-Lied",

they found their way into

19

There

are

similar though

stanzas of Schirmer's drinking

some

the following stanza from "Immer hin":-

as

V/enn der

und

as

or

ldihle Trunck

20

obliegt/

besiegt/

meine frischen

Glieder/

sich der heisse

Da brust

Muth/

bid das Blut
wallet auf und nieder.
Dann

so

frey/
Treu/
und Klang/
und Banck/

gehen

auf die alte
Mit Gesang
iiber Tisch

die schonen Lieder.
Or there is the

21

following stanza from "Herbst-Lied"

singt/

Ihr andern
Ihr andern

klingt

Dad in dem Giessen
Der </ein kan flies sen.

Singt hier und da
Di Nellula!

Singt alle schnelle:
Runda di Nelle.
The elements of Schirmer's
and

drinking

songs,

however,

-

praise of beer

wine, pleasure in comradely company, praise of the sweetheart,

praise of tobacco and

so on

-

do reappear in the poetry of the early

18th. century at any rate, namely in the student songs of Gunther.
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This, of course, is no accident; the Leipzig student tradition in which
both Finckelthaus and Schirmer grew up was
22

m

later

Although

by Gunther.

about the

years

have expressed above some reservations

picking out of student songs in the work of, for example,

FindkBlthaus

as

this does not

Schein

we

experienced about 65

typical when in fact they

mean

relatively untypical,

that the combination of musical tradition

onwards) and popular

In the works of

are

song was

(from

not a very strong one in Leipzig.

literary figures such things surface only occasionally

in poems

like the above-mentioned by Finckelthaus, in Schirmer's rare

drinking

songs

student songs

and in the famous but not necessarily most characteristic
of Gunther, which represent only one phase in his varied

work.

As

songs,

"Brilder, laBt

a

specimen let

us

consider

one
p7

uns

lustig sein":-

Studentenlied

Brilder, laBt uns lustig sein,
Weil der Friihling wahret
Und der

Jugend Sonnenschein

Unser Laub verklaret.

Grab und Bahre warten
Wer die Rosen

nlcht;

jetzo bricht,

Dem ist der Kranz bescheeret.
Unsers Lebens

schnelle Flucht

Leidet keinen

Zugel,

Und des Schicksals Eifersuoht
Macht ihr

stetig Flugel,
davon,

Zeit und Jahre fliehn
Und vielleichte
An

unsers

Grabes

schnitzt

man

schon

Riegel.

Wo sind

diese, sagt es mir,
wenig Jahren
Eben also, gleich wie wir,
Jung und frohlich waren?
Die

vor

Ihre Leiber deckt der

Sand,

Sie sind in ein ander Land
Aus dieser Welt gefahren.
Wer nach unsern Vatern

forscht,

Mag den Kirchhof fragen;
Ihr Gebein, so langst vermorscht,
Wird ihm Antwort sagen.

of Gunther's most famous
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Kami

una

Eh die

doch der Himmel bald,

Morgenglocke schallt,
tragen.

In unsre Graber

seyd vergniigt,
walten,
Trinokt, bis euch das Bier besiegt,
Unterdeflen

Last den Himmel

Nach Manier der Alten!
Fort!
Mir wafiert schon das

Maul,

Und, ihr andern, seyd nicht faul,
Die Mode

erhalten.

zu

Dieses Glaschen

bring ioh dir,

DaB die Liebste lebe

Und der Nachwelt bald

von

dir

Einen AbriB

gebe.
ihr andern gleiohfalls an,

Sezt

Und

wenn

dieses ist

gethan,

So lebt der edle Rebe.
Ol

The poem was

written in Leipzig, probably in 1718.

Although Gunther's

poetry is so often said to herald in new developments, in this

particular

genre

he seems to look backwards rather than forwards; many

elements of thi3 poem

diem and

carpe
and

rose

recall different 17th. century authors.

The

motifs in the first stanza remind one of Schirmer

others; the mention of the graveyard in the fourth stanza recalls

the work of

stanza

Gryphius.

On the question of crudity, Gunther's fifth

might not have satisfied Lowen's 18th. century desire for

elegance much better then the work of Finckelthaus; indeed Schirmer
seems

no

cruder in his songs

stanzas in

drinking

particular recall the motifs which

appear

in Schirmer's

migjit tentatively suggest that the smooth flow of

one

Gunther's poem is
so

The last two

On the question of poetic quality views are necessarily

songs.

subjective but

not

than Gunther is here.

reminiscent of Schirmer's odes in general, although

much of his

drinking songs in particular.

linguistic compression about Gunther's lines such
warten nicht" and

a

visual

There is
as

a

pleasing

"Grab und Bahre

quality in the last two lines of the second

and third stanzas which
poem

Gunther's

is, however, rare in Schirmer's work.

) represents

(and others like it

an

interesting sign of

a

long

standing cultural tradition which because of the social attitude of
17th. century poets only makes its appearance in "good" literature
to time in the

from time

Gunther and in the few
as

the Venus-Gartlein.

drinking

popular anthologies of the period, such

more

Like anti-Petrarchist literature

regard such drinking songs

as a

kind of safety-valve.

manifestations of this tradition
to

a

large extent.

of scholars like Schirmer and

songs

are

26

one

may

almost

Less literary

likely to have sunk into oblivion

27

The resemblances between Schirmer's poems

and those of 18th.

century writers are obviously too tenuous for anyone to be able to
postulate direct knowledge of them

as

models.

As the 18th. century

progressed, the literature of the previous century became less and
less well-known to
names

such

as

budding authors; this

Martin

been with less famous

Opitz, so

are

also

Deutschen of

a

fair

applied to the greatest

imagine what the case may have

poets such as Schirmer; the general situation is

summarized in Kettler's book
time

we can

even

on

the

period.

28

guide to the situation.

1766, for instance, there

are

The anthologies of the
In Ramler's Lieder der

still

some

examples by

17th. century poets, including the most famous names, such as Opitz,

Fleming and Hofmannswaldau and quite well known poets such

Rist; there

are even poems

Greflinger.

But there is

is in

a

collection

work would not be

as

Johann

by the relatively little known Georg
no

sign of anything by Schirmer.

And this

representing Rococo taste, with which Schirmer's

entirely incompatible.

century the Barock tradition

was even more

By the end of the 18th.

distant from the dominant
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literary taste but at the beginning of the 19th., with

one

of those

swings of the pendulum whioh at one time were popular with literary

historians, the Romantic3 were beginning to rediscover the work of the
17th. century, not only of philosophers like Jakob Bohme, but also of
the

Brentano's discovery of Friedrioh Spee is perhaps the

poets too.

most famous

"Rettung" and it

comes as no

surprise to find other Barock

poets represented in his and Arnim's anthology Pes Khaben Wunderhorn
of

1805-1808.

There are, for example, four Opitz songs in the

collection, although
Volkslied.

29

one

Although

no

has become altered to something more like a
complete Schirmer

poem

is featured there is,

curiously enough, one stanza (the opening 3tanza) of a devotional poem
"Prufung in heiliger Flanme" v/hich might be
Schirmer's
as

drinking

song

a

far-off reminiscence of

"Immer hin/ fahr immer hin".

The stanza

runs

follows:-^
Brennt
Ihr

immerhin,

angezund'te Flammen!
beisammen,

Bewahrt die Kraft

Und hebt den schweren Sinn
Mit euren Liebesflugeln
Nach jenen /e ihraucihhil ge In ,
Da mein verliebter Sinn

Brennt immer hin.
The

curious mixture of Petrarchist

thought forms
almost

a

language, eroticism and devotional

ironic contrast to Schirmer's original, indeed is

an

travesty, if it is a reflection of that original at all.

In this way

living contact with Schirmer's poetry

by the beginning of the 19th. century at latest.

comes

to

an

end

It is left for the

literary critics and literary historians to discover

anew,

firstly and

tentatively through the evaluative Postivist critics at the end of the
19th~ century, whose evaluations normally are antogonistic towards all
Barock

poets

as

lacking in 'Erlebnis', and then with the great

wave

of
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interest in the Barock in the 1920*s which gradually brings
name

increasingly into prominence

central

part of the 17th. century.

of Sohirmer in

as a

representative poet of the

The fairly extensive representation

Cysarz' anthology of 1937 sets the seal

rehabilitation for the Saxon

poet.

Schirmer*s

on some

kind of
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Summary

Following
its

to

on

the detailed examination of Schirmer's poetry for

sake in the first

own

part of this study, the second part sought

investigate Schirmer's relationship to predecessors, contemporaries

and successors.

but in other
former

cases

belong

and close

new

some

and

were

unexpected points emerged.

confirmed
To the

certain, probably second-hand knowledge of Petrarch

a

acquaintance with the Petrarchist tradition; the strong

influence of

Opitz

-

already noticed by
with the

expected and obvious influences

Some

greatest

many

on

Schirmer's earliest poetry

critics; and

some

-

acquaintance and affinity

in Saxony, Paul Fleming.

name

influences could be
The

especially

Although these

expected they were still worth examining in detail.

points which

were

not to be anticipated

as

are

follows:

first, although the influence of the Classics could be foreseen, this
turned out to be

primarily that of the Creek Anthology and the

Anacreontea, to the almost total exclusion of the other great Classical

tradition, that of Latin love-poetry.

Secondly, while considering

Schirmer's anti-Petrarchist poems we made the discovery that in some of
the later

love-poetry there is

Petrarchist
is

a

as

a

move

a

tendency which is not

beyond Petrarchism itself.

trend in Schirmer's

concerns

a

never

shift in

much anti-

In other words, there

poetry parallel to that which has been

established by Pyritz in the work of Paul Fleming.

however, it had

so

been noticed before.

emphasizing influence

In Schirmer's case,

The third
on

Schirmer.

new

aspect

Whereas many

previous critics, including Cunther Muller, had associated Schirmer
with Zesen,

probably partly for autobiographical

to show that Zesen is not

a

major influence

on

reasons, we were

Schirmer and that

able
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Schirmer failed to follow Zesen in the

spectacular experimenting for

Instead the influence of the minor

which the latter is known.

Leipzig

poets such as Finckelthaus and Brehme, especially the latter, was
shown to be

equally important for Schirmer, if not

particularly for Sohirmer's earlier poetry.

more so,

Schirmer Is closer in spirit

to their

non-experimental poetry than to that of the poetics-consoious

Zesen

his and Schirmer's teacher Buchner.

or

Finally, Scnirmer's influence on his contemporaries and
was

successors

investigated and his fairly obvious importance for

Schoch and Sieber confirmed.
influence

the

on

But in the matter of Sohirmer's

poetry of the Second Silesians, which had been

suggested many times by critics,

affinities,

so

possible

we were

only able to detect occasional

that any close literary-historical connection between

them and Sohirmer must be denied.
In many

detailed

respects we were able to confirm and demonstrate by

analyses influences which had been briefly remarked on before;

this is in itself of
been able

to

before and to

value.

some

But, much more important, we have

highlight several aspects of Schirmer's poetry not noticed
reverse

some

emphases and affinities previously suggested.

This, it is hoped, will remain
assessment of Schirmer's

a

substantial contribution to

literary-historical position.

any

future
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A P PEN D I X

A

NOTES

Introduction

1.

F.rdmann Neumeister,
de

Specimen dissertationis historico-Criticae

(1706), p.92.

Poetis Germanicis

Translations;-

a) "A harshness certainly arises from certain

types of

which he contrived for himself in

his

own

poem,
-

the

cf. Opitz' Poeterey Gh. 5 for

b) "In the Rue Bushes, however, he proceeds in

verba.
ornate

of

unpleasant petals of the Roses mostly coloured by

words, rarely by content",

among

a manner

manner.

So there is

no

res-

a more

obstacle to his being placed

the best poets, and being in some place and number in that

blessed isle of poets which V.
in the Banquet Prepared;

Fabricius invented

as

"Aprositus"

it is mostly pro pier to Latins, of

but not to be entirely denied to Germans."

course,

2.

ibid.

5.

Karl FOrster, Introduction to W. Mtlller, Bibliothek deutscher

(Leipzig, 1837), Vol. XIII passim

Dichtung des 17. Jahrhunderts
and

4.

especially p.xliv.

Carl August Koberstein, Grundrifi zur Geschichte der Deutschen
National Litteratur

(Leipzig, 1827)» quoted from Leipzig

1872^

edition, pp.209-210.
5.

Actually at Wittenberg
corrected

one

errors

Kunath also corrects the assumption that the

ELbert whom Schirmer met in

KOnigsberg poet of that name

6.

of FBrster's factual

by Kunath (David Schirmer als Dichter und Bibliothekar,

pp.45-45ff.).
Heinrich

-

Fdrster, op.cit., p.xxvii.
•sincerity* and

so on

-

by

Leipzig

was

the famous

(Kunath, op.cit., p.42).
On the question of •genuineness',

now

it almost

seems

superfluous to

point out the impossibility of determining subjective guess¬
work.

His work abounds in positive and negative value-

judgments of this sort,

e.g.

Schirmer is described

as

"wahr und

395.
Scht" when he

(p.xl).

is

himself,

His love-affairs in poetry

erdichtete Flammen"
text Fdrster

(p.xxxiv).

can

in the 17th

poetry

-

hazardous procedure

a very

cf. for

century J. L. Gellinek, "Lebensgeschichte und

7.

P8rster, op.cit., p.xli.

8.

op.cit., p.xxxvii.

9.

op.cit., p.ix.

(DVJS 1968/2 pp.l6l-18l).

The negative value-judgment is characteristic.

quoted from the final revised edition
der deutschen Mchtung Vol.

also the third edition

11.

op.cit., p.548.

12.

op.cit., p.349.

3

G. G. Gervinus, Geschichte

-

1872^)

(Leipzig,

pp.345ff-

See

(Leipzig, 1848), pp.264-265.

The problem about operating with terms like

•schwfllstig' is that they tend to be
descriptive.

recent historical
Me barocke

"nicht blofl

relationship between literature and life

Liebesgedichte bei Martin Opitz"

rather than

as

In the sentences quoted in the

easily lead to questionable verdicts,

consideration of the

10.

described

are

simply deduces the "kurtze Bekanntschaft" with

Marnia from Schirmer's
which

"der Natur ungetreu" elsewhere

as

survey

(negatively) evaluative

In connection with this and for

of such terms

see

a

Manfred Windfuhr,

Bildlichkeit und ihre Kritiker.

pp.512ff.

13.

HS p.8.

14.

See for example Gttnther Mttller, Geschichte des deutschen Liedes,

pp.91-92.
15.

In

a

century which abounded in conscious imitations, when

parody commonly meant something different from what it does

today, this condemnation
as

other critics have

poetry which
ibid,

on

are

seems

excessively harsh, particularly

found individual

unusual

or even

traits in Schimier's

unique;

see

Gtlnther Mtiller,

"Klangmystik".

16.

Karl Goedeke,

17.

Max Freiherr von Waldberg,

18.

Max Freiherr

GrundriB, Vol. Ill, p.69.

von

ADB Vol. XXXI, pp.311-312.

Waldberg, Die deutsche Renaissance-Lyrik,

(Berlin, 1888), p.238.

396
19.

Waldberg cites the
as

one

poem

example of the

"Immer hin, fahr immer hin"

way

(RS p.56f.)

the scholars' lyric of the 17th

century becomes part of popular tradition.
20.

Georg Witkowski, Die VorlSufer der anakreontischen Dichtung in

(Leipzig, 1889), P.H.

Deutschland

Witkowski's work is marred

by vast generalizations and unhistorical value-judgments as far
the

as

had

a

17th century is concerned; nevertheless it seems to have
considerable influence.

21.

op.cit., p.14.

22.

Gttnther Mtlller,

op.cit., p.88.

Mtlller adds "So

mag

auBer den

allgemeinen Bedingungen auch die gemeinsame Schule dafflr in
Betracht

koramen, daB Schirmer wie Zesen die Virtuosensttlcke

mit Vorliebe

in

daktylischen Liedern vorftthrt",

a

curious

assertion which will be considered in connection with Schirmer's
use

of the

dactyl.

23.

op.cit., p.92.

24.

ibid.

25.

Herbert Cysarz,
und Frtthbarock

"Barocke Lyrik und barocke Lyriker" in Vor-

(DLH Reihe Barock, Barocklyrik Vol.1, Leipzig

1937, reprint Darmstadt
26.

Paul Hankamer,

1964), p.60.

Deutsche Gegenreformation und deutsches Barock,

p.209.
27.

ibid.

This is

occasional

poems,

ballets etc., written for

in

some

qualitative

sense

"httfisch".

or

are

about the

that these

poems

And the first part
so

it must have

composed before Schirmer went to the Court and there is

been

case

was

prove

published in I65O,

of the Rosen-Geptische was

a

The Rauten-Geptische

court; this does not necessarily

Saxon
are

problematic point.

a

for the view that

also written before

a

large portion of the second part

I65O and perhaps rewritten afterwards.

Geschichte der deutschen Literatur, V, p.198.

28.

Richard Newald,

29.

ibid.

30.

Paber du Faur, German Baroque Literature I, pp.89-90.

31.

Hast German History of Literature

-

J. Boeckh, G. Albrecht, etc.,

397.
Geschichte der deutschen Literatur.
work is

V, pp.338-339.

quoted in support of the argument.

limitations of their approach
a

discuss

interesting examples.

some

knowledge of Schirmer's poetry and

32.

ibid.

33.

The poem "liber die liebliche Mayen-Lust
indeed in many ways

suitable

Despite the

the East German 'collective'

authors show

considerable

Hankamer's

an

Sie" is unusual,

unique in Schirmer's work and therefore hardly

for inclusion in such

a

brief survey.

See below Part Two

Chapter 5.
34.

Fleeting allusions to Schirmer here and there have not been
considered.

35.

R.

in Neues

Vol.13»

36.

Ein s&chsischer Dichter 1623 bis 1686."

Kade, "David Schirmer.

.irchiv fttr Sachsische

Geschichte und Altertumskunde

(Dresden, 1892) pp.117-131.

Regrettably I have been

unable

to obtain

Lemcke

(Wiss. Beilage der Leipziger Zeitung 1885, No.103.).

op.cit., p.118.

a

sketch to which Kade

refers, that by Paul

See also Note 6 above.
*

37.

Max Rubensohn, Griechische Epigramme
Introduction

(Weimar, 1897), especially

pp.ccl-cclxxv, Text p.53ff«» P.134ff.» p.l70ff.

38.

op.cit., p.171.

39.

op.cit., p.cclxv.

40.

Erwin Kunath, David Schirmer als Dichter und Bibliothekar.

Beitrag

Ein

Geistesgeschichte Kursachsens im 17. Jahrhundert.

zur

(Diss. Leipzig, 1922).
41.

See Note 5 above.

42.

For example Kunath
and finds

43.

44.

cf.

compares poems

in the latter "ein Plus

Werner Sonnenberg,

GOttingen,

(p.97)

1932),

Studien
p.

unath's remarks

zur

an

from RS 1,1 with RS 11,4

Erleben".'

Lyrik David Schirmers (Diss.

3.

(p.33)

on

the

poem

"An die ttberschtlne Mopsa"

(RS 1,1,31).
45-

of.

the deduction from Schirmer's upbringing and from his

598.
prefaces that his love-poetry is a fiction until the Marnia

(op.cit., p.38).

poems

46.

The logical conclusion, if

op.cit,, p.45.

(RS 1,2) literally

poems

one were

to take these

biography, would be to postulate

as

a

trip to the Baltic by Schirmer.
47.

op.cit,, pp.48-50.

48.

op.cit,, p.51.

49.

op.cit., p.65 and p.68.

50.

op.cit., p.81, p.89, p.95.

51.

The occasional value-judgment is produced by Sonnenberg
Marnia

cycle is described

proliferate

as

"steif" (p.5)

as

-

-

the

hut these do not

in Kunath's work.

52.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.22.

55.

op.cit., p.54.

54.

op.cit,, pp.42-45ff.

55.

op.cit., p.54.

56.

op.cit., p.59.

57.

op.cit., p.62.

58.

op.cit., p.63.

59.

op.cit., p.72.

60.

See Janis Little Gellinek, Die weltliche Lyrik des Martin Opitz

(Bern, 1973). P«25, where she also justifies the extent of her
quotations

the grounds of lack of availability of texts.

on

Gellinek*s book,

which appeared when this study

complete, deals with the
Introduction
is the

same

(pp.7-28).
as

the

was

same

problems facing this study in its

To

large extent Gellinek's approach

a

present author's,

e.g.

she indicates the

impossibility of absolute chronological certainty
while
sees

adopting fundamentally
the need for

(p.13).

tackling

more

a

poems

poems on a

(p.9> P-14)

chronological approach and she also

Gellinek is prepared tp

interpreting Opitz'

almost

by subject-matter and genre
30

much further than we are in

biographical basis, which may be

appropriate with Opitz than with Schirmer; we cannot accept,

however, her general assertion

(p.107) that Barock scholars have

399.
been too timid in

interpreting autobiographical allusions in

poetry; in Schirraer's case many critics, especially Kunath,
been timid

have not

enoughI

Part One Chapter 1.

p.536, p.548.

1.

RT

2,

Kunath, op.cit., p.25.

5.

op.cit., p.97.

(Ho p.428)

as

Kunath quotes the poem "Sie hat ihn versehret"

the only later example.

4.

cf. Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.58.

5.

Kunath, op.cit., p.97.

6.

HT

7.

RT pp.560-561.

pp.516-517.

although to

a

rhetorical climax,

lesser degree than Schirmer, see not only Opitz•

but also Gottfried Finckelthsus, Lobspruch Ded "underbaren

poem

Heyl-

8.

a

On the tendency to work up to

srunnens

Sonnenberg

zu

Hornhausen

(Dresden, I646).

(op.cit., p.29) records in 508 lines of Schirraer's

poetry only 11 instances of lists of more than two words,

including examples with 'und'
chooses

his

as

probability
9.

before the last word.

Sonnenberg

sample pp.246-280 1.2 of RS 11,1, which in all

are

early

poems.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.30.

240 in 500 ..lexandrines here, 190 in

500 in the Marnia sonnets.

Figures for other writers

Alexandrines in each

Hofmannswaldau 173,

(500

case):- Gryphius 150, Lohenstein 170,
Opitz 200

(Witkowski ed. pp.14-32), Fleming

(Lappenberg ed. pp.462-478).

215
10.

RT p.535.

11.

RT

p.518; ibid.; p.536.

12.

A.

Renkel, A. Scridne, Kmblemata

13.

RT p.538, p.525.

14.

RT p.5235

15.

RT p.529.
with

a

P.529; p.547;

(Stuttgart, 1967), PP.77314?.

p.548.

Ithough the compound 'Tugend-Schwerdt' is written

hyphen, the gender of the definite article shows that it

400.
ia

a

genitive metaphor, which Sonnenberg (op.cit.,

established

as

being very common with Schirmer.

16.

RT p.547.

17.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.65.

18.

Xunath, op.cit., p.81.

19.

RS p.239.

20.

Peter Rusterlich, Nachwort to Martin Opitz,
Nlmfen Hercinie

21.

RS

22.

RS p.159.

p.42.) has

SchSfferey von der

(Stuttgart, 1969) P»75«

pp.157-133.
of. also Andreas

of. Rubensohn, op.cit., p.59.

KiJhler, Deutliche und grtlndliche Einleitung zu der reinen
deutschen Poesie

25.

Opitz, Hercinie
literature.

which

poem,

(Halle, 1734). p.99.

(I65O), p.58.

possible Neo-Latin models for this type of

On the
may

The models are from German

have

come

down to Schirmer

their teacher Buchner and his teacher,

(and Zesen) through

the Neo-Latin poet

Taubmann, see Herbert Zeman, Lie deutsche anakreontische Lichtung

(Stuttgart, 1972) pp.29-31 and p.52.
24.

Paul Fleming, Deutsche Gediohte

(ed. Lappenberg, reprint Darmstadt,

1966) Vol.1, pp.92-93.
25.

Gottfried Finckelthaus, Deutsche Gesflnge

(Hamburg, c.l640) (no

pagination).
26.

Philipp Zesen, Adriatische Rosemund

(1645) (ed. Jellinek, Halle,

1899) p.186.
27.

in Henrich Albert, Arien
Dichterkreises ed.
also

of

the

an

Halle,

1638 (- Gedichte des KBnigsberger

Fischer, Halle,

parody which follows.

epithalamium

See

First composed in 1632 as part

(see Simon Dach, Gedichte (ed. Ziesemer,

1936) Vol.1, p.ll.).

28.

Kunath, op.cit., p.31.

29.

RS pp.143-149.

30.

RS pp.239-242.

31.

RS

pp.256-269.

1883) I»17» pp.20-21.

401.

32.

see

Alfred Liede,

new

ed. of Nercker-Stammler, Reallexicon

(Vol.Ill, Berlin, 1966) pp.12-72, especially pp.17-18.
33.

see

Opitz, Teutsche Poemata 1624

(ed. Witkowski, reprint, Halle,

1967) pp.38-44, also Introduction

and Sources p.xxxi.

p.xxv

The

Opitz version quoted is the first, unrevised version of 1624.
See

also Hen Bloem-Hof

van

de Nederlandsche

Smit, Amsterdam-Antwerpen, reprint

Part

One

Ieught

(ed. Van His-

1955) pp.9-18.

Chapter 2.

pp.5-6.

1.

Kunath, op.cit., p.44ff.; Sonnenberg. op.cit.,

2.

Kunath, op.cit., p.45ff«; Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.3ff.

3.

Martin Opitz, Poeterey Chapter III; Vorrede to Poemata

(Breslau,

1625).
4.

Bildlichkeit und ihre Kritiker

See Manfred Windfuhr, Hie b..rocke

(Stuttgart, 1966), pp.285-286.
5.

See Bibliography B 1.

6.

Gottfried Pinckelthaus,

Heutsche Ges&nge

(Hamburg, c.1640),

no

pagination.
7.

Another possible technical blemish is the rhyme

Lufft/rufft.

Although Schirmer sometimes rhymes long and short vowels

p.112) there

Kunath, op.cit.,
short u;

are no

(cf.

other examples of long and

Saxon dialect undoubtedly would lessen the discrepancy

between the

two

-

see

below Note

56 and Part Two Chapter 4

Notes 22-24.

8.

Jacob Cats,

Proteus (1627), in A. Schdne,

...

Henkel, Kmblemata,

p.94.
9.

Martin Opitz, Heutscher Poeinatum Erster Theil
p.331

(Odes No. VII); Chr. Hofmann

die Stunden"

Tttbingen,
10.

in

von

(Breslau, 1628-29),

Hofmannswalsau, "Wo sind

Benjamin Neukirchs Anthologie Vol.1

(reprint,

1961), pp.437-438.

Heutsche Llteratur in Kntwicklungsreihen,

Barocklyrik (ed.

Vol.2, pp.51-52.
11.

Martin Opitz,

Teutsche Poemata 1624 (ed.

Witkowski), p.132.

Cysarz)

402.

12.

As Sonnenberg

points out

(op.cit., Chapter 2) suppression of

monosyllables^especially imperatives,

occurs

often with Schirraer,

though usually at the beginning rather than in the middle of
the line.

1J.

Bee Sonnenberg, op.cit.,

p.65.

There

are

many

other examples

elsewhere in Schirmer's work.

14.

Sonnenberg

(op.cit., pp.50-52) underestimates this and in this

respect his examples

are

less satisfactory than usual; he is

certainly right, however, in suggesting that Schirmer's animal

plant imagery stems partially from proverb and emblem (p.50),

and
as

15.

examples demonstrate.

my

Myrte1

(used

Flower and plant symbolisms Myrten

-

see

Grimm,

Lohenstein); Cypresse

-

see

SchOne/Henkel, Rmblemata.

by Opitz and

pp.215-218; Amaranth

-

see

Sanders, Deutsches Wflrterbuch, p.27

(used by Opitz) and Schflne/Henkel, Emblemata. p.2118, although
this
the

example

from later in the century than Schirmer's work;

comes

emblem-books mentioned here

are

quoted primarily from the

work by Schflne and Henkel.

16.

Paul Fleming,

17.

Lorbeer

-

Deutsche Geaichte

SchSne/Henkel, Emblemata. p.204»

Blitz" in Albrecht Schdne,
Barock

Palme

-

also "Lorbeer und

Palme

-

Emblemata, pp.192-193.

op.cit., p.202.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.65.

important role in

see

Bmblematik und Drama im Zeitalter de3

(Mttnchen, 1964), p.86ff.

Lorbeer und

18.

(ed. Lappenberg), Vol.1, p.182.

a poem

altogether, 56 in RT.

-

Instances where Tugend plays

an

13 in this Gepttsch, 55 in RS

Mere figures hardly prove Sonnenberg's

point, however; Virtue is a favourite theme in the 17th century,
both in Petrarchist

love-poetry and in occasional poetry to

personalities of the time.
19.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., 11,1.

20.

Kunath, op.cit., p.53; Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.58.

Fechner, Der Aatipetrarkismus
the

See also J-U.

(Heidelberg, I966), passim, for

interchange of roles in Petrarchism.

21.

J.

22.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., Ch.2, 1,4.

G,

Schoch, Vorrede to Lust- und Blumengarten

(Dresden, 1660).

403.
23.

Wolfgang Kayser, Geschichte des deutschen Verses

24.

R. Hinton Thomas,

(Bern, i960), p.19.

Poetry and Song In the German Baroque

(Oxford,

1963), P.41.
25.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., pp.30-31 and pp.51-52.
are

26.

in this first

common

Gepttsch; all Sonnenberg's examples

taken from

it.

Lil.ienthal

(l67l), p.262.

Simon Dach,

Metaphors of hardness

In connection with this poem see

"Lidia" in Heinrich

(1637); Philipp

von

Zesen, Rosen- und

ZLbert, Arien III

1640), no.14; Christian Brehme, "Glflcks-Topff"

are

(KBnigsberg,

in Lustige Gedichte

Zesen, "Maienlied" in Helicon

('Wittenberg,

1649); Kaspar Stieler, "Der Haft ktisset ja nicht" in Geharnschte
Venus

(Hamburg, 1660), pp.21-22.

27.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.59.

28.

See Sonnenberg,

op.cit,, p.64.

poetry love and virtue
Platonic
among

29.

by

are

tradition, in fact

Despite the contrast with Opitz'
no means

are

incompatible in the

often linked, e.g. by Sidney

others.

Herbert Cysarz,

Introduction to Deutsche Barocklyrik

(Entwicklungsreihen) Vol.1, p.18.
30.

August Buchner, ,','egweiser
pp.l40ff. and

pp,147ff.

1630's

on

nleitung

zur

Deutschen Tichtkunst

Deutschen Poeterey

(Jena, I665),

(Wittenberg, I665),

Both works probably reflect Buchner's lectures of the

poetics;

on

this point and

two works to each other

Buchner's

zur

nleltung

see

Marian

the relationship of the

Szyrocki's Nachwort to

(reprint, Ttlbingen, 1966), p.7*» also fl. H.

Borcherdt, august Buchner

(iVHinchen, 1919). p.49»

Philipp Zesen, Deutscher Helicon
loetik des Barock

on

(Wittenberg, 1640),II, also in

(ed. Szyrocki) (Hamburg, 1968), pp.7<3-79.

When

dealing with 17th century literature this differentiation

must

be

borne

in

mind? it is not sufficient to take the modern

attitude of making no distinction at

all,

as

Wolfgang Kayser in Kleine Deutsche Versschule

suggested by

(Bern, 1946),

PP.32-33.
31.

cf. Sonnenberg, op.cit., Ch.2,I.
Andreas

Gryphius

See also Marian Szyrocki,

(Ttlbingen, 1964), p.49.

404.

32.

.tiller, Geschichte de3 deutschen Liedes

Gttnther

1959)»

Darmstadt,

pp.

91-92, also pp.88-89.

55.

Kunath; op.cit., p53.

34.

Gonnenberg records variants in 4
In

fact there

in

variants

are

(1925) (reprint,

usually of small import but

further 27 poems;

a

noted in

are

(I65O

in whole RS

poems

our

these

-

1657).

are

study where

significant.
35.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.29.

36.

j,unath, op.cit., p.45.

37.

See J. L. Gel lines:, "Liebesgedichts und Lebensgeschichte bei
Martin Opitz",

38.

verse

nd the third

Sylvius" are omitted in the 1637

edition

re ..son

although
are

no

particular

mainly for metrical

This might also apply to

for this is obvious.

Other

reasons.

of the farewell sonnets in the

some

Geptlsch.

"Tilian"

-

if p.85,

detail in Part Two

41.

The second

from the end of "Der sterbende

third

40.

1968/2, pp.l6l-181.

.vidence not noted by Gonnenberg.

alterations

39«

in DVJS

cf. If p.121.
"Pathetic

also If p.95.

This

poem

is examined in

Chapter 3»

Other examples:- RG p.95» p.104, p.119.

Fallacy"

see

Leonard Forster, The Icy Pirn, p.21.

42.

"folfgang Kayser, Geschichte des deutschen Verses,

43.

Sometimes the element of monotony
to unnecessary

repetition

as

goes

pp.32-36.

beyond metrical infelicity

the third stanza of "Tilian" shows

verschlungen/

Halb hat sich das Jahr
sang er/ halb hat glelch
die bertthmte Felder-Kost

Wieb und Auen

for the

der Frost

abgedrungen/

gleich ein halbes Jahr/
da/ heren/ ich bey dir wahr.
es

44.

ist

unath, op.cit., p.48.

45-

•unath, op.cit., p.51; Rubensohn, Griechische .iplgra-ime.

46.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.5.

47.

' elchior Schirmer,

Introductory

poem

to RC Part Two.

p.

cclxv.

405.
48.

Caspar Ziegler, Introductory poem to SR.

49.

Kunath, op.cit.* p.49.

50.

Kunath, op.cit,, p.50.

51.

see

J. B. Leishman, Themes and Variations in Shakespeare's Sonnets

(Hutchinson, London 1961) pp.57-69.
52.

(op.cit., Chapter Two) points out the resemblance

Sonnenberg
between

one

of the final poems of the

sich..." and RS

certainly
that the

p.445 "Gestern da schon..."
conclusive, but Sonnenberg

seem
same

1641 Helicon "Gflstem als

Zesen poem appears

I642), p.xlii.

in his Frtlhlingslust

Helicon.

A fairer

point is to

Schirraer would have known Zesen's major

in

53.

was

to be

appears

unaware

(Hamburg,

So this poem cannot be used as evidence that

Schirmer knew the

time he

The resemblances

elected to Zesen's

assume

that

theoretical work by the

"Deutschgesinnte Genossenschaft"

1647.

Opitz, Poeterey

(ed. Braune-Alewyn) pp.41-43, Buchner, Anleitung

p.176} Zesen, Helicon (Sftrntliche Werke IX) p.66.
54.

Walther MOnch, Das Sonett. p.287.

op.cit,, p.45.
48 but

on

Other

p.47 read

See also Viktor Manheimer,

Masc./Pem. combinations in ;»lanheimer

cU dd//cU

ee

for

cU dd//c11

pp.

47-

dd.

55.

Zesen, op.cit., p.245«

56.

See Virgil Moser, Prtlhneuhochdeutsche Grammatik I

(Heidelberg,

1929) p.134.
Grimm's Dictionary

"Tugend".

57-

see

58.

Manheimer, op.cit., pp.45-46.

59.

implicite in Opitz, Poeterey. p.41, explicite in Buchner, Anleitung.

p.175.

-

See also Zesen, Helicon, p.245, J-U.

ntipetrarkismus.

xechner, Per

(Heidelberg, 1966) pp.108-113 and Ruth K.

Angress, The Early German F.pigram pp.90-91 and pp. 114-115.

60.

Gtlnther C. Rimbach,

"Das Epigramm und die Barockpoetik" in Jahrbuch

der deutschen Schiller Gesellschaft

61.

Kunath, op.cit., p.114.

1970, pp.100-130.

406.
Part One Chapter 5.

1.

Kunath, op.cit., p.88.

2.

Venator's original poem

(not called

Deutscher Poematum Krster Theil

"Barth.

Venatoris ad

uctorem

cuius in his carminibus saepe

an

elegy) is in Martin Qpitz,

(Breslau, 1628-29) and entitled

Epistolu.

Kx

fit mentio.

persona

Asteries;

Scripta An. 1620".

Sohirmer's poem remains close to the original, which
Si

raemor

ilaec

Improbe

begins

ASTKRISS alicuius, ut antea, vivis,

digito Aateries verba notata legas.
fileres:

non memor esj nec aic taciturna
Non est res mutae conditionia amor.

Like

Venator, Schirmer

to describe the beauty of Asterie's

goes on

appearance.

3.

(Berlin, 1941)

Friedrich Beisaner, Geschichte der deutschen Blende

pp.54-85, especially p.63.
4.

Den Bloem-llof

van

de .>,ederlantsche Ieurht

(ed. Van Dis & Smit)

(Amsterdam-Antwerpen, 1955)> p.78f*} p.83f.; p.l52f,
5.

August Buchner, Anleitung

Ttlbingen,

zur

Deutschen Poeterey

(reprint,

1966), pp.169-170.

6.

Philipp Zesen, Gamtliche Werke. Vol.IX, pp.68-69,

7.

Beissner, op.cit., pp.69-70.

8.

See Manfred Windfuhr,

Die barocke Bildlichkeit und ihre Xritiker

(Stuttgart, 1966), Chapter 1 passim.

See also Sonnenberg,

op.cit., pp.45-46.
9.

Kunath, op.cit., p.77*

10.

op.cit., p.76; Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.6.

11.

rimath, op.cit., p.82 and p.75*

12.

op.cit., p.88.

13.

They

14.

Kunath, op.cit., p.78.

15.

Gtlnther Mtiller, Geschichte de3 deutschen Lledes. p.88; cf. also

are

numbered to LVII but there

are

two eights

-

VIII and IIX.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.58.
16.

It is unnecessary and near

impossible to total every single

407.
instance of

anaphora in Schirraer's work; like other rhetorical

figures it is hardly ever entirely absent.
this

Gepllsch

are

than in earlier

the earlier

markedly less frequent and usually less striking
poetry,

pastoral

even

poems

17.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.62.

18.

op.cit., p.71.

19.

What

we

The instances in

the earlier RS 1,1 and especially

and Anakreontische Ode,

have here is considerably

more

and considerably more

detailed than the individual touches which Willi

Flenuning mentions

in his book Per Wandel des deutschen Maturgeftthls vom 15.

(ilalle, 1931) P»31f.

Jahrhundert
verse

of Schirmer's

in this group,

zum

18.

Flemming quotes the opening

"Winter-Lied", another of the seasonal

but fails to note longer and much

more

poems

spectacular

examples like this.
20.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.33.

21.

op.cit,, Chapter 2.

22.

Kunath, op.cit., p.77.

23.

Sonnenberg, op.cit,, pp.47-48.

24.

In connection with the following remarks, see Trflbner's Deutsches
Wflrterbuch
II

B 3 &

'Tugend' and Grimm's Deutsches Wflrterbuch

-

4; III B 2b; III B 3

a,

c

-

'Tugend'

& e; III B 4 b; III B 6 d;

III C.

25.

See above Part One Chapter 2, Note

26.

Kunath, op.cit., p.120.

27.

Caspar Ziegler, Von den Madrigalen

64; also below, Note 27.

(ed. Dorothea Glodny-Wiercenski)

(reprint, Frankfurt, 1971), pp.35-37; this work contains
bibliography

on

the

useful

See also Marian Szyrocki, Die deutsche

genre.

Literatur des Barock,

a

p.54, where there is the misprint "Zeilen"

for "Silben".

28.

Ziegler, op.cit., pp.31-32 and p.39.

29.

See Kunath,

30.

Karl Vossler,

op.cit., p.120.
in his work Das deutsche Madrigal

p.40, says of Schirmer

-

(Weimar, 1898),

"Seine Rosen-Geptlsche enthalten 12

408

Madrigale, die
31.

wohl

man

(op.cit., p.89) this madrigal is based

According to Kunath
in

Honoris

(Part 1, Book2).

d'Urfe's Astree

however, as can be

besten als Sinngedichte characterlsirt."

am

seen

In the French

on one
poem,

below, only the topos of fire and ice is

present, without the river connection:MADRIGAL
Sur la froideur

d'Amaryllis

Elle a le coeur de glace, et les yeux
Et moy tout au rebours
Je gele par dehors, et je porte toujours
feu dedans

Le

mon

ame.

c'est que

Helas.'

tous de flamme,

1*Amour

A choisi pour sejour
Et mon coeur et les yeux

de ma belle Bergere.
Dieu, changera t'il point quelques fois de dessein,

Et

Vossler

je l'aye

que

32.

et qu'elle l'ait

sein?

a

as

poetically crude German translation of Guarini

appeared in 1619.

(Berlin,

Max Freiherr von Waldberg, Die deutsche Renaissance-Lyrik

1888) pp.211-213.

Examples:- Opitz, Teutsche Poemata 1624

(ed, Witkowski) No.120.

Fleming, Buch der

(Lapp.I p.224» also II (Notes) p.728).
p.812 & 816.
33.

au

(op.cit., p.26) gives the origin of this madrigal

Guarini, and gives
which

aux yeux,

Schoch, Scherzreden

ttberschrifften

No.20

Weckherlin (I648 ed.)

(1660) No. 59» p.146.

Schirmer may or may not have known Logau's epigrams, the main
collection of which appeared in

published

as

early

that he utilized

as

I638.

1654» although

some

had been

There is little evidence to show

them; in this connection it is notable that

Logau, like Zesen in his Helicon of 1640, uses the term

'Sinngeticht', while Schirmer merely calls his epigrams
'Uberschrifften'.

34.

Maurice ScWe, Delie

(ed. Macfarlane) (Cambridge, 1966) CCCXVI,

P.291.
35.

In connection with Schirmer's German version see Ruth K. Angress,
The

36.

Early German Epigram

See Hankamer,

(Lexington, 1971)» pp.25-28.

Deutsche Gegenreformation, pp.326-336; R. Hinton

Thomas, Poetry and Song p.83: Kunath, op.cit., p.74 & p.82.
The

complexity and confusion of terminology

articles in the

new

can

be seen in various

and old Merker-Stammler Reallexlcon:

they

are

409.

as

follows

I MS

-

'Ballett'

I,

pp.

'Oper' pp.529-550.

pp.205-209;

104-105; I MS II,

'Libretti'

'Operette' pp.538-539; I MS III

•Singspiel' pp.239-240 and II MS I 'Ballett' pp.129-130; II MS
II

'Oper' pp.767-781.

The

fullest treatment of this

subject is by Willi Flemming,

Deutsche Literatur in Plntwicklungsreihen

'Die

• Barockdrama* Vol.V

-

(2nd ed. Hildesheim, 1965) Introduction pp.5-83.

Oper'

Unfortunately for
concentrates

our purposes

mainly

on

Flemming's critical

on

historical development

for Schirmer and the earlier

is of relevance

survey

Postel and the Hamburg opera late in the

century and only the section

37.

-

(pp.65-83)

part of the century.

Martin Opitz, Dafne in Weltliche Poemata 1644 I

(ed. Trunz)

(reprint, Tttbingen 1967) pp.103-128, especially p.107; August
Buchner, Ballet

Orpheo und Burydice. in Weimar. Jahrb, 2

von

pp.13-39; Georg Philipp Harsdttrffer, Seelewig in Frauenzimmer
Gesprftchspiele

IV

(reprint, Tllbingen, 1968) pp.33-155 and index.

The latter work is also

printed in Flemming, op.cit., pp.85-106,

without HarsdiJrffer's interspersed

38.

Hankamer, op.cit., p.329.

39.

Flemming, loc.eit., p.66.

40.

Hankamer, op.cit., p.334.

41.

Flemming, loc.cit., pp.71-73.

42.

Hankamer, op.cit.,

43.

Kunath, op.cit., p.60.
about the ballet

pp.326-336; Flemming, loc.cit., pp.65-83.

44*

Flemming, loc.cit., p.7.

45.

Kunath, op.cit., p.64.

46.

On the

anapaests

see

In connection with the following remarks

in Dresden

question of

dialogue.

a

see

Kunath, op.cit., pp.60-74.

happy context for the

use

of dactyls

or

below Part Two Chapter 5» Note 56.

47-

Kunath, p.67 and p.73*

48.

Max Freiherr von Waldberg,

"David Schirmer" in ADB Vol.XXXI

pp.311-312.
49.

See for example D. B. Wyndham Lewis, Konsard

PP.35-36.

(London, 1944)

410.

50.

See Note 49.

51.

It is* however, worth noting that Schirraer was still perfectionist
enough to mention
sonnets in the

slip in the rhyme-scheme of

one

of the

Ballet der Glttckseliftkeit and correct it;

fintwurff derer...

52.

a

Srgetzlichkelten

Kunath, op.cit., p.82.

see

(Dresden, 1655) "Vorrede".

cf. also H. Kretschmar, Geschichte der

(Leipzig, 1919) p.137.

Oper

53*

Merker-Stammler Reallexlcon (1st

54.

Here and in connection with the following pages see Rudolf

Haller,

ed.) I p.519 ('Hofpoeten').

'Gelegenheitsdichtung' in Merker-Stammler Reallexicon

(2nd ed.) II pp.546-549.
55.

ibid.

56.

See Sonnenberg, op.cit.,

57»

For details of all funeral poems

p.29.

Bibliography,

see

Part One Chapter 4.

1.

Kunath, op.cit., p.94.

2.

A

peculiarity of the British Museum

at

epigrams, (unpaginated).

p.565 with

poems

concluding with the
5.

For
and

a

of the RT is that the

poetry ceases at p.565 and the collection concludes with

German

Latin

copy

The UB. GOttingen copy continues

and ballets from tho
same

years

1662 and I663,

Latin epigrams.

consideration of this question in detail see below p.344ff.
Part Two

Chapter 5> Note 56.

4.

Kunath, op.cit., p.93.

5.

e.g.

Gonnenberg, op.cit., pp.68-71. Willi Flemming, Naturgeftthl

pp.31ff.
6.

For details see

7.

Griram gives examples from Lauremberg's Gcharz^edichte which would
seem

to

be

'serious'

Bibliography B 5.

characteristic;

there

are no

poetry of the 17th century.

Silesian in

examples given from

Although the word is

origin it clearly must have become known in Saxony

411.
by this time.
8.

Details in

9.

Opitz, Bach

10.

Bibliography B2.
von

der deutschen Poeterey (ed. Alewyn)

pp.47-50.

See above Part One Chapter 3 E.

Part Two Chapter 1.

1.

Helen Waddell, The Wandering Scholars

2.

For example,

(London, 1958'') p.xi.

Beckby in the introduction to his edition of the

Anthologja Graeca

(Mtlnchen, 1957, Vol.1 p.97)

says

that Opitz

and Weckherlin translated the

,anthology from the Greek and he

implies that Schirmer did the

same.

believes that

Opitz and Weckherlin translated the Anacreontea

through the French versions
Anakreons
but the
like

Herbert Zeman, however,

(Nachwort to J.

(Stuttgart, reprint 1970) p.25*).

discrepancy still

Gfltz and Gleim,

seems

curious.

N. G8tz, Die Gedichte

Both might be right
13th century writers

who had studied theology, were in

a

better

position than most 17th century poets to appreciate the
Anacreontea and translate

it.

(Stuttgart, 1971) p.28.

3.

Heinz Schlaffer, Muaa iocosa

4.

For the background to and influence of the Greek Anthology see
Herman

Beckby's introduction to the collection passim and

especially pp.24-25 and
5.

97-

Rubensohn, Grlechische Hp1gramme, p.cclxxv.
One

6.

p.

See also above

Part

Chapter 2 Note 59.

It is possible that this Greek epigram in the final form in which
we
see

have it has been made
J.

IS.

to sound

more

moral than the original

Leishman, Themes and Variations in Shakespeare'

s

-

Sonnets

(London, 1961) p.184.
7.

On the collection of the joiaereontea, the history of editions and
translations

see

J.

M.

Edmonds'

preface and introduction to the

nacreontea, in Elegy and Iambus Vol, II, pp.iii & iv and 1-17»
also Herbert

Zeman, op.cit.,

pp.21*-26* and, most important of all

412.
H.

Zeman's recent work Die deutsche Anakreontische Dichtung

(Stuttgart, 1972) pp.16-32 and pp.38-54.
8.

The two poems are Edmonds 8 -4- 4 5

pair

Martin Opitz has also provided

XL,47 and 48.

are

translation of the

GtJtz XV and XVII; the Anthology

Gyges

in the Anacreontea which

poem

in his Florilegii Variorum Bpigrammatum
it here from the Danziger

Den

appears

(Danzig, I638).

Barockdichtung volume

rhyming

We quote

(ed. Kindermann,

p.253) in the 'Jintwicklungsreihen'

Leipzig, 1939»
Sich

a

Gyges la!3 ich bleiben/
Sarder-KOnig schreibeni

Gold kann ich wol verbannen:
Ich neide nicht Tyrannen.
Mein Sinn 1st mich
Den

Bart

Me in

zu

zu

ziehren/

balsaraieren:

Haupt muIB Rosen tragen:

DieQ/ dieB 1st mein behagen.
Ich wil ftir heute sorgen/
Denn welcher weifB

9.

von

morgen?

Zesen, Helicon I, p.18; J. G. Schottelius, Teutsch- Vers- oder
Reim-kunst

(Wolfenbtlttel, 1645) pp.163-164.

Zesen's Scala Heliconis Teutonicae of
Harsddrffer and Tscherning.
same

work

unsere

an

(p.215) Schottel
for 7?

says

either that

reading) failed him

on

well, also

"Das Anacreonticum Genus 1st

or

see

Presumably this 5 must be

Schottel*s

this point.

Schirmer's Anacreontic Ode

as

Incredibly, though, later in the

5 silbig-Kurtzlange Reimart."

error

1643

Schobtel quotes

memory

(and proof¬

On the historical position of

Zeman, Anacreontische Dichtung,

p.52 and p.31.
10.

Kunath, op.cit., p.43»

11.

Original in Select Poems of Catullus

(ed. Simpson) (London, 1879)

p.4» translation in The Poems of Catullus and Tibullus

(tr. kelly)

(London, 1897) pp.13-14.
12.

Schlaffer, op.cit., pp.83-84.

Part Two Chapter 2.

1.

See Hans

Pyritz, Paul Flemings Liebeslyrik

I963), especially pp.124-159

on

(reprint, Gdttingen,

Petrarchism; also the following

works which will be utilized hereafters

H.

Souvageol, Petrarca

415.
in der deutschen Lyrik des 17.
Oscar

Jahrhunderta

(Diss. Leipzig, 1911)?

Mdel, Francesco Petrarca und der Literaturbarock

(Krefeld,

I963); Leonard Forster, The Icy Fire (Cambridge, 1969)5 J-U.
(Heidelberg, 1966); J, Vianey,

Fechner, Der Antlpetrarkismus
Le Petrarqulsme

France

en

XVI.

au

Siecle

lotive und Formen der deutschen Lyrik des 17.

Adelheid Beckraann,

(Tttbingen, i960).

Jahrhunderts
2.

Forster, op.cit., p.63.

3.

Pyritz, op.cit., pp.156-157.

4.

op.cit., p.158.

5.

op.cit., p.144.

6.

Beckmann, op.cit., pp.32-35.

7.

Btidel, op.cit., p.9 and pp.9-28 passim.

8.

Pyritz, op.cit., pp.138-144.

9.

Forster, op.cit., pp.4-23.
to Petrarch's

poetry

Petrarca, Le Rime
consulted:

10.

Thus,

(Montpellier, 1909);

are

The numbering of, and all references

to the following edition:

Francesco

(ed. Carducci & Ferrari) (Firenze, 1965). Also

Canzoniere

(ed. Contini

for example Souvageol

&

Ponchiroli) (Torino, 1964).

(op.cit., p.39) calls Fleming "der

begabteste deutsche Schiller Petrarkas" whereas Pyritz

(op.cit.,

p.161) establishes Fleming's almost total ignorance of Petrarch
"Alles dr&ngt uns
nicht gekannt,

11.

also

zu

dem SchluS, da3 Fleming den Canzoniere

zumindest nicht benutzt

See Souvageol op.cit.,

hat."

pp.43-51 in connection with the ensuing

remarks.
12.

The translations

are

taken from The Sonnets. Triumphs and Other

(various translators) Bohp's Illustrated
Library, (London, 1859). This particular version is on pp.199-200.

Poems of Petrarch

13.

See above Part One Chapter 2 D.

14.

Forster, op.cit., pp.4ff.

15.

"S'amor

non

e" is No.ccxxxii;

Teutsche Poemata
Deutsche Gedichte

Translation p.131? Martin Opitz,

1624 (ed. Witkowski) No.20, p.48; Paul Fleming,
I

(ed. Lappenberg) pp.92-93? Schirmer RS p.167.
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16.

17.

Souvageol, op.cit., p.16.

See also J. L. Gellinek, Die weltliche

Lyrlk des Martin Opitz

(Bern, 1973)» p.101 where Opitz' version

is described

correct sonnet than Petrarch's

as

a more

original.

In this connection see Forster's essay on the epithalamium as
a

safety-valve for the Petrarchist convention; Forster, op.cit.,

pp.84-121.
18.

See above Part One

19.

HS pp.191-192; analysis above in Part One Chapter 2 D.

20.

RS

21.

Pyritz, op.cit., pp.266-268.

Chapter 1.

pp.110-115; analysis above in Part One Chapter 2 C.

Gedichte I

Examples:

Paul Fleming, Deutsche

(ed. Lappenberg) Odes V,25 and V,31 (pp.413-422 and

p.427).
22.

An earlier
the

example, "Die

development here.

"Die Uberschttne"

collection of

23.

is

tfberschdne" (RS pp.553-360),

There is

probaoly

pastoral

an

one

analysis in Part One Chapter 3 D.

of the latest in the second

poems.

cf. inter alia "An das Frauen-Zimraer"

(No.IV), "Er muntert Sle

zur

sich des kusses nicht wegern"
at the end of the

anticipates

(No.l), "Sie qu&let Ihn"

Liebe auf" (No.XIIl), "Sie soil

(No.XXXl) and the seasonal

poems

Gepftsch.

24.

Fechner, op.cit., p.137.

25.

op.cit., p.138.

26.

Forster, op.cit., p.56 and p.66; see also Fechner op.cit.,

pp.15-17.
27.

In Das Buch von der deutschen Poeterey. Chapter VII; discussed by
Fechner

op.cit.,

as

his

opening example of Anti-Petrarchism

p,13ff.)

On the imagery of this poem see Windfuhr,

Barooke Bildlichkeit,

pp.291-292.

28.

Fechner, op.cit., p.26ff.

29.

See above Note No.21.

30.

Venus^artlein.

Sin Llederbuch dea XVII. Jahrhundert3

(ed. Max Preiherr
Die

(Fechner

von

geharnschte Venus

(1656)

Waldberg) (Halle, 1890); Kaspar Stieler,
(1660) (ed. H. Zeman) (reprint, .ftnchen, 1968).

415.
31.

Max Preiherr von Waldberg, Die deutsche Renalssance-Lyrik

1888) pp.14-82.
a

(Berlin,

As far as the present study is concerned, it is

question of phrases, formulae

motifs from the world of the

or

Volkslied which may have entered Schirmer's poetry.

Von

Waldberg's work is rich in discussion of such phenomena.

The

importance of formulae and motifs in the Volkslied

seen

from the article in the Reallexicon

der deutschen Literaturgeachlchte

can

be

(Merker-Stammler, Reallexicon

(Berlin, 1928-29, Vol.Ill),

pp.488-489.
32.

Waldberg, op.cit., p.55 and p.49.

33.

op.eit., pp.19-20, including the note

34.

see

on

p.19.

R. Levy, Martial und die deutsche Epigrammatik des 17.

Jahrhunderts
for

an

(Stuttgart, 1903) p.5.

examination of this

Owenus und die

deutschen

Thie above work is indispensable

question, as are also;

Jg. Urban,

'.pigrammatlker des 17. Jahrhunderts

(Berlin, 1900) and Gilbert Waterhouse, The literary relations
of England and Germany in the 17th century

(Cambridge, 1914)

pp.59-68.
35.

(Leipzig, 1615) and

Quoted from Joannis Owen, KplMxammatum...
Teutschredender Owenus

ed.

Hamburg,

(tr. Valentin Ldber) Jena, 1661 (first

1643).

Part Two Chapter 3.

1.

Martin Opitz, Ceistllche Poemata

I638 (ed. Trunz) p.307.

also Hugo Max, Martin Opitz als geistlicher Dichter

1931) pp.67-84).

(Gee

(Heidelberg,

At the time of writing one problem about

Opitz editions is that the second volume of the Weltllche Poemata

1644 is not yet available in reprint and this is the volume in
which most of the poems relevant to us are

contained.

A further

problem is that date of this volume makes it uncertain whether
Schirmer would have known its version of
both these
as

far

as

reasons

the

Opitz1 poetry.

For

following procedure has been adopted

quotations from Opitz' secular poem3 are concerned;

the Teutsche Poenata
has been referred

1624 (ed. Witkowski) (reprint, Halle, 19^7)

to wherever relevant and in other cases different

416.
editions are used as

2.

Two random

examplest

Lappenberg) p.146

specified.

Paul Fleming, Deutsche Gedichte I

(ed.

& p.352.

3.

See above Part One Chapter 1.

4.

Martin Opitz, "Coridon" from the 1625 edition of his poetry,

quoted from A. SchBne, Barock (Texte und Zeugnisse) (Mttachen,

1963) pp.750-752.
Renalsaance-Lyrlk
of the way

See also Max Preiherr

von

aaldberg, Die deutsche

(Berlin, 1888) pp.115-120 for further examples

in which this Opitzian poem provides

pattern for

a

pastoral poetry throughout the century.
5.

See J. L. Gellinek, "Liebesgedichte und Lebensgeschichte bei
Martin

Opitz" in DVJS

I968/2, pp.161-181.

(Bern, 1973) p.94ff. Gellinek

weltliche Lyrik des Martin Opitz
is

prepared to describe this

see

6.

here

There is

a

first

an

The firm scheme which Sclurmer

poems

(Diss, frankfurt, 1939) P«56.

Bee Part One Chapter 2 C on this question, also Dote 5 above.

Opitz'

"Hieder-Land" may

9.

Christian Brehme, Lustlge Gedichte
Clmbrlen Galathee

10.

De3 Daphnis

11.

See the beginnings of all

on

a

relic from

(Lappenberg) I, p.355» p.356} p.369.

Fleming, Gedichte

zur

be

poem.

8.

aus

(Leipzig, 1637).
(Hamburg, I642).

chapters in Werner Sonnenberg, Btudien

Lyrik David Schirmers. especially the beginning of chapter two

metrics.

See GOnther Mtlller,
this and other

13.

for all these

uses

is noted by Hrnst Gtlnter Carnap, Das Gchaferwesen

The allusion to Leiden and the

12.

•Brlebnisdichtung' and to

step in the direction of Gttnther.

In der deutschen Llteratur

7.

poem as

analysis of "Der Scheidende Seladon" in Part One

Chapter 2 C.

pastoral

In her book Die

Geschichte des deutschen Liedes pp.89-90 on

'Opitzian'

poems

in the collection.

This particular phrase suggests that in the case of this poem at
any

rate Schirmer knew Opitz' poems in an edition from

1625

onwardsi for in 1624 Opitz' phrase reads "lier schbnen Bchflnheit

417.
One can hardly move, however, from this one example to

gaben".
a

generalization about Schirmer's consistent

use

of

any one

Opitz edition.
14.

Ernst Christoph Homburg, Schimpff- und Ernsthafte Clio I

(Jena?,

1638).
15.

From the 1625 edition of Opitz' poetry, quoted from Schdne Barock,

pp.806-807.
16.

Wolfgang Kayser, Geschichte des deutschen Verses

(Bern, i960)

PP.33-36.
17.

A 'parody'

in the 17th century is often little

on

else's

someone

than variations

theme; there is usually nothing of the comic

undertones of the modern
is

more

frowned upon by H.

use

of the word.

This

use

of the word

Grellmann in the first Reallexikon

(Berlin,

1926-28, Vol.11, p.631) but rightly admitted by Alfred Liede in
the

new

(Vol.Ill, Berlin, 1966, pp.12-72).

edition

to stress comic parodies

Even Grimm tends

only, although his first definition is

simply "umdichtung allgemein bekannter und bertthmter gedichte".
Liede

rightly remains neutral; his definition of parody is "das

bewusste

Spiel mit einem liter. Werk"

that his remarks
more

(p.12) and it is significant

17th century parody

on

(pp.17-18)

are

much

satisfactory than those of his predecessor; precisely in

the 17th

century the
cf.

semi-serious,

more

usual meaning of Parodia is at least

also Erwin Rotermund,

Gegengesdnge

(Mttnchen,

1964) p.60 and Leif Ludwig Albertson, "Iter Begriff des Pastiche"
in Orbis Litterarum
Parodie

cf.

18.

197l/l» PP.1-8; also Erwin Rotermund, "Die

in der modernen deutschen Lyrik

also Waldberg,

op.cit., p.201ff.

Waldberg, op.cit., pp.217-218.
Heinrich

(Mttnchen, I963) pp.12-14.

Waldberg mentions examples by

Albert, Schirmer, Finckelthaus, Johann Franck, Dach,

Fleming, Homburg, Brehme and in the Venusg&rtlein.
list
way

one

can

add

Held, Klaj and Birken.

A further example of the

in which parodies of this Opitz ode crop

time and

place:

and dated

I64O in

Wolfenbttttel 48.7

a

everywhere in

up

the present author discovered

certain Jacob Bechner,

To this

a

parody by

a

entitled "Ieh empfinde groBe Schmertzen"

collection of StraBburg funeral poems

POET,).

(HAB

418.

(Alewyn ed. pp.23-24).

19.

Poeterey. Chapter 5

20.

Waldberg, op.cit., p.217.

21.

see

Teutsche Poemata 1624

The two

examples

second echo poem

is

(pp.36-37) and. No.135 (p.139).

No.11
or.

itted in editions after 1624.

is cultivated later by Zesen both in theory

poem
in

are

(ed. Witkowski) Introduction p.xxxi.

(Frill in gs lust and other collections).

practice

connection

see

August Langen, Dialoglsches Spiel

The

The echo

(Helicon) and
In this

(Heidelberg,

1966) pp.70-75.
22.

Opitz, Deutsche Poemata I

23.

see

(Breslau, 1628-29) pp.224-227.

Andreas Tscherning, Unvorgreiffilches Bedencken...

(Ltibeck,

1659) p.226.
24.

inter alia Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.6} also Gellinek, Die

see

Weltliche Lyrik des Martin Opltz.

25.

Andreas Tscherning: Deutscher Gedlchte Prilling

p.335

26.

pp.82-83.

Deutscher Gedichte Prilling

or

Second

example in the latter p.178.

In the

case

(Rostock, 1642)

(Breslau, 1642) p.302.

of Te terning1 the emphasis on virtue is indicated in

(r: Unvorgreiffliches

his later

'Schatzkammer* for poets also

Bedencken

p.320ff.) which is full of Opitzian examples

on

this

theme.

27.

See H. H. Borcherdt,

p.69ff.

See also Tscherning's Prilling

28.

Borcherdt, op.cit., p.80.

29.

Johann Rist, Musa Teutonica
Rist's

see

seen

in the tradition of

(Diss. Prankfurt, 1939) P»49»

names

(op.cit., pp.56-57. Note 43).

For example Gedichte des KMnigsberger Dlchterkreises
L.

H.

Carnap

points out Schirmer's debt to Rist in his defence of

pastoral

31.

are

On

Krnst Gitnter Carnap, Das SoMferwesen in

der deutschen Literatur

30.

(Rostock, 1642) p.332.

(Hamburg, 1634) p.23 and p.163.

pastoral collections which

Opitz and Schein

also

(Mttnchen-Leipzig, 1912)

Borcherdt describes Tscherning's relationship to Buchner

p.227.
on

Andreas Tscheming

(ed.

Fischer) (Halle, 1883) 11,10; pp.49-50.

Waldberg, op.cit., p.44; p.55? p.221.

See above Part One Chapter 1.

419.
32.

33.

Simon Dach, Gedichte

(ed. Ziesemer) (Halle, 1936); I, p.11.

Schirmer, R3 p.139.

See above Part One Chapter 1,

Waldberg, op.cit., p.35.

Dachs Example in

Gedichte

des

Kflnirsbarker Kreises 11,9 PP.48-49.

34.

bach, Gedichte I p.143. p.186, p.203, p.295; II. P.29; IV, p.469.
cf. also "deiner Tugend Ziehr" I, p.198.

cf. also I, p.45. p.120,

p.302, p.507; II, p.3 p.24, p.89, p.122, p.140; iv, p.10, p.375,
p.384, p.404, p.413. p.469.

Part Two Chapter 4.

1.

Georg Witkowski, Geschichte des literarischen Lebens in Leipzig

(Leipzig, 1909) pp.110-111.
2.

Richard Newald,

Geschichte der dentschen Llteratur

(ed. de Boor

-

Newald) Vol.V, p.191.
3.

op.cit., p.192.

4.

op.cit., p.193.

5.

Erich Schmidt,

6.

Zacharias Lund,

"Zacharias Lund" in ADB Vol.19
Deutsche Gedichte

(1884), p.636.

(Leipzig, 1636) pp.51-56;

pp.29-30.
7.

Parian Szyrocki, Die deutsche Literatur des 3arock

(Hamburg,

1968) p.89.
8.

(ed. Lappenberg) (reprint,

Paul Fleming, Deutsche Gedichte

Darmstadt, 1965) Vol.11, p.D15.
9.

op.cit., pp.860-862.

10.

op.cit., pp.663-664.

11.

!4artin Opitz, Deutsche Poemata

12.

See in connection with this and the following remarks Fleming,
Deutsche Gedichte

13.

(3reslau, 1628-29) P.331.

Vol.Ill, p.857ff.

See the first part of Hans Pyritz, Paul Flemings Llebeslyrik

(reprint, Gftttingen, 1963) and also Szyrocki, op.cit., p.91.
14.

Schirmer, "Jesu Christi Triumph"

(RT p.561); Fleming, Latelnische

420.
Gedlchte

(ed. Lappenberg) (reprint, Amsterdam 1969) pp.154-172;

Gedichte

I, p.24; p.146; p.552; p.444.

two of Zesen's earliest works,
Himmlische

15.

Kle*0

of

the Melpomene of 1658 and the

I64I.

The first collected edition of Fleming's poetry appeared in 1641
in

Sehirmer

might not have known these editions,

especially in his early

years;

published individually,

or

reasons

we

feel there is

no

of Fleming's

poems were

circulated privately.

For these

many

advantage in attempting to quote from,

example, the Teutsche Poemata of 1642; instead, Lappenberg's

for

critical edition has been used
from

can

questions of orthography.

1639»

as

19.

Schmitz, op.cit,, p.35.

20.

See Schmitz,

Paul Flemings Deutschen
H. Welti,

op.cit., p.15 and p.63? Werner Sonnenberg, Studien

August Buchner,

Anleitung

(Diss. Gdttingen, 1932), pp.21-22.
zur

deutschen Poeterey

(reprint, Tttbingen, 1966), pp.157-158.
I
CVr.

(Gold

Examples:- SR No.II

p.

see

(Leipzig, 1884) p.84ff.

Lyrik David Schirmers

p.178

zu

(Stradburg, 1910) passim, especially p.104.

Geschichte des Sonettes

see

(Hamburg, circa I64O).

In connection with this section

Schmitz, Metrlsche Untersuchungen

Gedichten

RS

follows; Fleming,

p.278ff.

F. W.

zur

be found

unpaginated Deutsche Gesdnge

Pyritz, op.cit., p.285.
also

22.

though it departs

(Sonette 111,62) and shortly before the end

I, p.489

of Finckelthaus'

21.

on

even

The sonnets he exchanged with Finckelthaus in September

Gedichte

18.

throughout,

accepted modern principles

shortly before his death,

17*

(Ltlbeck, 1642), both

Hamburg, followed by another edition

after his death.

16.

One is also reminded of

(ersoffen

Erwin Kunath,

-

-

(Wittenberg, I665)

Philipp Zesen, Helicon

Geduld); RT p.85 (brummen

ruffen).

-

kommen);

On this point and subsequently

David Schlrmer als Dichter und Bibliothekar,

112.

23.

Examples:- RT p.20; p.562.

24.

Although Fleming wrote

a

large number of

poems

in other verse-

421.
forms

(sonnets, for instance)

the remark

thinks here particularly of

one

put into the mouth of his spokesman in

of the

one

long wedding-poems "Zu Oden, antwortete ich, habe ich besser
Glttcke als

zu

In Schirraer's

case

an

even

consists of what the 17th

25.

(P.W.III,6{ Gedichte

anderer Art Versen"

p.93).

higher proportion of his poetry

century would have called odes.

Walter MBnch, Das Sonett. p.287.
and

I,

See Part One Chapter 2D above

especially Note 60.

26.

Welti, op.cit., p.ll6.

27.

See the table in Part One Chapter 2D.

28.

Pyritz, op.cit., pp.266-268.

29.

Philipp Zesen, Deutscher Helicon
Werke

IX, Berlin,

would have

1971)» pp.271-272.

been unknown in

studies at the

cannot be the

(I64I) (ed. Mache) (- Gamtliche
Obviously Schirmer's

1641, the

year

University of Leipzig.

in which he began his

The Heinsius mentioned

famous Daniel Heinsius of Leiden but is

the Bartholomaeus Heinsius who wrote

name

a

probably

congratulatory

poem

for Zesen's Helicon.

30.

'Hochzeitsgedichte
Wolfenbiittel
further poems

aus

Leipzig und Dresden'

68.17 POETICA), p.65.

(Sammelband) (HAB

The collection contains

by iiartmann and contributions by Martin Christenius

(another of Gloger's Silesian compatriots), Martin Rincknart,
Johann

Frentzel, Adam Tiilsner, august Augspurger and others,

according to Kunath

(op.cit., p.44) Hartmann

whom bchirmer met in Wittenberg in

was one

of the poets

1645.

31.

See Witkowski, op.cit., pp.124-130.

32.

Herbert Cysarz, Hoch- uad Hp&tbarook

(Barocklyrik II, 1937).

pp.24-28} GUnther Mttller, Geschichte des deutachen Liedes,

pp.

75-76; Marian Szyrocki, op.cit., pp.89-90} East German History of
Literature

(; Boeckh, Albrecht etc., Geschichte der deutschen

Literatur Vol.V.,

33.

1962), pp.151-153.

Gottfried Finckelthaus, Deutsche Gesflnge

1640).
34.

Berlin

(Hamburg, probably about

This work is unpaginated.

Witkowski, op.cit., p.126.

The examples given demonstrate how

422
wide of the mark it is to

present Finckelthaus

poetic and social revolutionary,
German

History of Literature

as

some

kind of

in these words from the Bast

as

(p.153)*-

"In seinen Gedichtsammlungen...

geht er der unwahren, gezierten Art einer hdfisch ausgerichteten

Gesellschaft, aber auch der dieser Haltung entsprechenden
Dichtung seiner Zeit

zu

Leibe".

35,

Witkowski, op.cit., p.124.

36.

op.cit.,
Spiel

143.

Curiously, August Langen in his book Dialogisches

(Heidelberg, 1966) only mentions

briefly
later

p.

(p.54) and fails to touch

on

some

efforts of Fleming's

this propensity of the

Leipzig poets.

37«

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.54.

38.

Kunath, op.cit., p.65.

39.

G. Mttller, op.cit., p.75.

40.

For the above information

see

Deutsches hiteratur-Lexicon

(3rd

I969 ed. Kosch-Berger) Vol.11, p.1006; kunath, op.cit.,

ed.

pp.83-34 and pp.98-106; Goedeke, GrundriB III, p.67.
41.

Christian .Brehme, Christliche Unterredungen
2 vols.

(Dresden 1659-1660),

Other congratulatory poems are by August Buchner and

(part one), Johann Rist, Gottfried Treuer and

Justus Sieber

Adam Xrieger

(part two) and Justus Sieber again (part three).

Zesen records

having met Brehme in Leipzig in 1641

-

see

the

following chapter, Note 5»
42.

Christian Brehme,

Allerhandt Lustige/' Trawrige und nach gelegenheit

der Zeit vorgekommene Gedichte

(Leipzig 1637).

The edition is

unpaginated, like Finckelthaus* Deutsche Ges8nge and the
collections of Ernst Christoph Homburg.

43.

Zesen, Helicon
and

(Wittenberg, lb49).

especially Note 30 there.

44.

Witkowski, op.cit., p.126.

45«

We have not
in

as

See above Part One Chapter 1

See also Note 42 above.

yet been able to trace

bibliographies.

any

mention of these works

The most recent edition of the Kosch-Berger

Literatur-Lexicon fails to mention them,
third volume of his GrundriB.

The

only

as

does Goedeke in the

copy we are aware

of is

423
contained in
GRAMMATIKA

a

'Sammelband'

(4)).

Hare there

are

three sections with works by

first the work Art und V.'else Kurtze Brieflein

Brehme:

(Dresden, 1640).
and set

together in

a

one

both undated and unpaginated

The juxtaposition of the three sections

with only

first leads

schreiben

rather casual way typical of the works

of the Leipzig poets.
in this way

zu

This is followed by Die Geistlichen Gedichte

and then Die Weltiichen Gedichte.

the

(Sign: 59•7

in the HAB Wolfenbttttel

date and

one

to suppose

that the latter two were also

published in Dresden about I64O.
dating might be that the

One possible objection to this

of 27 is

age

publisher at the head of

one

a

little

young

for publishing

collected poems

in this

but

century all is possible; after all Zesen published

in

the 17th

Helicon,

way,

which the titles

seem

to suggest;

showing other poets how to write, at the ripe age

of 21 .♦

46.

August Buchner, Wegwelser
p.l40ff. and Anleitung
p,147ff.
of the
on

the

zur

zur

Deutschen Tichtkunat

Deutschen Poeterey

(Jena, 1663)

(Wittenberg, I665)

Both works probably reflect Buchner's poetics lectures

1630's, which Brehme could have heard;

on

this point and

relationship of the two editions to each other

see

Marian

(Neudruck Tttbingen,
1966) p.7*, also H. H. Borcherdt, August Buchner (Mtlnc hen, 1919) p.49.
Philipp Zesen, Deutscher Helicon (Wittenberg, I64O) II, also in
Szyrocki's Nachwort to Buchner's Anleitung

Poetik des Barock

(ed, Marian Szyrocki) (Hamburg, 1968) pp.78-79.

For the modern attitude

Versschule

see

Wolfgang Kayser, Aleine Deutsche

(Bern, 1946) pp.32-33.

8ee also above Part One

Chapter 2, Note 30.
47.

Christian Gueintz, Die Deutsche Rechtschreibung

46.

J. G. Schottel, Teutsche Vers- oder Reim-Kun3t

(Halle, 1645)•
(Wolfenbtlttel,

1645) p.6lff; p.82.
49.

See above Note 47 and Philipp Zesen, Scala ileliconis Teutonicae

( jnsterdam, 1643) pp.57-61.
50.

Ih Die Vier Tage Finer Newen und Lustlgen Schftfferey

1647) there
read

are

also

poems

(Dresden,

like "Ein Lied Von der Tueend" which

exactly like the work of Schirmer.

it is not certain,

however, whether Brehme really was the author of this work;

424
since

the

preface is signed Mder BestSndige"

Drachsdorf) it

may

well be that Drachsdorf

(-Friedrich

was

von

the author, even

though the title sounds temptingly characteristic of Brehme.
Evidence
Klaus

authorship is to be found in

Kacaerowsky, Btlrgerliche Homankunst ira Zeltalter des

Barock

51.

in favour of Brahma's

(Mtlnchen, 1969) p.H» Note 1.

See Szyrocki op.cit,, p.90? East German History of Literature,

p.154? Newald, op.cit,, p.193? Goedeke, op.cit., pp.77-78.
52.

East German History of Literature, ibid.

53.

Ernst Christoph Homburg, Schimpff- ind Brasthaffte Olio I

1658).
as

Like Part II (Jena,

with many works

1642) the first part is unpaginated,

of the Leipzig poets,

Ernst Christoph Homburg, Geistliche Lieder I & II

54.

(Jena,

(Naumburg,

1658).
55.

op.cit., I p.280.

56.

op.cit., I, p.354.

57.

op.cit., II, p.40.

Part Two Chapter 5.

1.

Erwin Kunath, David Bchirmer als Dlchter und Bibllothekar. p.44.

2.

See H. H. Borcherdt,
and

passim

on

ugustus Buchner

(Mtlnchen, 1919) p.49

Buchner's life and works.
i

1

3.

On Brehme see Chapter 4, Note 41? on Pinckelthaus see Ulrich

Machl, "Zesens Bedeutung fdr die Hntwicklungsgeschichte der
Poetik im 17.

Ingen, Wiesbaden,

van

4.

Philipp

(ed.
and

Jahrhundert" in Phllipp

von Zesen,

van

p.7.

see

the

Zeaen

1619-1969 (ed.

1972) p.193.

Deutscher Helicon

(1641), in ^amtlichu

,er.,3

Ingen) Vol.IX (ed. Mache, ^erlin, 1971) pp.271-272
Unless otherwise stated, all quotations from the

1640-1641 editions of the Helicon
;>n

von

are

taken from this edition.

relationship of the 1640 and 1641 editions to each other

Cache's Naohwort,

pp.578-579.

of. also Klaus xaczerowaky,

'jflrgerllche Homankunst 1m Zeitalter dea Barock

(Mttnchera, 1969)

p.

425.
5.

It is by
as

no means

Kaczerowsky assumes

Ferdinand
In

clear whether Zesen

the Vorwort
Christian

met

also

the year

Karl

P.

(op.cit., p.163);

Philipp

Ingen,

van

von

Zesen

studied in Leipzig,

this question see

on

(Stuttgart, 1970) pp.1-2.

'rflhlingslust of 1642 Zesen says he had

to his
Brehme

ever

in

Leipzig the previous

Schirmer began his studies.

Otto, "Bemerkungungen

zu

year;

this

was

>n this point

see

Zesens Frtthlingslust" in

1972/1 p.81.

Laphnis

6.

See :,'ache,

loc.cit.,

pp.

7.

Quoted from Hoffmann

von

193-195*

Fallersleben, "August Buchner" in

ffeimarisches Jahrbuch ftlr Deutsche Sprache,

(ll/l, 1855) p.8.

Litteratur und Kunst

Fallersleben has modernized the orthography

and presentation.

8.

Fallersleben, loc.cit., p.9.

9.

See for example the funeral poem for Veit Hestius
UB

Gttttingen Cone. fun. 113/

Orpheus und. der
and

10.

17); August "Buchner, Ballet des

uiydice in Fallersleben,

loc,cit., pp.13-38

especially p.26.

August Buchner, V/egweiser
and

Anleitung

the

contents and

other

zur

Marian

see

Anleitung

zur

Deutschen Tichtkunst

Deutschen Poeterey
on

the

Part Two
On this

(Jena, 166j)

(Wittenberg, 1665).

On

relationship of the two works to each

Szyrocki's Nachwort to the reprint of Buchner's

(Ttlbingen 1966) p.7*9 also Borcherdt, op.cit., p.49.

Szyrocki's edition is used here wherever possible.

11.

(freshen, 1664;

See also

Chapter 4> Note 47.
point

see

Borcherdt, op.cit., pp.45-52 and Mache,

loc.cit., pp.193-195.
12.

Werner

13.

The poerri3 quoted are:
Helicon

Sonnenberg, Studien

zur

"Gflstern als sich allbereit" in Zesen's

(1641) pp.465-466

and in the Frahlingslust

1642) 6th 12, No.9; Schirmer,
14.

Lyrik David Schirmers. p.11.

(Hamburg,

RS p.443.

Georg Witkowski, Geschichte des literarischen Lebens in Leipzig,

p.151.

The way in which Schirmer

his stanza-forms reinforces

this

few of either in stanzas with

uses

dactyls and anapaests in

point: like Zesen, Schirmer has

equal length of line; but in

426.
stanzas with lines of
of his poems in

unequal length Zesen has almost

dactyls, anapaests

or

a

third

mixed; with Schirmer the

proportion of the latter remains constantly low.

These points

are

analysed in detail in: Renate We bar, hie Lieder Philipp

von

Zesens

(hiss. Hamburg, 1962) pp.102-129 with

a summary on

p.130.
15.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., Chapter 2,11.

16.

Kunath, op.cit., p.112;

Buchner,

nleitun;-, p.153; Zesen, Helicon

p.45? Schirmer, SR No.II, RT p.®5» RS p.178.
17.

Kunath, op.cit., p.112;

Zesen, Helicon pp.48-49; Schirmer, RS

p.219, RT p.536.
18.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., Ch. 2,11; Buchner, Anleitun,, p.89; Zesen,
Helicon

19.

pp.54-55*

Sonnenberg, op.cit., Gh. 2,11; Schirmer, RS p.246, p.356, p.171;
Buchner,

.nleitung. pp.69-82, especially pp.79-82; Zesen,

Helicon,

PP.49-51.
20.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.36; Zesen, Helicon, p.51; Schirmer, RS p.3,

p.73, p.229, p.269, p.303, p.368, p.369, p.481, p.493, p.503, p.505.
21.

Kunath, op.cit., p.113.

22.

Zesen,

Helicon, pp.296-298.

23.

Zesen,

Helicon, p.283; Schirmer, RT p.466,

24.

Examples: Helicon, pp.67-68; pp.338-343 anh elsewhere; p.63.

25.

Helicon, pp.465-466.

26.

RS pp.443-444.

27.

Zesen,

28.

op.cit.,

29.

op.cit., p.cxxii.

30.

Zesen, Poetischer Rosenwftlder Vorschmack

31.

op.cit., p.73.

32.

RS

33.

Max Rubensohn,

34.

Zesen, Scala Heliconis Teutonicae

Prflhlingslust. p.xlii.
p.xv.

Another example in the same pastoral tradition, p.ix.

(Hamburg, 1642) p.39.

pp.156-157.
Griechische Epigramme

(Weimar, 1897) p.cclvii.

(Amsterdam, 1643) p.28.

427.
Translation:-

"Among the Latin poets it is Taubmann who excelled in this genre
was about the first to produce it.
Among the German poets
nobody has stood out up till now who was verJed in the genre.
Opitz says he never succeeded to his taste either in a Latin
or a German one.
But we have tried eventually to translate
one into our tongue also and we append a chance example."
and

Zesen's example,
Dichterische

35.

Jugend-Flammen of

Helicon, p.28.
first

"Die Sonn' ist untergangen"

This is the

1651.

same

example which preceded his

own

"Anacreonticon" in the Scala.

36.

Scala, p.87.

37.

On dates

see

Ferdinand

Zesen

(Stuttgart,

Ingen, Philipp von Zesen

van

1970) pp.91-92 and Karl F. Otto, "Zu
von

in the

reappears

1619-1989, p.276.

Zesens Zflnften" in Philipp

See also Kaczerowsky, op.cit.,

pp.22-25.
38.

Helicon

(l649)» II»4.

Johann Frentzel has

nacreontische Reim-Art
deal

of

a poem

abgesungen" which incorporates

a

great

word-play reminiscent of Zesen in his Lob-Gedicht Per

wahren und un/;efSrbten Gottesfurcht

question of what constitutes the
discussed for the

first time

(Leipzig, I648).

nacreontic

in the

genre

The

is being

poetics of the 1640's.

Schottel, in his 'Deutsche Vers- oder Reim-Xunst

1645) describes the anacreonticum Genus in the
had done

"Auf

(Wolfenbttttel,
same way as

Zesen

(Reim-Kunst p.163) but later (p.215) contradicts

himself, saying that the Anacreonticum Genus is the 5-syllable
line.

39.

van

Ingen, op.cit., pp.91-93 and Otto, loc.cit., pp.275-276.

See

also Gustav

in

Schdnle, Deutsch-niederiandische Beziehungen

der Literabur des 17.

Jahrhunderts

(Leiden, 1968) p.124.

40.

Kaczerowky, op.cit., pp.102-106; Otto, loc.cit., p.275.

41.

Otto, loc.cit., pp.276-286.

42.

van

43.

Zesen, Dichterische

Ingen, op.cit., p.93.

Liebes-Liedern

zu

See also Otto, loc.cit., p.286.

Jugend-Flamraen/ in etlichen Lob- Lust

lichte

continuation of the title

gebracht
is again

(Hamburg, I65I) p.64.

und

The

of interest in connection

428.
with Gchirmer's

44.

"Anaoreontische Ode".

cf. also:-

op.cit., p.102.

"Dorothee/ Glantz der Jugend/
aller lieblichkeit/
wohnplatz der belobten tugend/
aus-zug

schdnste

Jungfrau dieser zeit ..."

(p.118).

45.

See above remarks about the anacreontic genre.

46.

This despite the fact that

Ntlrnberg writers,
47.

was a

laj,

exception of the "Winter-Lied"

the SR being
It

se .>ms

of the most important

compatriot from Saxony.

RS Book 2, GeptLsch 4, Nos. XLIX

in Schirmer's :R of

one

-

See below Rote 78.

LV, pp.447-465.

(RS p.462) these

1654. but not

as a group,

With the

poems

all appeared

their numbers in

respectively XLIV, LXIV, LXVII, XLVI, XLIII, XLV.

that

the

thematic

grouping

w ».s

a

deliberate act by

Schirmer, after the first publication of the poems.
48.
49.

above Part One Chapter Three

ee

R- pp.451-454.

The line-numberings, which

for convenience.
the

text

In the

is broken up

are

mine, have been added

original version of the

poem

(SR 1654)

into ten-line stanzas and the heading is

as

follows:-

Surgite mentis Amena meae, Ver floret:
menosj
Naraque metit Vitae mors in op in:- Rosas.
Translation:-

arise, pleas,jit places of my mind, the spring is in
flower:
For

50.

how happy men areJ
unexpected Death mows down the

Herbert Cys ,rz,

p.69}

Barockdichtun/

of life.

(1924) p.144; Sonnenberg, op.cit.,

ast German History of Literature

J.

etc., Geschichte der deutschen Literatur V
558-559.

roses

Boeckh, G. Albrecht

(Berlin, 1962)

pp.

In the latter the poem is cited as an example of

Schirmer's work without any

mention of its almost unique and

uncharacteristic nature.

51.
52.

Chapter 4,

ee

The : in;ende Rosen may have been written between about 1649-1652;
on

the

question of

Part One

55.

lote 47.

"Die

.

chirmer's use of the dactyl and anapaest see

Chapter Two B.

teinerne"

(RS p.25); "lustiger Gesellschaft Garten-Lied"

429

(RS pp.460-462).
54.

For

a

variety of examples

(reprint, Tttbingen, 1966) p.51
das liebet" and

(1645)

Pegneslaches Zchafergedicht

see

-

"Alles

was

lebet und webet/

passim; Johann Klaj, "Zingangsgedicht

zum

(1645) in Johann Klaj; Redeoratorien

'Leidenden Christus'"

(reprint, Tttbingen, 1965) pp.209-210, also Klaj's seasonal
in Geburtstag des Friedens

I'riedensdichtungen

55.

-

"derm

als

(pp.9-10) in Johann Klaj,

(reprint, Tttbingen, I968)

Ruchner, Wegweiser, p.146

poems

pp.

111-114.

(see Note 10); Zesen, Helicon (1640) II

bey begr&bnttssen haben sie schon solche anmut nicht/

bey Hochzeiten und andern frdhlichen dingen".

(pp.149-150)

Anleitung

In Buchner's

example is given which is similar to

an

in theme, in the varied length of the linos and in the

our

poem

use

of the

dactyl in

happy context.

a

Bucliner's first

verse

is:Lasset
Heute

una/ lasset uns mindern im
der Rosen und Tulipen Zahl.

Garten

V/ollen wir arme noch
orgen erwarten
Sterbliche sind wir ja allezumal.
Die Blumen entstehen:
,«er

Der

s&umet

zu go hen?
,'(inter kOrarat bald/

Bereifet die

'/glider/

Schleift Jiesen und
Und machet die

56.

Felder/

bltlhende I ommerlust alt.

Georg Philipp RarsdOrffer, Nachrede to Klaj's Rerodes der

(1645) p.59, in Klaj,
Poetischer Trlchter,
Zesen

cedeoratorien. p.195.

Lee also Uarsddrffer,

Although Harsdttrffer, Buchner and

1,4.

only mention dactyls in their theoretical writings

suitable

for

from the

examples they give (especially

as

happy subject-matter, it is clear from the context,

poetic practice that anapaests
idea of

.Indermtiruer

regarded in the

are

dactyls and anapaests for

Zesen) and from their

a

happy context

same way.

was

The

incorporated

into the later versions of

Opitz' Poeterey by

in his notes where he

that anapaests can be used for quick,

says

happy lines like dxtyls
besser".

(. urtin Opitz

-

-

"jedoch httpffen und tantzen sie noch

noch ilanrnann, Prosodia Germanic a

(Frankfurt/J Iain, 1658) p.205.
notes

appeared in 1645.

noch iianmann

The first edition with Hanmann's

Later in the century

orhof regards

anapaests as suitable "wenn man etwas lustiges vorstellet".

430.

( Daniel Georg

von

Per Teutschen Sprache und

(Kiel, 1682) p.724, also in Szyrocki, Poetik des Barock, p.135.

Poesie

57•

orhof, Unterricht

Johannes Plavius, Trauer- und Treugedichte in Danziger
Barockdichtunp:
second

(ed. aindermann) (Leipzig, 1939) PP.58-59.

example, the

feature of

poem

"Anapestico-jambicum" has the

anapaests in the complete 20th century

The

rare

sense

of the

term.

58.

(Jena?,

Brnst Christoph Homburg, Schimpff- und Emsthaffte Clio I

1638), unpaginated.
59.

Zesen,

c) i.|!rtthl ingslust, p.i and Seal a,

39;

p.
be

a) helicon pp.350-351; h) Poetischer Rosenw'llder Vorschmack,

regarded

as

die

>_eiten"

Kerr Caesjus

schttnen

Der

Er weiset und

Zesen

which contains

61.

"Seine

laus Garber,

special

a

Brdhlingslust p.xxxvii,
See

an

But her acquaintance with
hirther examples:-

case.

Nachwort to Pe, nesisches Schhfergedicht, p.13*".

die

an

Rosomenen"

The only

of dactyl or anapaest occurs in our poem

use

'Senkung' in 1.42

trisyllabic

(RS pp.8-10) and
(RS pp.33-34).

Holdselige Rosodore"

fault in Schirmer's
with the

lines

p.xxxix, p.cxvi inter alia.

tddliche Schmertzen

"Nacht-Lied

the

folget und lehret uns auch
Dactylischen rechten Gebrauch
lehret uns die
nap&sten ...
(Poetische

perhaps makes her

60.

Rosenthal's poem "aein liebster Opitius

von

(Breslau, 1641), p.13).

Gedancken

That Zesen could

59.

the main popularizer of the dactyl can be seen

in Dorothee Eleonore
rtlhrte

p.

-

"Weil alles ins kilnftige

gew&rtig des Falles".
62.

In Hochzeitsgedichte

iVolfenbttttel

aus

Leipzig und Dresden

68.17 POETICA) Section 103,

Kraher and Ester-Elisabeth

concerned is called
a

63.

R.

(Sammelband HAJ3

..pithalamia for Barth.

nugspurgerin, 3

-pril I63O.

"Liebesbeschreibung" and the line

The

poem

occurs as

refrain.

p.455

might

say

(Berle Werre,
that this is

nonsensical,

as

see
can

Grimm's Dictionary,

^"vVerre).

One

.instance of word-play bordering

on

the

is sometimes the case with the Mrnberger.

64.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.24.

65.

:'Ortsetzung der Pegnitz-S'chafere.y

(1645) (reprint, Tttbingen, 1966),

431.

PP.34-35.
66.

For example,

Harsddrffer, Frauenzimmer Gesprdchspleie II,

see

p.277ff.

67.

cf. inter alia Zesen's "Anakreontisches Lied auf die
der

68.

(Helicon. 1649) l/41.

Rosemund"

...

augen

...

Klaj, Eingangsgedicht, ibid.; also in Lusti'reudiges Feldpanquet

(Friedensdichtungen, pp.79-80ff.)
69.

Fortsetzung der Pegnitz-Lchjtl'erey,
schallet'

see

p.78.

For 'hallet und

also Zesen's Rosen- and Lil.jenthal

(Hamburg, 1670),

87,I; 15,IV.
70.

See Grimm's Dictionary

1654

Sin gende Rosen of
was

one

'Pincken'.

The line is from Rist's

Parnafi, published in I652.

Neuer Teutscher

it

-

>

if»

as

Our poem is in the

Schirmer states in the preface,

of those which had been

"unter dem Schaben und

otten

Kriege" he could barely have known Rist's line at the time of

writing.
71.

Wolfgang Kayser, Die Klangmalerei bei Harsdttrffer

(Gdttingen, 1962)

p.68.
72.

(Wittemberg, 1649).

Zesen, Helicon,
Jugendflammen
remarks

on

(Hamburg, 1651) p.64.

sound

in his

mention of onomatopoeic

73.

Even Zesen's theoretical

I65I (pp.180-1 ;l) make

Brommer

(

1965)

p.

(1847) (reprint,

231.

Winter) is according to Grimm another unique

Grimm speculates about a "brummender bdr"
called "bhrmonat".
need for

a

One

us

origin than the

that this can best be found in

of the best-known poems on the theme of the

brevity of life and the inevitability of death, and
Schirmer would

usage.

winter month

or a

If the word has any other

rhyme it seems to

the Classics.

one

which

certainly have known is Horace's Ode IV, 7

"Diffugere nives" which contains the following sequence:frigora mitescunt Zephris, ver proterit aestas
interitura simul

pomifer

no

reproduction of animal noises.

Julius Tittman, Die ritlrnberger Dichterschule

Wiesbaden,
74.

Rosenmand of

cf. also Dichterische

oitumnus fruges effuderit, et

bruma recurrit

iners.

mox

-

432.

(Translation:Frost gives way

to the warn west winds, soon summer shall
trample
Spring and be trodden in turn
Under the march of exuberant, fruit-spilling autumn, then
back

comes

Winter to numb

us

again.

(Tr. James Mitchie
Bruma-brevissima dies and is the
In

writing about the

passage

-

Penguin Classics.)

origin of French brume, brumaire.

of the

seasons

these lines could

easily have come into Schirmer's mind and inspired the convenient
invention Brommer.
have

75*

('Tttrkisse)

by Spee and Fleming,

76.

RT pp.31-32.

77.

-'CLajf Redeoratorien.

78.

op.cit., p.31.
an

cf.

of Horace's Ode could also

inspired the second line of Schirmer's poem.

for '"Mrckosen"
used

The opening line

p.

see

among

Grimm's dictionary

the word is

others.

78.

Examples from Klaj's later poetry often read like

amalgam of his earlier works;

so

does this example by SchirmerJ

Klaj, Redeoratorien, p.292, p.302, p.304;

Friedensdichtungen,
lines.

-

also

p.l63, written in 1650, later than Schirmer's

Examples from HarsdOrffer's work: Frz. G.VIII, 450 and

Trichter,

11,108, cf. also Schottel's "Donnerlied" (Fruchtbringende

Lustgarte

(Wolfenbfittel, 1647) p.256f.)

the

century

see

have been chosen

Kayser, Klangmalerei, p.272, p.277«

Here examples

primarily from Klaj's v/ork because he is the

closest of the Mrnberger to Schirmer.
Schirmer from

For examples later in

Both

Freiberg, klaj from Meissen

Wittenberg under Buchner
and Conrad Wiedemann

-

Saxons

were

-

both studied at

(Klaj l634-l643» Schirmer 1645/46-48)

(Johann Klaj und seine Redeoratorien

(Ntlrnberg, 1966) pp.7-8)

supposes

that Klaj may have been at

Leipzig, where Schirmer studied from 1641 to 1645.
79.

Pegnesisches Schafergedicht. p.14.

80.

On the

subject of parody in the 17th century

Chapter 3 Note 17.

see

above Part Two

433.
Part 'Two Chapter

1.

On Schoch's

6.

biography

see

Goedeke, Grundri'iS Vol.Ill, pp.66-68;

Kosch, Literaturlexi-kon Vol.Ill p.2559
of birth

as

pp.729-730
2.

late

1634, surely

as

(max Freiherr

Ervrin Kunath,

von

an

(Kosch puts Schoch's date

impossibility?); ADB Vol.34,

Waldberg).

David Schiimer als Dichter und Bibliothekar,

p.32; pp.36-37; pp.43-45.
3.

Johann Georg Schoch, Poetischer Lust- und Blumen-Garten

(Leipzig,

1660).
4.

Johann Georg Schoch,
The

Comoedia.

vom

Studenten-Leben

(Leipzig, 1658).

Petrarchist influence is clear throughout the songs and

sonnets of the

Blumen-Garten:

cf. especially sonnets p.11,

p.92,

P.107.
5.

Georg ,/itkowski, Geschichte des literarischen Leben3 in Leipzig

(Leipzig, 1909) pp.137-139.
6.

Sonnet at the end of Johann Georg ..lbinus,
Erofilos ilirten-Liebe

(tr. from the Dutch of Jacob Gats) (Leipzig,

I652) and at the beginning of the
,Veltliche

Gedichte

as

well

as

7.

see

Both editions include
probably
Gh virtue

Bluraen-Garten odes

friend of Schoch and

a

Schoch,

see

On the incompatibility

p.213.

Johann Georg Schoch, Kurtze Verfassungen tlber des Qvidii

(Leipzig, I652).

I)er triumphirende /.mor in RT pp. 173-224.
songs

Kunath

9.

poet's Geistliche und

p.200, sonnets p.9.

Verwandlungsbeschrelbung
8.

was

of Schirmer's.

Blumen-Garten odes p.88,
of virtue and love

same

(Leipzig, 1659).

madrigals by CasparZiegler, who
Albinus

Des Kttniglichen Printzen

see

Blumen-Garten

songs

pp.51-54.

'or Schoch's peasant-

On these points

see

op.cit., pp.68-75.

;nthologia Graeca

(tr. Beckby,

tinchen, 1957) V, 259 (258),

p.383, Schirmer, RS pp.205-206; Schoch, Blumen-Garten
Hundert Liebes

Rubensohn,

Sonnette) No.XVI, p.21.

Griechische

also introduction

pigramme

See

on

these

(Erstes
poems

Max

(Weimar, 1897) p»53ff. an8 p.59ff«,

pp.ccl-cclxxv, especially p.cclxviii.

examination of Schirmer's poem Rubensohn

In his

quotes the intervening epigram

434.

nthology in 1649

by Nicolas Ileinsius who translated the Greek

translation may have been responsible for 1.11 of

and whose

Schirmer's sonnet and 1.9 of Schoch's poem

where the Greek

"Zweikampf der Liebe" is abandoned; probably this and not
Puritanism is the
10.

re

son.

For most of these examples see Max
deutsche Renaissance-hyrik

pp.211-212, p.218.
See

later

Freiherr

von

Waldberg, Die

(Berlin, 1888) p.75» p.H7» P»122,

See also Schoch, Blumen-Garten p.58, p.107.

also Ernst GUnter Carnap,

Das Schdferwesen in der deutschen

(Diss. Frankfurt, 1939) P«33 for remarks

Literatur

any

pastoral poetry, which he

sees as

to

some

on

Schoch's

extent under

itfttrnberg influence.
11.

Schoch,

12.

RS

p.56.

on

p.176 of the

lumen-Garten, p,145ff.

Schoch ap.cit., p.70 (No.xxxii).
songs.

13.

Schoch, op.cit., p.92.

14.

Op.Clt.,

18.

op.cit., pp,114-115» "the
the

p.

11 ,

sequence

(iNO.x) .
same occurs

See also

"Deutsche Sonett-Theorie im 17. Jahrhundert"

FuropHische Tradition und deutscher Literaturbarock

Hoffmeister) (Bern, 1973)j
lb.

in the concluding sonnet of

p.124; pp.142-143; p.152; pp.131-132.

Joseph Leighton,
in

Another "Sauff-Lied"

pp.23-24.

See above notes 1 and 10 and passim in Die

Lyrik

(ed.

Deutsche Renaissance-

(details in index there).

17.

Kunath, op.cit., p.87.

18.

On

See also above Part One

Ziegler's biography,

doubt,
Lexikon

many

details of which

Chapter 2F.

seem

to be in

Goedeke, Grundri8 Vol.Ill p.282; Kosch, Literatur-

see

IV, p.3520;

iDB Vol.45, pp.184-187

(Max Freiherr

von

Waldberg).
19.

Caspar Ziegler, Von den viadriMalen

1971) pp.63-64.

A'iercinski, Frankfurt,
about the

title

seems

unnecessary;

Venus and adonis in the
for certain

(1653) (ed. Dorothea GlodnyThe editor's doubt

Schirmer's comments about

preface to his Rosen-Gepttsche indicate

that it is this collection to which Ziegler

refers.
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20.

Karl Vossler, Das deutsche Madrigal
8ee

21.

also Part One

Justus Sieber,
collection of
of Sieber's

(Weimar, 1898) pp.30-39.

Chapter 3 above.

Poetisierende Jugend
nearly 1,000

(Dresden, 1658).

in 18 sections, contains most

pages,

religious and secular poetry.

Some Latin poetry

appeared in Salibissa sive Flammae Poeticae
religious poetry, which
Geistliche

22.

This

concerns us

(Dresden, 1654) and

less, in Seelen-KtU3e oder

(1656).

Liebs-Gedancken

This summary has been compiled mainly from Goedeke's

GrundriB

Vol.Ill, pp.70-71 and the ADB Vol.34 "Sieber" pp.132-133 by
Georg Mttller; Kosch's briefer remarks in the Literaturlexikon

Vol.Ill, p.2712

seem

less likely to be reliable

that Sieber had the living
Kunath

at Schandau

(op.cit., p.87) cites Sieber

Schirmer's in Dresden;

he

seems

aarly

as

-

as

he suggests

I65O.

friend and imitator of

as a

to be referring to the

yers

1655-1656.
23.

Sieber, Poetisierende Jugend,
Freiherr
and

24.

von

Section XI, p.519.

See Max

Waldberg, Die Deutsche Renaissance-Lyrik. p.118

passim.

Sieber, op.cit., Section XVIII, p.897.

cf. also Waldberg,

op.cit., p.221.
25.

Fleming, Deutsche Gedichte I, p.530; Schirmer, RS pp.203-204;
Sieber, op.cit,, section XVII, p.846.

26.

Sieber, op.cit., Section XVII, p.856,

27.

op.cit., Section XVII, p.839.

28.

op.cit., Section VIII, p.352ff.

See also the short dactylic

lines of the Mrnberg-like poem "Bey

kommendem Lentzen An

Lisimenen" which begins
Der

Frflhling

kttmt/

drum wird gebohren
ITeude

der Floren

...

29.

op.cit., Section XVII, p.831.

30.

See above Part One Chapter 2 D.

3i:

Sieber, op.cit., Section XVII, pp.843-844.

32.

RS

pp.I64-I65, quoted above in Part Two Chapter 1; RS pp.213-214;

RS

pp.216-217; RS pp.219-220.
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Part

1.

Two

Chapter 7.

Gottfried .vilhelm Sacer,

"Reime

dich/ oder ich fresse dich"

(Nordhausen, 1673) p.75f• quoted in Manfred Windfuhr, Die
barocke

Dildlichkeit und ihre Rritiker

also Johann

See

Dichtkunst

2•

Herrn

(Stuttgart, 196b) p.404.

Ghristoph Gottsched, Versuch einer Gritischen

(reprint, Darmstadt, I962), p.348.
iioffmannswaldau und andrer Deutschen auserlesener und

von

biBher ungedruckter Gedichte

1965) pp.18-20.

Ttibingen,

(reprint ed. de Capua-j'hilippson,

The notes in this edition

are

extremely misleading; the editors quote variants from the first

(the date of which is mistakenly given

edition of Schirmer's RS
as

1653) whereas

of these variants

some

are

mistakes from the

I65O edition already corrected in Schirmer's RS of 1657
"aus

deinen Brunnen"

treiben"

die
that

5.

in

instead of the

"Als sie im Grttnen schlief"

or

e.g.

"rttckwdrts

senseless "rttckw&rts schreiben" in "An

Sterne/ als T3r nicht bey Marnien war".

These points show

Benjamin Neukirch must have used the 1657 RS.

Schirmer's

name

occurs

frequently in the chapter "Dekorative

Metaphorik" in Windfuhr's Barocke Bildlichkeit, pp.255-260.
For

examples in Schirmer's work of such metaphors

see

the first

Lyrik David Schirmer's, p.42,

cf. also

part of this study passim.
4.

Windfuhr, op.cit., p.197.

5.

Sonnenberg, Studien
Max

Freiherr

von

zur

Waldberg, Die gal ante Lyrik

(StraBburg, 1885)

pp.85-87.
6.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.45*

7.

Waldberg, op.cit., p.85 footnote 4.

See also Erwin Kunath,

David Schirmer als Dichter und Bibliothekar.

8.

Windfuhr, op.cit., p.536; Schirmer, RS p.46.

9.

Sonnenberg, op.cit., p.31.

10.

quoted in Waldberg, op.cit., p.85.

11.

Table taken from Sonnenberg,

op.cit., p.29.

p.39.

Sonnenberg's

figures from Lohenstein's work were taken from ,7.
Stil in den Dramen Lohenstein&

art in, Per

(Diss. Leipzig, 1927).
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12.

On the latter point see Alfred Anger,

Literarlsches Rokoko

(Stuttgart, 1962) pp.15-18.
13.

Fritz Strich's essay originally appeared in Abhandlungen
deutschen Literaturgeaohichte.

dargebracht
Richard

(Mtlnchen, 1916) pp.21-53.

60. Geburtstag

It is quoted here from

The example is used by Herbert Zeman in Die deutsche

anakreontische Dichtung

A. Menhennet,

353.

zum

Alewyn (ed.), Deutsche Barockforschung (Kdln, 1966)

pp.258-259.

14.

Franz Muncker

zur

(Stuttgart, 1973). P»54.

"Between Baroque and Rococo" in MLR

See also Conrad Wiedemann

1971/2 pp.343-

(ed.) Per galante Stil 1680-1730

(Tttbingen, 1969) passim and especially pp.40-42.
15.

See also Joseph Leighton, "Deutsche

See above Part One Chapter 1.
Sonett-Theorie

im 17.

Jahrhundert" in Gerhart Hoffmeister,

Europdlsche Tradition und Deutscher Literaturbarock

(Bern, 1973)

P.25.
16.

See Zeman,

17.

Georg Witkowski, Die Vorl£ufer der anakreontischen Dichtung in

Anakreont 1 sche Dlchtung, p.52ff., especially p.53.

Deutschland und Friedrich
See also

18.

von

Hagedora

Anger, Literarisches Rococo,

Johann Fridrich Lttwen,

(Diss. Leipzig, 1889) p.14.
pp.52-53.

"Anmerkungen liber die Odenpoesie" in

Sammlung musikalischer Schriften, libersetzt

Bin Llederbuch des XVII. Jahrhunderts

Venus-GartieIn.

(ed. Max Freiherr
Part Two

Johann Wilhelm

(Leipzig, 1757) p.8.

Hertel, Erstes Stlick
19.

von

von

Waldberg, Halle, 1890) pp.37-38.

(1656)
See above

Chapter 4.

20.

RS

1,1 No.XXVL;

21.

RS

pp.457-460;

22.

See Georg

see
see

above Part One Chapter 2.
above Part Two Chapter 4.

Witkowski, Geschichte des literarischen He bens in Leipzig

(Leipzig, 1909) pp.110-111 and passim and also Hans Dahlke, Johann
Christian GUnther
and pp. 98-101

(Berlin, i960) pp.95-103. especially pp.95-96

where there is

an

analysis of "Brttder, lai3t una

lustig sein".
23.

Johann Christian Gttnther, Samtliche Werke

pp.285-286.

(ed.

w.

Kramer) Vol.1,

433.
24.

See Dahlke,

25.

There are other resemblances between Gtlnther and Schirmer in

op.cit., p.98.

the drinking song;

Gtlnther's Runda chorus in "Studentenlied"

(l,30l) and phrases like "franck und frey" in "Studentenlied"
(I pp.287-288)
26.

cf.

27.

But

as

in Schirmer's "Irmner hin".

Forster, The Icy Fire p.56 and p.66.
see

Hofmann

von

Fallersleben, Die deutschen Gesellschaftslieder

(i860) (reprint, Hildesheim, 1966) for
28.

H.

K.

(Cambridge, 1943) passim.

29.

See J. L. Gellinek,

30.

Des K'naben

Die weltliche Lyrik des

'underhorn

dem Garten

.artin Opitz, p.84.

(ed. Arnim-Brentano); " nmutiger Blumenkranz

der Geminde Gottes"

heiliger Flamme".
no

earlier period.

Kettler, Baroque tradition in the literature of the German

enlightenment

aus

an

1712

-

Do.14 "FrUfung in

Quoted from the edition of Karl Bode

date) Vol.11, p.374.

(Berlin,
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DAVID SCHIRMER

1623

-

B

LIFE, & WORKS

Schirmer born at Pappendorf
clergyman.

on

May 28th.

Second

son

of village

School at Freiberg.

1640

School at Halle under Rektor Christian Gueintz (Queintz), a friend
of August Buchner's,
(Zesen was a pupil until 1638). Gueintz
associated with Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft, about to publish
Deutscher Sprachlehre Bntwurf and Deutsche Rechtschreitaung.

1641

University at Leipzig.

1643

Earliest dated poems.
public at Halle.

1645

First visit to Wittenberg
of Poetics.

1646-48
1646

as

student.

August Buchner professor

(Zesen had been there 1640-1641)

Permanently in Wittenberg.

Visit of Kurffirst Johann Georg I to Wittenberg
off his

1647

"Jesu Christi Triumph" declaimed in

-

Buchner shows

pupil Schirmer.

Schirmer becomes 41st member of Zesen's "Deutsch-gesinnte
Genossenschaft" as "Der Beschirmende" (Emblem:Laurel protects
a rose-tree from lightning = "Zwar besttlrmt,
doch beschirmt".)

1648

Back to Leipzig.

I65O

Roaen-Gfepttsche 1-4 appear in Halle - preface dated 1649*
Called to Dresden court to supervise musical and theatrical
productions - no fixed salary.
Ballett des Paris und der Helena

1652

Der triumphierende Amor.

1653

Schirmer tries to leave to continue studying but retained by
the Kurftlrst at salary of 218 Thaler p. a.

1654

Ballett.

Singende Rosen published in Dresden.
Friendship with musicians
Stolle, Adam Krieger, Heinrich SohtLtz and poets Justus
Sieber, Caspar Ziegler, Johann Georg Schoch.
More ballets.

Ph.

1655

Appointed librarian

1657

Rosen-Gepttsche published in Dresden.

as successor
latter's recommendation.

to Christian Brehme on the

440.

1658

Verwundeter una wiedergeheilter LOwe published in Dresden.

I659-63
I663

more

ballets.

Rauten-Geptlsche published in Dresden

(-- collection of

Gelegenheitsgedichte, mainly to Court figures, and ballets
1666

Adam Krieger dies.

1667

Schirmer edits Krieger's Neue Arien.

1668

Marries Anna Maria Leschke.

1670

Wife dies.

1671

Father dies.

1683

Schiraer relieved of post

1687

Schirmer dies
in Dresden.

-

as

Living in

near

etc.)

poverty.

librarian.

buried 12.8.1687 in the St. Johanniskirchhof

Wo will

or

Leichenpredigt found.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

!•

■"•chirmcr texts

(does not include

poems first published separately
later included in collected works.)

but

A.

Collected editions.

1.

:

2.

(Halle, I650)

(RS I650)

Hin/-ende Rosen

(Dresden, 1654)

(SR)

5.

Poetlsche Rosen-Gepttscho

(Dresden, 1657)

(RS)

4.

Poetische Rauten-Geptlsche

(Dresden, I663)

(RT)

rstes bis Vierdtes Rosen-Geptlsche

(Nos. 1, J, 4 in BM, London and UB, Gdttingen; No.2 in i taatsbibliothek, Dresden; .0.3 in Ii
volfenbflttel).
B.

claim to completeness;
existence of further occasional
to

1.

(The list here
the present author is aware of the

Other texts not included in the above editions.
makes

no

poetry but this list is restricted

which he has been able to inspect

poems

personally.)

Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (Halle, 1666)
(preface d^ted 12th August 1645) "huigektlrtzte Aeime" by D. Cchirmer
In J.

"von

C. Gueintz,

Hreyberg aus ieissen"

among

; hrengedichte.

2.

Ghristliche Unter-redungen (Dresden, 1659)
congratulatory ode by David chirmer, "Churf. Sachs. Bib."

3.

Trauergedichte

In Christian Brehme,

(all in UB, Gttttingen)

for Veit Heymann

(d. I65I)

for David Hermann

(d. 1(>55)
'chaffer (d.

for Hedewig Johanna
for Johan

Mei^ner

for Christina

(d. 1660)
Jtlnger (d. 1662)

for Johann Hestius

(d. 1664)

uphrosyna Butschky (d.

for Maria

for Maria Catherina
for Maria Kundmann

undman

I064)

(d. 1666)

(d. 1667)

Berlich

(d. 1670)

for Georg

Helffreich

(d. 1677)

for Chr.

mst Freiherr

for Borchard

4.

1656)

von

Kanne

(d. 1677)

Verwundeter und Jiedergeheilter Lttwe.

16. 49.

12)

Drama.

(Dresden, 1658)(U3, Halle
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II.

Other primary texts

(Jena, 1662)

Bergmann, M.

Deutsches Aerarium poeticum

Birken, Sigmund von

Teutsche Rede- Bind- und Dichtkunst

(Ntirnberg, 1679)
Brehme, Christi

(Leipzig, 1637)

Lustige,..Gedichte

n

Art und

/eise kurtze

Geistliche

Gedichte

-

Brieflein zu schreiben
Jeltliche Gedichte

(Dresden, 1640)
Anleitung

Buchner, August

zur

Deutschen Poeterey

(Wittenberg, I665)

(reprint, Tttbingen, 1966)

Ben

Bloem-IIof

(ed. W. Ziesemer) (Halle, 1936) 4 Bde.

Gedichte

Dach, Simon
van

Van Dis and Jac.

de Nederlantsche

leught

Smit) (reprint, Amsterdam

(1608 and 1610) (ed. L. M.
- Antwerpen 1955)

Pinckelthaus, Gottfried

Deutsche Gesllnge (Hamburg, c.1640)

Fleming, Paul

Deutsche Gedichte

Frentzel, J.

Lob-Gedicht der wahren und ungefdrbten Gottesfurcht (Leipzig. 1648)

Greflinger, Georg

Poetische Rosen und

I & II (ed. Lappenberg)
(reprint, Darmstadt, 1965)

Dflrner/ Mtllsen und Kttrner

(Hamburg, 1655)
Ilassler, TIans

Lustgarten

forschung
Homburg,

rnst Ghr.

(Berliner Gesellschaft ftlr Musik(1873) Vol.15)

Schimpff- und F.rnsthaffte Clio Erster Teil

"

(Jena? I638), II (Jena, 1642)
Geistliche Lieder

Klaj, Johann

Hedeorationen

(Naumburg, I658)

(reprint, Ttibingen, 1965)

Friedensdichtungen

KOhler, A.

Deutliche und

.

(reprint, Ttibingen, 1968)

rttndliche Einleitung

reinen deutschen Poesie

Jesulein

Xrtlger, A.

Das Neugeborene

Ueumark, Georg

Poetischer Lustwald

Opitz, Martin

Buch

von

zu

der

(Halle, 1754)
(Halle, 1651)

(Jena, 1657)

der deutschen Poeterey

Alewyn) (Ttibingen, 1963)

(ed. Braune/

~

(with Enoch Ilanmann's notes)
(Frankfurt/Main, 1658)

Prosodia Germanica

443.
Teutsche

Poemata

1624 (ed.

Witkowski)

(reprint, Halle, I967)

(Neudruck TUbingen, 1)66)

Geistliche Poernata
.Veltliche

Plavius, Johannes

Trauer-md TreUf-eoichte in

:.usa

(Hamburg, 1634)

Teutonica

(Hamburg, 1638)

Poetischer Luat-Garte
Scherffer

eanziger Barock-

(Leipzig, 1939)

dichtung

Hist, Johann

(Neudruck Ttibingen, 1967)

Poemata I

von

Scherfferstein, Wencel
Schoch, Johann Georg

(Hrieg, 16^2)

Geist- und Weltliche Gedichte

■

(Leipzig, 1652)

urtze Verfassungen...

Conoedia

von

(Leipzig, I658)

Htudenten-Lcben

Poetischer J.ust- und Blumen-Garten

Schottelius, J. C-.

Teutsche Vers- oder Reim- unst

(Leipzig, 1660)

('.Volfenbttttel,

1645)
Rieber, Justus

Poetlsierende

Treuer, GottheIf

Leutscher Daedalus

Tseherning,

Lobf.cs

ndreas

n

Lob des

Jugend

(.Dresden, 1653)

(Frankfurt, 1660)

Jesu Ch isti

.....

,ein:;ottes

(Rostock, I635)

(Rostock, I636)

Beutscher Getlchte

rrttling

(aostock, 1642)

Leutscher Cetichte

frilling

(Breslau, 1642)

Unvorgreiffliches Jedenckon...

Zesen,

Philipp

(Lttbeck, 1659 )

elicon

(Wittenberg, I64O)

.Leutscher Helicon

(Wittenberg, I64I)

Leutscher ...elicon

('Wittenberg, 1656)

Teutscher

Poetischer RosenwHlder Vorscbnack

Prtthlingslust
Gcala

(Hamburg, 1642)

leliconis

(Amsterdam, 1643)

Teutonici

Lichterische Jugend-Flammen
(03en-mand

Sa .tliehe v/erke
Von den

(Hamburg, I65I)

(Hamburg, I65I)

Oekreuzi^rter Liebsflammen

Ziegler, Caspar

(Hamburg, 1642)

IX

.'.adri/.alen

(ed.

(Hamburg, 1653)
ache) ( erlin, 1971)

(Leipzig, 1653)
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III.

A.

Secondary Literature.

Dissertations and major works

on

Dchirmer.

"David Schinner"

Cade, R.

in Heues Archiv fttr

aachsische Geschichte
No.

(Dresden, 1892, Vol.15,

1, pp. 117ff.

David .chiraer ala Diohter und Bibliothekar

Xunath, H.

(Dissertation, Leipzig, 1922)
Studien

Sonnenberg, W.

zur

hvrik David Schirmera

(Dissertation, Gdttingen, 1952)

B.

Other works relevant to Schirmer and

Alewyn, Richard

(ed.)

Angress, Ruth K.

this study.

Deutsche Barockforschum-

(XBln, 2nd ed. 1966)

The

(Lexington, 1971)

Airly Oerman Epigram

otive und Fomen der deutschen Lyrik des

Beckraann, Adelheid

17. Jahrhunderts (Ttlbingen.
Bei ner,

Oeschichte der deutschen Elegie

Friedrich

Seller, Manfred

67/2 (1975) PP.157-189.

Gedichten"

in Euphorion

der deutschen Literatur V

Boeckh, J.

Geschichte

(East Berlin, 1962)

Camap, Ernst GtLnter

Das Schiaferwesen

(Diss.

in der deutschen Literatur

-rankfurt, 1959)(Rtirzburg,

1959)

Lateinische Pichtunkstrad111on und deutsche

Conrady, Xarl Otto

Lyrik dea 17.
"Barocke

Cysarz, Herbert

Jahrhunderts

Darmstadt,
Ebert, F. A.

(1957) (reprint,

3ni/ lichen Bibliothek

von

zu

(Leipzig, 1882)

German Baroque Literature

von

Pallersleben, Hoffmann

."-.arocK

1964)

Geschichte der
Dresden

(Bonn, 1962)

Lyrik und barocke Lyriker" in DLE

Vor- und Iruh-

Faur, Curt

(Berlin, 1941)

"Thema, convention und Sprache der
raythologischen Aus^rucksforraen in Paul Fleming's

Albrecht G. etc.

Faber du

I960)

(Dew Haven, 1958)

"August Buchner" in Weimarisches Jahrbuch
i'ttr Deutsche

(1855) (II/1)

Sprache,

Litteratur und t,.unat

445.
'ntipetrarkismus

Fechner, J-U.

Per

Flernming, Willi

Per Wandel

Forster, Leonard

des deutschen Katurgeftlhls vom

15.

zum

The

Icy Fire

18, Jahrhundert

(Halle, 1931)

(Cambridge, 19^9)

Zur Geschichte

Fttrstenau, M.

(Heidelberg, 1966)

.usik und des Theaters

der

Hofe der ^urfdrsten

von

am

(Dresden, 186l)

Gachsen

Cellinek, Janis Little

Die weltliche Lyrik des Martin Opitz

Gervinus, G. G.

Geschichte

(Bern, 1973)

der deutschen Dichtung Vol.3

(Leipzig," 1Q127)
Vol.IIl(Dresden, 1387)

Goedeoke, Karl

"Schirmer" in Grundrii

Hankamer, Paul

Deutsche C-e genre formation und deutsches
Barock (Stuttgart, 1935)

Hinton Thomas,

R.

Poetry and Long in the German Baroque

(Oxford, 1963)
Ingen, Ferdinand van

Kaczerowsky, Klaus

Philipp

von

Zesen

(Stuttgart, 1970)

Philipp

von

Zesen

1619-1969

(Wiesbaden, 1972)

Btirgliche ilomankunst im ..eitalter des Barock

(itLnchen, 1969)
Kayser, Wolfgang

Geschichte

des

(Bern, i960)

deutschen Verses

Die Klangmalerei

bei Harsddrffer

(G^ttingen, 1969)
Kosch, Wilhelm

"Schirmer"

Kretschmer, H.

Geschichte der

Lausberg, I-Ieinrich

Elemente

tlnchen,

Leishman, J. B.

"ainland, W. F.

Literaturlexikon
Oper

Max, Hugo

(.Bern, 1966)

(Leipzig, 1919)

der literarischen Rhetorik

(2nd ed.

1963)
(London, 19&1)

Martial und die deutsche Epiframmatik des

(Stuttgart, 1903)

17.

Jahrhunderts

"An

example of 'Baroque' Elaboration"

Language Review XLI

Manheimer, Viktor

III

Theme3 and Variations in Shakespeare's
Sonnets

Levy, R.

in

Die

Lyrik des

(1946)

pp.

ndreas Gryphius

(Berlin, 1904)

lartin Opitz als geistlicher Dichter

(Heidelberg, 1931)

odern

298-305.

446.

(Heidelberg, 1955)

Mdnch, W.

Das Sonett

Moser, Virgil

Frllhneuhochdeutsche Grammatik I

(Heidelberg, 1929)

Geschichte des deutschen Liedes

(reprint,

Mttller, Gdnter

1959)

Darmstadt,
Mttller, W. and
Forster, K.

Bibliothek deutscher Dichter Vol.XIII

Neumeister, Erdmann

Specimen dissertationis historico-criticae de
Poetis Germanicis etc. p.92ff. (1706)

Newald, Richard
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